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PREFACE

Sh��� Muslims consider the political and religious leadership of the 
Muslim community to be the right of the descendents of the Prophet 
Muªammad. Early Muslim historical writings concur on the fact 
that Muªammad’s only descendents were through the marriage of 
his daughter to the Prophet’s cousin, �Al� b. Ab� �ålib (d. 40/661). 
According to Sh��� Muslims the Prophet had designated �Al� as his 
successor before his death in 9/632, and reserved future leadership of 
the Muslim community to �Al�’s descendents, collectively known as 
the ÆPeople of the House” (Ahl al-Bayt). The existence of a leader, 
designated by the Prophet himself, certainly stunted the development 
of a distinct Sh��� jurisprudence. This is not to say there was no 
Sh��� law. The various descendents of the Prophet who received Sh��� 
devotion (the Imams) were asked questions about right conduct and 
proper compliance with the Shar��a. They gave answers with which 
their followers were ordered to comply. However, when an Imam 
was present there was no need for an overarching jurisprudence. 
Since the Imam could answer all legal enquiries, there was no need 
to create a framework into which the Imams’ rulings collectively 
might � t. The doctrine of the Imamate, then, reduced the need for 
legal theory. This at least partially explains why the Sh��a were tardy 
in producing works of u‚¨l al-��qh (legal theory) when compared to 
those developed by Sunnis. However, as the Sh��a began to � ssure 
internally, the doctrinal paths taken by Sh��� groupings led to varying 
levels of theoretical need. The Zayd� Sh���s, for example, proposed an 
Imam with reduced charismatic authority, whose rulings were perhaps 
the most authoritative; however, they left space for individual jurists 
to propose their own legal opinions. In order to do this, the jurists 
had to base their opinions on theoretical principles—whimsical adher-
ence to a particular ruling because it appealed to a jurist was not 
considered suf� cient grounds upon which to argue for its superiority 
over the opinions of other jurists. Hence, theoretical writings amongst 
the Zaydiyya began to be written in the early Fifth/Eleventh Century 
at the latest.1 There were those who argued for continued devotion 

1 An early (perhaps the earliest) Zayd� work of u‚¨l al-��qh is al-Mujz� f� u‚¨l al-
��qh by Ab¨ �ålib Yaªyå b. al-Óusayn al-Nå†iq bi�l-Óaqq (d. 424/1033, see Zirikl�, 
al-A�låm, v. 8, p. 141).
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xvi PREFACE

to the Imam, since he was available and able to give answers. The 
Ismå��l� Sh��� tradition—both under the Fatimids and later amongst 
the Nizår� Ismå��l�s—presents the most dedicated adherence to this 
doctrine. There may have been a need for the law to be collected, 
as it was in al-Qå�� al-Nu�mån’s (d. 303/974) Da�å�im al-Islåm, but 
there was little need for a general theory when the Imam was pres-
ent.2 This lack of interest in legal theory eventually resulted in a lack 
of interest in the law generally, and the Ismå��l� Sh��� tradition after 
Qå�� Nu�mån produced few signi� cant legal works.

The Imåm� Sh��a developed an interest in legal theory following 
the disappearance of their Twelfth Imam in 260/874. The doctrine 
of the Imam’s occultation (ghaybat al-imåm) was explained by later 
Sh���s as being necessitated by the oppression of the Imåm� Sh��� 
community by the Sunnis. Whether or not this explanation is credible, 
the removal of the Imam certainly enabled Imåm� Sh��� scholars to 
think more creatively about the law. Deciding whether the doctrine 
of the ghayba was a result of scholars’ efforts (to free up intellectual 
space for their activities), or emerged on the Imam’s own initiative 
(as Sh��� tradition portrays it) is outside the scope of this study. What 
is clear, though, is that theoretical re� ection on the legal coherence 
of the Imams’ rulings emerged tentatively prior to the ghayba, and 
� ourished thereafter. Scholars could now speculate on what the Imams’ 
meant when they made a particular legal pronouncement, how such 
pronouncements might be married with other sources of revelation 
(such as the Qur�ån) and whether their statements re� ected the true 
law or the Imams’ own dissimulation in an attempt to protect the 
Sh��a from suffering at the hands of the Sunnis. Within a hundred 
years of the Twelfth Imam’s Ægreater occultation” in 329/941 (after it 
became clear his promised return was not imminent), works of u‚¨l 
al-��qh were being composed by Imåm� (or Twelver) Sh��� scholars 
and the basis for a tradition of juristic scholarship was being laid. 
Since this book is only concerned with Imåm� jurisprudence, from 
hereon, reference to Sh���, Sh��a and Shi�ism refers to the Imåm� or 
Ithnå�ashariyya (Twelver) expression of Shi�ism.

2 Al-Qå�� al-Nu�mån’s Ikthilåf U‚¨l al-Madhåhib shows the author’s great interest 
in legal theory, but is ultimately a rejection of the need for a discipline of u‚¨l al-��qh. 
For a debate on this, see ÆAlta Discussion”, pp. 419–420.
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The early development of Imåm� Sh��� law has been outlined by 
other writers.3 The increasing rationalisation of the law and the search 
for coherence amongst the Imams’ sayings (akhbår or ªad�ths) did 
not happen in isolation. One sees the in� uence of Sunni legal theory 
in the earliest extant works of Sh��� u‚¨l al-��qh, and the subsequent 
tradition was, in part at least, an attempt to establish Sh��� legal 
theory as a viable scholastic discipline in competition with that of 
Sunni jurists. Stewart has argued for a close connection between 
Shå� �� jurisprudence and the developing Sh��� tradition.4 Biographical 
records point towards Sh��� scholars studying with Shå� �� jurists, and 
later, Shå� �� works of u‚¨l al-��qh became important elements in the 
training of Sh��� jurists. Central Sunni u‚¨l concepts, such as ijtihåd 
and the division between Æreligious matters known with certainty” 
(�ilm, qa†�) and those which are open to informed dispute (�ann), 
were incorporated into Sh��� u‚¨l from at least the time of the great 
Sh��� jurist al-�Allåma al-Óill� (d. 726/1325). The akhbår, collected 
in the famous ÆFour Books” of Sh��� ªad�ths,5 were considered 
insuf� cient in themselves to provide answers to all the elements of 
a comprehensive legal system. There was a need to test the akhbår, 
to distinguish the historically accurate from the dubious, to resolve 
apparently contradictory reports and to discern what the Imams’ rul-
ings might have been on issues never put to them. These are basic 
requirements of a workable legal system, and require procedures. Or 
alternatively, when the law was already known, a fundamental legal 
theory was necessary to justify it. Through such a theory, individual 
rules—particularly those which appeared to be anomalous—could be 
justi� ed or modi� ed. Some of the Imams’ pronouncements explicitly 
forbade certain Sunni exegetical procedures (such as qiyås) and Sh��� 
scholars were unable to interpret such reports away. When the Imams 
condemned ijtihåd, it was interpreted as referring simply to qiyås, and 
not to the broader set of hermeneutic procedures found in the works 
of al-�Allåma and those who came after him.6 In this way, Sh��� u‚¨l 

3 See Modarressi, Introduction to Sh��� Law, pp. 1–57; Calder, ÆThe Structure of 
Authority”; Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy.

4 Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 61–110.
5 Namely, Muªammad b. Ya�q¨b al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�, al-Shaykh al-Íad¨q Ibn 

Båb¨ya’s Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h and the Tahdh�b al-Aªkåm and al-Istib‚år of 
Muªammad b. al-Óasan al-�¨s�. On the composition and structure of these texts, see 
Gleave, ÆBetween ªad�th and Fiqh”.

6 See Gleave, ÆQiyås”.
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works began to resemble those composed by Sunnis, most obviously 
in structure, but in large part in conclusions also.

Resistance to the creeping rationalisation of the law (and the accu-
sation of Sunni in� uence on Sh��� legal theory) was patchy. There is 
little textual evidence of any immediate Sh��� opposition to al-�Allåma’s 
theory. Instead, subsequent writers of Sh��� u‚¨l al-��qh endorsed his 
epistemological dichotomy between certainty and opinion. Even if his 
views on speci� c areas of the law (such as his view on the probative 
force of the Æisolated opinion”, khabar al-wåªid) were subjected to 
criticism and re� nement, the general framework he instituted became 
the mainstay of classical Sh��� scholarship. The fact that al-�Allåma’s 
theory enhanced the authority of the opinions of a mujtahid (the one 
quali� ed to carry out ijtihåd) certainly contributed to the popularity 
of his views amongst later Sh��� u‚¨l writers.7 His work inspired a 
series of textbooks of legal theory up to and including the famous 
Ma�ålim al-D�n of Óasan b. Shah�d II (d. 1011/1602). These were 
used to train Sh��� scholars, and were the subject of extensive com-
mentaries and super-commentaries.

Opposition to al-�Allåma’s theory of ijtihåd and the division of 
knowledge into �ilm and �ann eventually emerged, three hundred 
years later, in the Akhbår� movement. This, at least, is one of the 
theses argued for in this book. Some scholars have argued that the 
Akhbår� movement pre-dates its rise to scholarly prominence. In 
Chapter 1, I argue that whilst there certainly was Sh��� opposition to 
legal rationalisation, after al-�Allåma it was effectively extinguished 
amongst the Sh��� scholarly elite. A rigorous critique of al-�Allåma’s 
Æinnovations” was � rst delineated in the work of Muªammad Am�n 
al-Astaråbåd� (d. 1036/1626–7), and later through those who claimed 
to continue his Akhbår� approach. The occasional use of the term 
Akhbår� in texts before Astaråbåd� is not, I argue, consistent. It cannot 
be used as evidence of a de� ned intellectual trend with a known set 
of doctrines. It is not clear from the sporadic deployment of the term 
in classical Sh��� literature (or Sunni literature about the Imåmiyya) 
that there was a de� nable group called the Akhbåriyya. No scholars 
are ever named as being members of the early Akhbåriyya until much 
later (and such references are clearly back projections), and no distinc-
tive doctrines are explicitly assigned to the group. In short, I argue 

7 See Calder, ÆDoubt and Prerogative”.
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that the Akhbår�s are best seen as starting with Muªammad Am�n 
al-Astaråbåd�. After him, the term has a stability of reference which 
enables us to speak of an Akhbår� trend (perhaps even an Akhbår� 
Æschool”) within Sh��� jurisprudence. The Akhbår�s themselves, of 
course, wished to trace their history back to the earliest Sh��� scholars 
in order to claim an historical pedigree. This should not persuade us 
that the early Sh��� scholars were either called ÆAkhbår�s” at the time 
(there is little evidence that they were, or that they claimed the name 
for themselves), or that the later Akhbår�s shared all the juristic meth-
odology of the early scholars. The interplay of reason and revelation 
in early and classical Sh��� theology raises a set of interesting ques-
tions. However, I argue these questions are not immediately germane 
to an analysis of the later Akhbår� movement inspired by Astaråbåd�. 
The later Akhbår� movement was concerned primarily with questions 
of legal theory, and how the system established by al-�Allåma might 
be reformed (or more radically, rejected).

Having established Astaråbåd�’s work as marking the beginning of 
the Akhbår� school, Chapter 2 is an examination of what is known 
of his life and works. This requires an excursus on the nature of 
the sources usually employed in such historical accounts. Outside 
of the biographical and legal literature of the period, the Akhbår� 
movement is rarely mentioned in either Safavid or Qajar historical 
sources. Safavid court histories, for example, make extensive refer-
ence to the �ulamå� (both individually and as a group), and to their 
con� ict with other groups claiming religious authority (in particular 
the Su� s).8 However, they are largely silent on the dispute between the 
Akhbår�s, and their opponents, the U‚¨l�s (or mujtahids, who sought 
to maintain al-�Allåma’s juristic system). This in itself indicates that 
tensions between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s were, in the main, internal 
to the scholarly community, rarely expressing themselves in ways 
which troubled the authors of historical chronicles. Scholars identi-
� ed as Akhbår�s within the Sh��� scholarly tradition are mentioned in 
the historical chronicles: some of them had close relations with the 
Safavid court and held of� cial positions in the Safavid state. However, 
reference to their allegiance to the Akhbår� school of jurisprudence 
is rare in these historical sources. That other (unpublished) documen-
tary sources from the Safavid and Qajar periods might throw further 

8 See in this regard, the detailed work of Babayan (Monarchs, Mystics and Messiahs).
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light on the Akhbår� movement is inevitable. Sefatgol has intimated 
that the growth in the number of waqf establishing seminaries for 
the study of ªad�th could be one indication of increased Akhbår� 
in� uence.9 Even then, the dispute surrounding Akhbår� jurisprudence 
seems con� ned to the scholarly elite. The view argued for in this 
work is that the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute was primarily concerned with 
technical questions of Sh��� jurisprudence. The dispute had, then, 
limited societal effect compared to the disputes concerning the role 
of Su� sm (or even philosophy) in Safavid and Qajar society (and 
the wider Sh��� world).

Astaråbåd� rejected ijtihåd and the epistemological �ilm/�ann dis-
tinction implied by it. In its place, he proposed a legal methodology 
which attempted to ensure that legal rulings could be derived with 
certainty from the sources. In order to do this, he had to establish that 
the sources themselves were inviolable. Two elements of his theory 
(namely the establishment of the authenticity of the sources and the 
manner in which they could be interpreted with certainty as to their 
intended meaning) were to become the central doctrines of subsequent 
Akhbår� writings. Astaråbåd�’s ideas are analysed in detail in Chapter 
3, on the basis of his extant writings on legal theory and in particular, 
his famous al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. He argued that the akhbår of 
the Imams are historically accurate, and that they provide suf� cient 
guidance to enable an individual believer’s complete adherence to the 
law of God. Since the Imams are, by common Imåm� Sh��� agreement, 
sinless, the Imams’ words are re� ections of God’s will. In this sense 
the books of akhbår are, for Akhbår�s, Æscripture”, and Astaråbåd�’s 
emphasis upon them as a source means that his methodology can be 
characterised as Æscripturalist”. How this scripturalist emphasis was 
developed by subsequent Akhbår�s is described in later chapters. 
Astaråbåd� does not consider it necessary for the believer to seek any 
alternative source of knowledge in order to comply with God’s will. 
ÆScripture” provides suf� cient guidance, both in terms of substance 
and in terms of the correct way to proceed when scripture appears 
inadequate. Scripture makes perfect compliance with the law possible, 
even if, on a particular point of detail, scripture is ambiguous or silent. 
Other possible sources of knowledge (reason, philosophy, experience, 
inspiration) are systematically excluded from acting within the area 

9 Sefatgol, ÆSafavid Administration”, p. 408.
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of the law. Akhbår�s agreed on this, though they clearly disagreed 
on whether these alternative potential sources might usefully inform 
theological (as opposed to legal) debate. Astaråbåd�’s theological 
writings are analysed in Chapter 4, and his views on the canonical 
questions of kalåm (dialectical theology) are found to be only tan-
gentially in� uenced by his Akhbår� jurisprudence—con� rming that 
Akhbarism was, at least for its founder, primarily a jurisprudential 
movement.

The considerable popularity of Astaråbåd�’s ideas amongst the 
�ulamå� led to the establishment of new Akhbår� teaching circles in 
the Gulf, Iran, Iraq, Jabal �Åmil and eventually India. Evidence for 
the spread of Akhbarism can be found in the sudden appearance of 
self-avowed Akhbår� works of jurisprudence, in which Astaråbåd� is 
cited and his views propounded (and at times developed and modi-
� ed). The in� uence of Astaråbåd�’s ideas can also be traced through 
the network of teacher-pupil relationships, beginning with his teaching 
circle in Mecca, and spreading to other parts of the Sh��� community. 
This network is examined in Chapter 5, and a tentative history of the 
spread of Akhbarism in the two hundred years following Astaråbåd�’s 
death is mapped. The establishment of teaching institutions, the con-
struction of a scholarly tradition of Akhbår� writing and the study of 
a distinctive Akhbår� curriculum are all indicators of the emergence 
of an Akhbår� Æschool”. The common Islamic term for such a school 
of thought, madhhab, was applied to the Akhbåriyya around a cen-
tury after Astaråbåd�, and remained popular thereafter. The Akhbår� 
madhhab, if this is the correct term, is contrasted with the madhhab 
of the U‚¨liyya or mujtahid¨n. Lists of differences between the two 
Æschools” are composed in great number, sharpening the lines of 
dispute between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. When composed by Akhbår�s, 
these lists facilitate an examination of Akhbår� Æself-de� nition”. 
Such an account is carried out in Chapter 6, and the evidence rallied 
there supports the dating of the emergence of the Akhbåriyya as a 
Æschool”, in the proper sense of the term, to around 80 years after 
Astaråbåd�’s death.

Chapters 7, 8 and 9 present an analysis of the major themes within 
Akhbår� works of jurisprudence between the death of Astaråbåd� and 
the work of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår�, the last signi� cant Akhbår� 
scholar in Iraq and Iran. The analysis demonstrates that intra-Akh-
bår� debate, in addition to the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute, contributed to 
the formation and consolidation of the Akhbår� school. In Chapter 
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7, the debate around the extent to which the interpretation of the 
Qur�ån was dependent upon the Imams’ own interpretation (tafs�r) 
in the akhbår is analysed. In Chapter 8, the Akhbår� conception of 
Sunna, and the identi� cation of Sunna solely with the akhbår of the 
Imams is examined. The different means whereby Akhbår� jurists 
demonstrated the historical authenticity (and hence the probative 
force—ªujjiyya) of the akhbår exemplify the variation within the 
Akhbåriyya over how to maintain this fundamental, perhaps de� ning, 
Akhbår� doctrine. Akhbår� doctrines such as these also enable us to 
position some scholars whose Akhbår� allegiance is not unequivocally 
declared in the sources. In Chapter 9, the manner in which interpre-
table scripture (whether it comprised Qur�ån and akhbår, or akhbår 
alone) might be understood, and legal rulings deduced, is examined. 
Here, once again, one detects similarities across the Akhbår� school, 
but also tensions and debates. In all three chapters, it becomes clear 
that the major debates within the Akhbår� school all related to the 
extent to which established (U‚¨l�) methodology might be employed 
in the defence of Akhbår� doctrine. Distinctive Akhbår� Æcamps” did 
not emerge in any de� nable form and it is not possible to talk of 
coherent Æschools within the Akhbår� school”. However, it is possible 
to discern different attitudes towards other Sh��� trends, in particu-
lar, the U‚¨liyya. Questions concerning whether the U‚¨l�s should 
be considered fellow Sh��a or heretics meld with issues relating to 
whether or not established (U‚¨l�) models of legal enquiry should 
control both the presentation and content of Akhbår� jurisprudence. 
This indecision about Akhbarism’s relationship to Usulism is, I argue 
in the Conclusion, one of the factors which contributed to its demise 
in Iran, Iraq, Jabal �Åmil and the Arabian peninsula.

The current popularity amongst some Imåm� Sh��a of the ÆAkhbår�” 
scripturalist method is, in part, due to the increased availability of the 
sources. In particular, the publication of akhbår collections in both 
print and electronic media have encouraged some modern Shi�ites to 
by-pass the scholarly training of the seminary (ªawza) and the sup-
posedly hidebound juristic methodology of the U‚¨l�s. However, as I 
hope to demonstrate in the course of this book, Akhbår� jurisprudence 
was far from straightforward, and Akhbår� jurists showed as much 
intellectual ingenuity as their U‚¨l� counterparts as they attempted to 
construct a coherent juristic system. They were not simple Æliteral-
ists” as they are sometimes portrayed in both Sh��� and secondary 
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literature,10 but rather scholars, with a vehement commitment to the 
maintenance of scholarly authority and the tradition of Sh��� learning. 
Modern developments, rising levels of literacy in the Sh��� world and 
the increasing number of translations of the sources into languages 
other than Arabic have all encouraged a perception that the Akhbår�s 
represented a sort of Sh��� protestantism in which expert scholars 
were redundant. The Akhbår�s, it is believed, let the texts Æspeak for 
themselves”. I hope that my analysis here of the historical Akhbår� 
school demonstrates that this is a rather partial view of an innovative 
and intellectually complex juristic tradition.

10 Stewart makes the common comparison between the Akhbåriyya and the Æliteralist” 
�åhiriyya (Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, p. 184). Cole glosses the Akhbår�s as Æliteralist” 
(Cole, ÆSources of Authority”, p. 84). Whilst the two groups share a refutation of 
qiyås, their replacement hermeneutics (analysed below in Chapters 7 and 9) are quite 
distinct. Reflex equations of the Akhbår�s and �åhir�s can also be found in Abtaª�, 
ÆNaqsh-i Sunnat”, As�ad�, ÆQur�ån-i ŒMub�n’ ”, Jåbir�, al-Fikr al-Salaf� and As�ad�, 
ÆFahm-i Qur�ån”.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE AKHBÅRÛ-UÍÁLÛ DISPUTE AND THE EARLY 
ÆAKHBÅRÛ” SCHOOL

For most Muslim writers, both in the contemporary period and in the 
past, God’s revelation to humanity comprises two principal elements: 
the Qur�ån and the Sunna. However, the form and content of both 
of these elements continues to be matters of dispute and discussion. 
The text of the Qur�ån (Æthe Book”, al-Kitåb) was subject to variant 
readings (qirå�åt), which at times indicate differences in the possible 
meaning of a particular passage.1 Furthermore, some Muslim scholars 
conceived of verses which were absent from the text of the Qur�ån 
as we have it today, though present in the recitation revealed to the 
Prophet Muªammad.2 The Sunna, on the other hand, was a somewhat 
theoretical concept which a Muslim could come to know through 
an examination of the extant reports of the Prophet’s actions and 
an assessment of what is indicated by the words and actions of the 
Prophet found in the literary genre known as ªad�th ( pl. aªåd�th). The 
aªåd�th were only potential indicators of the Prophet’s example. Other 
possible indicators included the words and actions of the Prophet’s 
companions and those of his successors who were inspired by his 
example. The Ærecited revelation” (waªy matl¨, that is, the Qur�ån) 
was used during the performance of Muslim rituals, and therefore 
had a ritual function which the unrecited revelation (waªy ghayr al-
matl¨, that is, the Sunna) did not have. This, however, was not always 
an indication of the Qur�ån’s primacy over the Sunna. Nor was the 
relative stability of the Qur�anic text, compared with the amorphous 
concept of Sunna, always suf� cient to guarantee the greater authority 
of the former. Some scholars felt the relationship between Qur�ån and 

1 For a view that the two qirå�as (and by implication, most of the other variant 
readings) in current usage do not affect the sense of variant verses, see Brockett, 
ÆThe Value of the Óaf‚ and Warsh Transmissions”. That most qirå�as are exegetical 
asides rather than true variants, see Burton, Collection, pp. 29–45 and Wansbrough, 
Qur�ånic Studies, pp. 205–206.

2 The classic example of this is the ÆStoning Verse”, on which see Burton, Collec-
tion, pp. 72–85 and his Sources of Islamic Law, pp. 122–164.
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Sunna to be one akin to text and commentary; others felt them to be 
two separate (and equal, albeit complementary) sources of knowledge 
of God’s intended message.3 Occasionally, one � nds groups which 
accept the Qur�ån but reject the Sunna entirely.4 

Amongst the disputed indicators of the Prophet’s Sunna were both 
the actions of his companions and those who came after him. In the 
absence of an explicit (and historically reliable) statement of the 
Prophet, is it permitted to turn to a statement made by one of his 
companions?5 What of those who came after the Prophet but may 
have been preserving Prophetic practices which were not recorded in 
ªad�th? 6 Can these reports act as indicators of the Sunna? Answers 
to these questions were much disputed by Muslim scholars, and 
continue to be important for Muslims into the modern period. What 
is to be included in the concept of revelation has elicited a variety 
of responses from Muslim scholars (the �ulamå�). Hence Æscripture”, 
the record of God’s communication with humankind is, at the same 
time, both centrally important and disputed. Beyond these disputes 
concerning the content of scripture, there were disputes concerning 
interpretation. What interpretive processes were legitimate, and which 
were to be rejected? These were formally separate from the ques-
tion of content, though discussion concerning what scripture meant 
inevitably impacted on what counted as scripture.7 At times, a textual 
variant accorded with doctrine (perhaps generated independently from 
scripture), and was therefore given preference over other variants. 
At other times, a segment of possible scripture became so resistant 
to an acceptable interpretation that it became easier for Muslim 
writers to argue for its abrogation (or more radically, its exclusion 
from the canon).8 Most classical Muslim authors can be described as 

3 On the relationship between Qur�ån and Sunna, see Burton, Sources of Islamic 
Law, pp. 18–31.

4 See Hawting, ÆThe signi� cance of the slogan Lå Óukm illå lillåh”, and in the 
modern context, Rippin, Muslims, pp. 218–245.

5 On the Imåm� rejection of the companion reports as sources of information for 
Prophetic practice, see Kohlberg, ÆThe attitude of Imåm� Sh��ites”.

6 The most pertinent example of this being the practice of the Æpeople of Madina” 
being a source in Målik� jurisprudence. See Dutton, The Origins, pp. 32–52.

7 On the effects of disputes about canonicity on the methods of exegesis, see Wans -
brough, Qur�ånic Studies, pp. 207–227. He refers to the Ærelated but distinct proc-
esses of hermeneutical derivation ˜i.e. exegesis· and textual adjustment ˜i.e. revelatory 
content·” ( p. 148).

8 See the examples in Burton, Sources of Islamic Law, pp. 56–80.
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scripturalist in the sense that doctrines are presented as having been 
derived from the texts which record God’s message. However, what 
was encompassed within scripture (or more broadly, revelation) has 
been the subject of extensive dispute.

Further debates around possible sources of knowledge beyond 
scripture enhanced the sophistication of Muslim thought concerning 
scripture and revelation. Whether reason—operating as a source of 
knowledge independent from revelation—brought knowledge was, of 
course, a well-known topic of early Muslim debate.9 Some placed 
knowledge attained through reason at a level higher than that provided 
by scripture;10 others wished to subordinate reason to scripture. Was 
it possible, also, to gain knowledge through a personal encounter 
with God, or (more commonly) through a personal encounter with a 
savant (who has, in turn, had a personal encounter with God)? The 
manner in which such questions were answered, and the disputes 
which arose between different Muslim intellectual traditions should 
form the principal elements of any analysis of the scholarly accom-
plishments of Muslim authors.

This book is an account of the Akhbåriyya, a Æschool” within 
Twelver Sh��� Islam which answered the questions posed in the above 
paragraphs in distinctive ways. The Akhbår�s � ourished between the 
Seventeenth and Nineteenth Centuries (CE) amongst Twelver Sh��� 
scholars of Iran, Iraq, Eastern Arabia and India. Some Akhbår� views 
on the above questions were innovative and had little or no precedent 
in either Twelver Shi�ism or Muslim thought more generally. Many of 
their opinions, however, followed well-worn lines of argument. The 
extent to which Akhbarism was original, and the extent to which it 
was merely a derivative Shi�ite expression of previously established 
Sunni positions is one area discussed in the following chapters. 

Shi�ism and Akhbår� Shi�ism

The Sh��� movement within Islam was born out of the disputes which 
ensued following the Prophet’s death in 632 CE. These disputes 

 9 Van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft, v. 2, pp. 223–342.
10 Famous amongst these was the philosopher Ibn Rushd (see Leaman, Averroes, 

pp. 144–160).
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concerned not only who should lead the Muslim community, but also 
the personal characteristics of a leader of the Muslims.11 Whether 
the former dispute preceded the latter or vice versa is not a matter 
which concerns us here.12 Within two centuries of Muªammad’s death, 
distinct views over the nature of leadership had coalesced into various 
scholarly (and non-scholarly) opinions. The principal two views (those 
of the Sh���s and the Sunnis) encompassed both history and theology. 
In terms of history, the Sh��a claimed that �Al� and his descendents 
had been designated by the Prophet as his rightful successors and 
leaders of the Muslims. In terms of theology, the greater part of the 
Sh��a proposed that this leader, drawn from �Al�’s descendents, had 
knowledge of God’s purpose for the Muslims which exceeded that 
gained by the rest of the community. In terms of history, the Sunnis 
claimed that the Prophet made no such designation, and the question 
of leadership was left open to community decision. In terms of theol-
ogy, the Sunnis generally argued for a pious and learned leader of 
the Muslims from the Quraysh tribe who had no special charismatic 
powers. The terms Imåm and Khal�fa (caliph) came to be associated 
with these two conceptions of leadership.

Amongst those Sh��a who claimed that the Imam had privileged 
knowledge, there were differences concerning the line of descent from 
which the Imam should be drawn. The Twelver Sh��a (or the Imå-
miyya as they are also known) argued for a line of twelve descendents 
from the Prophet, beginning with �Al� and ending with Muªammad 
Æal-Mahd�”. Muªammad al-Mahd� disappeared in 260/874, communi-
cating with his followers through representatives (sufarå�) for around 
70 years. In 329/941 he � nally disappeared completely, leaving the 
Sh��a with promises of his return (raj�a) at some future time to estab-
lish a rule of justice and the beginning of a messianic age. Twelver 
Sh���s still await his return. In his absence, community leadership 
has generally been held by the scholars (�ulamå�), since (they argue) 

11 Good introductions to Sh��� Islam include those by Momen (An Introduction to 
Shi’i Islam) and Halm (Sh���sm and Shi’a Islam).

12 That the conception of a leader as a charismatic � gure was generally accepted, 
and the principal dispute was over the leader’s identity is one of the interesting con-
clusions of Crone and Hinds (God’s Caliph, p. 108 and passim).
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they were delegated by the Imams (when present) to adopt this role.13 
This assumption of leadership has not gone unchallenged by other 
charismatic � gures in Sh��a history. At times, individuals have claimed 
to be the mahd� returned. At other times, a rival intelligentsia has 
argued for a more popularist notion of leadership based on political 
skills and diplomatic acumen in the absence of the Imam.

Even though Twelvers have generally located religious community 
leadership in the �ulamå�, this has not prevented disputes about the 
role of scholars in the life of the community. For the Imåmiyya, 
knowledge of the law could be gained directly from the Imam when 
present, and hence scholarship (such as writing works of u‚¨l al-��qh, 
collecting reports of the Imams’ words and deeds and speculating 
about theological matters) was not a pressing concern. Only after the 
Imam’s disappearance did Twelver Sh��� scholars begin in earnest to 
develop distinctive Twelver genres of religious literature to rival those 
of the Sunni theological and legal schools. When Sh��� literature did 
emerge, one theological and legal point which distinguished them 
from the Sunnis was an assertion that certain (that is, indubitable) 
religious knowledge was attainable. Some argued that this knowledge 
could be gained through the Imam, who though hidden, had left the 
Sh��a records of his words and deeds (akhbår). Others supplemented 
this textual source with a (Mu�tazil� inspired) doctrine which af� rmed 
the ability of every rational person to gain knowledge of theological 
(and even some legal) truths through reasoned speculation. Ibn Båb¨ya 
(d. 381/991) is associated with the former view and al-Shaykh al-Muf�d 
(d. 413/1022) is associated with the latter. Both Imåm� positions (and 
also those in between the two views) asserted an epistemology in which 
certain religious knowledge was attainable, and the Sunni distinction 
between matters which were certain and matters which were subject 
to fallible (though learned) human judgement (al-maså�il al-�anniyya 
or al-maså�il al-ijtihådiyya) was rejected. When this distinction was 
introduced into Sh��� legal theory by al-�Allåma al-Óill� (d. 726/1325), 
it does not seem to have provoked much reaction. Instead, within 
generations of al-�Allåma’s work, the distinction was accepted as 
authentically Sh���. Reports of the Imams were reinterpreted as sup-
porting the distinction and a full blown Imåm� theory of ijtihåd (see 
below) was developed. It was as a reaction to the hegemony of this 

13 See generally Madelung, ÆAuthority in Twelver Shi’ism”.
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ijtihåd� (also called mujtahid or U‚¨l�) position that the Akhbåriyya 
emerged in the Seventeenth Century CE.

The origins of Akhbarism14 have been subject to differing assessments 
in the secondary literature. This, in part, is due to the con� icting 
evidence of Sh��� (and non-Sh���) sources. The dominant thesis used 
to be as follows: the � rst to claim to be an Akhbår� was the Ira-
nian scholar, Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� (d. 1033/1623–4 or 
1036/1626).15 Astaråbåd� studied in the shrine cities of southern Iraq, 
and in Iran, before relocating to Arabia where he studied, wrote and 
taught in the cities of Mecca and Mad�na. The work in which he is 
supposed to have outlined the broad principles of Akhbår� thought 
was his al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya in which he criticised the views 
of his contemporary Sh��� jurists and proposed an alternative meth-
odology for deriving religious knowledge. Sh��� jurists contemporary 
with Astaråbåd� argued for an interpretive method which they termed 
ijtihåd. Ijtihåd was de� ned as the Æexhaustion of the jurist’s effort 
in order to gain an opinion regarding a legal ruling”.16 This de� ni-
tion, and indeed the whole concept of ijtihåd, had developed in Sh��� 
jurisprudence under the in� uence of Sunni legal theory. Sunni writ-
ers of u‚¨l al-��qh had recognised that whilst elements of God’s law 
could be known with absolute certainty, many elements (particularly 
the details, or fur¨�, of the law) were less than certain as the texts 
were at times ambiguous. The resulting view was that a trained jurist 
was required to exert effort, and Æexhaust himself ” in discovering a 
ruling which was not considered to be Æplain” or Æobvious” in the 
texts. The resultant ruling remained the jurist’s own opinion (�ann), 
and other (suitably quali� ed) jurists might produce different rulings 
resulting from their own Æeffort” (ijtihåd) in interpreting the texts. 

14 I use this term to refer to the doctrines of the Akhbåriyya. 
15 An analytical biography of Astaråbåd� is given in the next chapter, see below, 

pp. 40–60.
16 Istifrågh al-faq�h wus�ahu f� taª‚�l al-�ann bi-ªukm shar�� (Óasan, Ma�ålim, 

p. 238). Variants in wording of this de� nition are found in works of Sh��� (and Sunni) 
u‚¨l al-��qh, though the basic elements are retained. Al-Muªaqqiq al-Óill� de� nes 
ijtihåd as Æthe exertion of effort to extract (istikhråj ) the legal ruling” from the texts 
(Muªaqqiq, Ma�årij, p. 179). �Allåma de� nes it as Æexhausting effort in speculat-
ing on those legal questions which permit opinion such that no more ˜effort· can be 
made” (�Allåma, Mabådi�, 240). The development of ijtihåd, and its relationship to the 
epistemology of juristic knowledge in Imåm� Shi�ism is expertly analysed in Calder, 
ÆDoubt and Prerogative”.
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Which interpretive techniques were legitimate, the schemes of 
classi� cation of these techniques, the variable assessments of a text’s 
authenticity—all of these were matters of dispute with Sunni authors. 
In general though, the epistemology and legitimacy of ijtihåd was 
af� rmed and given a scholarly pedigree which could be traced back 
to the Prophet. Sh��� authors of u‚¨l al-��qh had originally rejected 
ijtihåd, since (they argued) certainty as to both the general principles 
and the speci� c details of the law could be attained. This con� dence 
in one’s ability to attain certainty was, of course, linked to the gen-
eral Sh��� idea that knowledge of God’s will is available after the 
Prophet’s death in the form of an inspired individual—the Imam. 
Under pressure from various factors (the prolonged disappearance of 
the Imam, societal changes which were not envisaged by the texts 
and the general establishment of an Imåm� tradition of scholarship), 
the Sh��� jurists felt the need to move from this anti-ijtihåd position. 
The natural model to choose was that established by the Sunni jurists. 
This move is particularly associated with al-�Allåma al-Óill�, though 
some trace its beginning to the more positive assessment of ijtihåd by 
al-�Allåma’s teacher al-Muªaqqiq al-Óill� (d. 676/1277). Al-�Allåma’s 
work in u‚¨l al-��qh established the need for Sh��� mujtahids (those who 
carry out ijtihåd), and the epistemological division between certainty 
(�ilm, qa†�) and opinion (�ann) in Sh��� jurisprudence. By the time of 
Astaråbåd�, nearly all Sh��� jurists argued for the legitimacy of ijtihåd, 
though there remained different conceptions of its remit and scope, 
just as there were in Sunni works of u‚¨l al-��qh. Astaråbåd�, and the 
Akhbår�s who followed him, argued for a return to the earlier Sh��� 
attitude of a rejection of ijtihåd on the grounds that legal certainty was 
available. The claim of the early Sh��� jurists was, then, an element 
in Astaråbåd�’s attempt to establish the precedence of the rejection 
of ijtihåd over the Æinnovation” of more recent Sh��� jurists.

Astaråbåd�’s position proved popular with other Sh��� jurists disil-
lusioned with (what they perceived as) the stagnation of Imåm� schol-
arship. Various prominent scholars in Safavid Iran either identi� ed 
themselves as Akhbår�s, or were termed so by subsequent authors. 
Akhbarism also gained ground outside of Iran. It was supposedly so 
popular in the shrine cities of Iraq that those who still held fast to 
the doctrine of ijtihåd were afraid to admit their opinions in public. 
An Indian Akhbår� school also developed, since Indian Shi�ism was 
linked to Iran and southern Iraq through migration and intellectual 
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exchange.17 In the Eighteenth Century CE, the popularity of Akhba-
rism in Iran and Iraq began to wane, principally through the efforts 
of Muªammad Båqir al-Bihbihån� (d. 1205/1790–1) and his disciples. 
It survived a little longer in India, but by the mid-Nineteenth Century 
CE, there were few Sh��� Akhbår� scholars of note remaining. This 
has remained the case until today. Akhbår� communities are said to 
survive in parts of southern Iran, the Gulf and the Indian subconti-
nent, though they are not intellectually active to any great degree.18 
Ijtihåd is accepted as a legitimate enterprise by nearly all major Sh��� 
authorities today, and this has been the case for over a century.19

The above account has, however, been criticised recently, � rst by 
Madelung, and later by Newman, Kohlberg and Stewart.20 The com-
mon element in their reformulations is that Akhbarism can be said 
to exist before Astaråbåd�, and that Astaråbåd� expressed, in his al-
Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, an Akhbår� position which predated him. This 
reduces his originality as a thinker and as the founder of a Æschool” 
of thought. Unfortunately, no Akhbår� texts from this earlier period 
have survived to prove this thesis conclusively. However, there are a 
number of references to the akhbåriyya and akhbåriyy¨n (or akhbåri-
yån in Persian) in pre-Astaråbåd� texts. Furthermore, the akhbåriyya 
mentioned in these earlier texts held opinions on a range of subjects 
beyond the rejection of ijtihåd. They were associated with opinions 
on broader theological issues (such as the legitimacy of reason as 

17 See Cole, Roots of North Indian Shi’ism, pp. 124–168.
18 Madelung (ÆAkhbåriyya”, p. 56) and Kohlberg (ÆAÀbår�ya”, pp. 716–718) both 

make mention of these communities, though they make no reference to any source 
for this information.

19 Variants of this standard account are given in Browne, Literary history of Persia, 
v. 4, p. 374; see also Scarcia, ÆIntorno alle controversie” and Falaturi, ÆDie Zwölfer-
Schia” in this regard, and also the account of Gharåw�, Ma‚ådir al-Istinbå†. Arjomand 
(The Shadow of God, pp. 145–146) rather optimistically links the rise of Akhbarism 
to ethnic con� icts between Persian notables and incoming Arab jurists in early Safavid 
Iran. His theory is discussed further below, pp. 173–174.

20 The relevant references are Madelung, ÆImamism and Mu’tazilite Theology”, 
pp. 20–21; Newman, ÆDevelopment and Political Signi� cance” and his ÆThe Akhbår�-
U‚¨l� Dispute in late Safavid Iran”, parts 1 and 2; Kohlberg, ÆAÀbår�ya”; Stewart, 
Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 182–183. Stewart’s ÆThe Genesis” also argues for an 
earlier form of Akhbårism, though he also recognises the originality of Astaråbåd�. 
Al-Jåbir�’s’s view (al-Fikr al-Salaf�, pp. 277–321) could be said to argue for a longer 
history of Akhbarism that predates Astaråbåd�, though he opts for the more general 
terminology of salaf� Twelver thought. In his work, though, he argues for a continuous 
Ætraditionalist” current in Imåm� thought from the earliest times to the present day.
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a source of knowledge and the nature and role of the Imam). Their 
rejection of ijtihåd in jurisprudence also entailed a set of distinc-
tive legal opinions. These included the rejection of the legitimacy 
of government during the occultation, the validity of Friday prayer 
and the distribution of community taxes. Newman, in particular, has 
argued that these legal views can be characterised as Akhbår� before 
the time of Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd�.21

We begin, then, with the conjoined problems of origins and de� -
nition. The Akhbår�s themselves trace their beginning to the earliest 
stages of Twelver Sh��� literary scholarship, to the disappearance of the 
Twelfth Imam and the ªad�th collections of al-Kulayn� (d. 329/941) 
and Ibn Båb¨ya. The U‚¨l�s view Akhbarism as a relatively recent 
phenomenon, emerging through the work of Muªammad Am�n al-
Astaråbåd�. Both of these claims are, in truth, elements of the polemic 
between the two groups; both are claims to historical precedence 
which should not sway our analysis here. Each group associated 
their opponents’ views with Sunni opinions. This may indicate Sunni 
historical in� uence on the formation of the two groups, though it is 
best understood as a technique of vili� cation commonly found in 
Twelver juristic discourse. 

Secondary scholarship on the dispute between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s 
displays a similar divergence of opinion, though here the division is 
associated with different conceptions of Akhbarism. For some (notably 
Madelung, Newman, Qaysari,22 Mashayekh23 and Stewart), Akhbarism 
encompasses not only views on legal methodology (u‚¨l al-��qh), 
but also issues of substantive law (  fur¨� al-��qh, such as the role 
of the jurist and the legitimacy of the state during the occultation) 
and theological issues (such as the validity of speculative reasoning 
in theology and philosophy). For others (Browne, Scarcia, Falaturi, 
and more recently Calder, Momen and Abisaab),24 Akhbarism is best 
seen as a reaction to the introduction of certain processes of legal 

21 Newman, ÆDevelopment and Political Signi� cance”, pp. 1–56. Ål �U‚f¨r (Æ �Aqlgir�”) 
also links the Æearly” Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s to early Sh��� juristic attitudes towards the 
state. 

22 See Qay‚ar�, ÆAkhbåriyån”, pp. 160–163.
23 See Mashåyikh, ÆAkhbåriyyah”, pp. 7–13.
24 The relevant references here are, Calder, ÆDoubt and Prerogative”, p. 68, n. 31 

(see also his ÆStructure of Authority”, p. 231, n. 18); Momen, Introduction to Shi�i 
Islam, pp. 222–225; Abisaab, Converting Persia, pp. 105–112. See also, Bayat, Mysti-
cism and Dissent, p. 21.
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reasoning in Twelver works of u‚¨l al-��qh (primarily ijtihåd, but 
encompassing a more general suspicion of an epistemology which 
allows opinion in place of certainty). This Æreaction” could only 
occur after the incorporation and acceptance of these processes, and 
hence this reaction only occurred (and could only occur) after the 
pioneering work of al-�Allåma al-Óill�. How one de� nes Akhbarism 
inevitably in� uences one’s views as to its origins.25

How might one decide between these various positions? In the 
subsequent chapters of this book, I outline the development of the 
Akhbår� Æschool”, from Astaråbåd� until M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� 
(d. 1233/1818). In the course of this presentation, I examine evidence 
for these different opinions (both within the tradition and outside of 
it). In the remainder of this chapter, I examine the evidence for a 
pre-Astaråbåd� school of Akhbarism, arguing that whilst the early use 
of the term akhbår� (or its derivatives) is undeniable, its employment 
is rare and ill-de� ned and is best understood as an ad hoc description 
of certain opinions and not a Æname” which designates a Æschool” 
as such. Akhbarism, then, is still best understood as starting with 
Astaråbåd�. 

Akhbarism before Astaråbåd�

The later Akhbarism of Astaråbåd� and his followers was legally 
scripturalist, in the sense that scripture (de� ned as both the Qur�ån 
and sunna) was seen as providing suf� cient legal guidance for the 
Sh��a. However, later Akhbår�s did not seem to have a unanimous 
position on whether or not this scripturalism applied to other areas of 
religious knowledge. There were Akhbår�s who used reason (al-�aql) 
as a proof of the basic elements of the Sh��� creed, writing kalåm 
works in the process.26 There were Akhbår�s who promoted direct 
religious experience as a means of gaining religious knowledge out-

25 More cautious, indeed almost non-committal, on this question are Modarressi, 
ÆRationalism and Traditionalism”, pp. 141–158; Cole, Roots of North Indian Shi’ism, 
p. 11 (where he speaks of Astaråbåd� Æreformulating conservative jurisprudence”, my 
emphasis); Moussavi, Religious Authority, p. 92.

26 Astaråbåd� himself presented his theology in kalåm-style dialectic, and used 
Mu�tazil�-derived presumptions in his reasoning. See below, pp. 111–112.
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side of the law.27 There were Akhbår�s who simply collected reports 
of the Imams concerning non-legal matters (in particular theological 
doctrines current in kalåm works), and offered no personal reasoning 
as to how these might be brought together into a coherent doctrine.28 
There were even those who chiselled out a limited role for reason in 
their legal theory, but based this allowance exclusively on scriptural 
grounds (in that the Imams had, themselves, give explicit permission 
for reason to be used in restricted circumstances).29 It was, I argue, 
the legal scripturalism of these scholars which de� ned later Akhba-
rism, not any particular array of theological doctrines, nor even a 
particular mode of exegesis.30 If I am right in this characterisation 
of the de� ning doctrines of later Akhbarism, then the relationship 
between these later Akhbår�s and earlier Imåm� sects described in the 
texts as akhbåriyya (or akhbåriyy¨n or akhbåriyån in Persian texts) 
requires examination. It should be made clear at the outset that I am 
primarily interested in whether or not later Akhbår� doctrine had any 
relationship with the doctrines ascribed to the earlier ÆAkhbår�s”. It is 
the use of the term akhbår� in these earlier texts which has prompted 
some scholars to assert a continuous line of Akhbår� scholarship from 
early Imåm� traditionalism to Astaråbåd� and his successor Akhbår�s. 
Some Akhbår�s have also been quite willing to use these earlier 
references since it gave their Æschool” a pedigree. As is outlined 
below, my conclusion here is that most pre-Astaråbåd� references to 
the akhbåriyya have little in common with Astaråbåd� and the later 
Akhbår� school.

27 See, for example, my analysis of the theology of Muªsin Fay� and its relationship 
to Akhbarism in Gleave, ÆScripturalist Su� sm”.

28 The best examples of this are various collections of theological ªad�th by al-Óurr 
al-�Åmil� (such as his Ithbåt al-Hudå on miracles and their proofs, and al-Fu‚¨l al-
muhimma on theology more generally).

29 Y¨suf al-Baªrån� argued for such a position (see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, 
pp. 188–204), and Mu�affar Ri�å, the great twentieth century Sh��� scholar, describes 
Akhbår�s generally as allowing rational legal proofs under restricted circumstances 
(see Ri�å, U‚¨l al-��qh, v. 1, pt. 2, pp. 213–224 and summarized in Gleave, Inevitable 
Doubt, pp. 184–188).

30 As is seen below (pp. 218–232), some Akhbår�s did restrict tafs�r of the Qur�ån 
to the uncomplicated citation of relevant ªad�ths (of course it was they who often 
decided which ªad�ths were relevant). Others, however, allowed direct theological 
interpretation of the Qur�anic text. Furthermore, Akhbår� writers do not seem to have 
felt a reticence to comment on ªad�th themselves, and they often argued in quite 
conventional (ie not-scripturalist) ways (see below, pp. 270–275).
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This conclusion does not, however, imply that Astaråbåd�’s critique 
had no historical precursors, and these are mentioned, inter alia, in 
the course of this book. It is clear that some of the structural features 
of later Akhbarism are taken both from trends within Sh��� history, 
and from wider Muslim debates over jurisprudence. For example, 
early Imåm� or �åhir� epistemological rigorism (that is, the rejection 
of �ann) may have been sidelined within Imamism by al-�Allåma, 
but was picked up again by the Akhbår�s.31 Similarly, the emphasis 
on akhbår as the only source of law can � nd some precursors in 
al-Shaykh al-�¨s�’s promotion of khabar al-wåªid, and Ibn Idr�s’s 
rejection of it.32 Al-�Allåma’s criticism of those who accept ªad�th 
without examining isnåds may also be evidence of a recalcitrant 
traditionalist faction which refused to accept that a workable legal 
system needed a method of critiquing sources and the interpretive 
space which such a critique provides.33 However, the group adhering 
to these legal doctrines is never described with the name akhbår�.34 

In theological texts, precursors to the Akhbår�s are, perhaps, more 
obvious. The usual account of the development of early Imåm� 
thought is that it began as traditionalist (and anti-rationalist), and 
was radically rationalised, � rst by the Ban¨ Nawbakht and later by 
al-Shaykh al-Muf�d under the in� uence of the (Sunni) Mu�tazil�s.35 
Earlier Imåm� devotion to the words of the Imams gave way to 
rationalising theology from the wider Muslim community, and this 
in turn began to affect legal theory. The effect on jurisprudence was 
slightly delayed (what al-Shaykh al-Muf�d did for Imåm� kalåm, al-
�Allåma al-Óill� did for u‚¨l al-��qh), but was, nonetheless, inevitable. 
Early Imåm� traditionalism was eclipsed by rationalised theology and 
jurisprudence, and it is in this earlier traditionalism that one suppos-
edly � nds the roots of Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism. As a corrective to this 
account, Sander has argued that the reports in the early collections 
of al-Barq�, al-Íaffår al-Qumm� and al-Kulayn� show the incorpora-
tion of Mu�tazil�-inspired theology into Imåm� theology much earlier 

31 See below, p. 108.
32 See Ibn Idr�s, al-Sarå�ir, v. 1, p. 47.
33 See, for example, al-�Allåma, who criticises scholars for following reports with 

weak isnåds (�a��f al-sanad), in his Mukhtalaf.
34 The only example of the use of the term akhbåriyy¨n in a pre-Astaråbåd� Sh��� 

legal text is in al-�Allåma al-Óill�’s Nihåyat al-wu‚¨l, analysed below, p. 27.
35 See, for example, Madelung, ÆImamism and Mu�tazilim”.
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than al-Shaykh al-Muf�d.36 Whether the reports re� ect the Imams’ 
words or later Imåm� theological concerns, the established account 
of a move from traditionalism to rationalism needs reformulation. 
Furthermore, these collections of ªad�ths are amongst the earliest 
surviving works which can be classi� ed as recognisably Imåm�. 
Some pre-Muf�d (and even pre-ghayba) Imåm� Sh��� scholars obvi-
ously laid great emphasis on the doctrines laid out in reports such 
as these, and probably considered them sources of doctrine, legal or 
otherwise. In this sense they are traditionalist, and therefore share 
the later Akhbår�s’ attitude towards revelatory sources of knowledge. 
Melchert has argued that the Imåm�s were not traditionalist as such, 
but semi-rationalist.37 Much of Melchert’s evidence comprises the 
titles of works ascribed to early Imåm� theologians, taking these 
to imply theological commitment. Alternatively, it could be argued 
that many early Imams were Ætraditionalist”, in the sense that they 
relied upon the sayings of the Imams as the prime source of religious 
knowledge and rejected reason as a possible alternative source of 
knowledge. However, devotion to these reports led to adherence to 
doctrines which the usual traditionalists (namely the ahl al-ªad�th 
and the Óanbal�s) found reprehensible. There is a similarity between 
some Imåm�s and the Sunni traditionalists in method, though not in 
doctrine. More extensive evidence for a rationalist—or semi-rational-
ist—Imåm� camp is adduced by Bayhom-Daou. Her examination of 
pre-ghayba Imåm� theological trends shows variety both in terms of 
method (that is, the use of what Melchert might call pure rational-
ist and semi-rationalist arguments, along with traditionalism) and 
conclusions. Of particular interest to us here is Fa�l b. Shådhån’s 
(d. 260) Æscripturalist” legalism in which the Imams are portrayed as 
infallible transmitters of the Prophet’s sunna. The sunna is, in turn, 
merely knowledge of the true meaning (or true interpretation—tafs�r) 
of the Qur�ån.38 Such a position, if it can be accurately ascribed to 
al-Fa�l b. Shådhån and others in the pre-ghayba Imåm� community, 
has some similarities with later Akhbår� discussions of the Qur�ån 
as an independent source of legal rulings. However, the doctrine of 
a single source of law (the Qur�ån) mediated through the Imams is 

36 See Sander, Charisma und Ratio, passim.
37 Melchert, ÆThe Imåm�s”.
38 See Bayhom-Daou, ÆThe Imam’s knowledge”.
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too restrictive for later Akhbår�s. On this doctrine they almost unani-
mously upheld a theory of dual sources of law: the law was revealed 
through both the Qur�ån and the Sunna of the Prophet, but can only 
be understood through the akhbår of the Imams.

These early Imåm� currents, coupled with the Imams’ (alleged) 
rejection of �ann already outlined, indicate that the later Akhbår�s 
did not emerge with doctrines which had no precedent in Imåm� 
history. A more thorough examination of early Imåm� juristic trends 
may throw up further similarities. This, however, is not my point in 
the following analysis. My aim here is to demonstrate that the term 
akhbår� in these earlier texts has little to do with later Akhbår� legal 
scripturalism. References to the akhbåriyya (or some other locu-
tion) in pre-Astaråbåd� texts do not suggest that Astaråbåd� and his 
followers were reviving a pre-existent ÆAkhbår�” tradition, even if 
they themselves might wish to commandeer these references in their 
polemic against the U‚¨l�s.39

The use of the term akhbår� in pre-Astaråbåd� texts is sporadic, 
and refers to a sub-group of the Imåmiyya called Æal-akhbåriyya” 
(or in Persian texts akhbår�yån).40 The earliest of these is probably 
in the Kitåb al-Milal wa�l-Niªal of Muªammad b. �Abd al-Kar�m 
al-Shahrastån� (d. 548/1153). This work, composed in 521, is a com-
pendium of the different sects of different religions, including Islam. 
The passage concerning the akhbåriyya reads:

Hence, the Imåm�s became adherents of justice (�adåla) in u‚¨l 41 and 
anthropomorphism with respect to attributes ˜of God—the ‚ifåt·, being 
confused and errant. Between the akhbåriyya amongst them and the 

39 See, for example, Astaråbåd�’s own use of al-Shahrasån�’s Kitåb al-Milal 
(Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 97). N¨r al-D�n al-�Åmil�, commenting on and refuting this 
passage in his al-Shawåhid al-Makkiyya (found as a gloss on Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id, 
pp. 97–98), argues that al-Shahrastån�’s akhbåriyya are Sh���, but not Twelver Sh���. 
Fatª �Al� Zand also wishes to use the Kitåb al-Milal as evidence of early Akhbarism 
(see his al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.3a3).

40 I am excluding the use of the term akhbår� to mean historian or transmitter of akh-
bår (that is, the reports of historical � gures, rather than the Imams speci� cally)—which 
is a much more frequent use of the term and not relevant to my analysis here.

41 Meaning that they adhered to the Mu�tazil� doctrine of God’s justice in the princi-
ples of theology (u‚¨l al-d�n), whilst at the same time adhering to the anthropomorphic 
interpretation (tashb�h/mushabbih) of God’s qualities (‚ifåt).
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kalåmiyya there is violence,42 and similarly between the taf‚�liyya and 
the wa��diyya43 there is � ghting and accusations of error.44

Al-Shahrastån� tells us nothing of the doctrines of the akhbåriyya 
here,45 merely that they are distinct from the Twelver Sh��� Ækalå-
miyya”. The latter is probably a reference to Twelver scholars who 
presented and argued for doctrine in the manner of the theologians 
(mutakallim¨n, the proponents of �ilm al-kalåm). An implication which 
could be drawn, then, is that the akhbåriyya named here were those 
who rejected kalåm, or at least did not use it in their presentation 
of doctrine. There is clearly a series of contrasting dichotomies here: 
al-�adåla/al-mushabbih, al-kalåmiyya/al-akhbåriyya, al-wa��diyya/al-
taf‚�liyya. In each of these, the former term refers to the doctrines 
of the Mu�tazila adopted by Imåm� theologians, and the latter refers 
to doctrines of the Sunni traditionists (ahl al-ªad�th), or even the 
Ash�ariyya. It may be that al-Shahrastån� is referring simply to two 
groups of Imåm�s, traditionalists and rationalists. The former group 
is not named as such, but is described by the doctrines it holds. The 
Mu�tazil�-in� uenced Imåm�s hold the doctrines of �adåla and wa��d, and 
argue using the methods of kalåm. The traditionalists hold the doc-
trines of mushabbih (that is, tashb�h) and taf‚�l and assert the primacy 
of reports over reason. That the latter group is given the distinctive 
and exclusive name akhbåriyya is far from clear. That they hold 
views which accord with the doctrines found in later (post-Asta-
rabåd�) Akhbår� theology is clearly not the case.46 There is a second 
reference to akhbåriyya in al-Shahrastån�’s Kitåb al-Milal where the 
passage reads:

42 Literally Æa sword” (sayf  ).
43 I.e. u‚¨l al-d�n: the principle of religion/theology. Those who Ædistinguished” 

between God’s attributes (taf‚�l) in an anthropomorphic manner are opposed by those 
who adhered to the Mu�tazil� doctrine of God’s threat and punishment (wa��d ). 

44 Shahrastån�, al-Milal, p. 172.
45 It is probably the editor of al-Shahrastån�’s al-Milal who vocalises this word 

ikhbåriyya (and not akhbåriyya). It is not clear whether this vocalisation might imply 
a different emphasis. It is possible that it designates a more neutral description of 
a group of Æhistorians” or transmitters of historical material about the Prophet and 
the Imams, rather than those who argued that such material was the only source of 
religious knowledge.

46 See my analysis of Astaråbåd�’s theology, below (pp. 102–139), and the theologi-
cal views of later Akhbår�s (in my ÆScripturalist Su� sm”). Later Akhbår�s explicitly 
reject the theological doctrines of tashb�h and taf‚�l.
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They ˜the Imåm�s· followed their Imams in u‚¨l ˜al-d�n· at � rst, but 
when the reports from their Imams differed and time passed, each group 
˜within the Imåm�s· chose their own path. Some of the Imåm�s became 
Mu�taziliyya, either wada�iyya or taf‚�liyya, and others became akhbåri-
yya, either mushabbaha or sala��yya.47

Once again, the reference here is to theological doctrines. The ref-
erence to sala��yya as a sub-group of the Imåm� akhbåriyya is not 
glossed and remains unclear. It could refer to Imåm�s who claimed 
to abide by the teachings of the early followers of the Imams, rather 
than the teachings of the Imams themselves. What is clear is that the 
doctrines of al-Shahrastån�’s akhbåriyya are theologically traditional-
ist, but, once again, have little in common with the distinctive legal 
doctrines of the later Akhbår�s.48

The best known references to the akhbåriyya are to be found in 
the Persian work, Kitåb al-Naq� by �Abd al-Jal�l al-Qazw�n� (d. 
Sixth Century AH). This work is roughly contemporaneous with 
al-Shahrastån�’s Kitåb al-Milal wa�l-Niªal. It was on the basis of 
this text that Madelung, in an obiter footnote, suggested that the 
Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute did not start with Astaråbåd� as had been 
previously believed.49 It existed before his time in the form of two 
schools of Imåm� Shi�ism, the Akhbåriyya and the U‚¨liyya, who had 
made negative and positive assessments respectively, concerning the 
employment of dialectical reasoning in the service of theological and 
legal argument. These comments prompted Newman and Stewart to 
develop Madelung’s suggestion that there was a Æpre-Astaråbåd�” form 
of Akhbarism. Newman traced the history of these two Æschools” of 
Imåm� Shi�ism from their beginning in the Third/Ninth Century to the 
time of Astaråbåd�, thereby providing a history of Akhbår� thought 
before Astaråbåd�.50 His argument, as mentioned above, depends upon 
a broad de� nition of Akhbarism, concerned with juristic authority 
and not merely the legitimacy of particular interpretive techniques.51 

47 Shahrastån�, al-Milal, v. 1, p. 165.
48 The reference to akhbåriyya by al-Sayyid al-Shar�f al-Jurjån� (d. 482/1413) 

in his Sharª al-Mawåqif (v. 8, p. 392) is entirely based on these passages from al-
Shahrastån�’s Kitåb al-Milal, and therefore does not constitute a distinct reference to 
pre-Astaråbåd� akhbår�s.

49 Madelung, ÆImamism and Mu’tazilite Theology”, p. 21, n. 1.
50 Newman, ÆDevelopment and Political Signi� cance”, passim.
51 Newman developed his views further in his edition and commentary upon al-

Samåh�j�’s famous forty points of con� ict between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. See Newman, 
ÆAkhbår�/U‚¨l� Dispute pt. 2”, pp. 250–253.
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Kohlberg and Qay‚ar� also refer to the Kitåb al-Naq� as evidence 
of the existence of the opposing camps called Akhbår� and U‚¨l� in 
the period before Astarabåd�.52 Stewart also makes brief reference to 
al-Qazw�n�’s work in his discussion of the evidence for the existence 
of the Akhbåriyya before Astaråbåd�.53 It is clear, then, that the Kitåb 
al-Naq� is believed to be a crucial piece of evidence in arguments 
for the existence of a pre-Astaråbåd� Akhbår� school. It therefore 
deserves to be examined in some detail.

The Kitåb al-Naq� is a fascinating account of both popular and 
scholarly Sh��� belief in the Sixth/Twelfth Century.54 The work takes 
the form of a refutation of a previous work by a Sunni author, identi-
� ed by some as Shihåb al-D�n al-Tawårikh� al-Shå� �� al-Råz�55 and 
by others as Ab¨ al-Óusayn (or al-Óasan) al-Ba‚r�.56 Whichever is 
the case, the author had recently converted from Shi�ism to Sunni 
Islam, and therefore claimed to have in-depth knowledge of Sh��� 
heresies. This author’s work, entitled Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå���, is 
unfortunately lost, though al-Qazw�n� quotes a signi� cant portion 
(possibly all) of it in the course of his refutation. Al-Qazw�n� gives 
the impression that he is not at all worried about the Ba�� Fa�å�iª 
al-Rawå��� itself. It contains no accomplished arguments and is full 
of falsehoods and lies (dur¨gh). What worried him was the expo-
sure the work was receiving as it was read in public, particularly 
in his former home town of Qazvin.57 The author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª 
al-Rawå��� clearly did not consider the Sh��a part of the Muslim 
community as he sets about exposing elements of Sh��� belief and 

52 Kohlberg, ÆAÀbar�ya”, p. 717 and Qay‚ar�, ÆAkhbåriyån”, p. 160.
53 Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 202–207.
54 See, for example, the use made of the text by Calmard in his ÆLe Chiisme 

Imamite en Iran”.
55 See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 24, p. 283.
56 Al-Afand� states that it is clear to him (al-�åhir �ind�) that �Abd al-Jal�l al-Qazw�n� 

is identical to �Abd al-Jal�l b. �Ûså al-Råz� and �Abd al-Jal�l b. Ab� al-Fatª al-Råz�, all 
of whom are mentioned in Muntajab al-D�n’s Fihrist ( pp. 76–77). If this is the case, 
then �Abd al-Jal�l’s opponent was one Ab¨ al-Óusayn (or perhaps al-Óasan) al-Ba‚r� 
since �Abd al-Jal�l b. Ab� al-Fatª is recorded as having written a work titled Naq� al-
ta‚affuª li-Ab� al-Óusayn al-Ba‚r� (which, al-Afand� argues, is this Kitåb al-Naq� ). See 
Afand�, Riyå�, v. 3, p. 74. He does, however, give these scholars separate biographical 
entries. For al-Qazw�n�, see Afand�, Riyå�, v. 3, pp. 71–73. Al-Óurr, on the other hand, 
sees �Abd al-Jal�l al-Qazw�n� as a different scholar to the other two �Abd al-Jal�ls (see 
Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 143 #418), though he does consider the other two to be probably 
the same person—yaqrab ittiªåd al-rajulayn; see Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 145).

57 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 2. There were three copies of the work, one of which was sent 
to Qazvin and Æanybody who read it fell into heresy and unbelief ”.
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practice which, in his view, demonstrate that the Sh��a are outside the 
bounds of orthodoxy. Al-Qazw�n� was asked to write a refutation of 
Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå���, and a copy of the work was sent to him. 
The Kitåb al-Naq� (ÆThe Book of Refutation”), or to give it its full 
title, Ba�� Mathålib al-Nawå‚ib f� Naq� Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå���, 
was his response.

Al-Qazw�n�’s aim in the Kitåb al-Naq� is to refute, passage by 
passage (and at times line by line), the Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå���. 
A good proportion of the Kitåb al-Naq� is, inevitably, made up of 
citations from the Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå���, and the structure of the 
earlier work dictates that of al-Qazw�n�’s refutation. The criticisms 
expressed in Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå��� are of three types, he states. 
Firstly, there are scurrilous attacks on the Sh��a with no justi� cation. 
Secondly, there are attacks on heretical Sh��� groups, but not on the 
true Sh��a. Thirdly, there are accurate depictions of Sh��� belief which 
can be defended by recourse to historical evidence and dialectical 
reasoning. It is only in passages dealing with the second type of criti-
cism that the term akhbåriyya (or akhbår�, or akhbåriyån) appears. 
Al-Qazw�n�’s general point is that the author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-
Rawå��� has described accurately some of the beliefs of some groups 
(three or four different groups are mentioned) who identify themselves 
as Sh���. However, these groups are not Sh���; they are not even 
Muslim. Hence, the Sunni opponent’s criticisms are irrelevant. The 
true believers are given a number of different names in the course 
of the Kitåb al-Naq� amongst which are Sh��a (used to distinguish 
between the true Sh��a and heretics), Imåmiyya, Ithnå�ashariyya and 
Sh��ah-yi U‚¨liyya. The heretical groups Æwho count themselves 
as Sh��a” (khw�shtan-rå Sh��ah khwånand 58 and �shån-rå az hisåb-
i Sh��ah shumurand)59 are given the titles ghulåt (Æextremists”?), 
ªashwiyya (Æliteralists”?), Zaydiyya,60 Kaysåniyya,61 Fa†aªiyya62 and 

58 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 618.
59 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 492.
60 The well known Shi�ite sect, followers of Óasan’s grandson Zayd b. �Al� 

(d. 122/740). Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 492.
61 The well known Æextremist” group who supported the Imamate of Muªammad 

b. Óana� yya, led by Mukhtår and after the latter’s death by Ab¨ Amrah Kaysån. 
Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 492.

62 Namely, the group who considered �Abd Allåh al-Af†aª, eldest son of the sixth 
Imam (Ja�far al-Íådiq), to have been the seventh Imam. There is little evidence of 
them surviving beyond al-Af†aª’s death, since he is commonly believed to have left 
no descendents. See Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 492. A brief description of them is given in 
Ash�ar�, Maqålåt, p. 28.
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akhbåriyya.63 It is, of course, the last of these which interests us here. 
The fact that al-Qazw�n� identi� es himself as a member of the Sh��ah-
yi U‚¨l�yya, and opposes the akhbåriyya (amongst other so-called 
Sh��a groups) prompted Madelung’s suggestion that the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
dispute can be traced to an earlier period of Shi�ism.

There are, in all, eight references to the akhbåriyya, akhbår� and 
akhbår�yån in the Kitåb al-Naq�. This, it could be argued, is rather 
slight evidence for the existence of an important sub-group of the 
Imåmiyya. The position is confused further by the fact that, according 
to Muªaddith’s notes, on four of these eight occasions, the reading is 
not unequivocally akhbåriyya/akhbår�/akhbåriyån. On four occasions, 
some manuscripts record ijbåriyya (not akhbåriyya).64 In one other 
of the remaining four references, the passage concerned is missing 
in some manuscripts and could be an interpolation.65 All this, then, 
leads to the possible conclusion that there are only three references 
to the akhbåriyya in the Kitåb al-Naq�,66 reducing the evidence 
even further. 

Presuming that the editor (Muªaddith) is correct in recording 
akhbåriyya, akhbår� and akhbåriyån on all these occasions, and that 
al-Qazw�n� is referring to the same group on each occasion, one is 
afforded an insight into some of the beliefs al-Qazw�n� attributed to 
the akhbåriyya. The � rst use of the term akhbåriyya occurs in the 
introductory passage of the Kitåb al-Naq�, and is one element of a 
list of heretical Sh��� groups which the author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-
Rawå��� has simply mistaken for the beliefs of the Sh��ah-yi U‚¨liyya. 
The akhbåriyya are, then, linked with ghulåt and ªashwiyya. There 

63 Another group mentioned alongside these is the Daysåniyya. See Qazw�n�, Naq�, 
p. 301, though there is a variant reading of na‚ariyya (Christians) in place of daysåniyya 
(see Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 301, n. 3). Whilst strictly a reference to the supporters of the 
dualist Bardesanes (d. 201 CE), it is probably a general reference to dualists.

64 These are found at Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 2, p. 256, p. 301 and p. 688. The second 
of these references is to a possible reading of ijbår� for akhbår�. The last of these 
references refers to a possible ijbåriyån reading for akhbåriyån. If, on these occasions, 
the reference is to ijbåriyya or ijbår� or ijbåriyån, then it is likely that the reference 
is to those who support the doctrine of ijbår (i.e. the mujbira), who hold that human 
agency is impossible and we are all Æcompelled” to perform actions by God. Ijbår is 
the term used by Imåm�s attracted to Mu�tazil� thought (amongst whom we can cer-
tainly include al-Qazw�n�) to describe the doctrine of the Ash�ariyya (see, for example, 
Ibn Nad�m, Fihrist, p. 180). It is not impossible that al-Qazw�n� is referring to a Sh��� 
group which he considered to hold the doctrine of ijbår.

65 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 304.
66 These would be Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 492, p. 571 and p. 618.
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is no further indication of what the akhbåriyya might believe at this 
point.67 The other seven occasions, however, provide more (though 
still limited) information concerning particular doctrines of the akh-
båriyya:

1. In the ÆFirst disgrace” of the rawå��� (that is, the Sh��a), the author 
of Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå��� explains how the Sh��a insult the com-
panions of the Prophet Muªammad, his wives and the salaf (early 
generations). According to the Sh��a (he says), 33,000 pious Muslims 
are in hell, including companions, successors, Qur�ån commentators 
and reciters and all the Zaydiyya (who are accused of not recognis-
ing the special powers of the Imams). Al-Qazw�n�’s response is that 
this is slander and sin (ithm) on the part of the author and that it is 
certainly not the belief of the ÆImåmiyån-i U‚¨l�”. ÆIf, however, an 
akhbår�, or a ªashw� or a ghål� has made ˜such· a statement, and an 
incorrect report ˜naql� nå-durust· has come about, then that ˜person· 
has, for the U‚¨liyya, gone beyond the limits of belief and is not a 
Muslim.”68 The impression gained from this passage is that this is 
a belief an akhbår�, ªashw� or ghål� may hold, but the conditional 
sentence could indicate that these groups are not necessarily associ-
ated with these beliefs.

2. The author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå��� records a story in which 
Zuråra b. A�yan, the companion of Imam Ja�far al-Íådiq, reports that 
the Imam was asked to interpret (ta�w�l) the verses ÆOn that day, no 
one will in� ict a punishment like his ˜that is, God’s·, and no one will 
bind as he binds” (Q89(al-Fajr).25–26). The Imam is supposed to 
have answered that this verse refers to Ab¨ Bakr, who will receive a 
more severe punishment than all others, for he stood on the minbar 
of the Prophet even though he had no right (nå-ªaqq) to do so. Al-
Qazw�n� replies that this report is not to be found in the books of the 
U‚¨liyya. It is an akhbår�, ghål� and ªashw� lie.69

3. A little further on from the above reference, the author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª 
al-Rawå��� accuses the Sh��a of ignoring the exegesis of a list of early 
Qur�anic interpreters (mufassirån) whose views are normally treated 
with respect.70 Al-Qazw�n� answers that the Sh��a respect the exegesis 

67 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 2.
68 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 256. The last phrase could be literally translated as Æhe has 

entered into the extremities of unbelief and Œnon-muslim-ness’” (ån-rå . . . båstån-i 
ghåyat-i b�-diyånat� va-nå-musalmån� båshad; both b�-diyånat� and b�-amånat� are 
recorded as possible readings by Muªaddith, see Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 256, n. 10).

69 The report is also associated with the Daysåniyya (or in some manuscripts, the 
Christians). See above, n. 63.

70 The list comprises of Ibn �Abbås, Daªªåk, Sudd�, Muqåtil, Jubayr, Óak�m, Qalans�, 
Hishåm, Mujåhid and Kalb�. See Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 303.
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of Imams Båqir, Ja�far and Óasan �Askar�, who were sinless. After that 
they respect the exegesis of al-�¨s�, Muªammad Fattål, al-�abars� and 
Ab¨ al-Fut¨ª al-Råz�.71 These later scholars, though not, of course 
sinless, were all learned, trustworthy and reliable. They cannot be 
accused of being ghål�, akhbår� and ªashw�.

In each of the above three references to akhbåriyya/akhbår�, the 
group is linked with the ghulåt and the ªashwiyya. The latter two 
groups are mentioned together at other points in the Kitåb al-Naq� 
without a reference to the akhbåriyya.72 Whilst none of these groups’ 
beliefs are outlined in detail by al-Qazw�n�, they do appear to have 
shared a deep hatred of Sunni � gures such as Ab¨ Bakr and a belief 
in a recension of the Qur�ån in which �Al� and his descendents are 
explicitly mentioned. These are themes which heresiographers have 
ascribed to a number of Æextremist” groups amongst the early Sh��a. 
The terms ghål� and ªashw� are always used by opponents. Writers or 
sects described in these terms do not self-identify as such (a feature 
which distinguishes them from the Akhbår�s from Astaråbåd� onwards). 
Ghål� and ghulåt are terms which have received extensive treatment.73 
Óashw�, normally glossed as Æliteralist” in secondary literature,74 was 
a derogative term applied to those who accepted anthropomorphic 
descriptions of God in the Qur�ån and ªad�th.75 The ªashwiyya were 
also accused of accepting traditions which were clearly inauthentic, 
and hence the a‚ªåb al-ªad�th were sometimes labelled ªashw� by 
their opponents (particularly the Mu�tazila). In Sh��� heresiography 
the term is normally used to describe Sunni ªashw�, though it could 
conceivably be used to describe Sh���s who consider the reports of 
the superhuman qualities of the Imam to be both unquestioningly 
authentic and describing real properties of the Imam. Al-Qazw�n�’s 
use of the terms akhbåriyya and akhbår� in the context of these lists 
appears, however, to be formulaic and the boundaries he perceives 
between the groups are not clear. What is clear is that they are all 
contrasted with the Sh��ah-yi U‚¨liyya (who maintain true Shi�ism). 

71 For an analysis of the exegetical method of these scholars, see my ÆQur�anic 
Interpretation”. Muªammad Fattål al-N�sab¨r�’s tafs�r, al-Tanw�r f� ma�ån� al-tafs�r, 
appears to have been lost.

72 See, for example, Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 291.
73 See al-Qå��, al-Kaysåniyya.
74 Halkin, ÆÓashwiyya”.
75 Nawbakht� devotes much space to an exposition of ªashw� doctrines, see Firaq 

al-Sh��a, p. 6 and passim.
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The remaining references in Kitåb al-Naq�, unfortunately, provide 
only an incremental increase in our knowledge of al-Qazw�n�’s akh-
båriyya.

4. The akhbåriyya are mentioned by al-Qazw�n� as one of the seventy-
two sects of the Muslims Æwho count themselves as Sh��a”.76 They are 
mentioned alongside the Zaydiyya, the Fa†aªiyya and the Kaysåniyya. 
The reference comes in the course of a reply to the author of Ba�� 
Fa�å�iª al-Rawå��� who argues that the geographical spread and nume-
rical superiority of Sunnis (Æthat they can be found in the West and 
the East”) is evidence of the truth of Sunni belief. Al-Qazw�n� lays out 
the divisions within Sunnism in order to disrupt this portrayal of Sunni 
homogeneity, but he also mentions the widespread distribution of groups 
which consider themselves Sh���. There is no indication of what, in this 
context, the akhbår�s are supposed to believe.

5. In Æthe sixteenth disgrace” of the rawå���, the author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª 
al-Rawå��� accuses the Sh��a of believing that �Al� is Æbetter” (bihtar) 
than all Prophets, that God gave �Al� understanding of all knowledge 
given to previous Prophets and that his greatness makes the Prophets 
redundant. This, of course, renders them unbelievers in the author’s 
opinion. Al-Qazw�n�’s reply is that this is not the belief of the Sh��ah-yi 
U‚¨liyya. The true Sh��a believe the station of wal� (Æassociate”, and one 
of the terms used to describe the position of the Imams) to be lower than 
that of nab� ( prophet). Every Prophet is, in this sense, greater (  fa��lat-
i b�shtar) than �Al�. Some of the akhbår�s and ªashwiyya (literalists) 
amongst the early Sh��a (az salaf ) may have held the belief that �Al� 
was better than those prophets who did not attain political power (such 
as Jesus). However, this doctrine is unacceptable (nå-maqb¨l), pointless 
(b�-få�idah), refuted (mard¨d) and without evidence (b�-dal�l ).77

It should be pointed out that al-Qazw�n� is referring to akhbår�s and 
literalists amongst the early Sh��a, giving no de� nite indication here 
of either their current existence or of their current subscription to 
this doctrine.

6. In the course of his description of Æthe thirty-third disgrace” of the 
rawå���, the author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-Rawå��� accuses the Sh��a of 
following a Sunna of the Egyptians (mi‚riyån)78 in that they make their 
intention (niyyat) to begin their fast two days before Rama�ån and 

76 Qazw�n�, Naq�, p. 492.
77 Qazw�n�, Naq�, pp. 570–571.
78 This is most likely a reference to the Fatimids who allegedly used astronomical 

charts for dating Muslim months, rather than the sighting of the moon. On the mod-
ern use of this by the Bohra Ismå��l� Sh���s see, Amiji, ÆThe Bohras of East Africa”, 
p. 52.
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break it two days before the �Ûd al-Fi†r. They use methods other than 
the actual sighting of the moon (such as mathematical tables or the 
science of stars) to identify the date of �Ûd. Al-Qazw�n� recognises two 
elements of the dispute here: 

(a) There is Æguilt by association” with Egyptian practices. This he 
rebuffs by saying that elements of the beliefs of the mujbirån (such 
as it not being obligatory to know God until the arrival of a Prophet) 
are also similar to those of the Egyptians. Simple coincidence 
between the belief and practice of two groups does not, in itself, 
indicate heretical imitation.

(b) The second element of the criticism concerns the practice of fasting 
for two days before the beginning of Rama�ån. Al-Qazw�n� states 
that there are pious Sh��a (zuhhåd va-�ubbåd-i Sh��ah) who fast 
for two months prior to Rama�ån. However, the niyyat (intention) 
here is distinct from the Rama�ån niyyat, and the ensuing fast is 
wholly superogatory. Furthermore, the jurists of the Sh��a have 
clearly declared their views concerning issues such as the sighting 
of the Rama�ån moon and the beginning of �Ûd. They do not use 
mathematical tables or astronomical calculations.79 An opponent 
may argue that the Sh��a only celebrate �Ûd on the same day as the 
Sunnis out of taqiyya (dissimulation), but al-Qazw�n� points out that 
this is a matter where taqiyya is not permitted (taqiyyah natavån 
kard ). 

After this, al-Qazw�n� mentions that there was a group of the 
akhbåriyya who considered themselves Sh��a, and this was their 
belief (  jamå�at�-i akhbåriyyah kih khw�shtan Sh��ah khwånand �n 
ma�nå madhhab-i �shån b¨dah ast). However, very few of them 
have survived and those that have, keep this practice hidden from 
the U‚¨l�s. Renowned Sh��� scholars, such as al-Sayyid al-Murta�å 
and al-�¨s�, have condemned the akhbåriyya for it.

A number of points can be made about this interesting passage. Firstly, 
it is likely that al-Qazw�n� is not referring to all akhbår�s here, and 
only a section of the akhbåriyya are being accused of this practice. 
Secondly, there is some textual ambiguity. The disreputable practice 
could be one of a number of things, and the text is not entirely clear. 
There are at least three possibilities:

(a) The use of mathematical/astrological calculations to determine the 
beginning of Rama�ån. This, it is true, has been condemned in Sh��� 

79 See, for example, �¨s�, Khilåf, v. 2, p. 169, where the use of mathematics and 
mathematical tables, stars and the like to determine the � rst day of Rama�ån is refuted 
by reference to Æwell-attested reports” (akhbår mutawåtira).
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juristic writings, as only the sighting of the moon or two reliable 
testimonies of the sighting of the moon can impose the obligation 
to fast during Rama�ån. If the akhbåriyya are supporting the use 
of such calculations, they would be out of step with the position 
of most jurists of the time.

(b)  Making a niyyat (and fasting?) two days prior to the beginning of 
Rama�ån. The legitimacy of making an early niyyat was debated 
by Sh��� jurists, with a signi� cant number (including some, such as 
�¨s�, considered members of the U‚¨liyya by al-Qazw�n�) viewing 
it a legitimate practice.

(c)  Finally, it could be a combination of these, using both the math-
ematical/astrological tables and beginning one’s fast two days before 
the start of Rama�ån.

Which of these al-Qazw�n� is condemning is not clear. However the 
� nal reference to the akhbåriyya in the Kitåb al-Naq� also concerns 
fasting and the beginning of Rama�ån.

7. The ÆFifty Seventh disgrace” of the rawå��� concerns a view, suppos-
edly linked to al-Murta�å, that fasting on the yawm al-shakk (Æday of 
doubt”) brings a full reward (  fa��lat� tamåm). As Rama�ån is signalled 
by the uncertain criterion of the sighting (or testimony of the sighting) 
of the moon, the Æday of doubt” refers to a day which could be a day 
of either Rama�ån or Sha�bån. This, the author of Ba�� Fa�å�iª al-
Rawå��� maintains, contradicts the Prophet himself. The Prophet report-
edly said that whoever fasts on the yawm al-shakk has disobeyed the 
Prophet. For most Sunnis, a yawm al-shakk, which is later discovered 
to be a day of Rama�ån, requires a compensatory fast (qa�å�). The 
Sh��a are here accused of arguing that it does not require a compensa-
tory fast since its reward, in relation to the other days of Rama�ån, is 
Æfull” (tamåm). Al-Qazw�n� argues that fasting on the yawm al-shakk 
is forbidden (ªaråm)—by which he means that forming the intention 
(niyyat) to fast for a yawm al-shakk (and subsequently fasting on that 
day) is forbidden. It is permitted to perform a superogatory fast in the 
month of Sha�bån. If, on the yawm al-shakk, the individual makes an 
intention to fast a Sha�bån day, then that fast is valid. If, on the yawm 
al-shakk, one makes an intention to fast a Rama�ån day, then the fast 
is also valid. What is not permitted is to fast on a yawm al-shakk with 
the intention to fast on a yawm al-shakk. In the context of this discus-
sion, al-Qazw�n� makes reference to the akhbåriyån who break their fast 
on the last day of Rama�ån (rather than the � rst day of Shawwål), and 
compares them to the Sunnis (mujbirån) who, in order to avoid fasting 
on a yawm al-shakk, do not fast on the � rst day of Rama�ån. Both are 
to be cursed as neither ful� ls the fast.

The precise reasoning behind the akhbår� ruling that one can break the 
fast on the last day of Rama�ån is unclear. It presumably is related 
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to the idea that there is a yawm al-shakk at the beginning of each 
month, and if one fasts the yawm al-shakk at the end of Sha�bån, 
one need not do so at the end of Rama�ån.80 This would support 
the idea that the subject of al-Qazw�n�’s earlier condemnation was, 
in fact, not merely the use of astronomical and mathematical aids 
to predict the start of Rama�ån. Rather, it was beginning the fast 
early, during the last two days of Sha�bån, which was considered a 
distinctive, reprehensible akhbår� practice.

These scraps of information are hardly suf� cient to construct a 
general understanding of al-Qazw�n�’s perception of akhbår� doctrine. 
The akhbåriyya appear to be a group with heterodox views (the vili-
� cation of the companions and other early � gures, superiority of �Al� 
over the Prophets) and hence are often named with the ghulåt and 
ªashwiyya. On the other hand, they are credited with some unusual 
practices associated with the fast of Rama�ån, such as the use of 
astrological and mathematical tools to determine the month’s begin-
ning, making one’s intention to fast two or so days before the end 
of Shawwål (and perhaps fasting for these days also) and breaking 
the fast one day early (perhaps as compensation for beginning it 
during Sha�bån). Such positions do not obviously relate to distinctive 
doctrines (legal or otherwise) of the later Akhbår� school, and such 
a relationship can only be shown with some exegetical effort.81 My 
conclusion is, then, that whoever the akhbåriyya referred to in al-
Qazw�n�’s text may be, they are not presented with suf� cient coher-
ency to con� rm their position as precursors or early manifestations 
of the later Akhbår� school founded by Astaråbåd�. They seem to 
share little, except the name. 

Another pre-Astaråbåd� reference to Akhbår�s should be noted here. 
Fakhr al-d�n al-Råz� (d. 606/1210) makes mention of the akhbår� 
Imåm�s in his al-Maª‚¨l:

80 The later Akhbår�s would not have agreed with this reasoning. As al-Baªrån� 
states, Æthe yawm al-shakk is merely a day when there is difference of opinion over 
whether the hilål of Sha�bån has been sighted.” (Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 13, p. 41). 
One should fast on such occasions, in the interests of caution (iªtiyå†), since the day 
could be one of the days of Rama�ån.

81 One could argue, for example, that these earlier Akhbår�s fell into extremist views 
because they, like the ªashwiyya, accepted the authenticity of all ªad�th, even those 
which predicated superhuman qualities to the Imams. This would link with the later 
Akhbår� doctrine of the unquestioned authenticity of the four books. Unfortunately, al-
Qazw�n� makes no mention of the Akhbåriyya arguing for the superiority of �Al� or the 
condemnation of certain ‚aªåba to hell on the basis of reports from the Imams. They 
appear simply as one element in an almost formulaic list of heretical Sh��� groups.
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As for the Imåmiyya, the akhbår�s—who made up most of the Sh��a 
in the earliest times—only rely upon reports which they relate from 
their Imams in matters of u‚¨l al-d�n—indeed in fur¨� also. As for the 
u‚¨l�s, Ab¨ Ja�far al-�¨s� agrees with us on this point, and there is no 
one left who denies this other than ˜al-Sayyid· al-Murta�å and a few 
of his followers.82

The passage is found in al-Råz�’s discussion of the probative force 
of khabar al-wåªid. There are Imåm�s who agree with him (such 
as al-Shaykh al-�¨s�) and argue that khabar al-wåªid has probative 
force (ªujjiyya) and can be the basis for legitimate action on the part 
of the believer. There are some who argue against him (namely al-
Murta�å) who denies that khabar al-wåªid can be used as the basis 
for action, because it does not bring �ilm.83 Both are within the Imåm� 
u‚¨liyya, and are to be distinguished from the Imåm� akhbåriyy¨n. 
The akhbåriyy¨n argue that only reports transmitted from the Imams 
can act as proofs. Now a number of ambiguities emerge here about 
the doctrine of al-Råz�’s Æakhbåriyy¨n”. These akhbår�s are distin-
guished from the u‚¨liyy¨n by the fact that they only accept reports 
from their Imams (or reports about the Prophet transmitted by their 
Imams—al-Råz� is not clear here, and it is not clear whether this 
makes a difference to their position). The u‚¨l�s appear to accept 
reports from the Prophet transmitted by others, though they differ 
over whether those reports need to reach the bar of tawåtur (which 
was the �¨‚�-Murta�å debate). Within the u‚¨l�s there was the well-
known debate over the probative force of khabar al-wåªid, but this 
appears to refer to reports which are not transmitted by the Imams. 
How this relates to evidence from within the Sh��� tradition is dis-
cussed below, but there is no harmony between the akhbåriyy¨n-
u‚¨liyy¨n debate described by al-Råz� here and those found in the 
later Akhbår�-U‚¨l� con� ict. For the later Akhbår�s, reports related by 
non-Imåm�s—from an Imam, the Prophet or transmitted through an 
Imam but about the Prophet—are accepted as potential legal proofs. 
It was the later U‚¨l�s who placed restrictions on the transmission of 
reports about the Imam or the Prophet (namely, the transmitters must 
be just Imåm�s).84 If any marriage is to be made between al-Råz�’s 

82 Råz�, al-Maª‚¨l, v. 4, p. 384.
83 See Calder, ÆDoubt and Prerogative”, pp. 61–64.
84 See below, pp. 70–71.
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portrayal and the later disputes, then one would link the doctrine of 
the early u‚¨liyy¨n with later Akhbår� doctrine.85 

Al-Råz�’s depiction had its in� uence within the Sh��� tradition. 
Al-�Allåma, in his work of u‚¨l al-��qh, Nihåyat al-wu‚¨l ilå �ilm 
al-u‚¨l, discusses whether isolated reports (khabar al-wåªid) can be 
relied upon in matters of doctrine and law. He states:

As for the Imåmiyya, the akhbåriyy¨n amongst them only rely upon 
khabar al-wåªid transmitted from the Imams in u‚¨l al-d�n and its 
branches. The u‚¨liyy¨n amongst them, such as Ab¨ Ja�far al-�¨s� and 
others, agree that the isolated report should be accepted. No one denies 
this except for al-Murta�å and his followers ˜who deny it· because 
˜khabar al-wåªid · leads to shubha for them.86

The general wording of this passage is clearly lifted from al-Råz�’s 
al-Maª‚¨l. However, al-�Allåma alters al-Råz�’s wording to make the 
passage refer solely to the debate around the isolated report (khabar 
al-wåªid). In al-Maª‚¨l, the passage related to akhbår�s holding a 
doctrine related to reports from the Imams (about the Prophet or them-
selves) generally. After al-�Allåma’s adjustment, the passage imputes 
a speci� c doctrine concerning khabar al-wåªid to the akhbår�s. The 
later passage comes in the context of al-�Allåma’s attempt to estab-
lish the acceptability of the isolated report as an indicator of God’s 
law. There had been those (such as al-Sayyid al-Murta�å) whose 
epistemological demands for certainty (�ilm) had led to a rejection 
of isolated reports as possible legal indicators. Al-�Allåma, on the 
other hand, wishes to argue for an acceptance of isolated traditions 

85 Al-Råz� also makes reference to an Imåm� akhbår� doctrine in his theological 
works—namely the belief that the soul is separate (mujarrad) from the body (see Shi-
hada, Teleological Ethics, p. 116, n. 36). Such a doctrine was not unique to Akhbår�s 
in later Imåm� thought, and was not a distinctive Akhbår� doctrine.

86 The text is also cited in Shaykh Óasan, Ma�ålim, p. 191 and T¨n�, al-Wå��ya, 
pp. 159–160. Stewart has consulted the Princeton manuscript #376 of the Nihåya 
where this passage can be found (see Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, p. 182, 
n. 28). The passage does not, however, appear in the new edition of the work (�Allåma, 
Nihåya) since the manuscripts used by the editor, al-Bahadur�, are incomplete. Al-T¨n� 
is talking of isolated reports which have no additional indication (qarå�in) that they 
have probative force. Shaykh Óasan is talking of isolated reports which by their very 
nature do not have additional indications that they have probative force. That is, the 
conceptions of isolated reports (akhbår al-åªåd ) are distinct here. Al-Karak�, in his 
commentary on this passage (Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 66), also notes how al-�Allåma’s 
portrayal of the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� con� ict does not accord with the Æreal” beliefs of the 
Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s.
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as legal indicators even though they reach a level of indicatory 
value which is less than certain. Their probative force (ªujjiyya) is 
such that whilst they do not establish a ruling with certainty, they 
do provide evidence of a ruling which is to be assessed along with 
other legal indicators. As in al-Maª‚¨l, both the akhbår�s and some 
u‚¨l�s differ from al-Murta�å, but in al-�Allåma’s passage they dif-
fer in that both accept isolated traditions as indicators of the law. 
Where they differ amongst themselves is not so clear (presumably 
the akhbår�s consider them to bring �ilm, whilst the u‚¨l�s consider 
them to bring �ann, though this may be an anachronistic reading, 
in� uenced by the later Akhbår�-U‚¨l� con� ict). It would seem also 
that the use of the construction lå . . . illå (translated as Æonly” above) 
indicates that, for the akhbår�s mentioned here, isolated traditions 
are the only source of theological and legal doctrine.87 This implies 
that for the u‚¨l�s mentioned here, the isolated report is accepted as 
one (but not the only) legal source. There are other sources which 
can be assessed alongside an isolated report in determining a legal 
ruling. This interpretation would concur with al-�Allåma’s assessment 
elsewhere concerning the probative value of isolated traditions, and 
the need to evaluate them alongside other possible indicators of the 
law.88 Calder cites this passage as it is quoted in Shaykh Óasan’s 
Ma�ålim al-d�n and adds the note:

It is my belief that the terms used in this passage do not have a Æparty” 
or Æsectarian” signi� cance but a much vaguer sense of Ætraditionist” 
and jurisprudens. I think the Akhbår� movement is best understood as 

87 That this cannot be, strictly speaking, their position is clear in that whilst these 
Akhbår�s may not accept the Qur�ån as an indicator in the absence of its interpretation 
in the akhbår (a common later Akhbår� position), they surely would accept a khabar 
mutawåtir as having probative force, even if its probative force is identical with that 
of an isolated tradition. The presence of the lå…illå phrase is a hangover from the 
al-Råz� passage which al-�Allåma has copied and adjusted to suit his own purposes.

88 If this is, indeed, al-�Allåma’s intention by this statement, his association of this 
position with al-Shaykh al-�¨s� is accurate in so far as isolated traditions are indicators 
alongside others (Qur�anic verses, al-khabar al-mutawåtir and, under very restrictive 
conditions, ijmå�). As is clear from al-�¨s�’s major work of u‚¨l al-��qh, �Uddat al-u‚¨l, 
he reaches this position on the probative force of isolated traditions on the basis of an 
identical epistemology to that of al-Murta�å. Both al-�¨s� and al-Murta�å consider 
certainty as crucial to u‚¨l al-��qh; they differ over whether khabar al-wåªid bring 
certainty or not. The description of Shaykh �¨s� as an u‚¨l� is a mere appropriation 
of the past, rather than a considered depiction of �¨s�’s position.
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beginning where Sh��� historians see its beginnings, with the attack of 
Astaråbåd� on �Allåma’s innovation.89

Now this may or may not be an accurate assessment of the implica-
tions of this passage for our depiction of the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� con� ict. 
What is clear is that al-�Allåma’s statement is, to an extent, hyper-
bole (the Akhbår�s do not only accept akhbår al-åªåd—what of the 
khabar mutawåtir?), and that his maintenance of al-�¨s� as an u‚¨l� 
is polemic. However, that isolated traditions bring knowledge of the 
law was, indeed, a view which formed a major element of Akhbår� 
doctrine after Astaråbåd�. Al-�Allåma’s depiction of Akhbår�s does 
accord with an element of post-Astaråbåd� Akhbarism. However, 
al-�Allåma is also arguing, with the Akhbår�s, that khabar al-wåªid 
can act as a source of law. 

Furthermore, this is the only occasion—to my knowledge—on which 
al-�Allåma uses the name akhbår�s to describe those who hold this 
position. Elsewhere in the Nihåya, those who hold positions which 
chime with some later Akhbår� doctrines are either given no name 
(Æa group believe . . .”) or their position is characterised as that of 
the Sunnis. Outside of the Nihåya (such as in al-�Allåma’s Mabådi� 
al-u‚¨l), those who consider isolated traditions to have probative 
force—be it certain or presumptive—are lumped together and their 
position together is described as an ijmå� which Murta�å has failed to 
observe. My point here is that al-�Allåma uses the term akhbåriyy¨n 
only once (here in the Nihåya), in a passage he has lifted (and altered) 
from al-Råz�, and in relation to a speci� c doctrine concerning isolated 
reports. He does not use it elsewhere in his works of u‚¨l al-��qh 
(nor, as far as I can tell, in his works of fur¨� or †abaqåt). 

It may be possible to explain the lack of Akhbår� references by 
al-�Allama outside of the Nihåya passage (plagiarised from al-Råz�). 
It may be the case that al-�Allåma is aware of the revolution in Sh��� 
legal thinking he is attempting in both the Mabådi� and the Nihåya, 
and this explains his unwillingness to identify, regularly and overtly, 
the more conservative forces in Sh��� thought and call them Akhbår�. 
It may have been that there was a de� nable group of Sh��� jurists 
called Akhbår�s, and this was their only u‚¨l doctrine. These pos-
sible explanations, however, seem to me forced. It is more plausible 

89 Calder, ÆDoubt and Prerogative”, p. 68, n. 31.
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to consider the term akhbåriyy¨n here as a remnant of al-�Allåma’s 
plagiarism from al-Råz�. He edited al-Råz�’s passage, missing out (for 
obvious reasons) the phrase which states that most early Sh���s were 
akhbår�s.90 The akhbår� position on this issue is not repeated in other 
areas of al-�Allåma’s u‚¨l or fur¨� and they cannot, therefore, be said 
to form a de� nable group of scholars with a common approach.

Conclusions

My own position, outlined in subsequent chapters, is that the existence 
of a broadly Ætraditionalist” trend in Twelver Shi�ism before Astaråbåd� 
is indisputable. Some of the elements of this trend were taken up by 
later Akhbår�s (particularly those based in Safavid Iran), and used as 
historical precedent for their own (innovative and distinctively Safavid) 
doctrines. Just as U‚¨l�s before Astaråbåd� jumped on every scrap of 
evidence to justify their own position concerning ijtihåd, Akhbår�s 
(after Astaråbåd�) wished to avoid the accusation of bid�a (or inno-
vation). However, neither the occasional use of the term akhbår� in 
pre-Astaråbåd� texts, nor the fact that al-�Allåma has introduced a 
novel element (ijtihåd and the epistemology which accompanies its 
operation) into Sh��� u‚¨l al-��qh, can divert us from the fact that 
Astaråbåd�’s critique of the mujtahid position was unprecedented in 
its sophistication and nuance. Whilst the term akhbår� may have been 
employed very occasionally by writers before Astaråbåd�, its usage 
was unde� ned and lacked consistency. It clearly did not always refer 
to doctrines which the later Akhbår�s considered important or de� ning. 
After Astaråbåd�, the term was used as a proper name, for a particular 
(legal) doctrinal position and its plural (Akhbåriyy¨n/Akhbåriyya) 
came to describe an identi� able group of scholars who put forward 
de� nable doctrines. The principal elements of this position were the 
rejection of ijtihåd and the assertion of a binary epistemology between 
certain knowledge and ignorance.

90 Al-�Allåma does not even condemn them. His real criticism is reserved for al-
Murta�å who rejects the probative force of isolated traditions entirely.
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CHAPTER TWO

MUÓAMMAD AMÛN AL-ASTARÅBÅDÛ 
AND THE FORMATION OF THE AKHBÅRÛ SCHOOL

Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� is sometimes described as either the 
Æfounder” (mu�assis) or the Æpropagator” (murawwij ) of the Akhbår� 
school. Which of these epithets one selects depends, of course, on 
whether one traces Akhbarism to the earliest period of post-ghayba 
Twelver Shi�ism or one considers it a later phenonemon.1 Whichever 
is the most appropriate description, it is clear that the Safavid Akhbår� 
school emerged as a challenge to the dominant legal methodology of 
the day, and this was primarily due to the popularity of Astaråbåd�’s 
ideas, in particular, those found in his al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. This 
work, composed in the later part of his life, represents Astaråbåd�’s 
attack on the jurisprudence common amongst his contemporary Sh��� 
jurists (whom he identi� es as U‚¨l�s or mujtahids). However, within 
the Fawå�id,2 there are also extensive discussions of the validity or 
otherwise of philosophy, theology and mysticism, with Astaråbåd�’s 
verdict on the acceptability of these scholastic disciplines. Astaråbåd�’s 
intellectual preoccupations, then, were not limited to u‚¨l al-��qh. 
Whilst the Fawå�id is undoubtedly his best-known work, it by no 
means exhausts his intellectual output. A number of other works, 
including both concise risålas and extended discussions of theologi-
cal, philosophical and legal topics, have survived, and are useful, 
not only for an account of the development of Astaråbåd�’s thought, 
but also for a reconstruction of his biography. His legal theory, his 
exegetical method and his theological ideas are the subject of subse-
quent chapters.3 This chapter is primarily concerned with establishing 

1 The doctrinal (rather than strictly historical) nature of the debate over whether 
or not the Akhbår� school predates Astaråbåd� was discussed in chapter 1 above (pp. 
1–30).

2 Since this is Astaråbåd�’s major work, I refer to it hereon by either its full title 
or simply as the Fawå�id. When referring to other fawå�id works (such as al-Fawå�id 
al-Makkiyya or Fawå�id daqå�iq al-�ul¨m) I use their full titles.

3 Chapter 3 below (pp. 61–101) charts his legal methodology and Chapter 4 (pp. 
102–139) describes his theological and philosophical thought.
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Astaråbåd�’s life history, intellectual output and his portrayal in sub-
sequent Imåm� tradition.

Whilst Astaråbåd�’s date and birthplace are not known, his family 
had its roots in Astaråbåd, northern Iran.4 He travelled � rst to Najaf 
to study under one of the leading scholars of the day, Muªammad 
b. �Al� b. al-Óusayn al-�Åmil� ÆÍåªib al-Madårik” (d. 1009/1600). 
Astaråbåd� states in the Fawå�id that he was Æin the bloom of youth” 
(�unfuwan shabåb�) when he gained his ijåza (a licence to teach or 
transmit ªad�th5) from Muªammad Íåªib al-Madårik, (whom he 
describes as Æmy � rst teacher in the disciplines of ªad�th and rijål”) 
in 1007.6 Most likely, this occurred in Astaråbåd�’s twenties (any 
younger seems presumptuous for an ijåza), making his birth date 
sometime in the 980s.7 In an otherwise condemnatory notice, Y¨suf 
al-Baªrån� praises Astaråbåd�’s commentary (ªåshiya) on his � rst 
teacher’s famous work of ��qh, Madårik al-aªkåm. This ªåshiya was 
probably written whilst studying under Íåªib al-Madårik’s tutelage 
and contributed towards the award of an ijåza.8 Astaråbåd� is also 
said to have gained an ijåza from al-Óasan b. al-Shah�d al-Thån� 
(Óasan b. Shah�d II) Íåªib al-Ma�ålim,9 who was teaching in Najaf 
at the time. If true, this would have come after his � rst ijåza in 1007 
and before Íåªib al-Ma�ålim returned to Lebanon (where he died in 
1011/1602). In 1010 Astaråbåd� relocated to Shiraz where he studied 
under Muªammad Shåh Taq� al-D�n al-Nassåba (d. 1019/1610–11).10 
He remained in Shiraz for at least four years, during which time he 
probably wrote his � rst independent academic work al-Mabåªith 

 4 The biographical sources do not name his birthplace. Muªsin Fay� describes him 
as Æone of our colleagues from Astaråbåd”, though this may be a reference to his nisba 
(Kåshån�, al-Óaqq al-Mub�n, p. 12).

 5 On which, see below, pp. 141–148 and the references cited there.
 6 The ijåza, found within his commentary on the ªad�th collection Tahdh�b al-

Aªkåm (Astaråbåd�, Sharª al-Tahdh�b, MS’4064/2, fs.109–112, on which see Mar�ash� 
Fihrist, v. 10, p. 174), was issued on 17 Jumådå al-Thån� 1007 (see Astaråbåd�, Sharª 
al-Tahdh�b, f.112; the date corresponds to 14 January 1599). On the ijåza, see Få�il�, 
ÆIjåzåt”, pp. 519–522. 

 7 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 17.
 8 ÆI have seen a ªåshiya on the commentary on the Madårik written in ˜Astaråbåd�’s· 

own hand scribbled on a section of the book concerning purity laws. It demonstrates 
his expertise, his precision and the good orderliness of his mind.” Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, 
p. 119.

 9 Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, 1, p. 129.
10 On this relatively unknown scholar see Madan�, Sulåfat, p. 498; Óurr, Amal, 

v. 2, p. 309; Afand�, Riyå�, v. 5, p. 194; Kashm�r�, Nuj¨m, pp. 18–19 and his mention 
in the Persian chronicle of Iskandar Bayg, Tår�kh-i �Ålam-Årå, v. 1, p. 235.
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al-Thalåtha.11 Some time in 1014, he moved to Mecca, arriving 
at the beginning of 1015. There he met and studied with his Ælast 
teacher in the science of ��qh, ªad�th and rijål”,12 M�rzå Muªammad 
b. �Al� ÆÍåªib al-Rijål” (d. 1028/1619).13 Some sources record that 
Astaråbåd� married one of Íåªib al-Rijål’s daughters,14 and it may 
have been his daughter from this marriage who in turn married 
Muªammad Mu�min b. Dawst (or D¨st) Muªammad al-Óusayn� 
(d. 1087/1676–77), described in various sources as Astaråbåd�’s son-
in-law.15 It was Íåªib al-Rijål who, according to Astaråbåd�, told him 
to revive the school of the Akhbår�s. Astaråbåd�’s account of this 
life-changing encounter deserves an extended citation. He states that 
the Imåm� fuqahå� had strayed from the path of the Imams in their 
legal methodology:

. . . until the time of the most learned of the modern scholars in the sci-
ences of ªad�th and rijål, and the most pious of them all, the teacher of all 
in all subjects M�rzå Muªammad al-Astaråbåd� ˜i.e. Íåªib al-Rijål·—may 
God bless his grave—came. After he had taught all the disciplines of the 
ªad�ths to this lowly person ˜that is, Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd�·, 
he directed him to ÆRevive the way of the Akhbår�s (iªyå-yi †ar�qah-yi 
Akhbåriyy�n bikun).16 Dispel the doubts of those who oppose this way. 

11 The title was given to the work by the cataloguists at Åstån-i Quds Library (see 
Mashhad Fihrist, v. 13, p. 490). The colophon of al-Mabåªith records that it was writ-
ten in Shiraz at the beginning of Jumådå al-awwal, 1014 (corresponding to September 
1605). (Astaråbåd�, Mabåªith, f. 45a.1–4).

12 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 17–18.
13 So named because of his work of rijål, Manhaj al-Maqål, and also known as 

M�rzå Muªammad Astaråbåd�. In order to avoid confusion, I refer to him as Íåªib 
al-Rijål.

14 He is introduced as Íåªib al-Rijål’s son-in-law in Madan�, Sulåfat, p. 499.
15 See Madan�, Sulåfat, p. 449 and Afand�, Riyå�, v. 5, p. 154. On this interesting 

� gure, see generally �ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 592 and below p. 155. Muªammad 
Mu�min’s nisba is Æal-Astaråbåd�”; the intermarriage amongst the Astaråbåd� com-
munity in Mecca described in these marriage relationships seems plausible.

16 Newman indicates that the reference to Íåªib al-Rijål’s command to revive Æthe 
way of the Akhbår�s” in the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� may have been instituted in Æan 
attempt to bolster the legitimacy of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya’s criticisms” of other 
scholars (Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute, pt. 2”, p. 253, n. 11). However, this can be 
set to one side by the fact that Íåªib al-Rijål’s ijåza to Astaråbåd� has survived, included 
in Astaråbåd�’s commentary upon the Tahdh�b al-Aªkåm (see the edition of these ijåzåt 
in Få�il�, ÆIjåzåt”). The relationship is also con� rmed by the earliest biographical 
entry on Astaråbåd�, namely al-Madan�’s Sulåfat al-�a‚r, on which see below (p. 41 
and p. 43). Furthermore, Astaråbåd� refers to Íåªib al-Rijål as his teacher, not only in 
the Dånishnåmah, but in other writings also (such as al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, p. 17 
and p. 185). Finally, whether or not Íåªib al-Rijål was an Akhbår� seems irrelevant 
to whether or not Astaråbåd� was the founder of Akhbarism. Indeed the fact that he 
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These ideas may have been lost to ˜their· minds, but God has decreed that 
these ideas � ow from your pen!” After I had acquired all the disciplines 
of knowledge from him—the most learned of scholars—I spent a number 
of years (chand�n sål) in Mad�na meditating, petitioning at the thresh-
old of the Almighty, gaining access to the Muªammadan spirits of the 
companions.17 I returned once again to the ªad�ths and the books of the 
Sunnis and of the Sh��a with complete contemplation and consideration. 
Then, by the grace of God and the blessings of the Prophet and the Sinless 
Imams who had indicated that it was necessary for me to obey ˜Íåªib 
al-Rijål’s order·, I did in the end obey and decided to write al-Fawå�id 
al-Madaniyya. ˜This work· was blessed by him ˜Íåªib al-Rijål· reading 
it, and then approving of its composition and praising the author.18

Astaråbåd�, then, did not immediately take up the command from 
Íåªib al-Rijål to revive the Akhbår� school. Only after some years of 
meditation in Mad�na did he agree. We know he was in Mecca both 
in 1017 and in 1018 from the colophons of two works on kalåm.19 
In neither of these works does he refer to Akhbarism or, indeed, his 
studying with Íåªib al-Rijål. It seems most likely, then, that after his 
arrival in Mecca, he studied with Íåªib al-Rijål until at least 1018 
before retiring to Mad�na for a number of years to consider the com-
mand to revive Akhbarism. After these years of meditation, he began 
writing al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya in compliance with Íåªib al-Rijål’s 
command and returned to Mecca. Íåªib al-Rijål seems to have read 
at least sections of the Fawå�id and praised Astaråbåd� for its con-
tents. Íåªib al-Rijål died in 1028/1619, meaning these events (from 
his retirement to his return and writing of the Fawå�id) occurred in 
a ten year period. Astaråbåd� refers in the Fawå�id to Íåªib al-Rijål 
as having died in Mecca and having been buried there, and Åghå 
Buz¨rg al-�ihrån� records al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya being completed 
in 1031 in Mecca20—some three years after Íåªib al-Rijål’s death. It 
seems clear, then, that al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya was composed over 

was not supports the proposition that the Akhbår� school was not a current option for 
a jurist in the period just before Astaråbåd�.

17 The citation of this passage in Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, 1, p. 130 has not tawassul bih 
arwåª-i Muªammadiyyah-yi a‚ªåb but tawassul bih arwåª-i ahl-i �i‚mat meaning 
Ægaining access to the souls of the Sinless Ones”.

18 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f. 3a.12–3b.3. The pages are numbered in a later 
hand as 5 and 6.

19 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya f. 33b.7 (Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 2, p. 97 
MS’488/1) and Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, f. 26a.5–6. I am assuming he 
was resident there throughout this period.

20 �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 358, ’1663. Al-�ihrån� presumably based this on 
a manuscript copy he had seen.
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a number of years, during which time Astaråbåd� showed portions 
of it to Íåªib al-Rijål for the latter’s approval. Astaråbåd� says, for 
example:

I showed ˜Íåªib al-Rijål· what I am going to present: that is, that the 
way of the ancients is to be preferred and the way of the moderns 
rejected. He approved of it (istiªsanahu) and praised me for it.21 

The Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�, Astaråbåd�’s other major work, was 
completed sometime after the Fawå�id (the Dånishnåmah includes 
references to the Fawå�id as completed on a number of occasions). 
It was sent as a gift to the Deccan ruler Muªammad Qu†b Shåh who 
ruled 1020/1611–2 to 1035/1626. The gift must have been given 
towards the end of Muªammad Qu†b Shåh’s reign.

We also know that Astaråbåd� visited �å�if at some point, though 
we do not know when. He refers to his books being in �å�if on two 
occasions, using this as an excuse for not giving fuller answers to 
questions.22 Whilst all the sources agree that Astaråbåd� died and was 
buried in Mecca, there is a difference of opinion concerning his death 
date. The earliest biographer (al-Madan� in Sulåfat al-�a‚r) records 
1036,23 though Y¨suf al-Baªrån�, and most biographers subsequent to 
him, record 1033, describing the later date as Æclearly wrong”.24 If, 
as suggested above, Astaråbåd� was born in the 980s, he would have 
been 50 years old at the time of his death. From what we know of his 
personal life, he seems to have been part of an expatriate Astaråbåd� 
community in Mecca, marrying the daughter of an Astaråbåd� and 
ensuring that his own daughter married an Astaråbåd�.

Astaråbåd�, then, had scholarly links with the major Sh��� intel-
lectual � gures of his day: Muªammad Íåªib al-Madårik, (possibly) 
Hasan Íåªib al-Ma�ålim,25 Muªammad Íåªib al-Rijål, as well as 
less well-known scholars such as Muªammad al-Nassåba. However, 
only Íåªib al-Rijål seems to have approved of (and indeed inspired) 

21 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 18.
22 See Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, f.5b.8 (see also Gleave ÆQuestions and Answers”) and 

the fatwå concerning wine (in the appendix to this book, pp. 315–319 below).
23 Madan�, Sulåfat, p. 499.
24 Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 119. Stewart (Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, p. 181, n. 22) notices 

that al-Afand� (Riyå�, v. 5, p. 36) states that the risåla on the purity of wine was 
completed in 1034. If correct, the later date is, of course, the more likely. The extant 
copy of the risåla (see below, n. 32) is undated.

25 Al-Få�il� considers it unlikely that Astaråbåd� received an ijåza from Óasan b. 
Shah�d II (Få�il�, ÆIjåzåt”, p. 233), though he does think that he studied with him.
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his development of an Akhbår� position, his other teachers having 
died before his response to Íåªib al-Rijål’s call to revive the school. 
Astaråbåd�’s writings stretch across a thirty-year period, and cover a 
number of Islamic sciences. An approximate chronology of his extant 
writings can be constructed as follows:

1. Al-Mabåªith al-Thalåtha concerning three issues of philosophical 
theology: this work does not appear in any of the early biographical 
lists of Astaråbåd�’s works, but has survived in a single manuscript 
held in Mashhad, dated 1014 and composed in Shiraz.26

2. Al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya, also on philosophy and theology and 
covering some of the same issues as al-Mabåªith al-Thalåtha. It 
also is not listed in biographical sources, but survives in a single 
manuscript dated 1017, written in Mecca.27

3. Al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, so named by the cataloguists at the Åstån-i 
Quds Library,28 and also on philosophy and theology: this has 
survived in a single manuscript, dated 1018, written in Mecca.29

4. Al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya: his � rst and major Akhbår� work, com-
pleted in Rab�� al-awwal in 1031 (January, 1622), although as 
discussed above, some sections of it existed during the lifetime of 
Íåªib al-Rijål (d. 1028/1619). There are numerous manuscripts of 
this work, a lithograph edition and a recent, typeset version of the 
lithograph.

In addition to the above, there are works which are of unsure date, but 
which were written after the completion of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya 
(that is, during the last four years of Astaråbåd�’s life):

5. Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�, Astaråbåd�’s only major Persian composi-
tion and concerned with theological and philosophical issues. It was 
written for Muªammad Qu†b Shåh of the Deccan and can be dated 
after the Fawå�id since it includes the account cited above concern-
ing the composition of the Fawå�id. A number of manuscripts of 
this work have survived.30

26 See Mashhad Fihrist, v. 13, p. 490, MS’132.
27 See Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 2, p. 97, MS’488/1.
28 Astaråbåd� mentions that he Æcompleted these fawå�id in Mecca”, and it is from this 

that the cataloguists named the work al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya. Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id 
al-Makkiyya, f.26a. See below n. 38 on the distinction between this and Astaråbåd�’s 
commentary on al-Istib‚år.

29 Mashhad Fihrist, v. 13, p. 437, MS’213/4. 
30 The manuscript used here is Majlis, MS’3071/1, on which see Majlis Fihrist, 

v. 10.2, p. 621.
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 6. Al-Risåla f� †ahårat al-khamr wa-najåsatihå: a treatise on the issue 
of whether or not wine is to be considered an impure substance, 
surviving in an undated manuscript in Tehran. It was clearly written 
after the Fawå�id, as it mentions the latter as being complete. It 
also mentions al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, though it is not clear which 
book is being referred to by this title.31 A manuscript of this work 
is to be found in the University of Tehran Central Library.32

 7. Al-Risåla f��l-Badå�, on God’s ability or otherwise to alter his will. 
This can also be dated after the completion of the Fawå�id, as it 
is recorded as having been written on the Fawå�id’s margins in 
Astaråbåd�’s own hand.33

 8. Jawåb maså�il Shaykhinå Óasan al-�ah�r� al-�Åmil�, a series of 
answers to questions by his pupil Óasan al-�ah�r�.34

There are also works by Astaråbåd� which have survived, but can-
not be dated. They were probably written during his later life, and 
include commentaries on canonical books of ªad�th:

 9. A commentary (sharª) on al-Kåf� (of Kulayn�; the commentary 
seems to be restricted to the � rst section of the work, U‚¨l al-
Kåf�).35

10. A commentary (sharª) on al-Tahdh�b (of al-�¨s�).36

11. A commentary (ªåshiya) on Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h (of Ibn 
Båb¨ya).37

31 See above, n. 28 and below, n. 38.
32 See University Fihrist, v. 7.3, p. 2667, MS’1257/12. There is also a copy of 

Astaråbåd�’s answer to questions from Shåh �Abbås al-Íafav� in the Målik Library 
(Malik Fihrist, v. 9, p. 203 MS’1563) which predates this risåla and is a separate 
work. An edition of the fatwå is found in Appendix 3 below, pp. 315–319.

33 A manuscript of this work is to be found in Mashhad (Mashhad Fihrist, v. 13, 
p. 84, MS’6543), though this is a collection of both Astaråbåd�’s own comments on 
badå� and those of other Safavid writers.

34 An edition of this work, with the questions which prompted it, is included in 
Gleave, ÆQuestions and Answers” (Another edition can be found in al-Fawå�id al-
Madaniyya, pp. 568–575). The questions relate primarily to ��qh.

35 This, or part of it, has been published, Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�. 
See also Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 17, p. 232, MS’6665/3 and v. 12, p. 163, MS’4594/1. 
The work was clearly written after Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� as the latter work records, 
Æwe have already clari� ed this matter ˜cf. the question of God’s attributes· in our com-
ment (ªawåsh�) on the U‚¨l-i Kåf�” (Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.31b.16, p. 62.16). 
The doctrine then proposed in the ensuing discussion in Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� is 
identical to that of Astaråbåd�’s commentary on U‚¨l al-Kåf� (Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya 
�alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 309). For a discussion of the doctrines expressed in these works, 
see below, p. 115 n. 42.

36 See Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 10, p. 174, MS’3789 and v. 112, p. 171, MS’4704.
37 This has been edited and published by �Al� Få�il�, see Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya 
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12. A commentary (sharª, sometimes entitled al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya) 
on al-Istib‚år (of al-�¨s�).38

Numbers 9, 11 and 12 are mentioned in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya.39 
Få�il� has argued that Astaråbåd� wrote two commentaries on each of 
al-Kåf�, al-Tahdh�b and al-Istib‚år (one being a sharª and the other 
a ªåshiya), not all of which have survived.40

Also extant, but of unknown date, are:

13. A commentary (ªåshiya) on Ma�årij al-Aªkåm of al-Muªaqqiq 
al-Óill�.41

14. A collection of poetry, attributed to Astaråbåd�.42

15. A work given the title Taªq�q al-Am�n by the cataloguists of Åstån-i 
Quds Library. It is a commentary on a section of Dawwån�’s work 
on logic.43

There are also a number of works which have not survived (or 
have not yet come to light). They are, however, mentioned in the 
biographical sources:

16. Fawå�id Daqå�iq al-�Ul¨m wa Óaqå�iqihå, which is reported to 
have been a study of the Arabic Language and is mentioned in 
al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya.44

�alå Man lå yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h. The manuscript can be found in the library of the 
Markaz Iªyå� al-turåth al-Islam� in Qum, MS’2750.

38 �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a v. 13, p. 83, ’264. This work should be distinguished from 
al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya (concerning theological issues) mentioned above (no.4), which 
is the cataloguists’ title only. Two copies are extant (Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 12, pp. 170–1, 
MS4604/1). Få�il� also claims it is a different work from Astaråbåd�’s al-Óåshiya �alå 
al-Istib‚år. A copy of this ªåshiya is found in the Markaz Iªyå� al-turåth al-Islåm� in 
Qum in the same majm¨� (MS’2750) as the commentary on Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-
Faq�h (see above, n. 37). See Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, pp. 241–243 
(editor’s introduction).

39 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 4. Al-Óurr al-�Åmil� records that nos 10 and 12 are 
un� nished (Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 246). 

40 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Ka��, pp. 241–253. Until the respective sharªs 
and ªåshiyas are subjected to detailed comparison, it is diãcult to con� rm whether 
these are separate works, extracts from a single work or notes made by pupils during 
teaching sessions.

41 See Malik Fihrist, v. 5, p. 222, MS’111/1013.
42 Mell� Fihrist, v. 9, p. 230, MS’22521. Få�il� expresses reservations about this 

attribution, see Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 253 (editor’s introduction).
43 Mashhad Fihrist, v. 13, p. 118, MS’979.
44 Astaråbåd�, Fawå�id, p. 4 (recorded in the lithograph as daqå�iq al-fun¨n rather 

than daqå�iq al-ul¨m). See also �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 336, ’1555. The sug-
gestion that the manuscript MS’8816 in the University of Tehran Library (University 
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17. Al-Kitåb f��l-Radd må aªdathahu al-Få�ilån, a refutation of the 
commentaries of Íadr al-D�n al-Dashtak� (d. 901/1497) and Jalål 
al-D�n al-Dawwån� (d. 908/1502–3) on the Tajr�d al-I�tiqåd of 
Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� (d. 672/1274).45 Whilst this work has not 
survived as a separate volume, Astaråbåd�’s criticisms of both 
al-Dashtak�’s and al-Dawwån�’s interpretations of the Tajr�d are 
found in his various extant theological works. It is al-Dawwån� 
who seems to have been the main target of Astaråbåd�’s criticism 
in these writings.46

18. A commentary (ªåshiya) on the Tamh�d al-Qawå�id of Shah�d II (d. 
965/1558) which is mentioned in al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�.47

19. Al-Óåshiya �alå al-Madårik, referred to above. This is perhaps 
Astaråbåd�’s earliest work, though possibly not a separate volume 
as such, consisting of marginal comments upon a manuscript of 
the Madårik al-aªkåm. It does not appear to have survived, though 
Y¨suf al-Baªrån� (d. 1186/1772) claims to have seen a copy in 
Astaråbåd�’s hand.48

In this list, there are works which span a spectrum of Islamic dis-
ciplines including philosophy, theology, legal theory, treatises on 
discrete issues of law and commentaries on ªad�th and ��qh works. 
The major lacunae for a scholar of Astaråbåd�’s wide interests are 
a compendium of legal rulings (  ��qh) and a commentary upon the 
Qur�ån (tafs�r).49 It seems he intentionally did not write a work of 
��qh. In his answers to Óasan al-�ah�r� he is asked to write a work 
of ��qh, and replies that he follows the way of the ancients. As they 

Fihrist, v. 17, pp. 226–227) could be this work can be rejected since, on inspection, 
this work is actually a (damaged) copy of Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�.

45 In the introduction to the latest lithograph edition of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, 
Ab¨ Aªmad b. Khalaf Ål A‚f¨r al-Baªrån� mentions that a refutation of Mullå Íadrå 
is also amongst Astaråbåd�’s works, and that Astaråbåd� refers to it in the Fawå�id. I 
have found no reference to such a work in al-Fawå�id, though there is a reference to 
Astaråbåd�’s refutation of Íadr al-D�n al-Dashtak� al-Sh�råz�, referred to as al-Få�il 
al-Sh�råz� in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya (Astaråbåd�, Fawå�id, p. 272). Dashtak� is some-
times confused with Mullå Íadrå. This is most likely identical to no. 17 listed here.

46 An analysis of Astaråbåd�’s theological writing is presented below, pp. 102–139.
47 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 279. Al-Afand� records that 

Astaråbåd�’s al-Óåshiya acted as the starting point for the Fawå�id (al-Afand�, Riyå�, 
v. 5, p. 246).

48 Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 119. It only covers part of the book on purity, and is the only 
one of Astaråbåd�’s works of which al-Baªrån� seems to have approved (tashhadu 
bi-fa�lihi wa-diqqatihi wa-ªusn taqr�rihi). See above, n. 8.

49 Commentaries on the Qur�ån were written by subsequent Akhbår�s, and an intro-
duction to them is given by Lawson (ÆAkhbår� tafsir”).
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did not write works of ��qh, but merely collected or commentated on 
ªad�th, he intends to do the same.50 

Astaråbåd�’s ideas, particularly his criticism of ijtihåd and the 
hermeneutic methodology of the mujtahids, spread primarily through 
the dissemination of the text of al-Fawå�id al-madaniyya. His pupils, 
a number of whom are recorded in the biographical dictionaries of 
the Safavid period, took on this task, and the growth and develop-
ment of the Akhbår� school was in no small measure the result of 
their efforts.51

Astaråbåd� and the Sh��� Biographical Tradition

An assessment of Astaråbåd�’s position within the Sh��� tradition can 
be gleaned from an analysis of the entries devoted to him found in 
biographical compendia (†abaqåt or taråjim)52 of the Safavid period 
and later. Newman has argued that the lack of mention of a connec-
tion between Astaråbåd� and Akhbarism in the †abaqåt works closest 
to his death date indicates that he was not associated with a revival 
or founding of the Akhbår� school.53 If true, this would support the 
view that Astaråbåd�, at least initially, was not considered the founder 
of Akhbarism. The connection was only made when it became an 
element of anti-Akhbår� polemic later in the Safavid period. It could 
be argued, then, that since Astaråbåd� does not appear as the founder 
of the Akhbår� school until sometime after his death, he should not 
be considered its founder. Opponents of Akhbarism wished to pres-
ent Akhbarism as an innovation (bid�a), contrasting it with their own 
long tradition of scholarship. In Astaråbåd�, it might be argued, the 
U‚¨l�/mujtahid scholars found an appropriately late Æfounder” of the 
heretical Akhbår� school, enabling them to label the Akhbår�s as 
innovators (mubtadi�¨n).

50 Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, f.1b.5–9.
51 The spread of Akhbarism, and an account of the activities of Astaråbåd�’s pupils 

is given in Chapter 5, below, pp. 140–176.
52 Works of †abaqåt are strictly speaking arranged according to date, whilst works of 

taråjim are arranged alphabetically—for a general overview see Hafsi, ÆRecherches sur 
le genre ŒTabaqat’ ” parts 1, 2 and 3. However, biographical compendia have come to 
be known as †abaqåt and hence I use the term in what follows to refer to biographical 
compendia generally, irrespective of arrangement.

53 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, Part 2”, pp. 250–253, p. 260, n. 32.
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Newman raises a number of important points which deserve attention 
if my analysis presented in the previous chapter, is to be defended.54 My 
own view, as outlined earlier, is that Astaråbåd� should be considered 
the founder of the Akhbår� movement. Whilst Æschool” (madhhab) is, 
perhaps, too strong a term to describe the early Akhbår�s, there was 
something original in Astaråbåd�’s critique of the dominant method 
of jurisprudence at the time, and his own use of the term Akhbår� to 
designate this new approach brought a new level of speci� city to the 
use of the term. This speci� city comprised of a set of epistemologi-
cal presumptions which bolstered distinctive positions regarding the 
role of the Qur�ån as a source of law, the criticism of ªad�th and 
the hermeneutic methods to be applied to revelatory texts. If this is 
the case, the lack of any hint of Astaråbåd�’s Æoriginality” in †abaqåt 
works requires explanation.

It is indeed true that early biographical entries on Astaråbåd� do 
not identify him as an Akhbår�. The earliest source, the Sulåfat al-
�Asr of Sayyid �Al� al-Madan� (who died in 1120/1709, though the 
work was completed sometime earlier in 1082)55 includes Astaråbåd� 
in its list of Æthe outstanding Persians ˜of this period· . . . amongst 
the best of the most excellent of them, amongst the greatest of 
the outstanding ones amongst them”.56 Another early source is the 
well-known †abaqåt work, Amal al-Åmil of al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (d. 
1104/1693, himself an Akhbår�).57 Al-Óurr also makes no mention of 
Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism, though he does describe him as a Æscholar, 
expert, theologian, jurist and ªad�th expert (muªaddith)”.58 The Riyå� 
al-�ulamå� of al-Afand� (d. around 1130/1718) omits any reference 
to Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism. He is content to cite al-Óurr’s entry in 
Amal al-Åmil, adding his own corrective remarks.59 Indeed, the � rst 
work of †abaqåt I have found which mentions Astaråbåd�’s Akhbår� 
activities is Y¨suf al-Baªrån�’s Lu�lu�at al-Baªrayn where al-Baªrån�, 

54 Newman extends his analysis to other Safavid scholars labelled Akhbår�s in his 
ÆAnti-Akhbår� Sentiments”, pp. 155–162 and links this to al- Khwånsår�’s own family 
history (see, pp. 166–169), in which anti-Akhbår� scholars loom large.

55 �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 12, p. 212, ’1401.
56 Madan�, Sulåfat, p. 398 (the Astaråbåd� passage is on p. 499).
57 See below, p. 158. The work was completed in 1096 (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 2, 

p. 350, ’1400).
58 Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 246, ’725.
59 Afand�, Riyå�, v. 5, pp. 35–37.
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himself an Akhbår� of sorts,60 writes that Astaråbåd� was Æthe � rst 
to open the door of slander against the mujtahids and divide the 
saved sect ˜that is, the Imåm� Sh��a· into Akhbår� and mujtahid.”61 
After al-Baªrån� made this association, it became a regular element 
in †abaqåt works, and one � nds it repeated in the major subsequent 
Imåm� works of †abaqåt, including: 

1. The Qi‚a‚ al-�ulamå� of Muªammad b. Sulaymån al-Tanukåbun� (d. 
1302/1884–5). Al-Tanukåbun� reproduces al-Baªrån�’s assessment, 
and adds that insulting the mujtahids Æarose from ˜Astaråbåd�’s· 
stupidity” (nåshi� az ghabåvat-i ¨).62 

2. The Nuj¨m al-samå� of Muªammad �Al� al-Kashm�r� (d. 1309/1891–2) 
records that Astaråbåd� was Æthe leader of the Akhbår� sect” (ra��s-i 
��rqah-yi Akhbåriyy�n).63 

3. The Raw�åt al-Jannåt of Muªammad Båqir al-Khwånsår� (d. 1313/ 
1895) contains a lengthy entry on Astaråbåd�, in which the former 
attributes to the latter all manner of sins, including being an agent 
of Sunnism.64

The identi� cation continues into the Twentieth Century,65 and the 
western language scholars who relied upon these Qajar (and later) 
†abaqåt works reproduce the association in their descriptions of the 
Akhbår�-U‚¨l� con� ict.66

60 Whilst he criticises Astaråbåd� in his Lu�lu�a, I have argued that al-Baªrån�’s legal 
methodology is thoroughly Akhbår� (see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 251–253 and 
passim). Indeed his u‚¨l al-��qh, as found in al-Óadå�iq al-Nå�ira, whilst maintaining 
the pretence of moderation, is perhaps the most sophisticated surviving exposition of 
Akhbår� methodology.

61 Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 117.
62 Tanukåbun�, Qi‚a‚, pp. 321–322 ’ �ayn-då�. In al-Tanukåbun�’s more orthodox 

work of †abaqåt, Tadhkirat al-�ulamå�, there is no mention of Astaråbåd�, and though 
other Akhbår�s are identi� ed, there is little critical comment.

63 Kashm�r�, Nuj¨m, pp. 41–42. Most of the entry is a translation into Persian of 
al-Baªrån�’s entry on Astaråbåd�.

64 Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 1, pp. 129–148, ’33. Al-Khwånsår� positions his entry out 
of place in the overall scheme of his work (under alif not m�m) because he considers 
it inappropriate to sully the section on scholars named Muªammad with someone like 
Astaråbåd� (pp. 147–148). The entry as a whole provided Khwånsår� with an excuse 
to refute and vilify Akhbarism generally, and the section relating to Samåh�j�’s Æforty 
points” is analysed in Newman, ÆThe Akhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, Pt.2”, pp. 253–261.

65 See, for example, Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 3, p. 222 and Muddarris, Rayªånat 
al-adab, v. 1, p. 65 (who talks of Astaråbåd� Æconstructing”—tashy�d—the bases of 
the Akhbår� school), Qumm�, Favåyid, p. 398.

66 For a list of these western language scholars, see Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� 
Dispute, Pt. 2”, p. 251n. 3.
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It is, then, strange (perhaps suspicious) that Astaråbåd� is not men-
tioned as the founder of Akhbarism in †abaqåt works until around 150 
years after his death, and Newman’s implication that the emergence 
of this motif in the Sh��� †abaqåt entries is in some sense polemically 
motivated is surely correct. An explanation of this phenomenon need 
not, however, lead one to conclude that the portrayal of Astaråbåd� as 
the founder (or, indeed, reviver) of Akhbarism was a mere invention 
of later Sh��� writers.

Firstly, it is not merely that there is no connection between Astaråbåd� 
and Akhbarism in †abaqåt works prior to the Lu�lu�a of al-Baªrån�. 
There are very few explicit references to the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute 
in any Safavid era biographical compendium.67 For this argumentum 
e silentio to be convincing, the general lack of mention of the Akh-
bår�-U‚¨l� dispute in Safavid †abaqåt literature could be evidence that 
the dispute itself was an invention of later scholarship.68 Al-Madan�’s 
position (if he had one) on the dispute is not known. His Sulåfat al-
�A‚r is a collection of biographical entries on learned men of various 
sectarian persuasions and his lack of reference to the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
dispute is not particularly surprising. It is perhaps more surprising that 
al-Óurr al-�Åmil� who explicitly identi� es himself as an Akhbår�,69 
makes no mention of the dispute in relation to Astaråbåd� (or anyone 
else) in his Amal al-Åmil. This work is a biographical dictionary 
in two volumes, each volume arranged alphabetically by scholar’s 
name. The � rst volume concentrates on scholars from the Jabal Åmil 
region of Lebanon, whence al-Óurr himself came; the second has a 
more general remit, and it is in this section that Astaråbåd�’s entry 
is located. If one was to argue that there is reference to the dispute 
here, it would have to be through coded descriptions of scholars being 
muªaddiths (or from the ahl al-ªad�th) or mujtahids (the latter used 
as a title signifying scholarly distinction as well as proponents of 

67 The only reference I have found to date is the description of Mullå Khal�l al-
Qazw�n� (d. 1089/1678) as an Akhbår� in Afand�, Riyå�, v. 2, p. 261. Al-Afand�’s 
entries on all other Safavid Akhbår�s make no explicit mention of Akhbarism.

68 Naturally, this view has not been put forward in these terms, though there are 
those who consider the signi� cance of the dispute to have been rather exaggerated by 
later tradition, and this has led to an unnecessary emphasis on the dispute in Western 
accounts of late classical Sh��� jurisprudence. See for example, Cole, ÆIdeology, Ethics 
and Philosophical Discourse”, pp. 32–34.

69 See, for example, Óurr, Waså�il, v. 20, p. 106 and Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya 
generally. The latter is the closest we have to an Akhbår� work of u‚¨l al-��qh by 
al-Óurr.
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the theory of ijtihåd). Perhaps part of the reason for there being no 
mention of Astaråbåd� Æfounding” Akhbarism lies in al-Óurr’s own 
Akhbår� position. From an Akhbår� perspective, Astaråbåd� was not 
the Æfounder” of the Akhbår� movement. Instead, he re-established the 
true Shi�ism of the Imams and revived the method of the � rst Sh��� 
scholars. It is this original Shi�ism which is the Æway of the Imams”, 
or Æthe method of the early scholars (al-mutaqaddim�n)”. This could 
explain why an Akhbår� scholar, such as al-Óurr al-�Åmil�, did not 
describe Astaråbåd� as the founder of Akhbarism in his Amal al-
Åmil. Doing so would contradict one of the main Akhbår� criticisms 
of the mujtahids. This does not, admittedly, explain why there is no 
reference to any association with Akhbarism, though it might explain 
why Astaråbåd� is not identi� ed as the founder.

The same point cannot be made, however, about al-Afand�’s 
Riyå� al-�ulamå� (completed in 1130).70 This work includes entries 
on scholars who self-identify as Akhbår�s (such as al-Óurr), but is 
almost silent on the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute.71 Al-Afand� himself was 
a pupil of Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis� (d. 1110/1699, hereon al-
Majlis� II, a scholar whom both Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s claim as one of 
their own)72 and though al-Afand� does not explicitly claim to be an 
U‚¨l�, his association with U‚¨l� scholars such as Muªammad Båqir 
al-Sabzawår� (d. 1090/1679) and philosophers (with U‚¨l� tendencies) 
such as Óusayn al-Khwansår� and Muªammad b. Óasan al-Sh�rwån� 
(d. 1098/1686) hint at his position.73 Such relationships increase the 
likelihood of him being sympathetic to the U‚¨l� position, as does a 
passage in the Riyå� where he criticises (albeit mildly) Akhbarism.74 
If he was an U‚¨l�, it is surprising that he, like al-Óurr al-�Åmil� 
the generation before, does not give the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute a 
high pro� le in his work. Scholars are identi� ed as mujtahids (and 

70 �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 11, p. 331, ’1981.
71 See above, n. 67.
72 On Majlis�’s position within the dispute, see below, pp. 241–244 and pp. 

264–266.
73 He names these, with Majlis� II, as his teachers in the Riyå� through honori� c 

titles (see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 11, p. 331 ’1981 for the interpretation of these 
honori� cs).

74 See above, n. 67 and the reference there, where he states that Khal�l was Æone 
of the Akhbår�s who strongly denied ˜the legitimacy of · ijtihåd. He went too far and 
was extreme in this.” This, of course, is mild criticism compared to that expressed by 
al-Khwånsår� a century later (on which see Newman, ÆAnti-Akhbår� Sentiments”).
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very rarely as u‚¨l�s),75 though this appears to be a measure of their 
scholarly prowess and not their position in any intra-sectarian dispute. 
The reason why al-Afand� declined to use the Riyå� al-�Ulamå� as 
an opportunity to highlight the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute is, initially, 
puzzling. One possible explanation is that since the dispute was so 
heated at the time of writing, he wished to avoid controversy by 
down playing it.

That Safavid †abaqåt works do not describe Astaråbåd� as the 
founder, reviver or even having any particular connection with Akh-
barism stands in marked contrast to mention of him in other literary 
contexts. Astaråbåd� himself clearly considered himself to be the 
reviver of the ÆAkhbår� way”, as he laid claim to this role in the 
passage from the Dånishnåmah-yi Shahi.76 Whilst Óusayn b. Shihåb 
al-D�n al-Karak� al-�Åmil� (d. 1076),77 himself an Akhbår�, makes only 
an oblique reference to Astaråbåd�,78 a source which can be dated 
to within � fty years of Astaråbåd�’s life, the Dabistån-i Madhåhib,79 
contains a lengthy passage concerning Astaråbåd� and the Akhbår� 
school, which begins:

The path of the Akhbår�s: Mullå Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� is the 
propagator (murawwij ) of this group in this era. They say that after 
acquiring both rational and transmitted sciences in Holy Mecca, and after 
comparing ˜them· with the ªad�th, he reached this position ˜that is, that 
of the Akhbår� school· and he wrote the Favåyid-i Madan� ˜sic·.80

Similarly, Muªammad Taq� al-Majlis� (d. 1070/1659–60, hereon 
Majlis� I) refers to Astaråbåd� in his Persian commentary on Ibn 

75 Describing a person as an U‚¨l� does not preclude his categorisation as an Akhbår� 
in al-Afand�’s Riyå� al-�ulamå�. Khal�l al-Qazw�n� has both distinctions (Afand�, Riyå�, 
v. 2, p. 261), which demonstrates that u‚¨l� here probably refers to one who writes 
about issues of u‚¨l al-��qh rather than one who denies the legitimacy of ijtihåd.

76 See above, pp. 33–34.
77 On whom, see below, p. 166.
78 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 172. The description of Astaråbåd�’s position is accurate, 

though the citation is not from al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya.
79 The authorship of this text is debated, though it can be dated to circa 1064. See, 

generally, Athar Ali ÆDabistan-e Mazahib”.
80 Fån� (attributed), Dabistån, p. 221. The occasional similarity in wording between 

this passage and Astaråbåd�’s Dånishnåmah cited above does not preclude the Indian 
author of the Dabistån having access to the Dånishnåmah—the latter had, after all, 
been sent to India as a gift for the Deccan Muªammad Qu†bshåh. The Dånishnåmah is 
referred to in the Dabistån as being titled Dånishnåmah-yi Qu†bshåh� and the author 
shows a knowledge of its contents (Fån� (attributed), Dabistån, p. 7).
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Båb¨ya’s Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h.81 After describing the dis-
appearance of some books of akhbår and the ensuing reduction in 
knowledge of ªad�th amongst the Imåm� �ulamå�, Majis� I mentions 
the differences of opinion over the law which emerged (implying some 
causal relationship between the loss of books and the emergence of 
ikhtilåf). Then he states:

Around thirty years ago, the excellent and learned, our mawlå, 
Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� (may God’s mercy be upon him) 
busied himself with collating and studying the akhbår of the sinless 
Imams. He studied the refutation of mere opinion (årå�) and analo-
gies. He knew the way of the companions of the holy, sinless Imams 
and wrote the Favåyid-i Madaniyya, and sent it to this land. Most of 
the people of Najaf and the Holy �Atabåt approved of his method and 
returned to the akhbår. In truth, most of what our Mawlå Muªammad 
Am�n said was the truth.82

Astaråbåd� is portrayed here as calling on the �ulamå� to return to 
the true path of the Imams, and as being at least partially success-
ful in this effort. That is, he heads and inspires a movement for the 
re-establishment of the Æway of the companions of the holy, sinless 
Imams” through his book. Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån� (d. 1091/1680) 
refers to having studied with Astaråbåd�, and approving of his method 
of rule derivation. Fay� then states: ÆHe opened the door of this 
˜way· to us and led us to the right path”,83 implying that Astaråbåd�’s 
ideas were distinct from those of other scholars of the time. Majlis� 
II mentions Astaråbåd� as Æthe head of the ªad�th experts” (ra��s 
al-muªaddith�n)84 and says he makes use of al-Fawå�id al-Madani-
yya and al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya85 in the compilation of his Biªår 

81 Entitled Lawåmi� ‚åªibqirån� and written for Shåh �Abbås II, it is also known 
as al-Lawåmi� al-Qudsiyya and was completed in 1066. See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, 
v. 18, p. 369, ’.500.

82 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 47. Majisl� I also makes reference to Astaråbåd� in his 
Arabic commentary on Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h (Majlis� I, Raw�at, v. 1, p. 20), 
saying that the rational indicators used by many contemporary jurists are Æweak 
innovations”, and the correct opinion with respect to most of them is that of Æal-Få�il 
al-Astarabåd�”.

83 Fay�, al-Óaqq al-Mub�n, p. 12. Fay� goes on to criticise elements of Astaråbåd�’s 
attack on the fuqahå�.

84 Majlis� I, Biªår, v. 1, p. 20. Al-Óurr al-�Åmil� disapproves of calling Astaråbåd� 
Æra��s al-muªaddith�n” since this is a title, he says, reserved for the Prophet and Imams 
(al-Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 446).

85 He most likely means the commentary on al-Istib‚år and not the work of theol-
ogy (see above, p. 38 n. 38).
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al-Anwår. Finally, al-Óurr al-�Åmil�, in his al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, 
defends Astarabåd�’s position from attack by U‚¨l� scholars, arguing 
that his position corrects the errors made by al-�Allåma.86

One could add to these references, but it seems clear that within a 
short time of his death (around 30 years), Astaråbåd� was recognised 
by both his followers, his opponents and those outside of Imåm� 
Shi�ism (such as the author of the Dabistån) as either the founder or 
the reviver of a method of jurisprudence which demanded devotion 
to the texts of the Imams’ sayings, and that this new (or revived) 
methodology was given the name Æthe Akhbår� way” (or variant 
locutions thereof). As we have intimated before, which of these terms 
(that is, founder/propagator) an author uses is much in� uenced by his 
view of both Sh��� juristic history and the authenticity or heresy of 
the Akhbår� message.87 The question raised by Newman’s argument 
concerns whether or not the lack of association between Astaråbåd� 
and Akhbarism in Safavid biographical dictionaries indicates that he 
was not, at � rst, thought of as the founder/propagator of Akhbarism. 
Here I merely make note of the fact that near contemporary citations 
from other genres of Imåm� literature (most earlier than the � rst 
†abaqåt works in which Astaråbåd� is mentioned), and even refer-
ences from outside of the Sh��� tradition (cf Dabistån-i Madhåhib), 
indicate that he was thought of as either reviving the way of the 
ancients (†ariqat al-qudamå�/†ar�qat al-akhbåriyy�n) or inventing a 
new and heretical innovation in Sh��� jurisprudence. This new move-
ment—the Akhbåriyya—maligned the U‚¨l� scholars and accused them 
of deviating from the true path. In both assessments, Astaråbåd� is 
considered as representing a challenge to the dominant jurisprudence 
of the day and contributing something novel to the tradition. The 
lack of an association of Astaråbåd� and Akhbår� ideas in †abaqåt 
literature is not, then, evidence that the Astaråbåd�-Akhbår� connec-
tion is a later invention when other near contemporary sources are 
taken into account.

There remains, however, the rather puzzling absence of any mention 
of an Astaråbåd�-Akhbarism connection in the biographical compendia 
written closest to Astaråbåd�’s death (that is, Sulåfat al-�A‚r, Amal 
al-Åmil and Riyå� al-�Ulamå�). As already mentioned, the Lu�lu�at 

86 See al-Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, pp. 417–458.
87 See above, pp. 31–32.
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al-Baªrayn of Y¨suf al-Baªrån� (written around 150 years after 
Astaråbåd�’s death) is the � rst †abaqåt work to make mention of this 
connection, and al-Baªrån� uses the opportunity to criticise Astaråbåd� 
for bringing disharmony into the community. Once established as 
the principal ÆAstaråbåd�” motif, the association is repeated in most 
subsequent works of †abaqåt. It was these later †abaqåt works which 
Western commentators relied on in their assessments of the Akhbår�-
U‚¨l� dispute, and in this, it has been argued, they were mistaken. 
How is the †abaqåt authors’ delay in describing Astaråbåd� as the 
founder/propagator of Akhbarism to be explained? My argument in 
what follows is that the time lapse is best explained by generic con-
siderations linked to the development of late classical Sh��� †abaqåt 
literature. In order to demonstrate this, an examination of the role 
and nature of †abaqåt literature generally, and late Imåm� †abaqåt 
literature in particular, is necessary.

�abaqåt literature is used extensively by commentators in the 
analysis of Muslim religious developments. Biographical informa-
tion is usually extracted from †abaqåt works in the course of an 
analysis of a particular intellectual movement or geographical area. 
Little attention is paid to the structure and underlying aims of the 
genre. The information can be used in quantitative analysis in order 
to construct a picture of the social make up of society generally,88 
and the scholarly class in particular.89 �abaqåt works are also used 
to build up narrative accounts of a scholar’s life and in� uence, and 
to locate him (or occasionally, her) in a particular historical setting. 
Re� ection upon †abaqåt as a genre of literature is less common, 
though this approach has produced a number of interesting studies 
in recent years.90 In what follows, I argue that an understanding of 
the development of the scholarly compendia of late classical Imåm� 
Shi�ism enables us to explain the apparent contradiction noted above: 
namely, the absence of an association between Astaråbåd� and Akh-
barism in †abaqåt works until 150 years after Astaråbåd�’s death, 
and the vehement assertion of this association (as founder, reviver 
or innovator) in other genres of literature (u‚¨l al-��qh, commentary 

88 See Bulliet, ÆA Quantitative Approach” and his monograph Nishapur.
89 See, for example, Nawas and Bernards, ÆGeographic Distribution” and ÆNether-

lands Ulama Project”.
90 See Mojaddedi, Biographical Tradition; al-Qadi, ÆBiographical Dictionaries”; 

Stewart, ÆCaptial, Accumulation”.
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on ªad�th collections, ��raq literature and maså�il)91 composed nearer 
to Astaråbåd�’s time.

A reading of late classical Imåm� biographical compendia as litera-
ture reveals them to be highly formalised works. Entries on scholars 
are normally arranged alphabetically by scholars’ surnames,92 and 
each entry follows a reasonably consistent model of presentation. 
The model comprises of a number of elements:

1. Epithets of praise for the scholar.

2.  A list of works by the scholar.

3.  A list of teachers (and sometimes teachers of teachers), usually 
comprising of the formula Æ˜pupil· relates from ˜teacher·” though 
occasionally accompanied by references to ijåzas received. 

4. A list of pupils (with similar variations to the list of teachers).

5. Minimal details of the scholar’s travels .

6. Dates and places of birth and death of the scholar.93

The order of these elements in the biography varies between authors 
and between entries within a single author’s oeuvre. If the author 
is unable to discover a particular piece of information, an element 
is omitted. Furthermore, the inclusion of these elements is often 
achieved by the citation of the entry on a scholar from a previous 
work of †abaqåt.94 Amongst these works are pieces of information 
which prove to be of great utility to the historian. However, there 
are limitations upon the use of such material when compared to the 
idea of Æbiography” within Western literary tradition. Information 

91 By maså�il literature I refer to the genre of collections of discussions on speci� c 
topics. At times these are presented as questions and answers (and fatåwå may be 
included in this category). At other times this appears as a work in a collection of 
extended discussions of particular issues, which may have originally been separate 
treatises (raså�il), collected together without excessive care for order or overall structure 
(such as al-Óurr’s al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya).

92 The exception to this generalisation is Madan�’s Sulåfat al-�a‚r which is arranged 
geographically in � ve sections (scholars of: i. the Holy Cities of the Hijåz, ii. Syria 
and Egypt and their environs, iii. Yemen, iv. Iran, Baªrayn and �Iråq, v. the Maghrib). 
Astaråbåd�’s entry is in the � rst section.

93 On occasions this list is supplemented with information such as his family con-
nections, ethnic identity, employment by the state or other authorities and citations 
from the subject’s works (especially poetry).

94 Hence al-Afand� quotes all of al-Óurr’s entry on Astaråbåd�, giving additional 
pieces of information subsequently. Compare Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 247 and Afand�, Riyå�, 
v. 5, pp. 35–37. The Amal al-Amil is clearly one of the major sources for Afand�.
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concerning the scholar’s personality and non-academic relationships 
(for example, friendships, family, business) is minimal. Judgements 
concerning a scholar’s contribution are introduced by a list of panegyric 
formulae at the outset of the entry, and are almost universally posi-
tive. Occasionally there will be further assessments of the scholar’s 
merit (for example, praise of a particular book, treatise or poetry), 
but these are, on the whole, afterthoughts, disrupting the (rather 
repetitive) reproduction of the above model. In short, they contrast 
with Woolf’s assessment of biography, based on the premise that 
Æwe . . . can no longer maintain that life consists in actions only, or 
in works. It consists in personality”.95 They do bear some similarity 
to biographical compendia developed in the Nineteenth Century, and 
their use (primarily as reference works) may have been similar.96

Works such as these may not be designed to be read in the manner 
of modern biographies (i.e. as complete entities); they do, however, 
reveal the value system of the �ulamå�. A scholar’s position is deter-
mined by his literary achievements and his place within the scholarly 
network. His most notable characteristics are his output, his teachers 
and his pupils. These represent his contribution to the maintenance 
of the scholarly tradition.97 Issues of Æself ” (personal characteristics, 
non-academic relationships, even innovatory ideas) are mentioned only 
when they impinge upon the description of the scholar’s role as an 
�ålim. The scholar is, in a sense, de-personalised by the imposition 
of the model of entry presentation, and this is almost an intentional 
outcome of the process of composing a biographical compendium. The 
regularity and uniformity of presentation re� ects the overall kerygma 
of the work: the scholarly class (in this case, the Imåm� �ulamå�) are 
uni� ed in purpose and participate in the common task of promoting 
learning, thereby sharing the privileges (respect and class honour) 
which accrue to a person as a result of a scholarly education. The 
organisational scheme of the work (be it alphabetical, chronological, 
by teacher-pupil relationship or geographical area) is declared and 

95 Woolf, ÆThe New Biography”, v. 4, p. 230.
96 The biographical dictionaries published since the Eighteenth Century CE, both 

religious (e.g. Butler’s Lives of Saints) and profane (American Dictionary of Biography 
and later Who’s Who) can be viewed as the literary re� ection of Carlyle’s conception 
of history being Æthe essence of innumerable biographies” (Carlyle, ÆOn History”).

97 Jaques, Authority, Con��ict, pp. 12–17.
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adhered to, further projecting the regimented nature and homogeneous 
excellence of the scholarly class.

These features of works such as Sulåfat al-�A‚r, Amal al-Åmil 
and Riyå� al-�Ulamå� highlight another important desideratum of 
†abaqåt literature generally. The ordered presentation of a scholarly 
elite must not be disrupted by the intrusive presence of intra-sectarian 
dispute. Unlike the theories of ijtihåd, which enabled the scholarly 
elite to present their prerogative through the institutionalisation of 
difference of opinion,98 late Imåm� †abaqåt literature aims to estab-
lish prerogative through reducing the perception of dispute between 
scholars and scholarly groups. Of course, this cannot be achieved 
completely.99 Amongst the scholar’s writings there may be a work 
which highlights dispute with another scholar, such as explicitly titled 
Ærefutation” works (radd).100 Occasionally, then, a †abaqåt work such 
as those under examination here unavoidably refers to disputes within 
the community. This is not usually by design, but instead is forced 
upon the compiler by the requirements of the model.

Having brie� y recognised these features, it is now possible to 
delineate the function of the various elements of a typical biographi-
cal entry. Praise and panegyric (item 1 above) serve to incorporate 
the scholar in question into the scholarly class and highlight the 
scholarly qualities and the learning-related tasks he performed, all of 
which justify this incorporation. The scholarly output (item 2: lists 
of works) is a recognition of the importance of a scholar’s literary 

 98 See Calder ÆDoubt and Prerogative”.
 99 Occasional criticism of a scholar (for example, for having corrupt or deviant 

beliefs or more likely of being suspected of such) is not unknown. In Safavid †abaqåt 
works, these criticisms are restricted to occasional comments by al-Afand� in his 
Riyå�. Al-Afand�’s criticism of Í¨� -leaning members of the �ulamå� is one example. 
In Afand�, Riyå�, v. 2, p. 283, Rajab al-Burs� is condemned, as is his pupil, Qawwåm 
al-D�n al-I‚fahån� (Afand�, Riyå�, v. 2, pp. 315–6). It is noteworthy though that despite 
the criticism of these scholars (as being ignorant of religious sciences and of corrupt 
beliefs), their entries begin with the standard assessments (  få�il, måhir) together with 
general descriptions (hak�m, ‚¨f�). Instances of criticism are, however, rare; mostly 
opprobrium is expressed by exclusion from the compendium completely. Turner has 
made some comments regarding al-Afand�’s approach in his Islam without Allah (pp. 
104–116), though his rather rigid externalist/internalist division detracts from the clar-
ity of his analysis. The interesting suggestion concerning coding in these panegyrics 
(such as få�il being applied to scholars having reached a particular educational level 
etc) would need additional evidence from the Riyå� and other works to be entirely 
convincing.

100 For example, Astaråbåd�’s refutation of al-Dawwån� and al-Dashtak� referred 
to above (p. 39 n. 45).
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contribution, as it is these works which are studied, copied and 
memorised in educational establishments across the Imåm� community. 
Teachers and pupils (items 3 and 4) are a measure of a scholar’s 
connections, whose views he might be said to represent accurately, 
further embedding him within the network. The extraneous facts of 
a scholar’s life (travels, birth and death dates etcetera—items 5 and 
6) are con� rmations of the validity of the above information since 
they con� rm the feasibility of teacher-pupil relationships by location 
and time period.

The question of how the genre came to take this form is, to an 
extent, tangential to my purpose here. However, it is worth noting that 
suggested origins include pre-Islamic conceptions of the individual,101 
general Arab interest in genealogy102 and in the needs of isnåd criti-
cism.103 The last of these certainly explains the function of at least 
some early †abaqåt works. Transmitters of information regarding the 
Prophet, his companions and other early luminaries were tested for 
reliability by an analysis of the chains of transmission (asån�d) which 
prefaced reports. The isnåd was scrutinised for the plausibility of the 
linkages within it (in terms of coincident times and places between 
transmitters). An assessment of the moral probity of the transmitters 
was also carried out. In order to complete this procedure, a body 
of biographical information relating to the transmitters (rijål) was 
necessary, and hence such reference works became essential tools 
for validating ªad�ths. When this is combined with the concep-
tions of knowledge transmission within the scholarly class, and the 
tendency to valorise the �ulamå� as the guardians of Islam against 
potentially iniquitous rule, the †abaqåt genre (and the related genre of 
manåqib)104 can be seen as natural outgrowths of existing biographical 
compendia. Of course rijål works (which primarily referred to ªad�th 
transmitters) contained not only praiseworthy transmitters, but also 
those not to be trusted.105 However, as the genre became detached 

101 See Khalidi, Arabic Historical Thought, p. 205.
102 See Heffening, Æ�abaÀåt” and Makdisi, ÆTabaqåt-biography”, p. 372.
103 Loth, ÆDie Ursprung”; Hafsi, ÆRecherches sur le genre †abaqåt pt. 1”, pp. 

227–229.
104 Manåqib literature was devoted to relating the exceptional achievements of 

well-known � gures of the past, and is perhaps best viewed as being hagiography 
rather than biography.

105 The genre of biographical compendia devoted exclusively to Æweak” transmit-
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from its original function of ªad�th validation, the need to include 
� gures who did not play a part in the transmission of knowledge 
diminished.106 Whether the genre’s origins lie in the ªad�th sciences 
or somewhere else, the genre became streamlined and rationalised. 
Material considered extraneous (accounts of the personal experiences 
of the scholars, assessments of their personalities, relationships and 
ideas) was excised. The highly formalised character of late classical 
Imåm� †abaqåt works stands at the end point of this development. 
Such works represent the most re� ned, and hence excessively formal, 
expression of the genre. The power of generic constraints upon writ-
ers in the late classical period in most genres of Muslim literature 
produced works with a high degree of regularity and consistency of 
structure. Authors of †abaqåt works (and indeed those writing ��qh, 
tafs�r or kalåm) were aware of the demands of their literary tradi-
tion. They rarely deviated from the model.107 It is, then, unsurprising 
that one � nds extensive citations from earlier †abaqåt works in later 
compendia, as the author pays homage to the tradition in which 
he is writing. This is not to say, of course, that such works lack 
originality or are mere reproductions of a tried and tested formula. 
There is, undoubtedly, room for innovation and development in the 
genre (the most radical of which, beginning in the Twelfth Century 
AH, is discussed below), and writers did criticise and correct earlier 
authors.108 However, the general features of Imåm� †abaqåt literature 

ters (�u�afå�) is a specialised sub-genre of rijål works. See, for example, Ibn �Åd�’s 
al-Kåmil f��l-�u�afå� and Dhahab�’s Kitåb al-�u�afå�.

106 Interestingly, as late Imåm� †abaqåt writers developed a greater interest in the 
personalities of scholars, non-Imåm� scholars (and disreputable Imåm� scholars) were, 
once again, included in the compendia. See, for example, al-Khwånsår�’s entries on 
various Sunni scholars including al-Sha� �� (Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 7, p. 245), Målik 
b. Anas (Raw�åt, v. 7, p. 211) and Da�¨d al-�åhir� (Raw�åt, v. 3, p. 289). That the 
inclusion of such � gures signals a change in function for †abaqåt literature is argued 
below.

107 In the religious sciences, this entrenchment of literary forms has become associ-
ated with the demise of (Sunni) philosophical writings after al-Ghazål�, the lack of 
theological adventure in the post-classical period, the closing of the gate and ijtihåd and 
the derivative nature of later Quranic exegesis. That this contributed to the emergence 
of reform and modernist movements, which were frustrated with established presenta-
tion of Islam, is clear. On this generally, see Kerr, Islamic Reform.

108 Al-Afand�’s corrections of the errors of al-Óurr’s Amal are found throughout the 
Riyå�. He also authored an independent work in which the corrections were catalogued 
(Afand�, Ta�l�qat Amal al-Amil).
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were much as described above, and remained stable throughout the 
Safavid period.

Given these literary factors, it becomes less remarkable that 
Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism is not the subject of comment in Safavid 
†abaqåt works. The aim of such works was to present a uniform 
and uni� ed picture of the scholarly class involved in learning and 
the transmission of knowledge. Discussing internal disputes had its 
proper place in other types of literature, but †abaqåt were designed 
to record the achievements of the �ulamå� as a class through his-
tory. The contributions of this class to the maintenance of the valid 
interpretation of Islam were recorded, and their record re� ected the 
prerogative they considered their due (a prerogative which was, per-
haps, more distinctly marked in Imåm� Shi�ism than in other Muslim 
traditions).109 Associating Astaråbåd� with Akhbarism, and making 
this the focus of attention within an entry concerning his achieve-
ments would have violated the boundaries of †abaqåt writing.110 Of 
course, one could have simply omitted reference to him altogether, 
and use censorship to express a doctrinal orthodoxy. However, as 
has already been pointed out, Astaråbåd� was well connected both 
in terms of teachers and pupils, and his ideas gave rise to a number 
of Akhbår� advocates in late Safavid Iran, including some writers 
of †abaqåt works. Ignoring him, with the excuse of him being of 
lowly academic stature or outside of the Imåm� tradition, does not 
seem to have been a viable option. The solution was to include him 
within the tradition, but reduce the disruptive effect his contribution 
had clearly made. 

Astaråbåd� was not alone in this treatment. An examination of 
� gures from other controversial Imåm� traditions con� rms the occur-
rence of this process. For example, al-Óurr al-�Åmil� who, as a good 
Akhbår�, criticises al-�Allåma al-Óill� as erring from the true path,111 
but describes him in Amal al-Åmil in nothing but glowing terms 
with the usual elements (panegyric epithets, teachers and pupil, lists 
of works and basic death details).112 Similarly, al-Afand�, who prob-

109 On this, see Chapter 9 below pp. 268–296.
110 Note Cooperson’s assertions (in his Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 1–8) that 

Muslim biography records the transmission of knowledge, not doctrine. 
111 See Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 423. There are also criticisms of al-�Allåma’s 

legal views found in al-Óurr al-�Åmil�’s Waså�il (e.g. v. 7, p. 488 and v. 10, p. 24).
112 Óurr, Amal al-Åmil, v. 2, pp. 81–85, ’224.
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ably leaned towards an U‚¨l� perspective, and even devoted a whole 
volume to correcting al-Óurr’s perceived mistakes,113 makes nothing 
but positive comments in his entry on al-Óurr. This analysis could be 
expanded, and full evidence for my characterisation of these works 
would require an analysis beyond the space available here. However, 
it is against this background that the lack of reference to Astaråbåd� 
and Akhbarism in Safavid †abaqåt works is best understood.

�abaqåt works which continued this tradition of scholarship are 
to be found in the Nineteenth Century C.E.114 If there is an intrusion 
of doctrinal criticism before al-Baªrån�, it appears in very occasional 
comments in al-Afand�’s work.115 However, the appearance in †abaqåt 
works of ad hominem comments on the scholarly worth of previ-
ous Imåm� scholars makes a full-blooded appearance in al-Baªrån�’s 
Lu�lu�at al-Baªrayn. This work, which is innovative in a number 
of ways, displays a marked use of the †abaqåt genre for polemic 
purposes. The work itself is a †abaqåt work in the form of an ijåza 
to al-Baªrån�’s two sons. As with most ijåzas, extended isnåds, com-
prising of teacher-pupil (muj�z—mujåz lahu) relationships, are traced 
back to early � gures, thereby demonstrating the continuity of the 
learning being passed on to the recipient of the ijåza. I have analysed 
the network of scholars created by al-Baªrån�’s transmission chains 
elsewhere.116 In the Lu�lu�a, al-Baªrån� uses the transmission chains 
as an opportunity to interject biographical information upon the � rst 
mention of a scholar’s name. The result is a compendium arranged 
in approximate reverse chronological order, from al-Baªrån�’s own 
teachers to the companions of the Imams. The reverse chronological 

113 Afand�, Ta�l�qåt Amal al-�Åmil, where he regularly corrects al-Óurr’s errors in 
death dates and chronological order.

114 Examples include al-�Åmil�’s Muntahå al-Maqål, Al-Tanukåbun�’s Tadhkirat 
al-�ulamå� and al-Qumm�’s al-Fawå�id al-Ra�awiyya.

115 There also appears to be considerations of chronological distance in the insertion 
of critical comments. For some writers (such as al-Madan� and al-Óurr), scholars of the 
more distant past whose strange opinions have been incorporated into the difference of 
opinion (ikhitlåf  ) of the �ulamå� can be mentioned as contentious without threatening 
to disrupt scholarly authority (see, for example, al-Óurr al-�Åmil�’s comments on Ibn 
Junayd; Amal, v. 2, pp. 236–238). Later writers (such as al-Afand�) seem willing to 
express mild reservations about more recent scholars. This contrasts with al-Baªrån�’s 
willingness to criticise any scholar from any era if he feels their views deviate from 
orthodoxy.

116 See Gleave, ÆIjaza”. The isnåds in this ijåza (Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 15, p. 9, 
MS’5605) are almost identical to those found in Lu�lu�at al-Baªrayn. See also on the 
Lu�lu�a, Salati, ÆLa Lu�lu�a al-Bahrayn”. 
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arrangement is disrupted, � rstly by the fact that some teachers outlived 
their pupils and hence continued to have academic effects after their 
pupil’s death. More often, the chronology is disrupted by al-Baªrån� 
breaking off from the transmission chain at a point (signi� ed by the 
term ªayl¨la in the text), and returning to an earlier node in the chain 
to trace a second isnåd, contemporaneous with the one abandoned. The 
new branch to the isnåd complex provides al-Baªrån� with additional 
names, and an opportunity to include additional biographical details 
concerning the scholars mentioned there. In this way a network of 
scholars (rather than a single isnåd) is created, achieving a uni� ed 
and connected portrayal of the scholarly class. The message is clear: 
without a teacher of note, and pupils who contribute to the academic 
activities of the �ulamå�, one cannot be included in al-Baªrån�’s 
conception of the scholarly class. The Lu�lu�at al-Baªrayn is, then, 
an accomplished piece of scholarship blending the ijåza and tabaqåt 
literary forms. The entry on Astaråbåd�, for example, is placed within 
the isnåd extract:

al-Óurr al-�Åmil�>Zayn al-d�n b. Muªammad b. Óasan b. al-Shah�d 
II117>al-Astaråbåd�>Íåªib al-Rijål (that is, Muªammad b. �Al� al-
Astaråbåd�).118

The last two names in this isnåd are given entries at this point, the 
� rst two having been dealt with in a previous isnåd.

The established model, taken over from al-Afand� and before him 
al-Óurr, is also in evidence. Al-Baªrån� cites their works and others, 
ful� lling the standard requirements of a biographical entry outlined 
above. At times he adds details not found in previous sources, but 
(presumably) derived from oral tradition. Where his presentation devi-
ates from preceding †abaqåt works is in his frequent criticism of past 
scholars. He lists Astaråbåd�’s scholarly characteristics in panegyric 
terms at the outset of his entry (kåna få�ilan muªaqqiqan mudaqqiqan 
måhiran f��l-u‚¨layn), but he goes on to say that Astaråbåd� strayed 
from the path when he slandered the mujtahids, accusing them of 
Æruining religion” (takhr�b al-d�n). Al-Baªrån� also makes reference 
to his own refutations of Astaråbåd�’s position in his other works. 
Astaråbåd� is not alone in receiving such criticism. Reading through 

117 Author of al-Durr al-Manth¨r, on whom, see below, pp. 156–157.
118 Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, pp. 117–120.
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the Lu�lu�at al-Bahrayn a number of scholars are subjected to criti-
cism from extremely mild comment (for example, ÆHe used to mix 
with the nobility and sultans and those who came after him criticised 
him for this).”119 to withering rebuke (for example, ÆHis opinion was 
excessive and pure extremism, and hence in some of his works the 
views of Su� s and philosophers are expressed such that he is almost 
an unbeliever).”120 The scholars singled out for particular criticism 
are Su� s, philosophers and Akhbår�s. Whilst the former two are 
often targets for scholastic criticism, the last category is surprising 
since, as I have shown elsewhere, al-Baªrån�’s own methodology is a 
quite sophisticated application of Akhbår� principles to the questions 
of u‚¨l al-��qh.121 It is possible that al-Baªrån� senses the demise of 
Akhbarism (which was to occur fully a generation later), and so, in 
the Lu�lu�a (one of his last works), he recognises that the Akhbarism 
of Astaråbåd� and others did great harm to the community.122 It is 
not so much the objects of criticism, however, that are remarkable 
in al-Baªrån�’s work, but the fact that he makes such comments at 
all in a work of †abaqåt. As we have seen, the standard mode of 
presentation in late classical Imåm� †abaqåt works was to depict a 
united and harmonious picture of the scholarly elite. With al-Baªrån�, 
a polemic use of the †abaqåt genre emerges. The standard elements of 
the established genre remain (that is, the Æsix point” model mentioned 
above), and extensive use is made of previous works in the form of 
quotations and references. However, this is then supplemented by 
explicit doctrinal comments, condemning certain tendencies within 
Imåm� intellectual history. In this al-Baªrån�’s Lu�lu�a can be con-
sidered an adaptation of the Safavid †abaqåt tradition for use in an 
intra-�ulamå� polemic. 

Polemic employment of the †abaqåt genre in the Qajar era estab-
lished itself in the wake of al-Baªrån�’s innovative work. Analyses of, 
for example, al-Tanukåbun�’s Qi‚a‚ al-�ulamå�123 and al-Khwånsår�’s 

119 The comment is made in relation to Ni�mat Allåh al-Jazå�ir� (Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, 
p. 111, ’42), on whom, see below, pp. 169–170.

120 The comment is made in relation to Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån� (Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, 
p. 121, ’46), on whom, see below, pp. 153–154.

121 Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, passim.
122 Al-Baªrån�, himself, often agrees with Astaråbåd�’s position, though he criticises 

the manner in which he expresses it. See, for example, Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, 
p. 55 and v. 1, p. 180.

123 Gleave, ÆBiography and Hagiography”. Interestingly, al-Tanukåbun� wrote two 
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Raw�åt al-Jannåt124 demonstrate the almost ubiquitous intrusion of 
doctrinal criticisms into scholarly biographical compendia. The entries 
on Astaråbåd� (and other Akhbår�s) exemplify this trend. Akhbår�s were 
not the only ones to be subject to criticism in †abaqåt works. Í¨f�s, 
philosophers, astrologists, Shaykh�s (a category which sometimes incor-
porated Båb�s and Bahå��s) and those who asserted self-aggrandisement 
through magical practices were all criticised. The trend towards a more 
expressive (and entertaining) style in †abaqåt writings requires a full 
explanation and a detailed separate study. However, a few explanatory 
comments can be made here. Firstly, the establishment of a distinct 
� nancial base for the �ulamå�, independent from state sponsorship, is 
said by some to have occurred in the wake of the fall of the Safavid 
dynasty in 1722 CE.125 As this independent base emerged, the �ulamå� 
lost any residual authority from association with the Shah, and this 
relationship did not re-emerge in the same form after the consolidation 
of Qajar rule. The heightened need for the scholarly class to engage 
with the population at large in the search for legitimacy may have 
led to a greater level of competition between scholars for popular 
support. Hence there was a new willingness on the part of particular 
authors to vilify scholars of the past and present. Furthermore, there 
may have been a need to represent scholars as personalities who 
might inspire popular loyalty, and an enthusiasm for recording and 
exemplifying a scholar’s characteristics through anecdotes and popular 
lore emerged. The result was biographical entries in †abaqåt works 
which explicitly link a scholar’s personality to his doctrinal position. 
I have argued that works such as al-Tanukåbun�’s Qi‚a‚ al-�Ulamå� 
were attempts to hijack the popular charisma normally reserved for 
mystical thinkers and place it upon the more traditional scholarly 
class.126 The increased use of Persian as the medium for †abaqåt 
works, together with a less bookish style, also indicate an audience 
outside of the (Arabic literate) scholarly class. 

This polemic employment of †abaqåt became accepted and contin-
ued into the Twentieth Century. Eventually, Western conceptions of 

works of †abaqåt (both in Persian). One is more traditional in style (Tadhkirat al-
�ulamå�) and contains no entry on Astaråbåd�. The other is more polemic in tone (the 
better known Qi‚a‚ al-�ulamå�). 

124 Newman, ÆAnti-Akhbår� Sentiments”.
125 See Floor, ÆEconomic Role of the Ulama”, pp. 60–67.
126 See Gleave ÆBiography and Hagiography”.
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scholarly neutrality began to affect the collection and presentation of 
bio-bibliographical data in Imåm� scholarship with the biographical 
work of Muªsin Am�n and Åghå Buz¨rg al-�ihrån�. There we have 
a re-emergence of the traditional formalism, though with an increased 
emphasis on the collation and referencing of sources, and an aware-
ness of a strictly academic as well as confessional readership. Of 
course, polemic use of †abaqåt has not disappeared completely, and 
the assertion of scholarly prerogative after the Islamic Revolution in 
Iran has inevitably changed the character of recent †abaqåt works.127 
The ways in which the scholarly biographical compendium might 
be employed, and the different societal and religious settings which 
in� uence that employment, have made possible a variety of different 
presentations of the history of the Sh��� �ulamå�. My argument is that, 
with respect to †abaqåt works, elements can be traced back to the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries and the need for the �ulamå� to 
engage more directly with the Sh��� community (particularly in Iran) 
after the collapse of the Safavids.

All of the above analysis serves to illustrate and explain the lack 
of connection between Astaråbåd� and Akhbarism in works of this 
genre. It does not demonstrate that there was no linkage, nor that 
there was no perception of a linkage amongst the �ulamå�. It does, 
however, show that the general picture of late classical Muslim 
religious literature was, to a large extent, controlled by the demands 
of genre. Innovation (a distinctly Æmodern” normative assessment) 
played a much reduced role when compared with the usual exalta-
tion of originality in analyses of the genre of biography outside of 
the Muslim tradition. The type of source one is consulting (and by 
this I mean, not just authorial bias, but also structure and composi-
tion) inevitably affects the character of the information historians can 
extract. The vili� cation of Astaråbåd� as the founder of an iniquitous 
juristic school of Imåm� Shi�ism is certainly the result of an increased 
con� dence on the part of (U‚¨l�) †abaqåt writers in the Nineteenth 
Century CE. However, the apparently anodyne references in earlier 
works do not indicate an ambivalence concerning his role as founder 
of the Akhbår� movement. Evidence for a widespread perception of 
Astaråbåd�’s position as reviver of the Akhbår� Æway”, founder (or 
leader) of the Akhbår� Ætrend” (or even Æschool”) is to be found 

127 For example, Jarfadåqån�, Az Kulayn� tå Khumayn�.
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in other genres of literature, including Astaråbåd�’s own writings. 
He viewed himself as the reviver of Akhbarism and his supporters, 
within thirty years, also considered him as such. His detractors also 
considered him the instigator of a dangerous new threat to juristic 
methodology within the same time frame. They wrote refutations of 
his work, portraying him as an innovating heretic (mubtadi�). This 
view of Astaråbåd� maintained its currency throughout the Safavid 
period. In the Nineteenth Century, independent developments within 
†abaqåt literature produced some highly vitriolic representations of 
both Astaråbåd� and the school which he is said to have founded. It 
is against this background that we understand, not only Astaråbåd�’s 
scholarly contribution toward the history of Sh��� Islam, but also the 
role he has been given in the development of Imåm� Sh��� thought.
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CHAPTER THREE

ASTARÅBÅDÛ’S LEGAL THOUGHT

In any examination of the highly formalised tradition of pre-modern 
Muslim legal scholarship, a jurist’s legal thought is most usefully 
derived from his (or occasionally, her) output in a number of rea-
sonably standard genres of legal literature. Foremost amongst these 
are works of legal theory (u‚¨l al-��qh), substantive law (  fur¨� al-
��qh) and legal responsae (  fatåwå). The generic names for the � rst 
two forms are derived from a horticultural metaphor in which the 
law’s roots (u‚¨l) provide sustenance for the branches (  fur¨� ), the 
latter being entirely dependent on the former. That is, the legal rul-
ings that a jurist gives on particular occasions are conceived of as a 
natural outgrowth of his legal theory. The jurist adopts a theoretical 
position regarding how texts become legal sources and how these 
legal sources are to be interpreted. He then applies this theory to 
the texts deemed to be relevant to a particular issue. The resultant 
ruling is, supposedly, determined by the previously adopted stance.1 
Theoretically, then, the u‚¨l and fur¨� are in perfect harmony. A large 
proportion of the controversial material generated by opposing parties 
of Muslim jurists (particularly those belonging to the same school or 
madhhab) concerns the correct means of applying agreed theoretical 
procedures to particular legal issues. More seriously disruptive to the 
intellectual coherence of the tradition are those occasions on which 
the dispute concerns the correct theoretical procedure to adopt, and 
not merely the manner of its application. The dispute between the 
Akhbår�s and the U‚¨l�s was a dispute of this kind. The Akhbår�s 
and U‚¨l�s developed distinct theories concerning both the manner in 
which scriptural texts become legal sources (that is, how texts assume 
probative force—ªujjiyya—in legal argumentation), and the range of 

1 That the relationship here described between u‚¨l and fur¨� is somewhat idealistic 
is a common element in Western accounts of Islamic Law. That substantive law (in the 
form of ��qh works and a jurist’s fatåwå) was actually closely related to legal theory 
(i.e. u‚¨l al-��qh) has been argued most vehemently in the recent past by Hallaq (see 
ÆU‚¨l al-��qh” and ÆMurder in Cordoba”). The converse has been argued by Calder 
(Æal-Nawaw�”), and (in modi� ed form) by myself (ÆMarrying Fatimid Women”).
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possible legal meanings which can be derived from them (that is, how 
these sources are to be interpreted once they have acquired probative 
force). The two theories were mutually exclusive, though there were 
those of both schools who attempted to develop compromise positions 
which bridged the gap.

Works of u‚¨l al-��qh outline, in an abstract manner, the resources 
available to the jurist in his attempt to attain knowledge of God’s 
ruling on a particular legal question. Issues examined in such works 
include the probative force of particular textual sources, the manner 
in which these sources should be interpreted and the means whereby 
the jurist’s ruling becomes (or fails to become) authoritative, both for 
himself and for others. Classical works of u‚¨l al-��qh demonstrate 
remarkable structural stability. In both the Sunni and Sh��� traditions, 
the structures of works of u‚¨l al-��qh remained, on the whole, � xed 
until the Thirteenth Century AH/Nineteenth Century CE. This is not to 
say that the content of these works remained unchanged. Development 
and innovation certainly occurred, most commonly in the content of the 
works, but also occasionally in structure. As in all highly formalised 
traditions of literature, some innovations were incorporated into the 
tradition and became accepted elements of a more re� ned tradition; 
others were rejected, and the main tradition was not diverted or sig-
ni� cantly altered. The stability of the classical u‚¨l genre was such 
that a work dealing with issues of u‚¨l al-��qh which did not follow 
the established structure invariably also presented a challenge to the 
theoretical stance of the tradition in which the writer was working.2 
Al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, Astaråbåd�’s work of u‚¨l al-��qh can be 
characterised in this way—it deviated from the established Sh��� u‚¨l 
tradition, both in terms of its structure, and also (and perhaps more 
signi� cantly) in the theoretical position for which Astaråbåd� argues. 
The deviation is such that it could be questioned whether al-Fawå�id 
counts as a work of u‚¨l al-��qh.3 An analysis of this work forms 
the � rst part of this chapter.

2 For example, al-Shå†ib�’s (d. 790/1388) introduction of a chapter entitled kitåb 
al-maqå‚id which comprises the second part of his al-Muwåfaqåt (see Shå†ib�, al-
Muwåfaqåt, pt. 2 in vol. 1) signals his introduction of this topic as a central element 
of his innovative theory of law.

3 See, for comparison, the discussion over whether or not al-Qå�� al-Nu�mån’s 
Ikhitlåf u‚¨l al-madhåhib can be considered a work of u‚¨l al-��qh in ÆAlta Discus-
sion”, pp. 419–420 in ÆAlta Discussion” in Weiss, Studies in Islamic Legal Theory, 
pp. 385–429.
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A medieval Muslim jurist’s legal views on speci� c topics can be 
found in works of fur¨� al-��qh (usually just termed ��qh). Works 
of ��qh also follow a relatively stable format in which the author’s 
views on speci� c areas of the law are stated in an established order. 
Works of ��qh begin with an examination of the laws of ritual purity 
(†ahåra), followed by sections concerning the four personal duties of 
a Muslim (prayer, fasting, payment of alms tax and pilgrimage). The 
order of these � rst sections in ��qh works is relatively predictable. 
The structure of the remainder of a ��qh work is less predictable. The 
order of subsequent chapters (concerning issues such as marriage and 
divorce, inheritance, crime and punishment, contracts, slavery and 
manumission, court procedure, the operations of the state—including 
the regulations of legitimate military action) is not so � xed. Though 
the chapter order varies, the legal matters dealt with form a canon 
of subjects. Conservatism, which is not to be confused with lack 
of originality or atrophy, characterised both genres of ��qh and u‚¨l 
al-��qh, and this is borne out by the proliferation of commentaries 
upon established, authoritative works of the past. Much of the literary 
production of pre-modern Muslim jurists comprised commentaries 
(shur¨ª) or marginalia (hawåsh�) on works of u‚¨l or fur¨� com-
posed by great scholars of the past. An account of Astaråbåd�’s legal 
views (and hence an analysis of the manner in which he applied his 
legal theory to speci� c issues) is hampered by his explicitly stated 
refusal to write a work of ��qh.4 He did compose marginal comments 
(ªåshiya) upon the great Safavid ��qh work, Madårik al-aªkam, but 
these have not survived.5 In any case, this work was most likely 
composed before his conversion to Akhbarism, and hence would 
probably not provide a useful guide to how his legal theory (as found 
in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya) might be applied to ��qh issues. As a 
poor substitute for a comprehensive work of ��qh, we have some 
responses to ��qh questions,6 a risåla (and accompanying fatwå) on 

4 See above, p. 158. Astaråbåd� refused to write a work of fur¨� because he followed 
the Æway of the ancients”. The Æancients” considered the akhbår suf� cient in themselves, 
so he did also. Fiqh was not a particularly popular genre amongst the post-Astaråbåd� 
Akhbår�s. There are, of course, Muªsin Fay�’s Mafåt�ª al-Sharå�i� and al-Baªrån�’s 
al-Óadå�iq al-Nå�ira, but both of these works are distinctive for different reasons 
(see Gleave, ÆThe Qå�� and the Muft�”). More common were comments (shur¨ª and 
ªawåsh�) upon the akhbår themselves, and risålas upon speci� c legal issues.

5 See above, p. 39.
6 Found in his Jawåb, edited and translated in Gleave, ÆQuestions and Answers”.
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the purity of wine7 and scattered comments on the akhbår dealing 
with matters of legal import.8 An analysis of these works, and their 
relationship to the ideas laid out in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya form 
the second part of this chapter.

Astaråbåd��s al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya

Al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya (hereon al-Fawå�id) was viewed within the 
Shi�ite tradition (both by Akhbår�s and their opponents) as the � rst 
(and most authoritative) expression of the later Akhbår� position.9 
It also forms the starting point for almost all modern analyses of 
Akhbår� ideas, both within the Shi�ite tradition and outside of it.10 
The ideas presented within it, then, form an element of any account 
of the central tenets of Akhbarism, at least in the century follow-
ing Astaråbåd�’s death when his approach began to gain popularity 
amongst the Shi�ite �ulamå�. The work itself is rather haphazardly 
structured, and though much of it concerns issues of u‚¨l al-��qh, 
there are also chapters on the shortcomings of the theologians and 
philosophers. Here I am primarily interested in the legal theory pro-
posed by Astaråbåd� in al-Fawå�id.11

Whilst issues of legal methodology and hermeneutics dominate the 
work, its structure is not that of a work of u‚¨l al-��qh. The deviation 
from the established format of u‚¨l works indicates Astaråbåd�’s dis-

 7 Al-Risåla f� †ahårat al-khamr, edited and translated in Gleave, ÆThe Purity of 
Wine”. The fatwå is edited and translated in Appendix 3, below.

 8 See above, pp. 93–97, for the editions and manuscripts containing Astaråbåd�’s 
ªawåsh� and shur¨ª on the akhbår collections.

 9 See the references outlined in the previous chapter, pp. 40–60.
10 Recent Western accounts include Kohlberg, ÆAkhbari” (a summary of the ideas in 

al-Fawå�id is found on pp. 134–137); Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 175–208 
(the analysis of al-Fawå�id is combined with citations from other Akhbår� works, pp. 
184–202); Abisaab, Converting Persia, p. 106 (where al-Fawå�id is erroneously named 
Saf�nat al-najåt, the latter being the title of a work by Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån�). Jåbir�’s 
analysis (al-Fikr al-Salaf�, pp. 280–284) begins with an exposition of Astaråbåd�’s 
views as expressed in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. Al-Gharåw�’s analysis (Gharåw�, 
Ma‚ådir al-Istinbå†, p. 73 onwards) is more systematic, though is embedded within 
the Sh��� u‚¨l tradition. Sefatgol’s analysis of Akhbarism also begins with such an 
analysis (Såkhtår-i Nihåd, pp. 520–526), as do those of Dhåkir� (ÆAkhbår�gir�”, pp. 
320–322) and Shar�f� (Æ�Aql az D�dgåh-i Akhbåriyån”, pp. 28–36, and as the prime 
source for subsequent sections of the article).

11 Reference is made to the theological and philosophical sections of al-Fawå�id in 
the next chapter, see below, p. 103.
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satisfaction with the study of u‚¨l generally.12 After a brief account of 
his reasons for writing the work and its contents,13 the work comprises 
of a lengthy introduction,14 twelve subsequent chapters of varying 
length (the � rst ten of which are explicitly concerned with matters of 
legal theory)15 and a conclusion (khåtima). The conclusion does not 
summarise the work as such, but adds new information concerning 
the hermeneutic method of the Æearly” Akhbår�s and some interesting 
anecdotes which aim to further legitimise the way of the Akhbåriyya.16 
The work as a whole is best characterised, not as an exposition of 
Akhbår� legal methodology,17 but as a refutation of current trends 
in Shi�ite u‚¨l al-��qh. Only towards the end of the work18 does the 
construction of an Akhbår� alternative (rather than a destruction of 
other opinions) dictate Astaråbåd�’s presentation. Of course, in his 
criticism of the Sunnis, Sh��� mujtahids, theologians and philosophers, 
Astaråbåd� frequently uses ÆAkhbår�” principles, and there is even 
occasional justi� cation of Akhbarism from � rst principles. However, 
the bulk of the book comprises reactive and polemical objections to 
the mujtahids (and others), and hence the (perceived) inadequacies of 
his opponents’ positions control the discussion. Given the nature of 
al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, an account of its contents will inevitably 

12 According to al-Afand�, al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya began life as a commentary on 
al-Shah�d al-Thån�’s Tamh�d al-qawå�id. It soon, however, became a separate work, 
incorporating criticisms of al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� (see Afand�, Riyå�, v. 5, p. 36 and 
Ta�l�qåt Amal al-Åmil, p. 246). Al-Afand� claims to have seen the original manuscript 
(ie the refutation of Shah�d II’s Tamh�d) in Bårfur¨sh. Whilst there are regular citations 
from Shah�d II’s Tamh�d in al-Fawå�id, a comparison of the two works does not reveal 
that the latter can be characterised as a commentary on the former.

13 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 27–41.
14 Ibid., pp. 41–180.
15 For example, the � rst chapter comprises of 70 pages in the printed edition, whilst 

the third, fourth and � fth chapters (pp. 261–264) are a page or less each.
16 Ibid., pp. 516–544.
17 There were, after Astaråbåd�, to be expositions of Akhbår� methodology, which 

(of course) make mention of the opponents’ opinions but do not allow the polemic 
to control the structure of the work. An example of this in its early form is Óusayn 
al-Karak�’s Hidåyat al-Abrår (analysed below, p. 166). Akhbår� methodology is more 
comprehensively put forward by Y¨suf al-Baªrån� in his Æintroductions” (muqad-
dimåt) to his work of fur¨�, al-Óadå�iq al-Nå�ira (analysed in Gleave, Inevitable 
Doubt, though see also below, p. 289). Al-Baªrån� only turns to the dispute between 
the Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s in the last muqaddima of al-Óadå�iq, though naturally the 
dispute between the perspectives permeates much of his presentation of matters of 
u‚¨l al-��qh in the preceding muqaddimåt.

18 Speci� cally, chapters 9 and 10 (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 371–405) and the 
conclusion.
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involve an examination of what Astaråbåd� considers mistaken in 
his opponents’ positions. The following analysis is an attempt to 
extract from al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya an account of Astaråbåd�’s 
legal theory itself, rather than an exposition of his opposition to the 
mujtahids. Furthermore, al-Fawå�id does not contain justi� cations for 
certain assumptions which underlie Islam generally and Sh��� Islam in 
particular. These include, not only theological doctrines (the existence 
and nature of God, his communication with humanity through revela-
tion to Prophets and his demand from humanity to follow his law),19 
but also certain elements of a mature Sh��� legal theory (such as the 
role of the Imams as interpreters of revelation). It is clear, therefore, 
that Astaråbåd�’s target audience are those who are already committed 
to these doctrines; he therefore perceives little need to reiterate any 
justi� cation for them in al-Fawå�id.

Astaråbåd�’s legal theory is based upon a strati� ed epistemology 
of the law, in which certainty (indicated by the terms al-�ilm or al-
yaq�n) plays a central role. Believers can, he argues, attain knowledge 
regarding the actions with which the believer is charged (takl�f  ). 
Knowledge of these requisite actions is to be distinguished from 
knowledge of God’s law itself.20 At � rst blush, there would seem to 
be little difference between these two types of knowledge. Knowing 
the law, it might be argued, is indistinguishable from knowing what 
it is Muslims are charged to perform. However, Astaråbåd� wishes 
to drive a wedge between the two for theological reasons. Essential 
(dhåt�) knowledge of God’s will (that is, the law) is only available to 
God, since he is the origin of that will. If it is, on occasions, avail-
able to believers, then (philosophically speaking) it is so accidentally 
(�ara�iyy an) rather that essentially. In other words, God’s knowledge of 
his will springs from his role as its originator. He knows the demands 
he makes upon humanity because he is the creator of those demands. 
For the rest of humanity, any knowledge that one might attain of 

19 Weiss, in his study of the Sunni writer Sayf al-din al-Åmid� (d. 631/1233), terms 
these Ætheological postulates” (Weiss, God’s Law, pp. 33–80). Their presence in a 
work such as Åmid�’s al-Iªkåm, when contrasted with their absence in al-Fawå�id, 
demonstrates the quite different purposes of the two works. Some of the Ætheological 
postulates” which underpin Astaråbåd�’s legal theory are discussed in the next chapter 
(pp. 110–117).

20 Much of this Æmeta-theory” (if you will) of the law is only hinted at in al-Fawå�id, 
and is given fuller expression in Astaråbåd�’s theological works, discussed in the next 
chapter, pp. 117–137. 
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God’s demands is mediated through contingent statements made by 
God himself (in the form of direct revelation, such as the Qur�ån) or 
his representatives (such as the Prophets). Knowledge of any created 
thing gained by a report (even a report of the thing’s creator) has the 
possibility of error inherent within it. This is not a comment about 
whether or not the Qur�ån or the reports of the Prophet’s actions 
and words accurately re� ects God’s will. It is a comment concerning 
the ontological status (essential or accidental) of one’s knowledge of 
the law. The possibility of error in a report makes such knowledge 
distinct from knowledge gained through being its creator. The truth 
or otherwise of the knowledge gained is not being questioned here; 
the difference concerns the nature of the knowledge. This distinction 
recognises that God’s knowledge of himself (an element of which 
is, of course, his knowledge of his own law) must be distinguished 
from one’s knowledge of him gained through reports (whether they 
are verbalised by himself, or by his representative). The latter have 
the inescapable possibility of error (iªtimål al-sahw—even if they 
actually contain no error themselves). This possibility of error makes 
such knowledge accidental rather than essential. God does not expect 
humanity to know the law in the same manner as he knows it himself. 
He knows it through being its creator; humanity knows it through 
reports concerning the law’s content.21 

If the transmission of knowledge works perfectly, knowledge � ows 
from the law into one’s minds without hindrance and one gains 
knowledge of the law itself. However, any breakdown in the trans-
mission process will prevent the hearers gaining even this contingent 
knowledge of the law. One question which appears in works of u‚¨l 
al-��qh is how one is to judge the effectiveness of the knowledge 
transmission process. For Astaråbåd�, a full judgement on the effec-
tiveness of the process is not possible. Knowledge of God’s law can 
never be identical with God’s self-knowledge. One can (perhaps) view 
the methods whereby one came to this knowledge as insigni� cant. 
That is, although God’s self knowledge and humanity’s empirical 
(report-based) knowledge have come about through different means 

21 It is for this reason that Astaråbåd� condemns the Sunni juristic mechanism known 
as qiyås (analogy) in which it is necessary to know the reason behind a ruling so that 
this reason (�illa) can be detected in a novel case, and the law extended. To know the 
reason behind a ruling is to know it Æas God knows it”, and this is impossible. For 
Astaråbåd�’s refutation of qiyås generally, see Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 269.
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and have different ontological statuses (the former necessary, the latter 
contingent), one could argue that at least the content of one’s own 
and God’s knowledge is identical. But Astaråbåd� argues that such a 
judgement is dependent upon knowing (with absolute certainty) that 
the transmission process has occurred perfectly. One cannot have 
knowledge that the transmission process has been totally effective, 
since to do so would require already knowing the law Æin itself ” (  f� 
nafsihi) and comparing it with one’s own knowledge, gained through 
reports, and our inability to gain the former is precisely the point 
at issue here. For this reason humanity is not charged with know-
ing the law itself. Instead, it is charged (mukallaf¨n) with knowing 
those actions which justify its status as obedient servants. Whilst 
such a distinction is a subtle one, it underpins Astaråbåd�’s typology 
of knowledge.22 

We begin, then, with two sorts of knowledge of the law: God’s 
knowledge of his law, and human knowledge of his law (gained 
from reports). Since the former is unobtainable unless one seeks 
some sort of unity with God’s essence (a philosophical position con-
sidered untenable and ultimately heretical by Astaråbåd�),23 it is the 
latter which occupies Astaråbåd� in al-Fawå�id. The only evidence 
one has of the law of God is the indicators he has given humanity, 
and hence the question which concerns Astaråbåd� above all others 
is how to gain knowledge of what humanity is charged to perform 
in order that believers might call themselves obedient servants. This 
knowledge, gained from the indicators provided by God, is not of the 
highest level of certainty, according to Astaråbåd�.24 Though it may 
not be of the highest level, this does not mean it is to be disregarded. 
Astaråbåd�’s point is that knowledge of the Æcharged” actions may 

22 That such a distinction owes much to the Avicennan tradition is clear. Astaråbåd�’s 
thoughts on the particular characteristics of God’s knowledge are discussed further in 
the next chapter (see below, pp. 117–137).

23 The position is associated with the Su� s, who are criticised on numerous occa-
sions (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 407, p. 543).

24 When referring to the possibility of error in the reports from the Imams, Astaråbåd� 
says, one can defend oneself against this accusation by referring to various pieces of 
evidence which might establish the authenticity of any ªad�th under examination. ÆIf 
this fails, then we declare openly that we have customary certainty that these issues, 
recorded in our books of ªad�th, were posed to the Imams, and they were asked 
about them, and they gave answers, and the answers are found in those ªad�ths which 
were current amongst their companions.” (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 378, emphasis 
added). 
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not be of an indubitable kind. However, it is suf� cient to establish 
duties to perform actions.25 

That there is a distinction between the law itself and what believ-
ers are charged to perform in order to be considered obedient to the 
law is most clearly exempli� ed by the speci� cally Sh��� problem of 
dissimulation (taqiyya). As is well-known, the Imams (on whom 
humanity relies for knowledge of God’s law) at times were unable 
to declare the law openly to their followers for fear of oppression 
from their enemies (both with regard to themselves and with regard 
to the Sh��a in general). At times, they dissimulated, describing the 
content of the law in deliberately misleading ways. Later Akhbår�s 
were to struggle with the means whereby this deliberate sabotage of 
the transmission process by the Imams might be identi� ed, and some 
devised mechanisms to this effect.26 However, Astaråbåd� is quite 
clear that identifying a taqiyya-generated report is not possible, and 
that the Sh��a are justi� ed if they follow such reports even though 
they do not re� ect the law:

Amongst the blessings of God for this sect ˜that is, the Sh��a· is that 
He, may He be glori� ed, permits ˜the Sh��a· to act upon all ˜reports· 
that come from the Possessors of Sinlessness ˜that is, the Imams·, even 
if they were issued under dissimulation.27

Even if one’s knowledge of the law is de� cient in some way and the 
reports on which one bases one’s knowledge do not re� ect the law 
itself, one is justi� ed in acting on the basis of these reports. One is, 
not charged with following the law in reality (al-ªukm al-wåqi��), 
but with following the reports which have reached the community 
concerning the law’s content.28

Although Astaråbåd� never outlines his conception of the differ-
ent Ælevels” of knowledge in an unambiguous way, it is clear that, 
for Astaråbåd�, the category of knowledge termed Æcustomary” or 

25 The argument here is based upon the theological principle that God would not 
ask the impossible of his servants (takl�f må lå yu†åq). Though Astaråbåd� does not 
explicitly refer to this principle, it is clearly the underlying premise of his argumenta-
tion, and a principle he shares with his opponents.

26 Al-Baªrån�, for example, outlines procedures but has little faith in their poten-
tial, and in the end recommends suspension of judgement and caution. See Gleave, 
Inevitable Doubt, pp. 112–121. Other Akhbår� means of detecting taqiyya-generated 
ªad�ths can be found detailed below, pp. 291–292.

27 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 390.
28 See below, p. 84, p. 86, for a fuller exposition of Astaråbåd�’s views on taqiyya.
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Æordinary” knowledge (al-�ilm al-�åd�, al-yaq�n al-�åd�, al-qa†� al-�åd�) 
concerns him most. ÆCustomary knowledge” is suf� cient to establish 
the nature of the act with which the believer is charged. This, it 
seems, is the level of certainty attained by ordinary people (that is, 
when a person says ÆI know such and such” or ÆI am certain of such 
and such”). It is not indubitable (that is, uncontestable) knowledge. 
As Astaråbåd� puts it:

What is meant by certainty (al-yaq�n) in the two topics ˜to be discussed·29 
comprises Æcustomary certainty” (al-yaq�n al-�åd�). Obtaining any of the 
types of certainty (afråd al-yaq�n) stronger than this is not required.30

There are then Æstronger” (aqwå) types of certainty than customary 
certainty, but they are not required in the study of either the herme-
neutics of the law (u‚¨l al-��qh) or the actual derivation of the law 
(  fur¨� al-��qh). ÆCustomary certainty” is all that is required here.31 

An example of the implications of this epistemology in the context 
of a discussion of u‚¨l al-��qh can be found in Astaråbåd�’s account of 
the authenticity of ªad�ths reported to have come from the Imams and 
recorded in the early Sh��� collections. He argues that the authenticity 
of these reports is established by pieces of evidence (qarå�in) which 
lead one to attain Æcustomary certainty” of the ªad�ths’ authenticity. 
Astaråbåd� lists seven qarå�in:

˜1·  Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that, on the whole (kath�r an), we are certain, 
due to circumstantial and spoken evidence, that a transmitter who is 
truthful in his transmission does not approve of fabrication, nor of 
transmitting something which has no clear evidence in his opinion. 
˜This is the case,· even if he is someone with corrupt beliefs or 
someone who performs sinful practices. This type of evidence is 
common amongst the ªad�ths in our colleagues’ books.

˜2· Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that the ˜ªad�ths in different sources· 
support each other.

˜3· Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that a learned, truthful and pious indi-
vidual—in any book he might write as a guide for the people, and 

29 By which he means the disciplines of u‚¨l and fur¨�.
30 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 106–107.
31 One is reminded here of G.E. Moore’s defence of Æcommon sense” certainty in 

the possibly apocryphal statement he made about Bertrand Russell: Russell may have 
been a sceptic, but he was, on thousands of occasions, certain that he was sitting down. 
See Moore, ÆFour Forms of Scepticism”.
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as a source for the Sh��a32—always reports a transmitter’s source;33 
or ˜he reports· what the transmitter relates, having the chance to 
reveal the character ˜of the transmitter, that is, whether he is truth-
ful or not· or the transmission ˜whether it is acceptable or not· and 
whether one can deduce the Imams’ rulings with certainty ˜from 
the ªad�th·.

˜4· Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that ˜al-Kulayn�· always clings to the 
ªad�ths from ˜a transmitter’s· source or in that ˜transmitter’s· ver-
sion ˜of the source·, even though he had the opportunity to turn 
to other sound reports.

˜5· Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that ªad�ths are found in the two books 
of the Shaykh, al-Kåf� of al-Kulayn� and Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-
Faq�h,34 and they all bear witness together that the ªad�ths found 
in their books are sound, or that they are taken from those sources 
which are agreed to be sound.

˜6· Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that the transmitter ˜of a source· may be 
one of the group who, as is agreed ˜by everybody·, only transmit 
sound material.

˜7· Amongst ˜the qarå�in· is that the transmitter is one of the group 
who are described by the Imams as Ætrustworthy and dependable”, 
or ˜that the Imams said,· ÆTake from the sign posts of your reli-
gion!”, or ˜that the Imams said,· ÆThey are God’s dependable ones 
on his earth” and such like.35

Astaråbåd�’s point here is that these seven pieces of evidence, both 
individually and collectively, do not establish with indubitable cer-
tainty that the ªad�ths in the sources come from the Imams. Instead, 
they (collectively, and perhaps individually also) establish a lower 
level of Æcustomary certainty” (al-yaq�n al-�åd�) that this is the case. 
That a truthful individual does not usually lie is powerful evidence 
for the accuracy of his transmission. This is the case, even if he 
holds deviant theological opinions (point ˜1· above). That a report 
re-occurs in different collections also lends weight to one’s belief in 

32 Meaning here al-Kulayn� and his ªad�th collection al-Kåf�.
33 a‚l rajulin—by which Astaråbåd� means the source from the so-called four hundred 

sources which recorded the Imams’ words, and which were rendered redundant by the 
composition of the early Imåm� ªad�th collections.

34 This is a reference to the canonical nature of the so called ÆFour Books”, on 
which see Gleave, ÆBetween ªad�th and Fiqh”.

35 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 176–178. Majlis MS’2706, f.63a is missing ˜7· in 
this list. 
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its accuracy (point ˜2· above).36 That an eminent collector of ªad�th 
would not record a dubious ªad�th without alerting his readers to 
the fact (points ˜4· and ˜5·) is also evidence of this (and so on). 
Although these observations would not persuade a determined scep-
tic, this does not concern Astaråbåd�. He is only hoping to establish 
customary certainty—that is, certainty on which it is reasonable to 
base subsequent action.

With the bar of �ilm, yaq�n and qa†� (I recognise no distinction in 
Astaråbåd�’s use of these terms) set relatively low, Astaråbåd� lays out 
what it is one can know of the law of God. One comes to know the 
law of God through reports of its content found in sources. Principal 
amongst these sources are, of course, Kitåb (that is, the Qur�ån) and 
Sunna ( found in the aªåd�th). However, according to Astaråbåd�, one 
cannot know these sources directly—that is, one cannot simply read 
them and understand the law of God:

It is known that a wise person, when explaining or elucidating ˜an idea· 
does not talk in a manner which deviates from the apparent meaning 
of his speech (khilåf �åhirihi) unless there also be a directed, clarify-
ing piece of evidence (min ghayri qar�natin ‚ar�fatin bayyinatin), this 
is especially the case with one in whom the extent of knowledge is 
such that he is sinless.

This is not the case, however, with most of the speech of God, nor 
most of the speech of the Prophet of God in relation to us. The ˜Imams· 
themselves said, ÆOnly the person to whom it is addressed can under-
stand the Qur�ån”.37 They also said, ÆThe Prophet’s speech is like the 
speech of God. It is liable to abrogate or be abrogated. Perhaps it is of 
general reference, perhaps it is of particular reference. Perhaps it should 
be interpreted. This is not known except38 through us because we are the 
ones to whom they ˜that is, Qur�ån and Sunna· are addressed, and we 
know what is intended by them both.”39 Furthermore, the explicit state-
ment of the Imams concerning the difference between their own speech 
and that of God and the Prophet leads one to the conclusion that ˜Qur�ån 

36 Astaråbåd� is indicating here that, although the report may be recorded in a number 
of places, that number does not establish the level of certainty accorded to mutawåtir 
ªad�ths. On tawåtur generally, see Weiss, ÆKnowledge of the Past”.

37 This ªad�th is found in Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, v. 8, p. 312.
38 The editors of the most recent edition of al-Fawå�id totally misrepresent 

Astaråbåd�’s point here (p. 179, ln. 2), copying mistakes made in the lithograph. They 
insert brackets inappropriately, and omit the crucial word illå (except) which is found 
in most manuscripts (see, for example, Majlis MS’2706, f.64a, l.2). 

39 A ªad�th with this wording is not to be found in the collections (though the edi-
tors give the impression that it is a direct quote from the Imams).
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and Sunna· have various different aspects; that they could be abrogating 
or abrogated; that they were, mostly, revealed in a way such that their 
meaning was hidden to the minds of the ordinary folk . . .40

Wise persons (in particular those who are so wise one might call them 
sinless) say what they mean, and when they mean something other 
than what they say, they provide indicators that their intended meaning 
is other than the clear (or perhaps Æliteral”) meaning of their words. 
The indicators of a meaning other than the literal are known to the 
addressee of the speech. In the case of God’s revelation (both Qur�ån 
and Sunna), the addressee of the speech is not the people generally, 
but the Imams speci� cally. Hence only the Imams know whether the 
intended meaning of the authors (in this case, God and his Prophet) 
are the literal meaning of the words, or a diverted meaning. Just as 
one might misunderstand an overheard conversation between two 
strangers, so one might misunderstand the Qur�ån. The Imams, on 
the other hand, know the meaning of these texts because they have 
access to the possible indicators which might divert the meaning. The 
ordinary folk (al-ra�iyya) have no such access, and hence are unable 
to determine the meaning of God’s revelation directly. They must 
rely on the Imams’ words which are Ænot liable to be abrogated, and 
which are verbalised in a manner the ordinary people can understand. 
They are the ones addressed by ˜the Imams’ speech·.”41 

Of course, Astaråbåd�’s proof for this position contains a petitio 
principii. He argues that the Imams themselves have declared that only 
they can understand the Qur�ån. Such an argument will only appeal 
to those who have already accepted that the Imams’ words are the 
decisive proofs. What is required to convince one who believes one 
can understand the Qur�ån and Sunna directly is external evidence 
that the Imams are necessary elements in the process of understanding 
God’s revelation. Traditionally within Imåm� Shi�ism, this evidence 
consists of proofs, both rational and transmission-based, that an Imam 
is necessary at all times as a guide for the Muslim community, that 
this Imam must be sinless and that the only candidates for this posi-
tion are the Twelve Sinless Imams. The fact that Astaråbåd� does not 
feel the need to replicate these arguments, or indeed even hint at their 
necessity in al-Fawå�id, demonstrates that his principal audience are 

40 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 178–179.
41 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 179.
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his opponents within Imåm� Shi�ism (that is, mujtahids and the like) 
rather than the Muslim community more broadly.

It is, perhaps, worth noting here that Astaråbåd� speaks of the fact 
that the Qur�ån and Sunna can Æmostly” (  f��l-akthar) only be under-
stood with reference to the speech of the Imams. By implication, then, 
there are truths which can be understood directly from the revela-
tory texts. Their existence indicates that the necessity of the Imams’ 
interpretive presence is not total. That is, humanity is not entirely 
dependent upon the Imams for its understanding of the message of 
God. It is possible that Astaråbåd� is indicating here doctrines which 
the Sh��a share with the other (non-Imåm�) Muslim groups (the unity 
of God, the � nality of Muhammad’s prophecy etc.).42

Astaråbåd� demonstrates to his satisfaction that the sayings of the 
Imams are, in legal terms, the only legitimate mechanism for under-
standing the Qur�ån and Sunna. He spends a large proportion of al-
Fawå�id explaining where these sayings might be found, and how the 
sources in which they are found can be trusted as authentic, bringing 
knowledge43 of the Imams’ meaning (which is, in fact, identical with 
the meaning of the Qur�ån and Sunna to which one does not have 
access). His central argument is that the manner in which the sayings 
of the Imams (sing. khabar, pl. akhbår) were recorded guarantee their 
authenticity, and hence enable them to be the basis for a believer’s 
valid legal action. In order to argue this position, Astaråbåd� has 
to demonstrate that the transmission process is suf� ciently well-

42 The later Akhbår�, Y¨suf al-Baªrån�, considers Astaråbåd�’s position to be that 
it is not permitted to base one’s action upon the text of the Qur�ån without the tafs�r 
of the Imams (see Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 169). Al-Baªrån�’s characterisation 
would seem to contradict Astaråbåd�’s position as found in al-Fawå�id: Astaråbåd� 
talks of understanding the Qur�ån and Prophetic Sunna as being mostly dependent on 
the tafs�r of the Imams. It is possible, with some exegetical effort on my part, to marry 
the two: Astaråbåd� asserts that one cannot act on the basis of the Qur�ån without the 
tafs�r of the Imams (i.e. legally speaking, the Imams’ tafs�r is indispensable), but one 
can understand (directly) verses which relate to religious doctrine, providing they do 
not become the basis for subsequent action. Astaråbåd�’s position is, in fact, not so 
different from that of al-Baªrån� himself, notwithstanding al-Baªrån�’s criticism of 
Astaråbåd� (see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 48–55). See above, p. 170.

43 The terms used here are al-yaq�n, al-�ilm and al-qa†� (certainty, knowledge and 
surety respectively, though he uses these terms interchangeably). They are not normally 
used with the modi� er of al-�åd� (Æcustomary”), though it is clear this is what is meant 
and not other (stronger) types of certainty. As he says, ÆWhat is meant by certainty… 
comprises customary certainty” (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 105), by which I take it 
that he means that when he describes something as Æcertain” (ma�l¨m, qa†��, yaq�n�) 
he means that it (at least) reaches the grade of customary certainty outlined above. 
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established to engender at least customary certainty in the mind of the 
believer. He describes this process, beginning with the statement of 
the Imam on a particular occasion and ending with it being recorded 
in a currently accessible text. The transmission process he describes 
is, � rstly, the collection of the Imams’ statements by companions in 
works known as u‚¨l (sources), many of which have not survived in 
themselves, but most of which acted as the sources for the authors 
of extant collections of the Imams’ sayings. There are, then, at least 
two stages in the transmission process—from Imam to u‚¨l, and from 
u‚¨l to extant collections. The arguments are similar, though discrete, 
for each of the two stages. With respect to the � rst stage, Astaråbåd� 
records a series of akhbår from the Imams in which writing and 
recording are viewed as a religious duty in order that knowledge 
might not be lost. Amongst these are sayings such as ÆThe heart 
relies upon writing.” (  from al-Imåm al-Ri�å) and ÆWrite! For you 
will not remember until you write.” (  from al-Imåm al-Íådiq).44 These 
establish for his audience the importance the Imams placed upon the 
recording of their words. This argumentation aims to establish that 
the companions of the Imams recorded the Imams’ words in the u‚¨l. 
By Astaråbåd�’s time, it was established doctrine that there were 
four hundred such collections (al-u‚¨l al-arba�umi�a) which were 
rendered super� uous (and hence no longer recorded and transmitted) 
by the canonical four collections of akhbår.45 As a challenge to this 
doctrine, Astaråbåd� expands the amount of material available to the 
early scholars, beyond the four hundred u‚¨l. There were, he states, 
four hundred u‚¨l from al-Imåm al-Íådiq alone:

These four hundred were taken from a single Imam. Our early scholars 
had other u‚¨l apart from the four hundred. Whoever consults al-
Fihrist of al-Shaykh al-�¨s�, or al-Fihrist of al-Najåsh� or al-Fihrist 
of Muªammad b. Shahråsh¨b will testify to this.46 

Astaråbåd� is clearly concerned to maximise the amount of writ-
ten material recorded during the time of the Imams, even if only a 
small proportion of it has survived (to his time) in its original form 

44 These, and the other ªad�ths, are found in Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 138–139, 
with references to the relevant akhbår collections.

45 See generally, Kohlberg, Æal-U‚¨l al-Arba�umi�a”. The symmetry of four hundred 
u‚¨l being reduced to Four Books is, of course, a little too convenient to be entirely 
trusted historically. 

46 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 131.
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(that is, in works called the A‚l of so-and-so). The more material 
which can be established as extant at the time of the compilation 
of the Four Books, the stronger Astaråbåd�’s case for the authentic 
preservation of the Imams’ words and deeds in the early collections 
of Sh��� akhbår. 

In order to establish this position, Astaråbåd� needs not only to 
demonstrate that the u‚¨l existed, but that they survived and were 
employed as sources by the authors of the extant akhbår collections. 
Evidence for this is taken from early Sh��� authors in which they record 
that they Ærely upon the u‚¨l for their beliefs and in action”. The 
u‚¨l, it seems, ful� lled this function not only for the earliest collectors 
(al-Kulayn�, Ibn Båb¨ya and al-�¨s�), but also for later scholars (Ibn 
Idr�s and al-Muªaqqiq al-Óill�). They all testi� ed (and are quoted to 
this effect) to the authenticity (‚iªªa) of the aªåd�th they found within 
the u‚¨l. Astaråbåd� is also keen to demonstrate that ‚iªªa means 
that one can be certain (to the customary level) that the reports are 
an accurate depiction of the Imams’ words and actions. In technical 
terminology, the meaning of ‚iªªa for these early scholars Æis that 
which is known to come from the sinless one.”47 Other early writers 
are cited who claim that all the akhbår they record are Æknown” to 
be authentic (‚aª�ª), and are therefore reliable bases for action. Of 
particular note is an argument which was to re-occur frequently in 
Akhbår� writings, and is probably expressed here for the � rst time: 
al-Kulayn�, in collecting al-Kåf�, states in the introduction to the 
book that he is writing the work to dispel the confusion (al-ishkål 
wa�l-ªayra) within the Sh��� community concerning what is authentic 
(‚aª�ª) and what is not. To include both sound and unsound akhbår 
in his collection would frustrate this aim, therefore, all the reports 
mentioned there must be sound. Furthermore, al-Kulayn� does not 
mention any principle by which to distinguish between authentic and 
inauthentic reports, therefore, it must be the case (Astaråbåd� argues) 
that all the akhbår in his collection are ‚aª�ª.48 Íaª�ª (authentic) and 
‚iªªa (authenticity), when used by the early writers, merely refer to 
their (customary) certainty that these akhbår accurately re� ect the 
Imams’ words and deeds.49 

47 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 109.
48 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 112.
49 It therefore differs from the meaning of ‚aª�ª proposed by later Sh��� scholars 

in which ‚aª�ª is a judgement on the Æsound” character of the transmission chain 
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Astaråbåd� quotes from al-Muªaqqiq al-Óill� as evidence of this 
de� nition of ‚iªªa:

Most of the akhbår recorded in our books are known with certainty 
to be authentic (‚aª�ª). ˜This is· either by the fact that they are well-
attested and widely transmitted, or that there are ˜other· signs and 
indications which prove their authenticity and the accuracy of their 
transmission. These ˜signs and indications· give rise to knowledge 
and engender surety even if we � nd them appearing with only one 
transmission chain in the books.50

There is, of course, a mismatch here between Astaråbåd�’s use of 
the terms associated with certainty (al-yaq�n, al-qa†�, al-�ilm) mean-
ing al-�ilm al-�åd� and the early scholars’ use of these terms. As I 
have argued elsewhere, the earlier scholars are, in fact, arguing for 
a stronger (and certainly less nuanced) epistemology than that pro-
posed by Astaråbåd�. For them, �ilm is always an indubitable type of 
knowledge,51 whilst for Astaråbåd�, al-�ilm al-�åd�, which falls short of 
these stringent demands, is not indubitable, but suf� cient to establish 
a religious duty. Astaråbåd�, though, is concerned with establishing 
a pedigree for his position, and � nds a useful pre� guration in the 
stringent rejection of mere opinion (al-�ann) and the forceful af� rma-
tion of certainty (al-�ilm, unmodi� ed by any adjective and seen as 
undifferentiated) amongst the early Sh��� jurists.52

The reason why the three early collectors of ªad�th (namely, al-
Kulayn�, Ibn Båb¨ya and al-Shaykh al-�¨s�) relied on the Æsources 
and books” (al-u‚¨l wa�l-kutub) of the companions of the Imams was 
due to a number of factors:

Know then that the reason why they ˜the collectors· relied upon these 
u‚¨l and kutub comprises different points:

1. They were certain that the transmitter ˜of the source· was sound 
(thiqa) in his transmission.

2. ˜The transmitter himself · declared that his book was from one or 
other of the Possessors of Sinlessness ˜that is, the Imams·

(sanad, isnåd), but does not, in itself, bring certainty of authenticity. On this, see 
below, pp. 201–202.

50 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 109.
51 See Gleave, ÆQiyås”, pp. 272–273. This was the primary objection of the early 

scholars to the Sunni juristic mechanism of qiyås.
52 I return to this epistemological discussion below, pp. 87–88.
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3. ˜The collectors· compared his book with other books with certain 
(maq†¨�) authenticity. 

 So the three imams ˜that is, the three collectors· took the reports in 
their books from these kutub and u‚¨l.53

According to Astaråbåd�, then, one knows that both the Imams’ com-
panions and other early Sh��� scholars recorded the Imams’ words in 
kutub and u‚¨l. One also knows that the collectors of the Four Books 
relied on these kutub and u‚¨l when composing their own ªad�th 
collections (which went on to become the canonical ÆFour Books”). 
These Æfacts” should assure the reader that the transmission process 
was suf� ciently robust to establish (at least to the level of Æcustom-
ary certainty”) that when one reads the early ªad�th collections (such 
as the ÆFour Books”) one is actually reading the Imams’ words or 
descriptions of their deeds.54 Of course, it is these words and deeds 

53 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 146.
54 In the rather repetitive structure of al-Fawå�id, Astaråbåd� makes these points 

in his introduction, and then repeats them in the ninth chapter (pp. 371–377), listing 
twelve reasons why we have Æcustomary certainty” (qa†� �åd�) that the reports in the 
Four Books, Æfor example” (mathalan) are authentic. They are:

1. We have customary certainty that a group of the Imams’ companions for a 
period of 300 years or more asked the Imams their opinions and then wrote 
them down.

2. We have customary certainty that these sources formed the basis of belief and 
action (�aqå�iduhum wa-a�måluhum) during the time before the collection of 
the Four Books.

3. Such is the wisdom of God and the kindness of the Prophet and the Imams to 
the Sh��a, that they would not allow the ªad�th to be lost, and the Sh��a to be 
without a source on which to base their action.

4. There are numerous reports that the Imams told their companions to write and 
publicise the Imams’ legal decisions so that they might become the basis for 
the action of the Sh��a.

5. We know also from the earliest works of transmitters (rijål), such as Rijål 
al-Kashsh�, that whole cohorts of companions were declared sound by the 
Imams themselves, and by the early transmitters of ªad�th.

6. The authors of the Four Books all declare that they only record reports of 
declared authenticity (‚iªªa).

7. If the ªad�ths in the collections did not come from the u‚¨l, then this would 
mean our ªad�th are not sound, and hence any action based on them would 
be invalid.

8. Most of the reports which al-�¨s� rejects would be considered ‚aª�ª (of sound 
isnåd) by modern scholars, and most of what he acts on would be considered 
�a��f (weak). Therefore, he must have known something about their authenticity 
we do not.

9. Similarly al-�¨s� relies on a report with a weak isnåd, when a Æsounder” isnåd 
(according to the categorisation of modern scholars) was available. Therefore, 
he must have known something about their authenticity we do not.
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which establish (again, to the level of customary certainty) that per-
forming actions in compliance with these words and deeds is a duty 
for the individual believer.

After establishing the authentic status of the akhbår collections, 
there remains a description of the means whereby they are to be 
interpreted. Interpreting these texts is of particular importance to 
judges and muft�s. These are, for Astaråbåd�, the transmitters of ªad�th 
(muªaddith¨n, though this could equally be a reference to Akhbår� 
jurists generally). He devotes a chapter to demonstrating that only 
the muªaddith¨n should be judges and muft�s, refuting the position 
that it is the mujtahids who should take on these community roles. 
It is clear that, for Astaråbåd�, scholars (speci� cally, ªad�th experts) 
are to take on the role of implementing the relevant sections of the 
law within the Sh��a community.55 Astaråbåd�’s hermeneutics, outlined 
below, are primarily designed to aid the judge and the muft� in their 
task of interpreting the law. As mentioned earlier, Astaråbåd� considers 
the Qur�ån and Sunna of the Prophet to be (in the main) unavailable 
for direct interpretation. Rather, it is the akhbår of the Imams which 
provide the community with substantive legal knowledge. Interpreting 
these reports is not portrayed as particularly problematic. The Imams’ 
speech Æcame in such a way that the ordinary folk can understand 
them. They are the ones addressed by the speech.”56 The akhbår 
are Ædevoid” (khåliyyan) of both abrogation (or, more accurately, the 
potential to be abrogated) and having an obscure meaning.57 The 
interpretive process appears unproblematic. However, this is not 
the whole story. Whilst reports cannot be totally obscure in meaning, 
they can be open to more than one interpretation. The principal example 

10. We know that al-�¨s� does not normally lie, and he says that he took his 
reports from the u‚¨l.

11. Ibn Båb¨ya and al-Kulayn� say this also, and we know that they do not lie.
12. ÆWe are certain in a customary way” that most of the transmitters of our 

ªad�ths are reliable. We know this because reports have reached us which 
describe how unhappy they are with fabrication in ªad�ths.

55 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 301–311.
56 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 179.
57 Unfortunately, Astaråbåd� does not describe the interpretive process (or rather, 

the supposed lack of an interpretive process) involved in drawing meaning out of 
the akhbår. Later Akhbår�s presented more sophisticated approaches (see below, pp. 
000–000, and with respect to al-Baªrån�, Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 96–102 and pp. 
147–162). The impression gained is that, for Astaråbåd�, words have meanings which 
are unambiguous and which common people can understand immediately on hearing. 
In this sense, Akhbår� linguistics might be considered a form of literalism.
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of this ambiguity58 is an order (amr) which could be interpreted in one 
of two (or possibly more than two) ways. Although Astaråbåd� does 
not explore the presumptions underlying his view of language, it seems 
that he is committed to the conception of language found in most 
works of u‚¨l al-��qh. Words, phrases and grammatical constructions 
have Æliteral” (or Ægiven” or Æapparent” or Æinherent”) meanings. In 
the absence of any indication that the intended meaning is other than 
these, these form the default interpretive assumption as to intended 
meaning.59 Astaråbåd� is asked his view on ambiguous reports in the 
eighth chapter of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. For example:

Question 7: What is your procedure for an authentic ªad�th which could 
be interpreted as implying either an obligation or a recommendation?

Answer: It is obligatory for us to suspend judgement as to which of the 
two possibilities is correct. Then we say: if the literal meaning ˜of the 
report· is obligation, then one performs the action, but with an intention 
to perform it cautiously (bi-niyyatin iªtiyå† an). This is also the case if 
the two possible interpretations ˜obligations and recommendations· are 
equal. If the literal meaning is recommendation, but its inner meaning 
(bå†inuhu) is obligation, then we have been freed from the burden of 
its obligation.60

There are a number of points to be made about Astaråbåd�’s posi-
tion here. Firstly, he wishes to maintain a commitment to the literal 
meaning of a command, be it obligation or recommendation. The 
question, as it is phrased, glides over two possible causes of the 
uncertainty:

1. Uncertainty could arise from there being two possible meanings—one 
literal and one non-literal (the Æinner” meaning in the above pas-
sage) without a way of deciding between them. Astaråbåd�’s answer 
is that the literal meaning always predominates here. However, it 
is important to recognise that in opting for the literal meaning, the 
believer is not deciding which interpretation is correct, and there-

58 I use the word Æambiguity” here in its most basic sense—that is, that the linguistic 
phenomenon under consideration can have two (or possibly more) meanings. This 
should be distinguished from Æobscurity” in which no meaning at all can be derived 
from the text.

59 Which of the terms is the best translation of the various Arabic terms here (�åhir, 
ªaq�q�, maw�¨� etc.) depends on context. Hence I will refer to them the Ægiven” or 
Æowned” meaning of words, phrases and grammatical constructions as the Æliteral” 
meaning.

60 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 334.
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fore determining the meaning of the report. He is acting cautiously 
(iªtiyå†an), and his intention in performing the act must be an inten-
tion to act cautiously.

2. Uncertainty could arise because there is no means of determining 
which of two possible literal meanings is the intended one (that is, 
they are equally likely—ma�a tasåw� al-iªtimålayn). This is a case of 
the literal meaning itself being ambiguous (that is, homonymy), and 
not a potential con� ict between the literal and non-literal meanings. 
When such cases involve obligation and recommendation, one treats 
the order as if it is obligatory. Once again, however, this course of 
action does not represent a decision about the meaning of the report. 
The report remains irreducibly ambiguous. It is merely that action 
is necessary, and caution establishes the right course of action.

Astaråbåd�’s answer � ts well within his general epistemology of the 
law, outlined above. Here he is describing not the law itself, but actions 
which are justi� ed (that is, legally valid) in response to the reports 
provided by the Imams. It is important to note here that observing the 
regulations concerning caution is, according to Astaråbåd�, sanctioned 
by the Imams themselves.61 It is also interesting to note that his com-
mitment to the literal meaning of a report is such that, on occasions, it 
contradicts the common sense assessment of the most cautious course 
of action. In the above excerpt, when the literal meaning is recom-
mendation and the Æinner” meaning is obligation, the most cautious 
course of action would (surely) be to treat the action concerned as 
obligatory. Yet, Astaråbåd� says that this burden is Ælifted from us” 
(mawd¨� �annå). In cases where there is a potential con� ict between 
a literal and non-literal meaning, caution always dictates treating the 
literal meaning as the meaning of the report, though at the same time 
recognising that the report is irreducibly ambiguous. This is the case 
even when (in abstract terms) the more cautious course of action 
might be to follow the non-literal meaning.

Astaråbåd� � eshes out the rules concerning the interpretation of 
ambiguous reports in his answers to a number of questions set by 
his interlocutor. In all cases of ambiguity, the individual suspends 
judgement (tawaqquf  ) as to the true meaning of the report. However, 

61 Amongst the reports cited to demonstrate the validity of caution as a juristic 
principle is the statement from al-Imåm al-Kå�im who was asked by one of his com-
panions about cases for which there was no clear indicator from the Imam. He said, 
ÆWhen you come across cases like this and you do not know ˜the answer·, then you 
must perform caution, until you ask ˜the Imam· about it, and then you will know.” 
Cited in Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 335, found in Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, v. 4, p. 391 ’1.
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this does not mean a suspension of possible action. A ruling based 
on caution can act as a substitute (mi‚dåq) for the true ruling, but it 
must not claim to be the meaning of the report (and hence the true 
ruling contained within the report). Furthermore, whilst following 
the literal meaning of the ambiguous report is taken to be the most 
cautious course of action (al-aªwa†), this does not extend to cases 
where there is an ambiguity between prohibition and another clas-
si� cation. In all such cases, the most cautious course of action is to 
avoid performance of the action: according to Astaråbåd�, one should 
always Æavoid performing actions when we are not certain that they 
are permitted.”62 It is, it seems, a more serious transgression of the 
law to perform a forbidden action than to fail to perform an obliga-
tory one.63 Hence in cases where there is ambiguity in a report (it 
could indicate either an obligation or prohibition), one should never 
perform the action.64 However, in such circumstances, one should not 
only avoid performing the action. One should also not criticise those 
who do perform the action (tark tafs�q få�ilihi).65 Caution dictates one 
course of action, but Astaråbåd� here does allow difference (ikhtilåf ) 
in terms of action. At another point, Astaråbåd� states:

If someone else does not avoid a thing which must be avoided in our 
opinion, because, for us, there is uncertainty (shubha, pertaining to its 
ruling), then it is not permitted for us to forbid it ˜to him·. This is 
because forbidding vice can only occur when the one forbidding the 
action knows ˜the action in question· to be forbidden.

Let it not be said that suspending ˜ judgement· when there is uncer-
tainty is obligatory here also, for we say, ÆPerhaps he is ignoring the 
˜uncertainty· or perhaps he knows ˜and therefore has no uncertainty·.” 
This answer is based on the ˜principle· that it is obligatory for the 

62 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 320.
63 By such a position, Astaråbåd� is ruling out the view found in some u‚¨l works 

that any order necessarily entails an opposite prohibition. This was explicitly stated by 
later Akhbår� authors (see, for example, Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 59).

64 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 333.
65 In most cases, caution dictates taking the literal meaning, and there is little toler-

ance of those who ignore this rule in the face of the Imams’ decrees. However, when 
there is a radical ambiguity between obligation and prohibition, Astaråbåd� accepts 
that caution dictates avoiding the action, but he permits those who perform it to 
remain with sound faith (that is, they are not subject to tafs�q). The case is similar to 
that of two contradictory reports, one of which is taqiyya-generated and the other not 
(see below, pp. 291–292). The Sh��a are justi� ed in following the rulings contained 
in either report.
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learned person to disseminate his knowledge, but it is not obligatory 
for him to disseminate things about which he is uncertain.66

How does this marry with Astaråbåd�’s encouragement of the judge 
and the muft� to give out fatwås and to make rulings based on cau-
tion? Though not spelled out, it would seem that, for Astaråbåd�, 
the judge and muft� can make cautionary fatwås and rulings when 
asked. However, they cannot, in areas of uncertainty (shubha), per-
form the public (proactive) duty of Æforbidding vice” (al-nahy �an 
al-munkar). They cannot force others to act cautiously. On issues of 
shubha, there may be different norms within the community based 
on different interpretations of the same report (perhaps on differ-
ent reports also). There is, then, a tolerance of diversity in areas of 
shubha. However, it should be noted that here the difference is not 
over the ruling itself, but over the most cautious course of action in 
these circumstances. Other cases of ambiguity are more easily dealt 
with by Astaråbåd�. For example, caution dictates that an indicator 
in a report which is ambiguous (namely, it could indicate either a 
prohibition or discouragement) leads to avoidance. 

All of these rules concerning caution refer to cases where there 
are two possible interpretations of a single report. There is, however, 
another possible source of ambiguity in the law; that is, when two 
reports have incommensurate literal meanings. Astaråbåd�’s solution 
to this problem is laid out in the ninth chapter of al-Fawå�id. He 
begins by listing twenty-six reports which relate to the problem of 
deciding between contradictory reports, both in the area of issuing 
advisory decrees (  fatåwå) and making legal decisions (qa�å�).67 These 
reports are themselves contradictory, some of them recommending 
that the believer choose (  freely) between the two reports, and others 
recommending suspending any decision until one meets the Imam. 
Astaråbåd� states his own understanding of the reports:

What I understand from ˜the Imams’· words is that when the subject 
of the two con� icting reports is a matter of personal devotion alone, 
such as prayer, then we can choose which to act upon. If it is a mat-
ter of the rights of men, such as a debt or inheritance, or a bequest 
to particular people, or sexual intercourse, or alms tax (zakåt) or the 

66 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 352.
67 Most of these reports are those listed by al-Baªrån�, and described in Gleave, 

Inevitable Doubt, p. 117.
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� fth tithe (khums), then on these occasions it is obligatory to suspend 
(tawaqquf  ) the performance of any act which is based upon identifying 
one of the two ˜reports as sound·.68

Astaråbåd�’s solution to the problem of con� icting reports brings 
to the fore the division between personal devotion and more public 
matters. The difference is between those areas a judge might act 
upon, and those with which he would not concern himself. His 
proposal (choice in personal devotion, suspension of judgement in 
public affairs) would appear to place a judge in a position whereby 
he is barred from making a decision in all matters of the law (other 
than personal devotion) when there is con� icting evidence from the 
akhbår. This is not, however, Astaråbåd�’s position. What he wishes 
to prevent is judges (and muft�s when asked to provide fatwås by the 
community)69 making decisions in cases based upon a judgment that 
one of the two reports is authentic and the other not (or one more 
likely to be authentic than the other). For Astaråbåd�, both reports 
are authentic (that is, their ‚iªªa is guaranteed). However, one of 
them (and it is not known which) was issued under conditions of 
taqiyya.70 In such cases, Astaråbåd� states, the Imams have allowed 
the Sh��a to follow the rulings in either report. If the issue concerns 
more than one party and it is brought before a judge, then the judge 
is the one who chooses which report to follow. Here the distinction 
between the law (in reality) and valid rulings (which may or may 
not re� ect the law) is emphasised. A judge may rule on the basis 
of a taqiyya report, just as he may rule on the basis of two just 
witnesses. Two just witnesses do not establish the truth of a party’s 
case. Their testimony merely establishes the validity of the judge’s 
ruling. Similarly, when he rules on the basis of a taqiyya ruling, he 
may not be following the law, but he is justi� ed, and he is acting 
as an obedient servant of God.71

68 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 390.
69 Astaråbåd� sees the task of the muft� as more demanding, and of greater seriousness 

than the task of the judge. In the � rst, the muft� is declaring the law Æuntil the day of 
resurrection”. In the second, the judge is merely declaring a valid legal decision in a 
particular case. See Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 388.

70 There are two types of ikhtilåf, Astaråbåd� states. One is based on the foolish 
interpretive principles of the U‚¨l�s (al-istinbå†åt al-�anniyya, on which see below, pp. 
87–88), and the other is based on the different reports from the Imams. See Astaråbåd�, 
al-Fawå�id, p. 321.

71 The reasoning for this position is laid out in Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 315–318.
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The above instances of ambiguity are related to cases where the 
texts are unclear. Astaråbåd� also has some comments concerning 
those areas where the texts are entirely silent. He is asked:

Question 17: What do you say concerning an animal which comes from 
the sea when we do not know God’s ruling on it?

Answer: Suspension ˜in making a ruling·, and the substitution ˜mi‚dåq, 
for a ruling· means one should avoid eating it; not giving any fatwås 
concerning its permissibility or its prohibition; and not denying an -
yone else from eating it if ˜one judges that· that he could know it to be 
permitted.72

When a muft� encounters a case for which he can � nd no indicators 
in the revelatory texts, this does not mean that there are no such 
indicators. For every situation Æthere is a certain indicator (dal�lan 
qa†�iyyan). The people are ordered to seek ˜the indicator· from the 
Preservers of Religion, the People of Remembrance ˜that is, the 
Imams·.”73 The fact that the muft� does not recognise the indicator as 
an indicator is evidence of his personal ignorance, not a de� ciency 
in the law.74 His ignorance here does not lead him to avoid giving 
a fatwå concerning the case, but instead to give a fatwå concerning 
the most cautious course of action. His recommendation is based both 
on the principles of Akhbår� hermeneutics outlined above, and also 
(and fundamentally) on the principle that one should always avoid 
actions which are potentially forbidden. Astaråbåd�’s view at this 
point accords with his more general position that it is more serious 
to perform a forbidden act than it is to neglect an obligatory (or 
permitted) one. It is clear, however, that the muft�’s ignorance here 
is personal, and the muft� cannot condemn another muft� for declar-
ing the unknown animal permitted. It is possible that the other muft� 
knows of an indicator that he does not. Two important points emerge 
from Astaråbåd�’s rather scattered comments here.

Firstly, it is clear that Astaråbåd�, whilst highly critical of juristic 
difference (al-ikhtilåf  ) within the community, is forced to permit it 
in certain circumstances. The juristic difference he permits does not, 

72 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 351.
73 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 75.
74 lillåh f� kull wåqi�a taªtåju ilayhå al-umma ilå yawm al-qiyåma hukman 

mu�ayyanan (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 75): ÆGod has a discrete ruling for every situ-
ation which the community will encounter until the day of resurrection.” This dictum 
is supported by citations from the akhbår.
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however, concern the content of God’s ruling in reality (  f��l-wåqi�). 
Rather, difference can come about in a number of circumstances due 
to the failure of jurists, muft�s and ªad�th experts to recognise the 
indicators in the revelatory texts. The permitted occasions for ikhtilåf 
that I have found mentioned in al-Fawå�id are as follows:

i)  when there are con� icting reports from the Imams, giving different 
rulings. This, as has already been stated, occurs because one or more 
of the reports has been taqiyya generated.75 In such circumstances, 
the Imams have permitted the Sh��a to follow the ruling contained 
in any one of the reports. Different actions performed by different 
groupings of the Sh��a do not re� ect contradictions in God’s law. 
All groups have to agree that this is unknowable. Rather, the dif-
ferent actions re� ect preference for different indicators in the law, 
each of which make an action legally valid. On such occasions, 
the Sh��a are commanded to follow the indicators of God’s law, 
rather than God’s law itself, and all parties ful� l this command 
(even though their actions diverge).

ii)  when a report is ambiguous, in that it could be ordering an action 
or prohibiting it. In such cases, Astaråbåd� argues that one should 
not perform the action (because of caution), but also not condemn 
those who do perform it. Here, the difference of opinion is not 
over which report to follow, but over whether or not an individual 
report is clear in its indication of God’s ruling.76

iii) when one perceives there to be no report pertinent to the case 
under consideration (though one knows, of course, that there must 
be a Æcertain indicator”). On such occasions (as with ii) above), 
one cannot sanction performance oneself, but equally one cannot 
condemn others for performing the action.

The second important point to note here is that these regulations 
apply only to the muft�, and that ikhtilåf is only permitted in the 
community if it stems from ikhtilåf amongst the muft�s. The phrase 
in the above quotation, in which another is not to be condemned if 
Æit is possible that he knows ˜the action· to be permitted,” (emphasis 
added) is an indication of this.77 The only person for whom it is pos-

75 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 321. ÆThis type of ikhtilåf does not lead to a contradic-
tion (tanåqu�)” since all muft�s can say Æthis fatwå is proven to have come from ˜the 
Imams·, and it is not clear to me yet whether or not it is taqiyya-generated.” ÆBoth 
are justi� ed (kull wåªida minhumå ªaqq)—one due to choice and the other due to the 
exigencies of taqiyya.” (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 96–97).

76 See above, pp. 272–273.
77 There is a certain lack of clarity in Astaråbåd�’s thought here (at least as it is 
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sible to know whether there is an indicator here is one who knows 
the ªad�th. An ordinary believer would not be able to ascertain this, 
and hence (by implication) his actions are to be condemned unless 
they are supported by a fatwå. There is an elitist thread of thought 
running through Astaråbåd�’s work. The task of announcing the law 
of God falls to muft�s; these are to be drawn from those who are 
experts in ªad�th. The task of implementing the law of God falls to 
the judges; they too are to be drawn from the ªad�th experts. Those 
who differ over the most cautious course of action (i) above) do so 
because of Ætheir limited abilities in the discipline of ªad�th study. 
Hence it is necessary for the one who is confused about the most 
cautious course of action to turn to one who is more learned than 
he.”78 The idea that Astaråbåd� is promoting some sort of egalitar-
ian approach to the scriptural texts should, therefore, be discarded.79 
Whilst he does not outline the precise terms of his hierarchy, it is 
clear he assumes there to be one.

As is well known, Astaråbåd�’s juristic theory was entirely at odds 
with the dominant Æijtihåd�” Sh��� legal theory. For the mujtahids 
(or U‚¨l�s), knowledge of the law (al-�ilm, al-yaq�n, al-qa†�) is only 
available on rare occasions. Most of the law has to be deduced from 
the sources, and these sources are not always established (with abso-
lute certainty) to be authentic. Furthermore, the sources are regularly 
ambiguous and hence the jurist is required to use fallible interpretive 
mechanisms in order to understand the sources. These mechanisms 
will inevitably be applied differently by different scholars, and hence 
the results are inevitably uncertain. The result is a theory in which 
much of the law is open to doubt. Juristic anarchy is prevented by 

portrayed in al-Fawå�id). Major issues are glossed over: What is the relationship 
between muft�s? (What happens when one muft� is certain that one dal�l is effective 
and another ineffective whilst his opponent insists the opposite?) How do the Æordi-
nary folk” recognise a true expert in ªad�th (and hence a legitimate muft�)? Will even 
limited ikhtilåf entail the Sh��a’s practices being diverse?

78 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 350.
79 Stewart has already noted this (Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, p. 196). However, 

Stewart’s assertion that Astaråbåd� makes a distinction between ªad�th experts and 
jurists is not obvious. His main distinction is not between muªaddith¨n and fuqahå�, 
but between akhbåriyy¨n and mujtahid¨n. The ªad�th experts who are to determine 
the most cautious course of action and give fatwås to that effect utilise juristic skills 
of interpretation. As has been seen, Astaråbåd� was not devoid of hermeneutic aware-
ness, and required the scholar (al-�ålim) to be able, not only to know ªad�th, but also 
to understand the procedures relating to iªtiyå†.
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the establishment of quali� cations required of a jurist, before he 
can make a judgement on the authenticity of the sources. These 
quali� cations (sharå�i† al-ijtihåd), once attained, enable the jurist 
to make authoritative rulings (  fatåwå) on the basis of his personal 
opinion (�ann) of the sources’ status and meaning, after doing a 
thorough search of the available evidence (ijtihåd ).80 Sources then 
have variable levels of reliability, and the application of interpretive 
techniques by quali� ed persons leads to different (but equally valid) 
opinions of the law.

Whilst there are clearly signi� cant differences between Astaråbåd�’s 
theory and that proposed by the mujtahids, there are also similarities. 
Epistemological � exibility characterises both approaches, in that, for 
Astaråbåd�, not only is ikhtilåf inevitable in certain areas, there is 
also a variety of types of knowledge of God’s law: knowledge of the 
law Æin itself ”, knowledge gained from reports, knowledge which is 
indubitable, Æcustomary knowledge”, knowledge not of the law but of 
what is required of obedient servants, knowledge of the most cautious 
course of action (as distinct from knowledge of God’s ruling) and so 
on. This � exibility is not so different from the mujtahid assertion that 
few legal matters are established to an indubitable level of knowledge, 
and that the community is forced to content itself with the opinion of 
the quali� ed jurist. The epistemological difference between the two 
approaches is, in part, terminological. Astaråbåd� rejects the category 
of �ann, but admits plurality in the category of �ilm; the mujtahid 
reserves �ilm for indubitable knowledge, and argues for plurality 
in the category of �ann. Furthermore, both epistemologies lead to 
hierarchical conceptions of the scholarly class. For Astaråbåd�, �ilm 
is only available to the experts in ªad�th; for the mujtahids, only a 
quali� ed jurist can issue a fatwå based on his own opinion. These 
similarities do not, however, lessen the signi� cance of the difference 
in hermeneutics between the two approaches, and it is the effect of 
this difference upon the derivation of the law to which I now turn.

80 I have already outlined the theory of Muªammad Båqir al-Bihbihån�, a representa-
tive member of the mujtahid school (Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, passim). My intention 
here is to outline Akhbår� juristic thought as found in the works of Astaråbåd�, and 
hence, in the above, I have restricted mujtahid criticisms of his ideas to footnotes. 
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Astaråbåd��s Positive Law

As mentioned earlier, Astaråbåd� did not compose a work of ��qh, 
and his marginalia (ªawåsh�) on Muªammad b. �Al� al-�Åmil�’s 
Madårik al-aªkam, probably written before his conversion to Akh-
barism, have not (yet) come to light. However, a number of sources 
for Astaråbåd�’s ��qh have survived, and although they do not cover 
all areas of law, they do offer some insight into his method. These 
include a fatwå and a risåla on the purity of wine, comments on 
collections of akhbår relating to matters of ��qh and answers to spe-
ci� c questions of substantive law. A reading of this material reveals 
that Astaråbåd�’s hermeneutic principles were often faithfully put 
into practice in his exposition of ��qh topics. A pertinent example of 
this is found in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya when he is asked about 
the major ritual puri� cation on a Friday (ghusl yawm al-jum�a, or 
simply ghusl al-jum�a) by an anonymous interlocutor.81 The major 
Friday puri� cation is a disputed element of the law. It is (according 
to most Sh���s) obligatory even if it is not ritually required.82 It is, it 
seems, required due to the signi� cance of Friday within the Muslim 
week and not because of any purity infraction. The question set to 
Astaråbåd� concerns a man who performs ghusl al-jum�a, although he 
has no need to perform even minor ritual puri� cation (wu�¨�). He has, 
then, doubt as to whether he should also perform wu�¨� after having 
performed ghusl al-jum�a and Æis unable to gain knowledge of God’s 
ruling on this matter. What is the ruling concerning him?”

Answer: He should do wu�¨� because ful� lling the law to its optimum 
(ishtighål al-dhimma) is known to be dependent upon an act of puri-
� cation. He does not know precisely what this act of puri� cation is. 
Performing wu�¨� after ghusl would be an innovation only if he knew 
that ghusl rendered ˜wu�¨�· super� uous. The situation here is that he 
is ignorant of God’s rule, and has doubts concerning it. The same is 
true of one who doubts whether he has urinated or ejaculated, though 

81 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 347–348. This is one of a series of Æquestions con-
cerning what we have presented and asserted concerning the statements of our Imams” 
(Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 312).

82 Other schools considered ghusl al-jum�a recommended or merely permitted. See 
Nawaw�, al-Majm¨�, v. 2, p. 201 for an account of the variety of views.
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he knows he has done one of the two.83 He should do both acts of 
puri� cation, in accordance with what has already been said.84

Astaråbåd�’s reasoning here is compressed, but can be expanded as 
follows. The person concerned is unsure about whether the special 
ghusl for Friday is effective in eliminating both minor and major 
ritual purity infractions (that is, whether wu�¨� is necessary as well 
as ghusl as part of the special Friday puri� cations). The most cautious 
course of action would be for him to perform both wu�¨� and ghusl. 
This is what the person who is ignorant of the law should do. He 
should act in such a way that he maximises his chances of ful� lling 
the law. In fact, performing the wu�¨� after the ghusl (when there 
is no independent need to perform the wu�¨�) is a recommended 
action, but not required.85 If he had known this, then he would be 
failing to obey the law if he then performed it, considering it to be 
obligatory. What is required by the law, and what is required in order 
to maximise one’s chances of ful� lling the law are distinct entities. 
The former depends on the law itself; the latter on the individual’s 
knowledge of the law. Such a distinction is broadly in line with 
Astaråbåd�’s differentiated epistemology outlined above.

Another case mentioned in al-Fawå�id concerns water which 
has come into contact with an impure substance (such as blood or 
semen). Say one is not sure that this water was of a suf� cient quan-
tity (al-kurr) to render it suitable for ritual puri� cation (that is, the 
person is unsure whether the impure substance is suf� ciently diluted 
to mitigate any impurifying effects). If one then comes into contact 
with this water/impure substance mixture, is one then obligated to 
perform both wu�¨� and ghusl serially (because of the risk that one 
has suffered either or both of the major and minor purity infractions 
through coming into contact with it)? Alternatively, presuming there 
is no other available water, should one perform tayammum (ritual 
puri� cation with sand which substitutes for water puri� cation of either 
type when water is not available), or is it enough simply to perform 
wu�¨� with the liquid? Astaråbåd�’s answer is as follows:

83 Each of the two emissions requires different puri� cation procedures—emission 
of urine requires wu�¨�, whilst emission of semen requires ghusl.

84 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 348.
85 That Astaråbåd� thought so, is clear from his answer to al-Shaykh al-�ah�r� 

concerning all types of ghusl other than ghusl al-janåba (see Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, 
p. 575). This opinion is attributed to al-Sayyid al-Murta�å.
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The reports which relate to the kurr imply that one can declare such 
water impure when one knows that it has not reached a kurr. ˜They 
also say· that one can declare the water pure when one knows it has 
reached the kurr. So the implication of these two reports, and also of the 
other reports which say one should suspend judgement on all occasions 
when one does not know the actual ruling, is that it is obligatory to 
suspend judgment (tawaqquf  ) concerning the two rulings. It is known 
that tawaqquf necessitates avoiding ˜the water· and hence it is speci� ed 
that tayammum is suf� cient here.86

Once again, Astaråbåd� opts for the safest option—treat the water as 
if it is impure, and perform sand puri� cation. However, there is an 
important difference between this second question and the � rst on ghusl 
al-jum�a. The � rst concerns the law itself; the second issue concerns 
a fact. This means that the person’s ignorance has a different subject 
in each case. In the � rst case, the person is ignorant of the law. In 
the second, the person knows the law but is unsure whether it applies 
in this case or not. Astaråbåd� subtly changes the terms of the second 
case from ignorance of the facts of the case to ignorance of the law 
itself. He argues that the akhbår are not entirely clear whether a body 
of water of uncertain quantity should be considered pure or impure 
after it has come into contact with an impure substance. Hence the 
question concerns the requirements of the law in such cases, rather 
than being a matter of the amount of water involved. By doing this, 
Astaråbåd� enables the case to fall more easily into his methodologi-
cal schema. His theory is primarily concerned with cases where the 
law is uncertain or not known, rather than cases in which the law is 
known, but the facts of the case are uncertain.87

In Astaråbåd�’s answers to the questions set by al-Shaykh Óasan 
al-�ah�r�,88 there are yet more individual rulings on speci� c issues. 
Most answers are mere statements of Astaråbåd�’s opinion with little 
legal reasoning. Whilst this makes the answers less than ideal sources 
for a comparison of Astaråbåd�’s legal theory and positive law, they 
do illustrate Astaråbåd�’s position on a number of important legal 
questions. On the much-debated issue of Friday Prayer during the 

86 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 348.
87 Later Akhbår�s were more willing to deal with the necessity of iªtiyå† in cases 

of factual uncertainty and not merely uncertainty concerning the ruling. With respect 
to al-Baªrån�, see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 105–112.

88 An edition of these questions and answers is found in Gleave, ÆQuestions and 
Asnwers” and in Astaråbåd�, Jawåb.
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ghayba,89 Astaråbåd� states simply that he is in agreement with Shah�d 
II in considering it individually obligatory. Concerning the opinion 
that Friday Prayer becomes obligatory only when there is a suitably 
quali� ed jurist present (a position known as al-wåjib al-takhy�r�), 
Astaråbåd� tersely notes that Æthis opinion and those like it are opin-
ionated fancy that should not be relied upon.”90 Whilst Astaråbåd� 
delineates a distinct role for the scholars during the absence of the 
Imam, this role does not extend to quasi-sacerdotal roles, such as the 
legitimisation of Friday prayer.91 Interestingly, Astaråbåd� notes here 
that if it is not possible to hold Friday Prayer, then the individual 
must migrate (muhåjara) to a land where it is possible. In the cur-
rent situation, this cannot happen anywhere other than Iran (ghayr 
bilåd al-�ajam). Even inside Iran it is not possible, he adds, because 
Ætaqiyya is obligatory ˜there· because of the ferocity of those jurists 
who have not read the aªåd�th deeply.”92 

Another controversial question relates to the quali� cations for the 
recipients of zakåt and whether or not they must have moral probity 
(�adåla) or not. It is clear that Astaråbåd� does not consider the zakåt 
tax to be lapsed (saqi†) during the ghayba. Astaråbåd�’s answer is that 
the recipients need not have moral probity, but they must observe 
prayer and not be sinful (  ��sq—minors are exempt here).93 Astaråbåd� 
also expresses opinions on a number of other issues including bequests, 
a wife’s inheritance, the purity status of baked mud from Karbala 
and puri� cations other than the usual ghusl al-janåba. Unfortunately, 
Astaråbåd�’s reasoning is not laid out in even a minimal form here. 

89 This, it will be recalled, was one of Newman’s criteria for determining a scholar 
as Akhbår� or U‚¨l� (see his ÆDevelopment and Political Signi� cance”, p. 26, ampli� ed 
in the rest of his introduction, pp. 26–56).

90 Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, p. 573: Æopinionated fancy” (al-khayålåt al-�anniyya) here is 
a reference to Astaråbåd�’s perception that the mujtahid’s category of �ann is merely 
a product of their wish to justify their own opinion (see above, p. 88).

91 Unfortunately, Astaråbåd� does not outline crucial questions such as how the 
kha†�b is chosen, what quali� cations are necessary in him etc. These determine the 
nature of the �ulamå�’s leadership role, and (to an extent) the relationship of the Sh��a 
with political power. See below, p. 174.

92 Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, p. 573, a reference to the dominance of U‚¨l� jurisprudence 
in the � rst half of the Safavid period. It is interesting that Astaråbåd� considers taqiyya 
from both U‚¨l� and Sunnis necessary, whilst Sh��� thought normally restricts taqiyya 
to the latter group only.

93 Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, p. 575. Belief in the invalidity of zakåt was also one of 
Newman’s criteria for Akhbarism (see above, p. 16).
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Hence one is unable to come to any signi� cant conclusions concern-
ing the relationship between Astaråbåd�’s legal theory and his ��qh. If 
there is evidence of his Akhbarism in these answers, it is to be found 
in his constant appeal to the akhbår, though the relevant source is 
rarely mentioned, and one � nds such references in mujtahid works 
of ��qh also.

Astaråbåd�’s interpretive method with respect to the akhbår can 
be obtained most easily from his various commentaries on the ÆFour 
Books”.94 These works are inevitably a rather haphazard collection 
of comments, and were clearly originally marginalia on Astaråbåd�’s 
personal copies. They became separate works through the collating 
efforts of later Akhbår� scholars.95 A number of points can be made 
when comparing Astaråbåd�’s hermeneutic theory and the interpre-
tive practice found in these commentaries. Firstly, notwithstanding 
Astaråbåd�’s theoretical commitment to the canonicity of the akhbår 
collections, he is not adverse to occasionally correcting the collators 
(particularly, Ibn Båb¨ya). An example of this is found in Astaråbåd�’s 
comment on Ibn Båb¨ya’s version of the prayer to be said when 
performing ghusl al-jum�a. Ibn Båb¨ya’s version runs:

Oh God, purify me, and purify my heart. Accept my puri� cation, and 
make ˜expressions of · love for you proceed from my tongue.96 

Astaråbåd� corrects this version, stating:

In some ªad�th on this topic ˜it is recorded·: Æmake adoration of you and 
praise for you proceed from my tongue.” This is better.97

The reliability of Ibn Båb¨ya’s extraction of the prayer from the akhbår 
is here questioned. Astaråbåd� also corrects Ibn Båb¨ya’s recording 
of names in isnåds ( for example, Yaªyå b. Sa��d is corrected to 

94 Two of these have been edited and published by �Al� Få�il�: Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya 
�alå U‚¨l al-Kåf� and Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h. The former was collected 
by the Akhbår� thinker Khal�l al-Qazw�n� (d. 1089 and on whom see below, p. 000). 
Whether these marginalia are distinct from Astaråbåd�’s shur¨ª (commentaries) on 
the akhbår collections (see above, p. 165) is not clear.

95 Apart from Mullå Khal�l al-Qazw�n�’s efforts mentioned in the previous note, 
Astaråbåd�’s marginalia on �¨s�’s al-Istib‚år and al-Tahdh�b were collected by Muham-
mad b. Jåbir al-Najaf� (see Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, pp. 241–242 
(editors introduction).

96 Ibn Båb¨ya, Man lå, v. 1, p. 111.
97 Astaråbåd�, Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, p. 460.
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al-Óusayn b. Sa��d).98 More serious is Astaråbåd�’s criticisms of ªad�th. 
He considers a ªad�th from Imam Ja�far:

The � rst to place the sermon before the Friday Prayer was �Uthmån.99

Astaråbåd� remarks that this Æis a unique opinion ˜of Ibn Båb¨ya—
ghar�b· which we do not know of from anyone other than this author”. 
According to the other collections of ªad�th, �Uthmån was the � rst to 
place the sermon before the �Ûd prayers (but not the Friday prayers). 
On the subject of the �Ûd prayers, Astaråbåd� criticises Ibn Båb¨ya’s 
understanding of the word sunna in the ªad�th from al-Imåm al-Båqir, 
ÆThe prayer for the two �Ûds is sunna”. Ibn Båb¨ya states that sunna 
here Æmeans they are the least of the obligatory duties (sughår al-
farå�i� )”. Astaråbåd�, however, asserts:

Interpreting the word Œsunna’ as being proven by something other than 
the text of the Book is better than this interpretation.100

Examples such as these are, in the main, aimed at Ibn Båb¨ya’s own 
comments (rather than the akhbår themselves).101 However, there are 
occasional doubts raised concerning the content of the akhbår, as 
well as corrections to Ibn Båb¨ya’s recording of isnåds. Despite the 
correction, Astaråbåd� (in line with his Akhbår� principles) does not 
comment on the authenticity of reports. He merely notes occasionally 
that a report is unusual.

Whilst Astaråbåd� argues that the akhbår give knowledge Æin the 
language of the people” (lughat al-ra�iyya) in al-Fawå�id, he regularly 
feels the need to explain the meaning of reports. Phrases such as ya�n� 
(Æthis means . . .”), muråduhu (Æhis intended meaning . . .”), qa‚duhu 
(Æhis intention . . .”), ka�anna (Æit is as if ˜to say· . . .”) or yufham min 
dhålika (Æfrom this it is understood that . . .”) appear at the outset of 
nearly every comment. Whilst the akhbår are clear, there is a need 
for interpretation in order to make them so. Some of these comments 
are mere glosses, identifying the meaning of obscure words in the 

 98 Astaråbåd�, Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, p. 461. Other examples of 
minor corrections in a the wording of akhbår can be found on p. 673 (bi-qa†� sayl/bi-
ba†n mus�l, though he states that ÆGod knows best” which is correct). 

 99 Ibn Båb¨ya, Man lå, pp. 432–433.
100 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, p. 478. Another example 

is Astaråbåd�’s bold statement that Ibn Båb¨ya’s interpretation of inheritance law is 
simply not correct (laysa bi-‚aª�ª). See Astaråbåd�, Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-
Faq�h, p. 510.

101 See Gleave, ÆBetween ªad�th and ��qh”.
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reports. For example, al-Imåm al-Íådiq was asked about a man who 
prays with a vial of na�¨ª (†awr f�hi na�¨ª) in his hand.102 Astaråbåd� 
considers the term na�¨ª here to be obscure, and he explains it as 
being a type of liquid perfume made from water infused with dates, 
sugar, cloves, apple or saffron and left to ferment. It is popular 
amongst the women of Mecca and Mad�na and is called naq¨� today 
(  f� hådhå al-zamån).103 On other occasions, Astaråbåd� feels the need 
to clarify a perceived ambiguity in a report. For example, the state-
ment by al-Imåm al-Íådiq that ÆIt is permitted when travelling to 
rise ˜to prayer· without ˜making or hearing· the call to prayer”104 is 
taken to refer to the second of the two prayers (  f��l-‚alåt al-thåniyya, 
that is not the �a‚r but the �ishå� prayer) which can be conjoined 
when travelling. The straightforward understanding of the report is 
that the call to prayer is not necessary at all when travelling.105 Here, 
Astaråbåd� is adjusting the apparent meaning of a report to ensure 
it does not con� ict with a previously decided legal position. This is, 
therefore, an example of the failure of his hermeneutic principles to 
lead to an inevitable legal opinion.

Astaråbåd� also rebuts accusations that he has misunderstood a 
report, as in his identi� cation of the recipients of zakåt termed al-
mu�allafa qul¨buhum in the Qur�ån (4.69). This term was subject to 
a number of interpretations in classical Imåm� jurisprudence,106 and 
Astaråbåd� argues that it refers to those who have heard the call of 
the Prophet, accepted the unity of God, but ignored the remainder 
of the Prophet’s message. They may receive gifts from the zakåt in 
order to secure the message Æ� rmly in their hearts”. This view is 
then challenged by an unknown interlocutor, who asks whether this 
contradicts another ªad�th which talks of God Æsplitting the hearts” 
of those who do not obey his message. Astaråbåd� replies:

No—this is because it is possible to interpret ˜the second ªad�th· as 
referring to those who have discernment after having considered the call 
˜of the Prophet· and what it demonstrates. They ˜that is, al-mu�allafa 
qul¨buhum· do not possess such discernment.107

102 Ibn Båb¨ya, Man lå, v. 1, pp. 254–255.
103 Astaråbåd�, Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, p. 467.
104 Ibn Båb¨ya, Man lå, v. 1, p. 291.
105 Astaråbåd�, Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, p. 468.
106 See Gleave, ÆIntra-Madhhab Ikhtilåf  ”, pp. 127–134.
107 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 389.
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A potential clash in the akhbår is avoided by Astaråbåd� by him 
arguing that it is possible to interpret (iªtimål al-ªaml) the reports 
as referring to different groups of people (the crucial difference here 
between being those who have heard and considered the Prophet’s 
message and those who have simply heard it). Although Astaråbåd� 
has a procedure for dealing with con� icting akhbår, he clearly wishes 
to rely on legal nuance in order to avoid a con� ict. His argument 
here is not particularly convincing and he himself admits that there 
is only a Æpossibility of interpreting” the ªad�ths in this manner. The 
fact that a mere possibility of interpreting the ªad�th in a particular 
manner solves a potential con� ict between reports does not (surely?) 
lead inevitably to the conclusion that this is what the reports actually 
mean.108 In al-Fawå�id, Astaråbåd� criticised those mujtahids who 
rely on far-fetched explanations to join ( jam�) together contradictory 
reports. There he argued that the contradictions should stand (one is 
taqiyya and the other not). When faced with akhbår contradictions 
in his commentaries on the akhbår, however, he seems more willing 
to re-interpret the reports to produce a harmony within the revela-
tory sources.

At times, then, Astaråbåd�’s actual interpretive practice con� icts 
with his hermeneutic theory. He does, though, conceive of these 
commentaries as thoroughly ÆAkhbår�” works. Not only do the 
collections of akhbår (and commentaries upon them) supplant the 
need for works of ��qh,109 Astaråbåd� also uses his commentaries to 
expound his Akhbår� principles. At the opening of his commentary 
on Ibn Båb¨ya’s Man La Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, he embarks on a long 
exposition of Ibn Båb¨ya’s use of the term ‚iªªa, explaining (as he 
did in al-Fawå�id) how this � atly contradicts al-�Allåma’s use of the 
term. More explicit still is his commentary on the opening section 
of al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�. Astaråbåd� outlines the four positions of the 
Æ�ulamå� al-u‚¨l” on those areas for which no revelatory indicator is 

108 For al-Baªrån�’s criticism of the joining of akhbår, see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt 
p. 114. At Astaråbåd�, Óåshiya Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h, p. 455, Astaråbåd� states 
that a certain ªad�th concerning the ritual wash has one of two intended meaning (al-
muråd aªad al-amrayn). Other reports, however, con� rm that the second of the two 
is correct. The details need not concern us here, what is clear is that the perceived 
plain meaning of other ªad�th (al-ta‚r�ª) can effect the interpretation of the report 
under consideration.

109 See above, pp. 39–40 and Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, p. 578. ÆI have chosen to com-
ment on al-Kåf�, and I mention in ˜my commentary· what the author himself did not 
mention. This is suf� cient.”
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found. These are (1) that God has no ruling here at all; (2) that God 
has revealed a general principle which can be applied here; (3) that 
God has revealed an indicator which is less than certain (�ann�); and 
(4) that God has a ruling here, and that he has revealed a decisive 
indicator of that ruling. The akhbår cited by al-Kulayn� Ædemonstrate 
that the � rst three opinions are invalid, and the fourth is correct,” 
according to Astaråbåd�. The fourth position is described as Æthat of 
the Ahl al-Bayt and our earliest Akhbår� colleagues.”110

A � nal example of Astaråbåd�’s interpretive practice that is avail-
able is his fatwå and subsequent treatise on the purity of wine.111 
This is Astaråbåd�’s only risåla on a speci� c area of ��qh, and in it 
he mentions that he is merely applying here the method laid out in 
al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. The risåla was written in reply to criticisms 
of a fatwå he gave to Shåh �Abbås, in which he had declared that 
wine is not an impure substance, though, of course, its consumption 
is prohibited.112 His evidence for this controversial opinion com-
prises twelve reports in which the Imams permit believers to pray 
in garments splattered by wine (he also makes mention of reports 
which declare wine impure, but says that these are fewer in num-
ber, and does not list them). If, so the argument goes, the Imams 
allowed prayer in wine-stained garments, then wine cannot in itself 
be impure (najis).113 Even by the mujtahid tests of dissemination 

110 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, pp. 291–292. A full examination 
of Astaråbåd�’s hermeneutic methodology in these ªad�th commentaries awaits the 
publication of his other commentaries on akhbår collections.

111 An edition of this risåla is found in Gleave, ÆPurity of Wine” and an edition of 
the fatwå can be found in Appendix 3.

112 Details of the decree are to be found in the editor’s introduction to Astaråbåd�, 
al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 241 and pp. 247–248. In the Risåla itself he refers 
to Shåh �Abbås having become a wine drinker at an early age and worried that he was 
therefore unable to pray. He asked Astaråbåd� for a decree on this matter. Astaråbåd� 
stated that wine drinking was, indeed, forbidden, but that it was more serious for 
him to neglect prayer. He can, therefore, perform prayer even if his clothes have 
been splattered with wine. This view appears to contradict Astaråbåd�’s own position 
(expressed in al-Fawå�id) and on which his theory of iªtiyå† is based (namely, that 
performing a forbidden act is more serious than neglecting an obligatory one). See 
above pp. 80–82.

113 Of course, Astaråbåd�’s argument here relies upon an interpretive leap which 
he is not willing to highlight, since his hermeneutic explicitly avows interpretation. 
The leap from permission of the Imam being granted to pray in a wine-stained gar-
ment to the declaration that it is not impure is based on the assumption that the Imam 
would, on occasions, not have allowed prayer to take place in a garment which has 
come into contact with an impure substance. The argument is, of course, based on 
a demand for coherence in the law which is not dissimilar to that demanded by the 
partisans of qiyås and the Sh��� mujtahids. Underlying Astaråbåd�’s argument is the 
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(shuhra), the ªad�ths which declare wine impure (collectively) pro-
vide a stronger indicator of God’s law on this matter. That there are 
slight discrepancies between the relevant reports gives Astaråbåd� 
the opportunity to embark on a detailed exposition of the process 
whereby contradictions within the akhbår are solved. A test as to 
which ªad�th to accept is Æagreement ˜or rather disagreement· with 
the Sunnis” (muwåfaqat al-�åmma). All the Sunnis say that wine is 
impure, and the akhbår from the Imams are contradictory. If this test 
is applied, then wine must be considered pure.114 Furthermore, the 
Sunnis argue that the prohibition on the consumption of wine inevi-
tably leads to the conclusion that wine is impure. This, he argues, is 
qiyås between purity (†ahåra) and consumption (akl). He reiterates 
the standard Sh��� position (that qiyås is a forbidden hermeneutic 
practice). Furthermore, since the Sunnis are unable to understand the 
argumentation which leads to the declaration that wine is pure (that 
is, they are unable to understand why qiyås is forbidden), disputa-
tion with them is pointless and to be avoided. Of all Astaråbåd�’s 
writings on ��qh, this is perhaps the clearest expression of how the 
Akhbår� hermeneutic might be put into practice in the interpretation 
of ªad�th. The match is not perfect,115 but the risåla is a conscious 
effort to demonstrate the application of Akhbår� jurisprudence to a 
particular area of ��qh (rather than u‚¨l). Sections of the risåla are, 
inevitably, discussions of the merits or otherwise of u‚¨l issues (and 
not matters of ��qh per se). Since Astaråbåd� presents his position as 
based squarely on a particular approach to the sources of the law, 
anyone who disagrees with his conclusions, in fact, disagrees with 
his hermeneutic. Therefore, Astaråbåd� perceives the need not only to 
justify his fatwå, but also to justify the method by which he reached 
it. This technique was not always present in the treatment of similar 
issues amongst the mujtahids. Their method allows for more extensive 
differences of opinion arising from adherence to a single methodology. 

belief (unexpressed, but nonetheless present, in the Risåla) that the above assumption 
is more likely to be the case than the assumption that anything which it is forbidden 
(to consume) is also impure.

114 Note that Astaråbåd� is here carrying out a test to determine which of the reports 
are taqiyya, and which are not. In most cases, the tests (listed by al-Kulayn� and referred 
to by Astaråbåd�) cannot be carried out for practical reasons. However, in this case, 
all the Sunni schools of law agree that wine is impure, hence one can, here, compare 
the Imams’ decrees with those of the Sunnis.

115 See above, n. 114.
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The mujtahid’s personal opinion is ultimately based on his personal 
assessment of the evidence (  from sources, from reason and from the 
application of rational interpretive procedures to the sources). For this 
reason, mujtahids, when writing detailed treatises on individual legal 
issues, rarely feel the need to argue for their interpretive methodology 
and merely argue for their own opinions. Hermeneutic issues usually 
emerge in the mujtahids’ ��qh works when their opponents’ views are 
based upon an entirely different conception of the derivation of the 
law from the sources.

Conclusions

From the above analysis, a number of common characterisations 
of Astaråbåd�’s theory can be corrected or modi� ed. Astaråbåd�’s 
Akhbarism was not anti-clerical. His legal theory appears (at � rst) 
to extend access to religious knowledge to the population at large 
in a quasi-Protestant manner. However, a detailed analysis of his 
theory demonstrates that Astaråbåd� wishes to retain the muft� and 
qå�� as the only religiously authoritative � gures. Where he differs 
from his U‚¨l� counterparts is in his assertion that knowledge of 
ªad�th was their principal quali� cation.116 He was critical of certain 
elements of the �ulamå� class, but this was due to their failure to 
follow the akhbår, not because of their scholarly authority per se. 
Indeed, the �ulamå� (aka ªad�th scholars) were given the important 
roles of (not only) preserving the akhbår, but also of preserving their 
correct interpretation. They were not simply memorisers and colla-
tors of ªad�th. In order to apply the legal regulations found in the 
akhbår to speci� c circumstances, some juristic (that is, interpretive) 
skills were necessary. Whilst Astaråbåd� does not call the scholars 
Æfuqahå�” (that is, jurists), it is clear that individual muft�s and judges 
are personally responsible for deducing rulings when the sources are 
unclear or seem to offer no answer. The mechanisms of iªtiyå†/takhy�r 

116 Whether this makes Astaråbåd�’s theory one of Æjuristic” or Ætraditionist” author-
ity is interesting (Stewart, ÆThe Genesis”). As I present it here, there is still work for 
the scholar to perform in order to ensure the law is obeyed, and this is not merely 
policing the implementation of the law. Determining the law requires exegetical effort, 
and therefore I would maintain, Akhbår�s can still be considered jurists, at least in 
some senses of the word.
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(caution/choice), the application of the procedures for solving ªad�th 
contradiction and the advocacy of tawaqquf did not necessarily imply 
scholarly indolence.117

Furthermore, difference of opinion is quite possible in Astaråbåd�’s 
theory, and (to a degree) is to be tolerated. Agreeably this tolerance 
is restricted to areas where the indicators con� ict, are ambiguous or 
are not perceived by the muft�. In practice, however, one can imagine 
these categories comprising a large number of cases. Those who are 
yet to perceive a dal�l are not to condemn those who perceive one. 
Different opinions (one based on iªtiyå† and one on a perceived dal�l) 
are, then, acceptable. Unfortunately, Astaråbåd� does not lay out criteria 
for identifying con� icting and ambiguous texts. Furthermore, it is not 
entirely clear whether general statements in the akhbår (such as Æall 
things are pure until you know them to be impure”) are applicable 
without exception, and if not, then how the exception process works.118 
Astaråbåd�’s rather haphazard application of Akhbår� principles in 
his extant ��qh works is, perhaps, evidence of the dif� culty inherent 
in consistently applying a juristic methodology which rejects, rather 
than embraces, interpretation. These areas of Akhbår� theory were, 
to an extent, expanded upon by later scholars.119

Finally, the characterisation of Astaråbåd� (and Akhbarism more 
generally) as promoting a rigid epistemology based around certain 
knowledge is not entirely accurate.120 Astaråbåd� introduced a � ex-
ible concept of �ilm, in which knowledge was divided into various 
categories based on both the object of knowledge (the ruling itself, 
the indicator in the text, the most cautious course of action) and the 
quality of this knowledge (unquali� ed �ilm as against al-�ilm al-�åd�). 
It is perhaps the elasticity of Astaråbåd�’s concept of knowledge which 

117 Stewart’s criticisms of Moussavi’s analysis mentioned above (n. 116) are based, 
of course, on a difference between jurists and ªad�th specialists in which the former 
use reasoning and the latter do not. Astaråbåd� is, however, concerned primarily with 
the difference between Akhbår� jurists and mujtahid jurists. The former base their rul-
ings solely on ªad�th (though as we have seen, this requires exegetical effort on the 
jurist’s part), and the latter on ªad�th and a number of interpretive principles which 
aim to extend the meaning of the akhbår, � lling those gaps in the law which have no 
(or uncertain) evidence in the ªad�th corpus. See above, pp. 83–84.

118 These issues are normally covered in works of u‚¨l al-��qh under the rubrics 
of �åmm and khå‚‚, mu†laq and muqayyad. See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 
175–178.

119 See below, pp. 268–296.
120 This point has already been noted by Kohlberg (ÆAkhbår�”, p. 135).
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prompted some later scholars to argue that the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute 
was terminological (laf��): the Akhbår�s merely replaced the variable 
�ann of the mujtahids with variable �ilm. Finally, the admission that 
interpretive processes were necessary to comprehend the meaning of 
the akhbår, and the assertion that only certain types of scholars (i.e. 
ªad�th experts) are quali� ed to perform this interpretation (thereby 
maintaining the muft�/layperson distinction) inevitably led later scholars 
to argue that while Astaråbåd� may have formally denied taql�d, he 
actually recommended its use, and merely employed different terms 
to describe it.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ASTARÅBÅDÛ’S THEOLOGICAL AND 
PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHT

Astaråbåd� was best known for his writings on legal theory and, in 
particular, the denunciation of ijtihåd and the mujtahids in al-Fawå�id 
al-Madaniyya. In terms of volume, however, most of his surviving 
work is in the area of theology and philosophy. Most of this output 
remains in manuscript form and has not, to my knowledge, been 
extensively used in previous descriptions of Astaråbåd�’s thought. All 
his surviving Æpre-Akhbår�” works concern theological and philosophi-
cal matters,1 as does a signi� cant proportion of work dating from 
after his conversion to Akhbarism. Indeed, one section of al-Fawå�id 
al-Madaniyya (a work usually cited for its juristic content) concerns 
matters of strictly theological and philosophical import.

The works consulted for the following summary of Astaråbåd�’s 
theological and philosophical views comprise risålas, ªad�th com-
mentaries and Æfawå�id ” works. ÆFawå�id ” works are divided into 
separate sections, each named få�ida (Æuseful comment”). Each få�ida 
is best considered as a discrete study, and Astarabåd� only occasion-
ally shows concern for the relationship between the ideas of different 
få�idas in a single fawå�id work. Neither comprehensive coverage of 
theological and philosophical issues, nor the construction of a coherent 
system of ideas appear to be his priority. Al-Mabåªith al-Thalåtha, 
al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya2 and Dånishnåmah-
yi Shåh� all fall into the category of Æfawå�id” works. Astarabåd�’s 
risålas (treatises) on particular theological issues include a risåla on 
the doctrine of badå�, a distinctively Sh��� doctrine concerning God’s 
ability to change his mind.3 Finally, Astaråbåd� wrote a number of 

1 The only possible exception to this is his undated commentary on Óill�’s Ma�årij 
al-Aªkåm (see above, p. 38).

2 By which I mean the work on theology and not Astaråbåd�’s commentary on al-
�¨s�’s al-Istibsår. See above, p. 38.

3 The extant copy of this risåla is, in fact, a collection of Astarabåd�’s comments 
on akhbår relating to badå� alongside the commentary of other scholars. It is possible 
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commentaries on ªad�th collections. The most signi� cant of these in 
theological terms is his commentary on the U‚¨l al-Kåf� (the � rst 
section of al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf� in which theological reports from the 
Imams are recorded). In addition to these sources, both the theo-
logical section of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya (entitled, ÆErrors of the 
Philosophers and Theologians of Islam”)4 and Astaråbåd�’s answers 
to the questions posed by al-Shaykh al-�ah�r�5 contain rudimentary 
arguments for his theological and philosophical doctrines.

My principal concern in the following analysis is to examine the 
extent to which Astaråbåd�’s conversion to Akhbarism might be 
said to have in� uenced his theological and philosophical ideas (as 
opposed to his jurisprudence). As already established, his conversion 
to Akhbarism produced a new (or perhaps, revived an old) juristic 
method. Whether or not there are signs that Astaråbåd� considered 
the method equally applicable to both doctrinal and legal issues is a 
question I answer in the course of the following analysis. In short, 
was the Akhbår� method, as conceived by the founder of Akhbarism, 
considered simply a matter for law or was it to be applied to theo-
logical and philosophical speculation also?6 To answer this question, 
one needs to trace Astaråbåd�’s theological development, and this, 
unfortunately, is hampered by a number of factors. Firstly, not all 
of his literary output has survived, and when it has survived, it is 
not easily accessible. His refutation of Jalål al-D�n al-Dawwån� and 
Íadr al-D�n al-Sh�råz� al-Dashtak�, for example, appears to be lost,7 
as does his linguistic work Fawå�id Daqå�iq al-�Ul¨m. Until such 

he wrote another work with the same title which has not yet come to light. On this 
risåla, see below, pp. 107–109.

4 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 471–515.
5 These are edited in Gleave, ÆQuestions and Answers”.
6 I am not so concerned here with an author’s formal description of his theology as 

being identical with that of the Imams. This was a common (perhaps inevitable) motif 
for Sh��� writers, and can usually be seen as decorative. There is nothing distinctly 
ÆAkhbår�” in such a claim, as all Sh��� authors, explicitly or implicitly, claim to propose 
Æthe Imam’s theology”. More signi� cant for my argument here is whether the reasoning 
employed in demonstrating the validity of theological and philosophical doctrines is 
reliant on revelatory sources and their interpretation, or doctrines are primarily justi� ed 
by rational argumentation (with revelatory sources used as embellishments). On this, 
with respect to Astaråbåd�, see below, pp. 104–107.

7 A large number of criticisms of al-Dawwån� and al-Sh�råz� can be found, however, 
in the extant works of Astaråbåd�. Al-Dawwån�, in particular, is the subject of vehe-
ment criticism found in works written both before and after Astaråbåd�’s conversion 
to Akhbarism. See below, pp. 126–127.
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works are found, a full account of Astaråbåd�’s theological views is 
not possible. Secondly, a number of Astaråbåd�’s works cannot be 
dated accurately, and a chronology of his compositions (such as that 
given in the Chapter 2)8 is inevitably provisional. This tempers any 
assessment of the development of both his compositional skills and 
his religious views, though I make some provisional remarks on the 
basis of the extant data in the conclusion of this chapter.9 Thirdly, 
Astaråbåd� wrote works of different literary genres (u‚¨l al-��qh, kalåm, 
commentaries, answers to questions and short risålas on speci� c 
issues). Whilst at times topics from earlier works re-appear, only a 
handful of theological issues are subject to sustained and continuous 
examination throughout Astaråbåd�’s academic career. These recurrent 
discussions provide useful, though inevitably limited, evidence in a 
description of Astaråbåd�’s intellectual method and its development. 
One such issue is examined below in detail, and forms the evidence 
base for my conclusions.10

Astaråbåd��s Approach to Theology and Philosophy

It is, perhaps, surprising that Astaråbåd� wrote any works of kalåm 
or falsafa after his conversion to Akhbarism. When asked about the 
validity of these academic disciplines by al-Shaykh al-�ah�r�, he 
wrote:

The akhbår from the pure Imams are transmitted in a widespread manner 
saying that it is forbidden to rely upon the thoughts of the intellect; it 
is forbidden to study the science of kalåm and to teach it unless one is 
referring to the kalåm derived from Their ˜the Imams’· words.11

However, a survey of Astaråbåd�’s theological output demonstrates 
that whilst he may have maintained a rhetoric critical of theology 
and philosophy, he was quite willing, on occasions, to enter into 
theological and philosophical argumentation without any reference 
to revelatory material. His mastery of philosophical and theological 

 8 See above, pp. 31–60.
 9 See below, pp. 137–139.
10 See below, pp. 117–137, on the question of �ilm al-Wåjib bi�l-mumkinåt.
11 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 571 (see also Gleave, ÆQuestions and Answers”). 

See also, Astaråbåd�’s rejection of logic as a useful tool in juristic deduction found in 
Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 471.
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terminology is demonstrated in these discussions, and it is clear that 
he had studied both falsafa and kalåm in some depth. The standard 
structure of his approach to philosophical and theological issues is 
common to much Muslim theological argumentation:

1. Outline the different scholarly opinions on the issue at hand.
2. Select one of these scholarly opinions (for Astarabåbåd�, Jalål al-

D�n al-Dawwån�’s opinion is usually selected), and cite the relevant 
passage from this scholar’s works.

3. Demonstrate the incoherence of this scholar’s opinion.
4. Propose a coherent alternative.12

In his criticisms of past scholarly discussions (section 3 above), 
Astaråbåd� is usually concerned with the appropriate manner in 
which certain theological doctrines might be expressed. Hence when 
discussing God’s attributes, the concern is not to determine whether 
God Æknows”, but rather to � nd the correct way in which one might 
say that he has the attribute of knowledge.13 Similarly, the discussion 
over free-will and predestination concerns what it might mean to 
describe an entity (God or human) as Æfree” or having Æwill”.14 Of 
course, these linguistic concerns are uppermost in Astaråbåd�’s mind 
because he considers language to be the main tool provided for us 
by God with which we might describe both him him and his laws.15 
We must then understand how language works, and use it correctly 
in our attempt to formulate theological doctrine.

Furthermore, Astaråbåd�’s discussions cannot generally be described 
as distinctively Sh���; central Sh��� doctrines (such as, the Imamate) 
are not discussed at any great length. Instead, Astaråbåd�’s focus is 
upon the broader issues that a monotheistic theology poses for philo-
sophical analysis: proofs for God’s existence, exploration of God’s 
nature, depictions of his attributes and the problem of predestina-
tion and free-will. His discussion of these issues is almost always 
derivative (that is, unlike his juristic thought, his theological work 
does not appear to be particularly ground breaking), and couched in 

12 One � nds this pattern throughout al-Mabåªith, al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya and al-
Fawå�id al-Makkiyya. The Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� (on which see below, pp. 134–137), 
represents a shift from a reactive presentational model to an independent discussion 
of the issues at hand. However, this is patchy, and this model of presentation still 
represents Astaråbåd�’s dominant mode of presentation.

13 See below, pp. 136–137.
14 See below, pp. 114–115.
15 See above, pp. 72–74.
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philosophical or theological terms which do not demand the reader to 
have an explicit commitment to Islam, let alone Shi�ism. References 
to the Imams and reports of their theological doctrines are infrequent, 
and when they do occur can be described as decorative or (ex post 
facto) justi� catory. He does not allow ªad�ths related from the Imams 
to control his discussion. Rather, it is the tradition of theological and 
philosophical enquiry which dictates the structure of his discussion, 
and references to the akhbår are introduced only after he has derived 
his position and demonstrated his conclusions.16

This does not, however, mean that there is no development in 
Astaråbåd�’s method of presentation. One � nds more regular reference 
to the aªåd�th-i ahl-i bayt in Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� than one does 
in his earlier works. However, as will be demonstrated below, the 
introduction of this revelatory material did not affect either Astaråbåd�’s 
conclusions, or his argumentation. Rather, an analysis of his treatment 
of a single doctrinal problem (�ilm al-Wåjib) at different points in 
his life, shows that Astaråbåd� reached his � nal conclusions through 
argumentation independent of any consideration of revelation. These 
conclusions, presented in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, are reproduced in 
his only post-conversion theological work, the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�. 
There is, indeed, some development in Astarabåd�’s presentation. In 
the Dånishnåmah, for example, he writes in (relatively) straightforward 
Persian rather than the frequently abstruse and technical Arabic of his 
earlier works. Furthermore, he is more willing to relate his conclusions 
to revelatory material in a formal manner, though few ªad�th are cited 
even in Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�. The connection to revelatory material 
is expressed through the insertion of phrases such as Æthe akhbår 
of the Imams clearly support” a conclusion (the principal proof for 
which consists of rational argumentation). There is, however, little 
evidence of doctrinal development between al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya 

16 This is the case even when, structurally speaking, a reference to an Imam pre-
cedes the discussion. See, for example, the reference to Imam Ja�far at the outset of 
the discussion of �ilm al-Wåjib in al-Mabåªith, f.3a.6–7. This feature does not seem 
to have been in� uenced by Astaråbåd�’s conversion to Akhbarism; see, for example, 
the reference to the Æaªåd�th-i ahl al-bayt” at the outset of the different modes of 
existence in Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�, f.30a.11–12. As we shall see, there is little evi-
dence of a change in theological doctrine brought about by an increased reliance on 
revelatory material as a substitute for argumentation. The relevant statements of the 
Imams are rarely cited in full, and only occasionally analysed directly for theological 
or philosophical content. Only in works designed as commentaries on ªad�th collec-
tions is this pattern broken.
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(composed 1018) and Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� (composed sometime after 
1032). Astarabåd�’s juristic Akhbarism calls for a greater reliance on 
the akhbår as legal proofs. His conversion to Akhbarism may have 
brought about a greater prevalence of decorative ªad�th references 
within his theological works, but it does not appear to have altered 
either his theological conclusions or his method of enquiry. His later 
theological compositions, then, demonstrate a common feature of 
Islamic theological writings: namely, the inability of revelation (be 
it Qur�ån, sunna or the akhbår of the Imams) to provide unequivo-
cal dogmatic guidance such that revelation can be used to justify a 
variety of con� icting theological views.

There are, however, examples where revelatory material controls 
Astarabåbåd�’s presentation (though not necessarily his conclusions). 
The most obvious examples of this are his commentaries on collections 
of akhbår, mentioned previously.17 As is indicated below, however, 
Astaråbåd�’s commentaries on theological akhbår show little sign 
of a distinctive ÆAkhbår�” exegetical method. In fact, his choice of 
genre in these cases (that is, akhbår commentary) does not lead to 
an exegesis which might be termed Akhbår� in style or conclusions. 
There is, for example, little emphasis on a Æplain” or literal reading 
of the texts and the akhbår are most often springboards for complex 
theological discussions, characterised by sophisticated philosophical 
argumentation.18 One work which can be included in the category of 
akhbår commentary—even though it presents itself as an independent 
treatise, is his al-Risåla f��l-Badå� and some comment on this work 
is pertinent here. It is not clear that the work given the title al-Risåla 
f��l-Badå� by manuscript cataloguists is, in fact, a separate treatise 
authored by Astarabåd�. The only surviving copy is found in Mash-
had, and has, as its colophon:

Here ends the marginalia (ªawåsh�) from the comments of our Mawlå 
Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� and others concerning badå�. I19 
copied them from the copy of one who copied them from the copy 
of . . . Muªammad b. al-Óasan al-Óurr al-�Åmil� on 8th Jumåda al-Thån� 
1129.20

17 See above, pp. 37–38.
18 See below, pp. 118–119.
19 The actual copyist is not named here or elsewhere in the Risåla.
20 Astaråbåd�, Badå�, f.16b.17–20.
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At one point in the text of the treatise, the author/collator concludes 
a comment on a ªad�th, saying: ÆThis is one of the useful comments 
made by al-Marª¨m . . . Mawlånå Muªammad Am�n, may God have 
mercy on him.”21 The indication from the colophon is, then, that this 
work is, in fact, a selection of Astarabåd�’s comments on badå�, col-
lected by al-Óurr al-�Åmil�, the surviving manuscript being a second 
generation copy of this collection. The work, as we have it, is not a 
treatise by Astarabåd� then, but a collection of his comments (along 
with those of other scholars) on the akhbår relating to badå�. 

Astaråbåd�’s comments on akhbår are followed in the treatise by 
the comments of other scholars (al-Karåjik�, al-�Allåma al-Óill�, al-
Shaykh al-�¨s� and others), and it is unclear whether these comments 
were included in the work by Astaråbåd� or al-Óurr. Furthermore, the 
work has no introduction. The basmala is followed by a barrage of 
ªad�th citations with no ammå ba�d or identi� cation of the author. 
Al-Óurr al-�Åmil� mentions, in his Amal al-Åmil, that he has seen a 
treatise on badå�, written by Astaråbåd�,22 and whilst the surviving 
manuscript may contain part (or perhaps all) of this treatise, it is 
certainly not identical to it. The comments attributed to Astaråbåd� in 
the so-called al-Risåla f��l-Badå� are also not identical to those found 
in his commentary on U‚¨l al-Kåf� on the same akhbår23 (though 
they do not contradict each other). 

There are, it seems, two possibilities here: either the surviving 
manuscript is a copy of Astaråbåd�’s marginal comments (ªawåsh�) 
on the ªad�ths related to the theological problem of badå�, collected 
with others and included in single treatise by al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (or 
someone previous to him), or there was indeed a Risåla f��l-Badå� 
by Astaråbåd� which is lost, and al-Óurr (or the collator) quotes from 
this work in his collection. Whilst the surviving work displays a 
quite different method to Astaråbåd�’s other theological works (with 
revelatory material controlling the discussion), it is not clear that it 
represents an independent treatise as such. It may be better classi� ed 
as a collection of Astaråbåd�’s comments on ªad�th, and so whilst it 

21 Astaråbåd�, Badå�, f.4b.5–6. The quote indicates both that Astaråbåd� is dead at 
the time of the treatise’s collation and that the comments are taken from a variety of 
different writers, and not Astaråbåd� alone.

22 Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 35. Indeed, the only evidence we have for this treatise on 
badå� is al-Óurr al-�Åmil�’s reference here. When reference is made to the treatise in 
later works, it is contained within a citation from al-Óurr.

23 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, pp. 319–320.
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may appear to be an exception to the above characterisation, it is not. 
In conclusion, then, Astaråbåd�’s method of presentation in his 

works of theology and philosophy is dominated by rational argu-
mentation. Al-Risåla f��l-Badå� and Astaråbåd�’s ªad�th commentar-
ies provide exceptions to this general characterisation, as revelatory 
material forms the controlling element of the presentation. However, 
even here (as we shall see) rational argumentation predominates, as 
Astaråbåd� clearly considers the theological akhbår to be in need of 
rational exegesis.

Astaråbåd��s Theological Views

As mentioned above, Astaråbåd� did not write a systematic work 
of kalåm or falsafa, nor anything approximating to a creed. His 
philosophical theology, therefore, cannot be constructed with perfect 
coherence. Of course, Astaråbåd� may never have intended to produce 
a coherent theology, and for us to attempt to do so may be disingenu-
ous. Furthermore, his opinions on certain issues may have changed, 
and it is possible that we only possess earlier (or later) views, giving 
an impression of constancy when there may have been signi� cant 
(but unrecorded) change. It may, then, be more appropriate to talk 
of different theologies, held at different points in his life, though my 
analysis below re� ects the patchy nature of the sources. Harmonising 
one doctrine with another seems to have been abandoned in his later 
works, in favour of a concentrated theological and philosophical inter-
est in the elucidation of individual doctrines. The disjointed structure 
of his theological writings, jumping from topic to topic, indicates a 
writer who is interested in discovering and analysing past arguments, 
but not in synthesising his own doctrinal positions. He concentrates 
on theological precision (investigating the most appropriate manner 
in which a doctrine might be expressed, for example) rather than a 
system of theological beliefs. One issue (namely, God’s knowledge) 
was examined on at least four occasions, and these treatments are ana-
lysed in the next section. Firstly, however, I provide a brief overview 
of Astaråbåd�’s theological views, notwithstanding the incompleteness 
of the material available to us.24

24 The rather patchy coverage of his writings means that for many issues, if 
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In general terms, Astaråbåd�’s philosophy is Avicennan (or more 
particularly, a version of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s interpretation of Ibn 
S�nå); his theology owes much to the incorporation of Mu�tazil� ideas 
into Imåm� Shi�ism.25 These elements combine to produce interesting, 
and sometimes novel, hybrid doctrines.26 In terms of proofs for God’s 
existence, Astaråbåd� describes God as the � rst cause—not in temporal 
terms, but in terms of the Æneed” of all contingent (mumkinåt) entities 
for an active cause (�illa få�iliyya). Reason dictates that the contingent 
entity’s need (iªtiyåj ) for a cause is not only generative but constant, 
and that the existence of contingent entities is maintained by God 
willing them to be so (a�dåm al-mumkinåt muntahiya ilå �adam irådat 
al-Wåjib li-wujådåtihå).27 The reason why God might no longer will 
the existence of a contingent entity is because it no longer conforms 
to his intended good (al-ma‚laªa al-maq‚¨da). One can see here a 
certain amount of philosophical expertise, in the form of a rough 
and ready reproduction of Ibn S�nå’s famous proof. However, it is 
blended with Mu�tazili doctrines concerning God continually willing 
the good for his creation. Furthermore, it accords with Astaråbåd�’s 
conception of badå�, in that God’s Ædecrees and desires are renewed 
to him each day, on account of the bene� ts (al-ma‚åliª) which he 
perceives.”28 His perception of the bene� ts may change, and therefore 
his Ædecrees and desires” may also change.

Astaråbåd� changed his position during his life, there is rather scant evidence on which 
to draw. In what follows, I concentrate on arguments and positions present at least 
once in Astaråbåd�’s writings, noting any discernable development at the appropriate 
points.

25 Of course, such a characterisation of Astaråbåd�’s theology demonstrates the stark 
difference between his own position and that of the so-called early akhbåriyya (see 
above, pp. 14–16). The earlier akhbåriyya are recorded as having critical of kalåm as 
a discipline, being the opponents of the kalåmiyya. Notwithstanding Astaråbåd�’s own 
rhetoric concerning kalåm, his writings demonstrate learning and interest in theological 
and philosophical subjects.

26 See below, concerning his ideas on God’s knowledge, pp. 117–137.
27 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, f.2a.5–6. For a comprehensive discussion, 

see f.1b.6–2a.8. In al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya (p. 508), Astaråbåd� also argues against 
the theologians who say that the existence of the world does not prove that God is its 
maintaining cause (m¨jib).

28 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 309. That such a position might imply 
change in the Shar��a (either by naskh or some other means) is not explored, further 
indicating the separation of jurisprudence and philosophy in Astaråbåd�’s writings. 
Concerning badå� more generally, see Ayyoub, ÆDivine Preordination and Human 
Hope”, though Ayyoub’s analysis is entirely based on revelatory material and does not 
enter into the theological problem of how an omniscient being can change its mind.
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Concerning God’s attributes (that is, the debate concerning their 
subsistence in or identity with God’s essence), Astaråbåd� claims in 
the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� that both rational and revelatory proofs 
demonstrate that God’s attributes are identical with his essence:

The doctrine of the philosophers and the Mu�tazila is that it is absurd to 
propose that there are additional attributes which subsist in the essence 
of God, the Holy One. They mention rational proofs of this position. The 
statements of the Ahl al-Bayt also explicitly con� rm the validity of the 
philosophers’ position.29

These attributes, which are not entities subsisting in God’s essence 
but his essence itself, are divided into two types: essential attributes 
(‚ifåt-i dhåt�) and attributes of his actions (‚ifåt-i af �ål, ‚ifåt al-���l). 
This distinction is, of course, known from Mu�tazil� kalåm, and 
Astaråbåd�’s formulation of the distinction, found in his commen-
tary on al-Kåf�, owes much to the Mu�tazil� ideas which seeped into 
Imåm� kalåm:

Any attribute for which both the attribute and its opposite exist in 
God’s truth, is one of the ‚ifåt al-���l. Any attribute which is not like 
this is one of the ‚ifåt al-dhåt.30

The distinction can, then, be summarised:

1. ‚ifåt al-dhåt: Some of God’s qualities cannot be negated and then 
applied to him (that is, they are his essential attributes). These include 
attributes such as power and knowledge. God cannot be both power-
ful and weak; neither can he be both knowledgeable and ignorant.

2. ‚ifåt al-���l: Other attributes are susceptible to negation and yet can 
still be applied to him, such as being the Æapproving one” and being 
the Ædisapproving one” (that is, both the attribute and its negative 
can be attributed to God).31

The reason why the attributes of God are divided in this way is due 
to their different origins (mansha�):

1. The attributes which can be ascribed to God on account of his 
essence (‚ifåt al-dhåt) have their origin in God’s essence alone.

29 Dånishnåmah, f.32b.3–5. Here revelatory material appears as a tie-breaker, ending 
the deadlock between theological camps, and supporting one over the other.

30 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 309.
31 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 309.
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2. The attributes which can be ascribed to God on account of his 
actions (‚ifåt al-���l) have their origin in God’s essence in relation 
to the things he creates.

God cannot be other than his essence, though he can, if he desires, 
do other than his actions.

Both categories of attributes are merely verbal descriptions of 
God’s essence, and do not represent Æqualities” which subsist in him. 
However, the mode of de� nition of the attributes differs between the 
‚ifåt al-dhåt and ‚ifåt al-���l:

The meaning of the Æpowerful one” (al-qådir) is not Æhe in whom power 
subsists” (man qåma bihi al-qudra) and the meaning of the Æknower” 
is not Æhe in whom knowledge subsists”. Rather all they mean is Æhe 
who is not weak” and Æhe who is not ignorant”.32

The essential attributes, then, are best described apophatically. To say 
God is powerful is merely to say he is not weak and so on.33 It does 
not mean that he has a quality or attribute of Æpowerfulness”. In the 
case of the ‚ifåt al-���l, Astaråbåd� de� nes these as follows:

It is possible to refer all the ‚ifåt al-���l to an existential meaning. For 
example, the meaning of Æwanting” or Æwill” or Ædecree” ˜when applied 
to God· is merely that he creates writing on the heavenly tablet which 
are given these names.34

As in Mu�tazilism, the simple unity of God precludes the existence 
of any attributes subsisting in his essence. Rather, attributes describe 
God’s essence (‚ifåt al-dhåt) as being of a particular character or him 
doing (‚ifåt al-���l ) particular things. Whilst Astaråbåd� claims that 
this theological position is derived directly from the aªåd�th of the 
Imams,35 it is clear that it is a reproduction of the Basran Mu�tazil� 
doctrine attributed to Ab¨ �Al� al-Jubbå�� and his followers, and por-
trayed as having an Imåm� pedigree later.36 Apart from this claim, 

32 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 309.
33 A full discussion of God’s attribute of Æpowerfulness” is found in al-Fawå�id 

al-Makkiyya, f.16b.8–26a.5.
34 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, pp. 309–310. See also below, n. 42, 

on the question of badå�.
35 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.33a.3–4. Indeed his discussion of the ªad�ths in 

al-Kåf� concerning God’s essential and other attributes (Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, v. 1, pp. 
107–108) is intended to support such a derivation (Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l 
al-Kåf�, pp. 309–311).

36 On which, see Van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft, v. 4, pp. 436–438.
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there is little distinctively Sh��� about Astaråbåd�’s claim. Similarly, 
the Mu�tazil� (and later, Sh���) doctrine of badå� is linked with the 
division of the attributes of God. The attributes which are involved in 
the process of him performing an act are listed (mash��a, iråda, qadar 
and qa�å�). These, Astaråbåd� explains, are ‚ifåt al-���l because it is 
possible for their nature to change. It is possible for God to desire 
and wish different (and contradictory) things at different times.37

Similarly, Astaråbåd� argues for an essentially Mu�tazil� position 
with regard to al-taªs�n wa�l-taqb�ª (that is, the dispute over whether 
moral qualities are externally extant or Æplaced” upon an action by a 
decree of God). In the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�, Astaråbåd� outlines the 
basic parties to the dispute. The Mu�tazil�s, philosophers and Imåm�s 
argue that good and evil are essential to action (dhåt�). Reason can 
perceive them to be bene� cial or distasteful.38 The Ash�ar�s disagree 
saying that God determines the moral qualities of these actions (and 
the one who performs them). Astaråbåd�’s position is that of the 
Mu�tazila, though he refuses to go so far as to identify these essential 
characteristics as necessarily linked to the � ve legal categories (namely: 
obligatory, recommended, permitted, disapproved and forbidden). Some 
Mu�tazil�s, he claims, have done this, and some misguided Imåm�s 
have followed them in this. For Astaråbåd�, reason can recognise the 
good and bad qualities in actions, but the � ve categories are God’s 
own deontic classi� cation. An action, then, has two sets of moral 
quali� cations, the moral (ªusn/qubª) and the legal (aªkåm-i khamsah). 
The latter are not essential to the action, but are Æbrought about by the 
action of God” (aªkåm-i khamsah . . . dhåt-i af �ål n�st balkih bi-ja�l-i 
shåri� ªå‚il shud). Once again, this position is attributed to a plain 
reading of the aªåd�th of the Imams.39 In al-Mabåªith, there is also 

37 Astaråbåd�, Badå�, f.4b.9–10.
38 Astaråbåd� seems unconcerned about which terminology one chooses to describe 

this essential nature: ÆSome actions are of such a condition that reason and wisdom 
(�aql va ªikmat) judge their måhiyyah-yi naw�iyyah, jawhar-i shakh‚iyyah or ‚ifåt-i 
intizå�iyyah ˜all of which can be translated here as Æessential nature”· and the one 
who performs them to be distasteful (nifrat kunad).” (Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, 
f.43a.12–14).

39 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.43b.12–13. There is, perhaps, a link here with 
Astaråbåd�’s juristic method, though it is not made explicit. If the � ve categories are 
not inherent to an act, then they can be adjusted in accordance with circumstances much 
more easily. The principal example of this is taqiyya. In his al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya 
(see above, p. 84), Astaråbåd� argues that believers are justi� ed in following taqiyya 
ªad�th even though the rules contained within them contradict the true Shar��a. In 
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a discussion of the problem of how God Æpunishes and rewards the 
actions of his servants” (that is, human beings). In this, the external 
qualities of good and evil (and their potential recognition by the �aql), 
are proposed as the means whereby God can punish a person who 
has not come into contact with the law.40

The issue of punishment and reward, central themes of Mu�tazil� 
theology and adopted by Imåm�s after the ghayba of the Twelfth Imam, 
naturally impinge upon the question of human free-will. Astaråbåd�’s 
position, once again, accords with the dominant Mu�tazil� and Imåm� 
opinion concerning a human being’s ability to create their own acts. 
An agent, however, does not simply choose to perform an action in 
any random fashion. Rather, there must be within him a Æwill” to 
perform that action. This will (iråda) to perform the action comes 
about because of a motive (acting as a sort of prompt—då��) within 
him. Any free action is dependent upon the agent’s will, and that 
will is dependent upon the presence of a prompt. The prompt is a 
knowledge of the � nal cause (al-�illa al-ghå�iyya) of the action (that 
is, the reason for its performance and what it is intended to achieve). 
There is a causal chain here, for when all the prerequisites of an action 
being performed are present, and there is nothing to bar it coming 
into existence, the agent performs the action. Any free action, then, 
is a combination of the agent, his knowledge of the ultimate effect 
of the action, and the will to perform it. To say that it is possible 
for an agent to perform one of two courses of action is to say that 
it is possible for these component parts of an action to be differently 
arranged. Now God knows how these components will be arranged 
on any particular occasion, but the agent does not act in a particular 
manner because God knows (in an eternal sense) this arrangement:

God knows that the agent will act in a particular way. ˜But· the agent 
does not act in a particular way because God knows.41

In sum, then, Astaråbåd�’s position is that whilst God has foreknowl-
edge of an agent’s actions, the agent can still be said to have power 

this way, the believer may perform a morally reprehensible act which is, nonetheless, 
legally permitted (and perhaps obligatory). 

40 Astaråbåd�, Mabåªith, f.39b.3–44b.10. In the course of the discussion al-
Dawwån�’s position is discredited and that of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� receives quali� ed 
support. See generally on this question, Reinhart, Before Revelation.

41 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 503.
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over his actions in any meaningful sense of the phrase.42 We are, it 
seems, constrained by language to use words such as Æpower” in a 
particular manner, and once this constraint is recognised, describing 
agents as having power over their actions is unproblematic.43 Our 
actions, then, can truthfully be ascribed to us, hence we are judged 
to be the cause of them and hence the responsibility for their per-
formance lies with us.

Finally, Astaråbåd�’s doctrine of prophecy accords with common-
place Mu�tazil� and Imåm� theology. Whilst the Prophet is recognised 
by his miracles (and this constitutes the only means of determining 
a Prophet’s identity), these are not in themselves the reason for God 
sending prophets.44 Rather the Prophet brings knowledge of the � ve 
legal categories which overlay the moral categories of good and bad 
recognised by human reason. Before the Prophet’s arrival, agents can 
be punished or rewarded for performing actions which are bad or 
good according to reason (al-taªs�n wa�l-taqb�ª). After his coming, 
they are to be punished or rewarded in accordance with the manner 
in which they respond to his message and the new, legal classi� cation 
of acts.45 With regard to the necessity for the Imamate, Astaråbåd� 
also utilises primarily rational proofs, and these are laid out in the 
Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�.46 God does not wish there to be discord within 
his community, hence he must provide an individual whose decrees 
are not personal opinion (ra�y) but are the truth. For this reason, 
the person selected must be free of error (ma�‚¨m az ghala†), and 

42 In terms of God’s knowledge of his own future actions, this is subject to badå�. 
According to Astaråbåd�, God writes upon the preserved tablet events which will 
certainly happen and events which will happen Æif I will” it (in shi�tu). The latter are 
potentially subject to badå�. See Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 320.

43 That this position is ultimately determinist is argued by al-�Åmil� in his comments 
on al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya (p. 503). The prompt, it seems, does not merely make 
an action more likely to take place. It necessitates its occurrence. 

44 In his answers to al-Shaykh al-�ah�r�, Astaråbåd� mentions that the Prophet’s 
miracles compel an individual who is true to himself to accept his prophecy (See 
Astaråbåd�, Jawåb, f.2b.5, Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 569 and Gleave, ÆQuestions 
and Answers”).

45 Astaråbåd�’s summary of these positions is to be found in Astaråbåd�, al-
Mabåªith, f.39b.3–44b.10 (third baªth) and the relevant section in the Dånishnåmah 
(f.43a.11–43b.13). There is a lack of general argumentation for them; he merely states 
his position, and refutes his opponents.

46 The relevant sections are the 35th and 36th få�idas (Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, 
f.46a.7–17 and f.46a.17–52a.14 respectively).
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his word must be that of God’s revelation and not the opinion of 
men (kalåm-i ¨ az r¨-yi vaªy-yi ilåh� nah ra�y-yi bashar).47 Once 
this is established, the debate over the identity of this individual is 
primarily historical, and that the Prophet designated �Al�, and �Al� 
designated Óasan (and so on down the list of twelve Imams) is, for 
Astaråbåd�, the best attested historical record. Furthermore, God taught 
(ta�l�m kard ) �Al� and his descendents all the injunctions of the law, 
through his intermediary, the Prophet (bi-vaså†-i sayyid al-mursal�n).48 
The presence of such an Imam is, then, a rational necessity, since 
God’s people must be able to access the law. This is the case even 
if the Imam is not able to operate freely. In the event of him not 
being able to operate (an extreme example of this is the ghayba), 
it is also a rational necessity that the Imam provide his people with 
tools by which suf� cient knowledge might be gained. These tools 
are, of course, the books of the Imams’ sayings and actions, which 
by rational necessity therefore, must be accurate re� ections of the 
Imams’ words and deeds. One sees here how Astaråbåd�’s doctrine 
of the Imamate begins to blend with his Akhbår� jurisprudence. In 
his jurisprudence, there is an historical justi� cation for the probative 
force of the akhbår of the Four Books. Here a rational justi� cation for 
their accuracy is also established. The two doctrines cohere, although 
the coherence is not explicitly stated. On the question of so-called 
extremist (ghål�) beliefs, Astaråbåd�, in his commentary on al-Kåf�, 
naturally does not challenge the authenticity of the ªad�ths which talk 
of the Imams being addressed directly by angels,49 being created from 
spirits in a quite different manner to the rest of humanity and as hav-
ing a different bodily character to other human beings. However, his 
primary emphasis in discussion of imåma is the Imam’s knowledge 
(particularly, of the law), which the Imam gains through a number of 
mechanisms (from God directly, from angels, from the Prophet—as 
teacher, whether physically present or not—or through the previous 
Imam). These views are broadly in line with the Twelver Sh��� theo-
logical orthodoxy of the time. Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism is, therefore, 
quite distinct from the akhbariyån mentioned in earlier texts (such 
as al-Qazw�n�’s Kitåb al-Naq� ). There, a link was made between 

47 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.46b.4.
48 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.50a.3.
49 On this doctrine, see Kohlberg, ÆMuªaddath”.
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the akhbåriyya and the ghulåt;50 here Astaråbåd�’s views squarely 
accord with non-ghål� Twelver conceptions of the Imamate.

Astaråbåd��s Philosophical and Theological Development

An issue which occupied Astaråbåd�’s thoughts on more than one 
occasion concerns God’s knowledge. As is well known, this topic 
was an area of dispute between theologians (mutakallim¨n) and phi-
losophers (  falåsifa). In general terms, the philosophers were accused 
of constructing the conception of a god who was not intimately 
involved in the workings of creation, being a remote Æprimary cause” 
or Ænecessary being”. This distance from creation implied not so 
much disinterest, but an inability to know and intervene in the opera-
tions of his creation. God’s knowledge, then, was to be restricted to 
Ægeneralities”, and the speci� cs (particulars) of the workings of the 
world were unavailable to him. This was, of course, one of the points 
on which al-Ghazål� declared the philosophers unbelievers, and was 
the subject of a virulent response by Ibn Rushd.51 Astaråbåd�, writ-
ing � rmly in the tradition of Ibn S�nå’s Aristotelianism, focuses his 
concern on God’s knowledge of possibly existent things (mumkinåt, 
hereon Æpossibles”). The term could also be translated as Æcontingent 
entities”, however, Astarabåd� is clearly interested in God’s knowledge 
of things which may not actually exist (in the external sense), but 
could exist (if God were to will them so).

On four separate occasions in his theological works, Astaråbåd� 
discusses the nature of God’s knowledge, concentrating on God’s 
knowledge of possibly existent entities (�ilm al-Wåjib bi�l-mum-
kinåt) on each occasion. His earliest examination is in al-Mabåªith 
al-Thalåth completed in 1014. He tackles the issue in al-Fawå�id 
al-I�tiqådiyya (completed in 1017) and again in al-Fawå�id al-Mak-
kiyya (written in 1018). His � nal treatment of the subject is found 
in his Persian work Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�—probably completed in 
the early 1030s. In the last of these he accurately records that he 
Æhas studied this question for many years, and consulted ˜both· the 
ªad�th of the Ahl al-Bayt and the thought of the philosophers and 

50 See above, pp. 18–19.
51 See Davidson, Medieval Islamic Philosophy, pp. 108–120.
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theologians.”52 He credits his � nal solution to the problem to ÆGod 
placing an understanding of the issue in his heart”, rather than any 
rational breakthrough. Astaråbåd�’s preoccupation with the question 
of God’s knowledge probably began with his time in Shiraz, studying 
with Muªammad al-Nassåba.53 Whilst Muhammad al-Nassåba is not 
credited with any speci� c literary output in the biographical sources, 
Åghå Buzurg records that he did write a work entitled al-Risåla f� 
�ilm Allåh ta�ålå bi�l-ma�d¨måt wa�l-ªawådith,54 and Muªammad al-
Nassåba is in all likelihood the Æteacher” (ustådh) whom Astaråbåd� 
mentions on numerous occasions in al-Mabåªith al-Thalåth.55

In structural terms, Astarabåd�’s examinations of this issue show 
marked development: 

(1) In al-Mabåªith, Astaråbåd� is content to give a brief introduction, 
followed by a long quotation from Jalål al-D�n al-Dawwån�’s 
commentary on al-�Aqå�id al-�A�udiyya (of �A�ud al-D�n al-Ûj�).56 
This quotation itself contains citations from Ibn S�nå and Na‚�r 
al-D�n al-�¨s�, and hence serves the double purpose of outlining 
Astaråbåd�’s opponent (al-Dawwån�) and the tradition of thought 
with which Astaråbåd� identi� es (Ibn S�nå and Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�). 
This is followed by a dissection and refutation of al-Dawwån�’s 
passage and a defence of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s views. 

(2) In his next analysis found in al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya, direct cita-
tions from Ibn S�nå and Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� are used, and only 
after an exposition of Astaråbåd�’s interpretation (and defence) of 
these thinkers are al-Dawwån�’s ideas introduced and refuted. Here, 
though, al-Dawwån�’s passage is not cited in full, but divided and 
refuted point by point. 

(3) In the third exposition, found in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, Astarå-
båd�’s direct citations are extended further to include Ibn al-�Arab� 
and Shams al-D�n al-Khafr�. The refutation of al-Dawwån� appears 
as a conclusion (khåtima) to the discussion. 

52 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.19A.11–19A.12.
53 See above, p. 32.
54 �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 15, p. 323 ’2074. The risåla was actually written by a 

student (Muªammad Shar�f al-Kashm�r�) from al-Nassåba’s notes.
55 See, for example, Astaråbåd�, Mabåªith, f.3b.10 (al-uståd, madda �illuhu—indi-

cating this person is alive at the time of writing), f.27b.9, f.30b.4, f.34a.6, f.42a.11 
(ustådunå al-muªaqqiq).

56 On al-Ûj�’s epistemology generally, see van Ess, Die Erkenntnislehre des �A�uda d  -
d�n al-Ûc�.
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(4) Finally, in Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�, citation is kept to a minimum 
and the issue is discussed in a comprehensive manner with less 
dependence upon the actual text of any previous author (though 
regular reference is made to the ideas of past scholars). The ref-
erences which are made concern a yet broader range of scholars, 
including al-Råz�, al-Taftåzån�, al-Jurjån� and al-Q¨shj�. 

One can, then, recognise in these the progression from a scholar who 
uses past texts as the basis for discussion, to one who is willing, with 
greater con� dence, to develop his own ideas referring to established 
sources but not (structurally speaking) being bound by them.

In terms of content, Astaråbåd�’s concern when discussing these 
matters is to demonstrate that God’s knowledge of things (ashyå�) 
is not limited simply to those that happen to exist. Writing in the 
tradition of Ibn S�nå (whom he regularly defends from attack), he 
considers all that exists to be merely Æcontingent”. Things need not 
have been as they are, and there is nothing necessary about the state 
of existence as it stands. If things could have been different, then 
there are states of affairs which could have existed, but do not. These 
possible states of affairs (Æpossibles”) do not exist in the external 
sense (khårij ), but they do have some sort of existential status, being 
the mental ideas of possibly existent states of affairs. The number of 
these possible states of affairs is in� nite. The question which occupied 
Astaråbåd�’s attention on these occasions is whether God can be said 
to know all the possibles, and if so, then how does he know them? 
Is his knowledge of these possibles the same as his knowledge of 
actually existent things? If these types of knowledge differ, how do 
they differ? This question, like most theological and philosophical 
questions, cannot be dealt with in isolation. Other issues are involved 
in its investigation, including the attribute of God’s knowledge (and 
its relationship to God’s essence), the manner in which God Æknows” 
anything (existent or non-existent) and whether his knowledge of 
events predetermine their occurrence (and the implications of this 
for any theory of moral responsibility). It is, therefore, necessary in 
analysing Astaråbåd�’s thought on the question of God’s knowledge 
of possibly existent things to (at times) explain � rst his thinking on 
these attendant issues. The purpose of the following analysis is not 
merely to explore an interesting element of philosophical theology. 
It also illuminates the development, such as it is, in Astaråbåd�’s 
philosophical theology. From this we can gauge whether Astaråbåd�’s 
conversion to Akhbarism can be discerned in his theological writings, 
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as his oeuvre in this genre of religious literature (unlike his extant 
ªad�th commentaries and writings on u‚¨l al-��qh) covers the periods 
before and after his conversion to Akhbarism.

Astaråbåd�’s engagement with previous scholarship on this issue 
involves detailed examinations of the positions of an array of past 
theologians and philosophers, beginning with Ibn S�nå.57 Jalål al-D�n 
al-Dawwån� is a particular b�te noir of Astaråbåd�. The former is 
regularly criticised, not only with regard to his doctrine concerning 
God’s knowledge of possibles, but also on other theological and 
philosophical issues.58 In Astaråbåd�’s various examinations of the 
question of �ilm al-Wåjib, al-Dawwån�’s refutation of Na‚�r al-D�n 
al-�¨s� is cited and (in turn) refuted on each occasion. We have, then, 
Astaråbåd�’s refutation of al-Dawwån�’s refutation of Na‚�r al-D�n 
al-�¨s�. The work of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� used is his commentary 
on al-�Aqå�id al-�A�udiyya (of �A�ud al-D�n al-Ûj�). However, in the 
section which concerns al-Dawwån� (and hence Astaråbåd�), Na‚�r 
al-D�n al-�¨s� is presenting an interpretation of Ibn S�nå’s ideas, as 
found in al-Ishåråt and al-Shifå�. An understanding of Astaråbåd�’s 
ideas on �ilm al-Wåjib, then, draws us into the complex network of 
refutations, counter-refutations and commentaries which is charac-
teristic of classical Muslim theological and philosophical writings 
generally.

The most convenient place to begin this analysis is where Astaråbåd� 
himself initiates discussion: with the general account of knowledge 
which these scholars are said to share. For an individual (be it God 
or another) to know a thing, the form of the thing must be present 
within him (al-‚¨ra al-ªå�ira �inda al-mudrik).59 Form (‚¨ra) is that 
element of a thing which distinguishes it from others.60 The forms of 

57 As already mentioned, in the course of his consideration of this topic, Astaråbåd� 
cites Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� (d. 672/1274), Fakhr al-D�n al-Råz� (d. 606/1210), Sa�d 
al-D�n Mas�¨d al-Taftåzån� (d. 793/1390), al-Sayyid al-Jurjån� (d. 816/1413), �Al� b. 
Muªammad al-Q¨shj� (879/1474), �A�ud al-D�n al-Ûj� (d. 756/1355), Ibn al-�Arab� 
(d. 638/1240), Shams al-D�n al-Khafr� (d. 956/1550) and (critically) Jalål al-D�n al-
Dawwån� (d. 908/1502).

58 As mentioned above (p. 118), Astaråbåd� wrote a refutation of al-Dawwån�’s 
logical method, and a refutation of the commentary on the creed of Na‚�r al-D�n al-
�¨s� by al-Dashtak� and al-Dawwån�.

59 al-Mabåªith, f.4.5.
60 al-Mabåªith, f.4.10–11: Æthe meaning of the ‚¨ra is the thing, from the perspective 

of it being a representation whereby one thing comes into existence and not another.” 
This I take to be the same de� nition, though in a different form of words, to that used 
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particular things, then, distinguish them from one another, whether 
they are both mental ideas and external realities, or merely the former. 
How the individual acquires this form is discussed below, but the 
basic understanding of knowledge is to be found in the presence of 
forms in the prospective knower. The question which had troubled 
philosophers before Astaråbåd� is whether or not this attribute of 
knowledge can be predicated to God. 

(i) Ibn S�nå�s position

Ibn S�nå supposedly argued that God cannot have this type of knowl-
edge, for if he was to have this type of knowledge, there would be 
multiple forms in his essence and his simple unity would be compro-
mised. This was one element (amongst many) of Ibn S�nå’s position 
that al-Ghazål� found objectionable.61 Ibn S�nå’s position is, in fact, 
more complex. According to al-Dawwån� (in a passage quoted by 
Astaråbåd�), Ibn S�nå seems to have held two positions. In al-Ishåråt, 
Ibn S�nå seems to assert that the forms Æsubsist” in God’s essence 
(qåmat bi-dhåtihi ta�ålå). In al-Shifå�, however, a different process 
of God’s knowledge is presented:

He, the Most High, intellects all things in one instant, without there 
being a multiplicity of forms in his essence, or the true nature of his 
essence being affected by those forms. Rather an intellected form 
emanates from ˜his essence·, and therefore ˜this emanated form· is an 
intellect which comprehends those forms which have emanated from 
him, thereby comprehending his essence. He considers his essence, 
and that he is the origin of all things, so he therefore comprehends all 
things through ˜a consideration of · his essence.62

This abstruse passage appears to indicate that rather than the forms 
subsisting in God’s essence, they in fact proceed from him, being 
separate but dependent entities. The orthodox dogma that he knows 
all things is preserved by God being a Æcomprehending” being. When 
he comprehends his essence, he sees that his essence is the origin of 

by al-Shahrastån� in his summary of the philosophers’ position: Æknowledge is the form 
of the object of knowledge with the knower” (al-�ilm ‚¨rat al-ma�l¨m �inda al-�ålim) 
(Sharastån�, Kitåb al-Musåra�a, pp. 67–8 (Arabic), p. 60 (English)).

61 See Ghazål�, Tahåfut al-Falåsifa, pp. 109–218.
62 Dawwån�, Sharª al-�Aqå�id, p. 119.
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all things (mabda� li-kull shay�). The forms of these things proceed 
from God contemplating himself as the origin of all things.

(ii) Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s��s position

The object of al-Dawwån�’s criticism though is not Ibn S�nå, but 
Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� who elaborates on Ibn S�nå’s position in his 
Sharª al-Ishåråt. In the passage cited by al-Dawwån� (and found 
embedded in Astaråbåd�’s citation of al-Dawwån�’s refutation), Na‚�r 
al-D�n al-�¨s� outlines his own position.63 There are, he argues, 
two ways of comprehending a thing (that is, of acquiring its form). 
One is to be the originator of that thing—the creator of a thing has 
knowledge of its form since he fashioned it (that is, gave it the 
form). In this instance, the form is said to have Æpresence” (ªul¨l ) 
within the creator, and the thing emerges from him. The other man-
ner in which one can come to know a thing is to be an observer 
of it (qåbiluhu). One acquires the form of the thing not through it 
being pre-existent within oneself, but through some other means. It 
is important to recognise that Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� considers both of 
these ways of coming to know a thing as being on an Æequal” level 
of knowledge. Being the origin of a thing does not necessarily lead 
to a superior kind of knowledge of the thing than being its observer 
(or, indeed, vice versa). In both cases, the form is acquired and 
knowledge is achieved. The difference between them is not in terms 
of form, but purely in terms of perspective (i�tibåriyyan maª�an). 
Furthermore, in order to gain the form of a thing, one does not need 
to gain the form of its creator, that is, one can acquire knowledge 
of a thing (through acquiring its form) without necessarily knowing 
its origin. Now, in Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s emanationist schema, the 
Intellectual Essences (al-jawåhir al-�aqliyya) which emanate from 
God are caused (ma�l¨l) by him, and it is they which eventually 
lead to externally existent things. God’s comprehending of his own 
essence is performed by his intellect (�aqluhu li-dhåtihi), and this 
intellect understands God’s essence through ªul¨l (that is, through 
the form of God’s essence being present within it). However, the 
intellect comprehends the Intellectual Essences through some other 

63 In al-Dawwån�’s words, Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� Æhovers around the clear meaning 
of the words in al-Shifå� ” (Dawwån�, Sharª al-�Aqå�id, p. 120).
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means (that is, as an observer), and at the same time, it comprehends 
them as being created by God. Since the two means of coming to a 
position of knowledge are equal, God’s knowledge of the Intellectual 
Essences (acquired through his intellect) is of the same status as his 
knowledge of his own essence. This is the case even though the 
latter came about through self-re� ection, and the former came about 
through observation of the created things and only then recognising 
them as being created by the self. In this way, God knows all things; 
Ænothing escapes him, even the weight of an atom” (lå ya�zib �anhu 
mithqål dharra).64 Does this lead to a multiplicity in God’s essence? 
In other words, does the emergence of his intellect through which 
he comprehends his essence lead to two things (God’s essence and 
his intellect which comprehends his essence)? Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� 
argues that it does not, because the essence is the cause (�illa) of the 
intellect, and in existential terms (  f��l-wuj¨d ), an effect is contained 
within its cause, therefore to know the cause is to know the effect. 
Similarly, the intellect is now the cause of the multiplicity of forms 
which make up the Intellectual Essences (the � rst caused thing and 
subsequent caused things). Since the intellect is the cause of these 
caused things, and there is an existential unity between cause and 
effect, there is no multiplicity in God’s essence, since existentially 
they are a unity. The multiplicity which we perceive is, once again, 
purely perspectival (i�tibår�).

(iii) Al-Dawwån��s refutation of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�

Al-Dawwån�’s objections to this position, whereby God knows all 
things as the origin of all things, and yet there is no multiplicity in 
his essence, are numerous. They comprise of eight discrete points, in 
each of which there is a citation from Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s passage, 
followed by a refutation. Al-Dawwån�’s refutations are a philosophical 
defence of elements of Sunni dogma against Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s 
perceived heresy, and can be distilled into three principal points. 

Firstly, Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� mentions a means of coming to know 
the form of something which is not through its innate presence within 
the knower (ªul¨l ). How this second means of gaining a form oper-
ates is not made clear, and it is not obvious how this might come 

64 Dawwån�, Sharª al-�Aqå�id, p. 123.
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about. How does one gain knowledge of a thing (that is, acquire its 
form, and know that the form is instantiated on a particular occasion) 
when there is no form present within oneself prior to comprehension? 
This, al-Dawwån� states, is Ænot clear” (ghayr �åhir).65 

Secondly, if God is to comprehend all things—both the general 
and the particular—through the forms of the Intellectual Essences, 
then there is an inevitable delay (or indirectness—ta�akhkhur) in 
God’s knowledge of these particulars and generalities. God must 
� rst comprehend himself. Through that comprehension of himself, he 
comes to know the forms of the things of which he is the originator. 
Al-Dawwån� is not arguing that the Ædelay” here is temporal—rather 
God’s knowledge of himself is logically prior to his knowledge of 
the forms of the Intellectual Essences he originates. Similarly, there 
is a delay as the forms of the bodily particulars become Æimprinted” 
(irtisåm) upon the immaterial Intellectual Essences. God’s knowledge 
of particulars is, then, demoted to a logically lower position than his 
knowledge of himself, and this, al-Dawwån� implies, compromises 
the integrity of this knowledge.66 

Finally, rational forms—that is, the Intellectual Essences—which 
subsist in God’s essence without resulting in multiplicity, must be 
attributes of that essence (‚ifåt dhåtihi). Attributes of an essence are 
necessarily present when the essence is present. However, the presence 
of the � rst caused thing (and hence subsequent caused things) is not 
necessitated by the presence of God’s essence.67 God’s causal activity 
is a matter of his choice. Under Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s proposal, God 
is robbed of the power of choice in the creation of his intellect and 
all that � ows from its re� ection on God’s essence.

The issue of God’s knowledge of possibly existent states of affairs 
is an extension of this last point concerning God’s power of choice. 
Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s position does not, al-Dawwån� argues, permit 
possible existence, since God’s knowledge of the forms in the Intel-
lectual Essences (and through them the externally existent particulars) 
is a knowledge of things which already exist. It is, if you like, a 

65 Dawwån�, Sharª al-�Aqå�id, p. 127.
66 Dawwån�, Sharª al-�Aqå�id, pp. 130–131.
67 ÆThe � rst caused thing is not one of the attributes of God such that the presence 

of one is necessitated by the presence of the other, and perceiving one necessitates 
perceiving the other” (laysa al-ma�l¨l al-awwal min ‚ifåt al-Wåjib ªattå yak¨na 
ªu�¨ruhu mustalzaman li-ªu�¨rihi wa-idråkuhu mustalzaman li-idråkihi, Dawwån�, 
Sharª al-�Aqå�id, p. 124).
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secondary knowledge which comes about through self-re� ection. 
Dogmatically, one must (surely) be committed to the view that God 
knows all states of affairs, both those that exist (externally) and those 
that do not exist. This is the doctrine of �ilm al-Wåjib bi�l-mumkinåt. 
Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s doctrine prevents God from knowing possibles. 
Al-Dawwån� considers a possible modi� cation of Na‚�r al-D�n al-
�¨s�’s theory which might solve the problem. One could postulate 
two forms of existence—one as an idea in the mind of God (al-wuj¨d 
al-�ilm�) and the other as an externally existent thing (al-wuj¨d al-
khårij�). The former includes all possible and actual states of affairs, 
and God is compelled (bi�l-�jåb) to bring these into existence and to 
know them all. The latter comprises merely of those states of affairs 
which achieve existence and God knows these by choice, since it was 
he who brought them into existence through choice (bi�l-ikhtiyår). 
An externally existent thing is known in both ways by God, but a 
possibly existent thing is known only in the � rst. Al-Dawwån� does 
not consider this modi� cation to solve the problem. The reason for 
its failure lies in the fact that God does not know an existent thing 
in two ways (once as an idea and then again as an existent thing). 
Rather he knows these things (both possible and actual) in one way: 
he has their forms in an identical manner. The difference between a 
possible and an actual thing is that, although God knows them both, 
he knows the latter to have the additional attribute of existence.68 
This modi� cation, then, leads to further incoherence in Na‚�r al-D�n 
al-�¨s�’s scheme.

(iv) Astaråbåd��s al-Mabåªith al-Thalåtha

As already mentioned, Astaråbåd�’s writings on �ilm al-Wåjib bi�l-
mumkinåt (God’s knowledge of possibles) can be found in four 
separate works, three of which were written before his conversion 
to Akhbarism. Despite the variation in structure noted earlier,69 the 
content of these early refutations is similar, and the wording is often 
identical, making them appear to be re-workings of a single treatise. 
Astaråbåd�’s refutation is a defence of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�, and can 

68 Al-Dawwån�’s own position is, he says, to be laid out in a separate treatise (Daw-
wån�, Sharª al-�Aqå�id, p. 146), and is not directly relevant to our purpose here, which is 
to analyse Astaråbåd�’s reaction to al-Dawwån�’s criticism of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�.

69 See above, pp. 118–119.
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be summarised as follows. To begin with, al-Dawwån� has made the 
error of thinking that Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� is arguing that God actu-
ally comes to know particulars, both possible and actual, through the 
mechanisms he mentions (that is, God’s essence being contemplated 
by God’s �aql, which then recognises al-jawåhir al-�aqliyya as caused 
by God). Rather (Astaråbåd� argues), Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� is attempt-
ing to establish the rational possibility that God knows particulars 
through these mechanisms, and therefore refute the suggestion that 
Ibn S�nå holds the heretical view that it is impossible for God to 
know particulars.70 

Concerning the � rst of the speci� c points made by al-Dawwån� 
contra Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�, Astaråbåd� argues as follows. Al-Dawwån� 
thinks that it is not clear how an intellect might come to know a form 
without that form being already innately present in the individual. 
Astaråbåd� argues that Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� is not arguing that there 
is such a means. He is arguing that it is rationally possible that there 
is such a means. That is, it is not necessary for a form to be innately 
present in oneself (ªul¨l) in order to comprehend a thing, though it 
is necessary to have knowledge of that form. Astaråbåd� argues that 
Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� is suggesting that it is rationally possible that 
there are means of gaining knowledge of a form other than it being 
innately present within oneself. Astaråbåd� is presumably referring to a 
process initiated by an entity external to the individual, through which 
knowledge of the forms is implanted in the person.71 It is merely a 
rational possibility (  jawåz �inda al-�aql ) that these alternative means 
exist, and that one can come to know the forms by means other than 
those restricted to innate presence of the forms.

Astaråbåd� also refutes al-Dawwån�’s other two main criticisms of 
Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� (that is, that there is a Ædelay” in God’s knowl-
edge of particulars, and the schema negates the doctrine of God’s 
choice in creative acts). However, to understand his refutation of these 
two criticisms, an understanding of Astaråbåd�’s general position is 
necessary. In his earliest exposition, Astaråbåd� argues that there are 

70 That such a suggestion does not withstand a detailed analysis of Na‚�r al-D�n 
al-�¨s�’s comments here is obvious. Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� is clearly proposing a theory 
which he considers to be logically sound (and, more importantly, true), and which 
he is attempting to demonstrate to his reader as the preferred manner in which God’s 
knowledge can be conceived.

71 The intellect’s ability to comprehend these forms, both in the uncomplicated 
manner (ªul¨l ) and in these other ways, is termed khu‚¨‚iyyåt.
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two ways in which God can know a thing, and that God knowing 
a thing necessarily brings it into existence. Firstly, God knows in a 
comprehensive manner (�ilm ijmål�). This knowledge is identical to 
God’s essence. It is eternal, and is not dependent upon what exists 
and what does not exist (ghayr maq‚¨r �alå al-mawj¨dåt). It is not 
knowledge of a particular thing; it is simply a comprehensive knowl-
edge. Secondly, God knows those things which have come (or will 
come) into existence (�ilm taf‚�l�).72 In this � rst treatise, Astaråbåd� 
argues that the accusation of a delay in God’s knowledge can be 
refuted because God already has a comprehensive knowledge. This 
comprehensive knowledge exists before the Intellectual Essences 
come into existence, and perhaps before he even contemplates him-
self (Astaråbåd� is not clear on this point). What is clear is that this 
comprehensive knowledge enables one to say that there is no Ædelay” 
in God’s knowledge. Al-Dawwån� only thinks there is a delay here 
because he has a monodimensional view of knowledge (that is, it can 
only refer to things). Once one understands that God has both �ilm 
ijmål� and �ilm taf‚�l�, the idea of a delay disappears. On the second 
issue raised by al-Dawwån� (God’s creative acts being compelled 
in Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s schema), Astaråbåd� turns the argument 
on its head. Al-Dawwån� had argued that choice is dependent upon 
God already having knowledge, power and will. If, as is stated, God 
knows particulars after having brought them into being (through 
the Intellectual Essences), then God cannot have had knowledge of 
them before the creative act, and therefore cannot have created them 
willingly. Astaråbåd� argues that God did have knowledge before the 
creative act, but it was comprehensive knowledge, and not speci� c 
knowledge of existent things.

Turning to the problem of God’s knowledge of possibles, Astaråbåd� 
naturally states that God’s knowledge of them is comprehensive, and 
therefore the problem of God not knowing possibly existent states 
of affairs melts away. There is no need for supporters of Na‚�r al-
D�n al-�¨s�’s argument to turn to a distinction between two sorts of 
knowledge (one which God is compelled to have and one which he 
chooses to have).73 Rather the distinction is between God’s eternal 

72 In his al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, f.3a.9–3b.4 Astaråbåd� explores types of knowl-
edge between �ilm taf‚�l� and �ilm ijmål� which can be predicated of God. The discus-
sion here is complex and requires separate treatment.

73 This distinction, the reader will recall, was refuted by al-Dawwån� (above, p. 125).
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knowledge which is an attribute which exists before his self contem-
plation, and God’s acquired, speci� c knowledge which is obtained 
at the point of him causing all things to exist. That is, God already 
knows that he is to be the originator of all things (both possible and 
actual) by his comprehensive, eternal knowledge. This attribute he 
has even before he contemplates himself, giving rise to the intellect 
which contemplates his essence. He learns again of all things once 
his intellect contemplates his essence and � nds, again, that his essence 
is the origin of all things. The distinction between comprehensive 
and speci� c knowledge is put to task in explaining how God knows 
both possible and actual states of affairs. This, then, is the position 
Astaråbåd� holds in his � rst discussion of God’s knowledge of pos-
sibles, as found in al-Mabåªith.

(v) Astaråbåd��s al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya

Astaråbåd�’s second discussion of this issue is found in al-Fawå�id 
al-I�tiqådiyya, much of which is a re-ordering of the material in al-
Mabåªith with little additional information. The principal additional 
piece of argumentation is the insertion of ªad�ths from al-Kulayn�’s 
al-Kåf�, which are said to establish the doctrine that God’s knowl-
edge does not change.74 This, in turn, establishes God’s comprehen-
sive knowledge, whilst not impinging on Astaråbåd�’s division of 
God’s knowledge into comprehensive and speci� c. The introduction 
of ªad�ths, even in this supporting role to rational argumentation, 
could indicate that Astaråbåd�’s Akhbår� proclivities were beginning 
to in� uence his theological writings. Al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya was 
written soon after his arrival in Mecca when presumably he � rst came 
into contact with Íåªib al-Rijål (who is said to have commanded 
Astaråbåd� to revive the Akhbår� school).75 Whilst Astaråbåd�’s 
theological position has not changed from al-Mabåªith, his mode of 
argumentation now includes more extensive ªad�th citation. How-

74 The reports are from al-Imåm al-Båqir and al-Imåm al-Ri�å. In the former, the 
Imam states, ÆGod was, and there was nothing other than him, and he did not cease 
to be a knower of all that is. His knowledge of ˜all that is· before it came into being 
is the same as his knowledge of it after it came into being.” In the latter, the Imam 
is asked whether God has knowledge of things before they were created or not. The 
Imam answers, ÆGod’s knowledge of things never ceases to be, whether before they 
are created or after.” Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, v. 1, p. 107 and Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-
I�tiqådiyya, f.4b.13–5a.8.

75 See above, pp. 33–36.
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ever, these are used to support positions already established through 
rational argumentation.76

(vi) Astaråbåd��s al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya

In his third examination of the issue, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, there 
is a signi� cant change in Astaråbåd�’s position. The criticism of 
al-Dawwån� is not omitted in this work, but it is relegated to the 
end of the discussion (where it is reproduced almost verbatim from 
al-Mabåªith). The new material takes the form of citations and refer-
ences to additional past scholars, particularly Ibn al-�Arab� and Shams 
al-Din al-Khafr�. The discussion here is not so much a commentary 
on previous works, but an independent examination of the problem of 
God’s knowledge of possibles, using the works of previous scholars 
as prompts in the discussion. Consequently, the section opens with 
a general discussion of whether or not the attribute of knowledge 
can be applied to God at all. The answer (unsurprisingly) is that 
he must be able to be described as knowing, for he is greater than 
his creation, and created beings are described as knowing. There is 
a reference to the Qur�ån to support this argument.77 The objection 
concerning the delay in God’s knowledge (found in al-Dawwån�’s 
refutation of Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� and mentioned above) is discussed 
here, however the objection is not attributed to a particular scholar, 
and is simply stated in an in qulta . . . fa-qultu (if you say . . . then I 
say . . .) passage. Astaråbåd�’s refutation of the objection is also new. 
If a man has foreknowledge of a thing he is about to create and God 
is knowledgeable about what he is to create only after its creation, 

76 This is not to say that reference to the Imams is absent from al-Mabåªith. 
Astaråbåd� states at the outset of his discussion of God’s knowledge in al-Mabåªith 
that Æwhat is reported from the Imam . . . Ab¨ �Abdallåh ˜al-Imåm al-Íådiq·, and the 
established position amongst a group of theologians, according to al-Muªaqqiq al-Daw-
wån� in his commentary on al-�Aqå�id ˜al-�A�udiyya of al-Ûj�·, and what is heard from 
the Teacher ˜a probable reference to Muªammad al-Nassåba· is that God’s essence 
is knowledge itself in relation to all possibles.” (al-Mabåªith, f.3b.5–11). However, 
no ªad�ths are cited, and speci� cally Sh��� doctrines (such as appeal to the Imam’s 
status or reports from him) are not mentioned again. So-called Ætraditional proofs” 
(such as ªad�th citation) clearly play a greater, though still not predominant, role in 
al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya. 

77 The reference is to Q 16 (al-Naªl) 68 where bees are said to know how to build 
houses. A creator cannot be de� cient in relation to his creation, so if the bees know 
this, the creator must also know this, therefore, the attribute of knowledge must be 
applicable to God (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, f.2b.16).
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then this would make man superior to God in this respect. This, as 
has already been proven, is logically incoherent, and therefore God 
must have foreknowledge of the things he is to create.78 This argu-
mentation did not appear in Astaråbåd�’s previous discussions.

Another novel element in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya is a more 
complex typology of God’s knowledge. In earlier discussions, God’s 
knowledge had been divided between comprehensive and speci� c. 
In this later work, Astaråbåd� outlines � ve different Æcategories” 
(maråtib) of God’s knowledge. This classi� cation is not his own, 
he says, but taken from others. The � rst and the � fth categories are 
already known to us:

1. comprehensive knowledge (�ilm ijmål�)

5. speci� c knowledge (�ilm taf‚�l�)

However, between these two there are three other types of knowledge 
which can be predicated of God. Each is general in relation to what 
is below it, and speci� c in relation to what is above it:

2. knowledge of things which are existent in the intellect—which refers 
to a knowledge gained by the intellect of those things which exist 
in the mind of God.

3. knowledge of the simple celestial souls (al-nuf¨s al-mujarrada al-
falakiyya) which emanate from the intellect.

4. knowledge of the Ædrawing out” (intiqåsh, the beginnings of giv-
ing them bodily substance) of these souls before they form discrete 
things which are extant in the external world.

The scheme, of course, owes much to emanationism, and Astaråbåd� 
does not object to it, though he does says that concerning the issue 
of God’s knowledge of possibles, only the � rst and the � fth cat-
egories (that is, those previously covered in al-Mabåªith and al-
Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya) are relevant. The signi� cant development 
from Astaråbåd�’s earlier discussions is that whilst previously God’s 
knowledge of possibles was described as a comprehensive (and not 
speci� c) knowledge, here Astaråbåd� attempts to demonstrate that 

78 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, f.2b.17–3.7. As an aside, Astaråbåd� also 
mentions that this argument demonstrates that God is a free agent, since he creates 
free agents. If he was not a free agent, then his creation would be greater than him and 
Æit is not permitted for a caused thing to be greater that its creator, and a free agent is 
greater than one who is not free.” (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, f.3a.8–9).
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this knowledge of possibles is a type of speci� c knowledge also. So, 
in technical terms, God’s knowledge of possibles is not only ijmål�, 
but also taf‚�l�. Crucially, though, it is taf‚�l� in a manner different to 
the taf‚�l� knowledge of actual existents, and this new type of taf‚�l� 
knowledge springs from a sophisticated epistemological typology. 

Astaråbåd�’s argument runs as follows: Knowledge is knowledge of 
something. Even God’s comprehensive knowledge is God’s knowledge 
of himself as having the attribute of knowledge. So knowledge must 
be directed at something, and this something must, at the point of 
knowledge, be distinguishable (or separate—intizå��) from the knower. 
If God is to be described as knowing possibles, then these possibles 
must be, in some sense, separate from him. If this is the case, then 
him knowing them as separate is a type of detailed knowledge rather 
than simply comprehensive knowledge. The question that remains is 
ÆHow are these possibles separate from God’s essence when they 
exist merely as ideas in God’s mind and never attain external exis-
tence?” It is this question which occupies an elaborate and complex 
discussion in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya.

Being Æknowledgeable” or Æa knower” is an attribute, and there 
are different types of attribute. 

(1) There are attributes which are absolute, and which require the 
existence of no other attribute (or a thing with that attribute): the 
example used by Astaråbåd� is black. They are termed in�imåm� 
(Æcombined”). 

(2) There are also attributes which require the existence of another 
attribute (or thing with that attribute, the example used by Astaråbåd� 
is Æhigh”). They require another distinct (intizå�� ) thing. 

The difference between the attributes Æblack” and Æhigh” is that to 
describe a thing as black is to describe an attribute of the thing itself. 
To describe it as high is to say it is high in relation to something 
else (and therefore imply the existence of this something else). Within 
the latter category, there are subcategories:

(2a) There are attributes which require the existence of another thing, 
but that thing is self subsistent (the example given is Æjust”). 

(2b) There are also attributes which require the existence of another 
thing, but that thing is not itself self subsistent, but requires, in 
turn, other things (the example given is being a father). 

Attributing the qualities of justice or fatherhood to a person is similar 
in that they both require the existence of another thing. In the case 
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of justice, it can only be attributed to someone who performs just 
actions. In the case of fatherhood, it can only be applied to someone 
who has a son. A thing is black in itself, but a person is only just or 
a father if other things exist. However, there is a difference between 
being just and being a father. Being just requires the existence of just 
actions, but these just actions are just in themselves: that is, they have 
an external quality of justice which holds a similar status to that of 
black—an external, self subsistent quality.79 Being a father requires 
the existence of a son, but a son, in turn, requires the existence of 
another thing (that is, the father or the mother). The attribute of 
fatherhood depends on another thing, which in turn depends on yet 
another thing. (That this third thing is actually identical with the 
� rst thing is not relevant here; Astaråbåd� is only interested in the 
truthful application of Æson” being dependent upon something other 
than itself.)

When we come to the attribution of Æbeing a knower” or Æbeing 
knowledgeable” (�ålim), we need to ascertain into which of these 
categories an attribute falls. Firstly, it could fall into either category 
(1) or category (2) above. When God is said to have the attribute 
�ilm ijmål� (comprehensive knowledge), it is an attribute of type (1) 
above. When his knowledge is �ilm taf‚�l� (speci� c knowledge), it is 
of type (2). However, this second type of knowledge can be further 
subdivided, in that knowledge of actual existents is of type (2a), 
and of possible existents is type (2b). God’s knowledge of actual 
existents is not dependent upon yet another thing to exist to be truth-
fully applied. God’s knowledge that possible existents do not have 
external existence does, however, require the existence of other things. 
Possible existence implies existence in the way that Æhigh” implies 
Ælow”; but actual existence does not (logically speaking) imply the 
possible existence of anything. Actual existence is like the attribute 
Æblack”—an externally, self-contained attribute which does not imply 
possible existence. 

To complicate matters further, Astaråbåd� wishes to further modify 
this typology. For him, actual existence should be classi� ed as type 
(2b) because it implies non-existence (ma�d¨m—which is to be distin-
guished from possible but not external existence), in the way Æhigh” 

79 This, of course, was a position with which the Ash�ar�s would disagree, but 
Astaråbåd�, writing within the Mu�tazil�-in� uenced tradition of Imåm� theology, treats 
this as uncontroversial.
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implies Ælow”. Possible existence is, in fact, a further subcategory 
of (2b) in that knowledge of it does not only imply knowledge of 
external existence, but (furthermore) knowledge of external existence 
implies knowledge of non-existence. Hence we have an additional 
subcategory:

(2c) There are attributes which require the existence of another thing, 
and that thing itself requires the existence of yet another thing.

It is in this way that God can be said to know possibles. Possibly 
existent things may not have an external existence, but they do have 
existence as objects of God’s knowledge which can be truly attributed 
to him in the manner labelled above as (2c). 

If this is how the attribute of knowing possibles can be accurately 
ascribed, how can possibles be said to exist? Astaråbåd� argues that 
actual existents have an essence (dhåt) which is known by God 
after they have come into existence (that this essence is ultimately 
dependent upon God’s causal power is not important here). Possibly 
existent things, by virtue of them being possibly existent, must have 
the potential to be existent (this distinguishes them from non-existent 
things). The attribute of existence must be (potentially) ascribable to 
them, even though it is, in fact, not. There must, then, be a cause 
which could, potentially, bring about them attaining external existence 
(if there was no such potential cause, they could not be possibly 
existent). They do not, in themselves, exist eternally. What exists 
eternally is the potential cause of them becoming externally existent 
things. God’s knowledge of himself as the potential, but not actual, 
cause of possibly existent things is the only manner in which these 
possibly existent things exist eternally. It is only in this form that 
they can be objects of God’s knowledge, and it is only in the manner 
described in (2c) above that God can be said to know them.

In the course of arguing for this position, Astaråbåd� cites Ibn 
al-�Arab�, Shams al-Din al-Khafr�, Ibn S�nå and ultimately al-Imåm 
al-Íådiq. It is clear that this represents a major theological advance 
on his earlier position that God can only know possibles through his 
�ilm ijmål�. In al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, Astaråbåd� argues that God 
knows possibles not only in this general, comprehensive manner, but 
also in a speci� c manner (�ilm taf‚�l�). The difference between this 
type of �ilm taf‚�l� and the type by which he knows externally exis-
tent particulars is supported by different modes of eternal existence 
for actuals and possibles. 
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(vii) Astaråbåd��s Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�

The position established in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya is maintained (in 
slightly different terms) in Astaråbåd�’s � nal theological treatise, the 
Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�. The position he had argued for in al-Mabåªith 
was that God’s knowledge of possibles is purely comprehensive 
(ijmål�) and not speci� c (taf‚�l�). Astaråbåd� rejects this position in 
the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� (though without reference to his earlier 
works):

It is mentioned in the thought of the ªukamå and some of the scholars 
of Islam that the Lord, the Most High, has two sorts of knowledge—one 
is a comprehensive knowledge which is identical with his essence and 
comes before the creation of things, and the other is a speci� c (taf‚�l�) 
knowledge of existence, which is the things themselves. This ˜position· 
is now known to be contrary to the truth.80

His point here is that God’s knowledge is unchanging, and this is 
proven by reference to the ªad�th from the Imams concerning God’s 
knowledge remaining the same before and after creation. This consti-
tutes a revelatory proof, though it is also supported by a rational proof. 
In an extended passage (the twelfth få�ida of the work), the views of 
various past scholars are referenced (Ibn S�nå, al-Råz�, al-Taftåzån�, 
al-Q¨shj� and al-Jurjån�) and rejected in favour of Astaråbåd�’s own 
formulation. To begin with Ibn S�nå’s position, this seems to involve 
a denial of the logical possibility of God knowing possibly existent 
things. The reasoning used by Ibn S�nå involves the argument that 
possibly (but not actually) existent things do not, by de� nition, exist. 
If God is to know them, then, he has attached his knowledge to a 
non-existent thing, and this is invalid. Or as Astaråbåd� puts it:

If the limitless ideas ˜that is, limitless in numerical terms· which are 
known in eternity to God do not come into existence, then this means 
that ˜God’s· knowledge is attached to total non-existence, and this is 
invalid.81

Now Astaråbåd� says he has considered the ªad�ths of the Ahl al-
Bayt, and the arguments of the theologians and philosophers Æfor 
many years, until God, the creator and knower, placed in the heart 

80 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.22a.14–17.
81 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.18b.15–17. låzim miyåyad ta�alluq-i �ilm bi-lå shay� 

maª�, va �n bå†il-ast.
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of this lowly being ˜that is, Astaråbåd� himself ·” a solution. The 
solution is that:

total non-existence is simply that ˜the attributes· of being (hast�) do 
not subsist in ˜the thing·. God’s consideration (mulåªa�ah) of it does 
not come into existence. However, why is it not possible that all the 
limitless ideas, both simple and having extension, are present in the 
consideration of God in this sense: his consideration is attached to them 
without solidity, existence and being (thub¨t va ªu‚¨l va hast�) being 
subsistent in them, and that this consideration is God’s knowledge 
itself, and his essence?82

God knows ideas, even though they be in� nite in number, and this 
knowledge consists of him considering (mulåªa�ah) them. For things 
that exist, he considers them to be existent, and for things that do 
not, he considers them to be non-existent. The point here is that God 
considering them to be non-existent in the external sense (khårij�), 
does not preclude them from being existent in the mental (dhihn�) 
sense. The difference between these two types of existence is that 
whilst with the former the thing has existence Æin itself ” (  f� nafsihi), 
the latter does not (acquiring existence purely in the consideration of 
God).83 Though expressed in different terms, this position is consonant 
with that reached in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya, where what is known 
to God of possibles is God’s potential to bring them into existence, 
and he knows this of each individual possible state of affairs. In 
the Dånishnåmah, God’s consideration of possibles as non-existent, 
and his knowledge of himself as the being with the facility to bring 
things into existence (imtiyåz—that is, to give them separateness) are 
the elements which constitute the mental existence of the possibles. 
This position is backed up with a citation from al-Sayyid al-Jurjån�’s 
commentary on al-Urmaw�’s (Maªm¨d b. Ab� Bakr, d. 681/1283) 
Ma†åli� al-anwår.

Once again, the principal opponent in the remainder of Astaråbåd�’s 
discussion is al-Dawwån�. He is cited as accusing Ibn S�nå of muddled 
and contradictory statements on the issue, and, in this, he is fol-
lowing similar accusations made against Ibn S�nå by Fakhr al-D�n 
al-Råz�, al-Taftåzån� and al-Q¨shj�. Furthermore, whilst the passage 
cited in the earlier works is not found in the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�, 

82 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.19a.11–17.
83 mujarrad-i ªu‚¨l dar mulåªa�ah dåshtah båshad va ªu‚¨l f� nafsihi nadåshtah 

båshad. Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.19a.3.
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al-Dawwån� is recorded as criticising Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s�’s thoughts 
on Ibn S�nå’s position. Astaråbåd� replies that his opponents have 
misunderstood Na‚�r al-D�n al-�¨s� here:

We distinguish between a thing existing in itself (  f� nafsihi) and a 
thing existing in the mind. We say that a thing which exists in itself 
either subsists in something else or in itself. However, the existence 
of a thing which exists in the mind does not subsist in itself. Rather 
consideration is attached to it. We say that the eternal consideration is 
the actual essence of God Almighty, and ideas do not exist in them-
selves in eternity.84

The point here is that al-Dawwån� Æerroneously thinks that existence 
in the mind is one of the types of existence which a thing has in 
itself.”85 Externally existent things have existence Æin themselves”, 
mentally existent things have a different sort of existence which 
is not Æin itself ”, but is determined by them being perceived by a 
mind. The example given is of a Æ� fth wife”. She cannot exist in 
reality because a � fth wife is a contradiction in terms (the � fth mar-
riage would be bå†il, and the woman would not be the man’s wife). 
There is no bar, however, to a � fth wife being a possibly existent 
item which exists purely in the sense that it is perceived by God as 
a possibility that could have come about and did not.86 

God, then, does know all things—both what has attained existence, 
and what has not. It could be said that he knows both through his 
actions (bi�l-���l), for just as he knows himself as the origin of all 
that has attained existence, so he knows himself as the one who has 
prevented possibles from attaining external existence. Hence God 
knows all particulars, and to deny this is to believe something (as 
some philosophers do) Æcontrary to rational proofs, and contrary to 
the necessary element of all religions.”87 Then again, to deny that 
mental existence is a type of existence through fear of compromis-
ing God’s unity (as some theologians do) is also invalid. Astaråbåd� 
proposes a third way (†ar�q-i thålith) in which the mental existence 

84 Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.20b.14–18.
85 Få�il-i Davån� khayål� kurdah-ast kih vuj¨d dar mulåªazah az ånhå-yi vuj¨d-i 

ashyå-ast dar nafs al-amr. Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, f.21a.11–12.
86 A � fth wife would not be possible even in the mind of God if legal categories 

(from prohibited to obligatory, and invalid when referring to contracts) were external 
features of the item (as the Mu�tazil�s are made to claim elsewhere in the Dånishnå-
mah). See above, p. 115.

87 khilåf-i adillah-yi �aqliyyah va khilåf-i �ur¨rat-i adyån-ast.
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of possibles is a type of existence, but not one in which the thing 
exists Æin itself ”. Rather the thing exists as a perceived thing only. 
These things, therefore, do not have properties in themselves, eternally 
(and God’s unicity is not compromised), but they can be described 
as having the properties they would have had, had they attained 
existence.88

Conclusions

What, then, can we deduce from this extended analysis of Astaråbåd�’s 
theological writings, and in particular his re� ections on the problem 
of �ilm al-Wåjib bi�l-mumkinåt (God’s knowledge of possibly exis-
tent things)? A number of comments are appropriate here. Firstly, 
Astaråbåd�’s argumentation is complex and sophisticated, and dem-
onstrates extensive study of falsafa and kalåm. This complexity 
does not disappear after his conversion to Akhbarism, though there 
is a tendency to express complex ideas in a simpler manner. This 
coincides with a change in his language of choice (from Arabic to 
Persian), and these two events are probably related. The conception 
of Astaråbåd� as a simple traditionalist, unwilling to delve into the 
intricate questions of theology and prepared to accept all doctrine as 
stated in the ªad�th has to be rejected.

Secondly, there is development in Astaråbåd�’s theology. The crucial 
change, however, does not coincide with his conversion to Akhbarism. 
His position on �ilm al-Wåjib bi�l-mumkinåt, for example, develops 
from that expressed in al-Mabåªith and al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya 
to a more nuanced version established in al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya 
(and much later in Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh�). Al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya 
was written in 1018, three years after his arrival in Mecca, when 
he was probably under the tutelage of Íåªib al-Rijål. This was 
before Astaråbåd� retired to Måd�na to develop his Akhbår� juristic 

88 As an aside, Astaråbåd� enters into the debate concerning whether or not these 
mental ideas exist if there is not a mind to perceive them. Al-Råz� and his followers 
have said they do, whilst al-Dawwån� and Íadr al-D�n al-Sh�råz� al-Dashtak� (not 
Mullå Íadrå as intimated by Sefatgol, Såkhtår-i Nihåd, p. 524) say that they do not. 
Astaråbåd� argues that these mental ideas do, indeed, have an existence, and that it 
is impossible to conceive of them not being perceived by a mind, since the possibles 
considered by God are limitless (ghayr intihå��). See Astaråbåd�, Dånishnåmah, 
f.22a.17–23a.1 (  få�ida 15).
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methodology and write al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. Furthermore, 
instead of a sudden change in theological views brought about by 
Astaråbåd�’s conversion to Akhbarism, there is a gradual development 
of theological argumentation and increasingly careful expression of his 
theological views. Crucially though, these changes had mostly taken 
effect before his conversion to Akhbarism, and they do not seem to 
have been altered signi� cantly by it.

Thirdly, Astaråbåd�’s theological writings bear witness to a devel-
oping scholarly mind. He moves from being a mere commentator on 
previous writings (al-Mabåªith), to a more con� dent scholar, re-fash-
ioning past formulations of a problem (al-Fawå�id al-I�tiqådiyya), to an 
independent author, who nonetheless acknowledges his debt to previous 
scholars (al-Fawå�id al-Makkiyya). Astaråbåd�’s Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� 
represents the end point of this process, containing an uninhibited 
exploration of a theological issue. If anything, Astaråbåd�’s conver-
sion to Akhbarism enabled him to enter into independent theological 
speculation and compose a treatise in which his individual views are 
expressed. His juristic commitment to Akhbarism did not make him 
an unadventurous follower of the plain meaning of revelatory tradi-
tion, as the common image of Akhbarism might imply. 

Finally, if differences are to be found between Astaråbåd�’s early 
and later theological works, they lie primarily in a greater clarity of 
expression and an increased willingness to cite ªad�th as support-
ing evidence for theological opinions. However, ªad�th are never a 
substitute for detailed theological and philosophical argumentation. 
They are presented merely as further evidence of the validity of 
Astaråbåd�’s position.

Astaråbåd� adopted a juristic methodology which was critical of 
rational argumentation and deduction (including ijtihåd). However, 
this was not (it seems) accompanied by a concomitant stunting 
of his theological and philosophical endeavours. His jurisprudence 
was combined with a complex theology, developed through rational 
argumentation and using established philosophical concepts. This is 
the case despite his criticism of philosophers and theologians in al-
Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, and his assertion that the rational sciences are 
useful only for determining the direction of the qibla. That subsequent 
Akhbår�s studied his jurisprudence, and not his theology, serious 
skewed the subsequent Akhbår� movement, making it a traditional-
ist juristic movement. Astaråbåd�’s combination of philosophical 
theology and juristic traditionalism was not entirely ignored by later 
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Akhbår�s,89 but Æphilosophical Akhbarism” certainly struggled to 
establish itself as a major trend during the growth of the movement 
following Astaråbåd�’s death.

89 See Gleave, ÆScriptural Su� sm”, with particular reference to Muªsin Fay� al-
Kåshån�.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE SPREAD OF AKHBARISM AFTER ASTARÅBÅDÛ

The importance of Astaråbåd�’s critique of ijtihåd found in al-Fawå�id 
al-Madaniyya was rapidly recognised in the intellectual world of 
Eleventh/Seventeenth Century Shi�ism. I have already referred to the 
swift identi� cation of Astaråbåd� with the foundation of a new (or 
revived) school of jurisprudence,1 termed al-akhbåriyya and challenging 
the established U‚¨l�-mujtahid juristic methodology of the day.2 In 
the subsequent two centuries and beyond, groups of Akhbår� scholars 
were evident throughout Safavid Iran, southern Iraq, eastern Arabia, 
Jabal �Åmil in southern Lebanon and India. This chapter outlines 
the probable routes whereby Astaråbåd�’s critique came to be known 
throughout the Sh��� world, the growth of the school’s in� uence 
and the activities of the best known Akhbår�s who either identi� ed 
themselves as such or were described as such by subsequent authors.3 

1 The discussion of the emergence of legal schools (madhhab, pl. madhåhib) in 
early Islam has been developed by Makdisi (in particular in The Rise), and then, 
more speci� cally, by Melchert (The Formation). When one can say that a madh-
hab emerged is, of course, dependent upon one’s preferred criteria. Melchert (The 
Formation, p. xvi) argues that the term madhhab was used in a number of different 
(and often unconnected) ways in the biographical literature, but that the criteria for a 
school consists of the recognition of a chief scholar, the production of commentaries 
on standard legal works and the regular transmission of legal knowledge (delineated 
through an ijåza system), to which I might add the establishment of a relatively stable 
set of distinctive school doctrines. When these are present, a madhhab can be said to 
have come into existence. These criteria are used in this chapter in an oblique manner 
in order to propose a date of inception for the Akhbår� school. Stewart (Islamic Legal 
Orthodoxy, pp. 175–208), however, has argued that the late classical Akhbåriyya can-
not be considered a madhhab because they rejected the notion of consensus (and the 
discipline of u‚¨l al-��qh more generally). I have argued that the term madhhab was 
not only used within the Sh��� tradition to refer to the Akhbåriyya, but also that the 
term Æschool” can be legitimately ascribed to them on the basis of Melchert’s criteria 
(see Gleave ÆIntra-madhhab ikhtilåf  ”). The biographical and ijåza evidence exam-
ined in this chapter enables us to date the formation of an Akhbår� school/madhhab 
according to these criteria.

2 See above, p. 47.
3 Of course, the identi� cation of a scholar as an Akhbår� served, at times, a polemic 

purpose (to praise or denounce a scholar depending on the biographer’s perspective). 
Whether or not a scholar is best described as an Akhbår� is, in the absence of personal 
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The manner in which Astaråbåd�’s ideas were developed, adapted 
and criticised by subsequent Akhbår�s are described in the following 
chapters. Here I am concerned with establishing an (approximate) 
historical account of how Akhbår� ideas took root, beginning with 
Astaråbåd�’s teaching in Mecca and then spreading to most of the 
Twelver Sh��� world.

The most appropriate place to initiate an account of the spread of 
Astaråbåd�’s ideas is with scholars who are recorded as having stud-
ied under him. The terms used for these scholarly relationships are 
numerous, and are recorded in biographical works (†abaqåt/taråjim) 
and Ælicences to teach” (ijåzåt, sometimes as separate documents, 
often as passages recorded on manuscript copies). As I have outlined 
elsewhere, these lines of transmission (asån�d), which still today form 
an important part of an individual Sh��� scholar’s pedigree, serve to 
link the individual scholar/pupil to past scholarly tradition, through the 
teacher (whose own authority is, in turn, validated by his own lines 
of transmission).4 The multiple and multifarious Sh��� isnåd chains 
found in ijåza documents generally present a uni� ed and coherent 
tradition. The ijåza recipient (mujåz) is initiated through the granting 
of the ijåza by his teacher (muj�z). There was an irenic character to 
the ijåza isnåds, and debates which had often led to mutual depre-
cation and declaration of unbelief in the past were submerged by 
the overall objective of establishing the scholarly class (�ulamå�) as 
the preservers of the true message of the Sh��� Imams. The �ulamå�, 
through the ijåza system, demonstrate that it is they who hold primacy 
in the interpretation of religion and in the regulation of community 
life more generally. Sometimes the links may be tendentious, and 
relationships of both great intimacy and passing acquaintance are sub-
sumed under an ijåza or in an isnåd by the formula Æso-and-so relates 
(yarw�) from his teacher, so-and-so”. Astaråbåd� features extensively 
in late Sh��� ijåzåt as a link in these isnåds. Other scholarly relation-
ships are contained within entries in †abaqåt works which detail the 
achievements of Astaråbåd� and his pupils. It is these relationships 
which form the principal recorded avenues for the dissemination of 

identi� cation, admittedly problematic. In this chapter I take later identi� cations gener-
ally as sound. In subsequent chapters, I explore whether or not such identi� cations 
are justi� ed. On the relatively late identi� cation of some scholars as Akhbår�s, see 
Newman, ÆAnti-Akhbår� Sentiments”, pp. 156–158.

4 See Gleave, ÆThe Ijåza”. See also Schmidtke, ÆThe Ijåza”, pp. 67–69.
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his Akhbår� ideas.5 They were almost certainly not the only means 
whereby his ideas were spread. There may have been many other 
pupils and acquaintances who did not receive ijåzas, did not Ære-
late” from him or were not remembered as his pupils. Their activi-
ties, though, are not recorded in currently available documentation. 
Furthermore, Astaråbåd�’s ideas may have been inadvertently spread 
through those who publicly criticised him. However, even with these 
provisos in mind, it does seem most likely that those who studied 
under Astaråbåd� were responsible for the immediate dissemination of 
his ideas since, by all accounts, these pupils presented Astaråbåd�’s 
Akhbarism in a highly sympathetic manner.

The Transmission of Knowledge in Imåm� Shi�ism

Phrases such as lahu ijåza min . . . (Æhe has an ijåza from” so and 
so), yarw� �anhu (Æhe relates from him”) and min mashåyikhihi kåna 
(Æamongst his teachers was” so and so) in the biographical litera-
ture indicate, then, a scholarly relationship between two individuals 
which presents itself as the most likely conduit for the spread of the 
senior party’s ideas. Before examining the network of such relation-
ships springing from Astaråbåd� himself, one should take note of the 
different relationships indicated by the various terms found in the 
relevant literature. Astaråbåd�’s relationships with his own teachers 
have already been touched upon,6 and provide a good example of the 
variety of terms used in describing and establishing the relationship 
between two scholars. These are described with a number of stock 
terms, both by himself (in his own works) and by later biographers 
(in †abaqåt works) after his death. As has been mentioned already, 
Astaråbåd� describes Muªammad al-Nassåba as someone with whom 

5 Of course, receiving an ijåza does not necessarily indicate that the mujåz agreed 
with the muj�z on all issues of jurisprudence. There are numerous cases of Akhbår�s 
receiving ijåzas from U‚¨l�s (and vice versa). A large number of the early Akhbår�s 
relate from the U‚¨l�, al-Shaykh al-Bahå��, for example. Baªr al-�Ul¨m was an U‚ul� 
who related from Y¨suf al-Baªrån� (an Akhbår�). See Gleave, ÆThe Ijåza”. Evidence 
of transmission linkages need, then, to be triangulated with other evidence from an 
author’s own writings and biographical literature generally. When this is possible, a 
route for the dissemination of the muj�z’s ideas is established.

6 See above, pp. 32–33.
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Æhe read” (qara�a �alå)7 and as Æthe greatest of the scholars”.8 Íåªib 
al-Ma�ålim Óasan b. al-Shah�d al-Thån� (Óasan b. Shah�d II) is referred 
to as Æour shaykh” (shaykhunå),9 Íåªib al-Madårik al-�Åmil� as Æthe 
� rst of my shaykhs in two sciences of ªad�th and rijål ”10 and Íåªib 
al-Rijål al-Astaråbåd� as Æthe last of my shaykhs in sciences of ��qh, 
ªad�th and rijål”.11 He also records that he Ærelates from” Íåªib al-
Ma�ålim’s son Muªammad b. al-Óasan (father of the author of al-Durr 
al-Manth¨r) Æby way of ijåza” (bi-†ar�q al-ijåza).12 Known to exist 
are documents recording Astaråbåd�’s ijåzas from Íåªib al-Madårik 
and Íåªib al-Rijål. In both ijåzas, Astaråbåd� is given permission to 
pass on Æall that ˜the teacher· himself was permitted to transmit, by 
transmission lines which are ˜already· established”.13 The ijåzas are, 
then, permission to transmit works, and are not necessarily a sign of 
doctrinal agreement between the teacher and pupil.14 Although names 
of works are mentioned, they are clearly meant as examples of the 
breadth of the scholarly tradition which is being bestowed upon 
Astaråbåd�, the ijåza recipient. Teachers, after decreeing the licence 
(by uttering the phrase ajaztu lahu), list their own †uruq or asån�d 
(that is, their transmission lines). These establish linkages between the 
teacher and the earliest generations of Sh��� scholars, and ultimately 
the Imams themselves. The transmission lines now become the pupil’s 

 7 Astaråbåd� characterises the relationship thus himself (see above, p. 32), and 
it is repeated by al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (Amal, v. 2, p. 310). Al-Óurr’s note concerning 
Astaråbåd�’s relationship with al-Nassåba (itself a reference to al-Fawå�id) is suppos-
edly an addition to the original text, but is found in the oldest manuscript of Amal 
al-Åmil used in the edition, corrected by al-Óurr himself (see Amal, v. 2, p. 310, 
n. 2. See also the description of this manuscript by the editor, v. 1, pp. 61–62 of the 
editor’s introduction).

 8 See Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 265.
 9 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 283, p. 293 (Få�il� notes he also refers to him as 

Shaykhunå in his commentary on al-Tahdh�b, see Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l 
al-Kåf�, p. 234 (editors introduction)). The use of the phrase may be merely formulaic, 
as shaykhunå and mawlånå is often used when a direct scholarly relationship is not 
chronologically feasible.

10 See Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 58–59.
11 See Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 59.
12 Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 235 (editors’ introduction). This 

ijåza is mentioned by al-Afand�, Riyå�, v. 2, p. 193 and v. 4, p. 86.
13 The phraseology here is clearly formulaic: jåmi� må yaj¨zu lahu (or l�) riwåyatahu 

bi-†uruqihi al-muqarrara �� amåkinihå (see Få�il�, Ijåzåt, p. 521 and p. 524).
14 This distinguishes them from ijåzåt al-ijtihåd (or similar formulations such as 

ijåzåt al-iftå�) in which a scholar is recognised as a mujtahid by his mujtahid teacher. 
This sort of ijåza, frequently referred to in the literature, is, by de� nition, not considered 
important for Akhbår�s. See Stewart, ÆThe Doctorate”, pp. 46–52.
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own, to pass on to his pupils. As Íåªib al-Madårik is recorded as 
saying, ÆI wish ˜Astaråbåd�· to be incorporated into the silsila (chain) 
of transmitters of the pure ªad�ths, recorded from the Ahl al-Bayt 
and the Illuminator of the Message ˜that is, the Prophet·.”15 The 
reference here to the transmission of ªad�th is a re� ection of one 
possible origin of the ijåza system. By granting an ijåza, the recipi-
ent is licensed to relate the ªad�ths (or books of ªad�ths) mentioned 
by the ijåza donor. In late Sh��� ijåzas, the ÆFour Books” (al-kutub 
al-arba�a) are typically named as the material the recipient is permit-
ted to relate. In the early period of Islam, of course, oral transmis-
sion was considered the prime means of ªad�th transmission.16 By 
Astaråbåd�’s time, the emphasis on oral transmission was still in 
evidence. However, the theoretical elaboration (outlined below) of 
the different ways in which one scholar can be said to Ærelate” from 
another indicates that the ijåza system had become uncoupled from 
its original purpose concerned with the oral transmission of ªad�th 
alone. Any book (indeed Æall books”, and not merely ªad�ths) can 
form the content of an ijåza, and the transmission need not be oral 
(though oral transmission still maintained a theoretical primacy). It 
is clear that what is being passed from teacher to pupil is more than 
merely a quali� cation in ªad�th transmission. The later ijåzas provide 
the recipient with both scholarly linkages with the past (in the form 
of asån�d) and the literary residue of the scholarly tradition. The latter 
includes the collection and arrangement of ªad�ths, but other genres 
of literature also. Íåªib al-Rijål al-Astaråbåd� mentions some of the 
works he has studied with Astaråbåd�, and these include works of 
ªad�th (the Four Books), but also works of scholarly biography (rijål, 
including Íåªib al-Rijål’s own famous work in this genre) and ��qh 
(the Mukhtalaf al-Sh��a of al-�Allåma is, for example, mentioned).17 
Íåªib al-Madårik refers to Astaråbåd� being able now to Ærelate” from 
him in the rational, traditional and jurisprudential sciences (ma�q¨l 
wa-manq¨l wa-u‚¨l).18 The ijåzas, then, are a measure of the esteem 
held by the teacher for the pupil, entrusting him with the transmis-
sion of the scholarly tradition. They form not only a permission to 

15 Få�il�, Ijåzåt, p. 520.
16 See Schoeler, Æschriftlichen oder mundlichen”, pp. 201–205 for a summary of 

current opinions on this, and pp. 228–230 for Schoeler’s own thesis.
17 Få�il�, Ijåzåt, p. 524.
18 Få�il�, Ijåzåt, p. 521.
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transmit ªad�th (or a particular work of ªad�th), but also to redeploy 
them in the author’s own works (of whatever genre), and ultimately 
to interpret them within the boundaries established by the Sh��� tra-
dition. The links, once established, become an essential element of 
any subsequent biography of a scholar. The †abaqåt works record 
Astaråbåd� as Ærelating from” Íåªib al-Madårik19 and Íåªib al-Rijål 
al-Astaråbåd�,20 but do not describe the relationship as one of ijåza, 
qirå�a or another of the modes of transmission (described below).

The vocabulary used in the description of Astaråbåd�’s relation-
ship with his teachers (that is, ijåza, qirå�a) is well-established in 
the transmission of Muslim scholarship. The ijåza was, of course, 
the prime mode of knowledge transmission, which Makdisi associ-
ates with a licentia docendi.21 Typologies of knowledge transmission 
amongst the Muslim scholarly elite generally, and the Sh��� �ulamå� 
in particular, are attempts to bring coherence to what was clearly an 
informal system of tutorship by modern standards. The earlier typolo-
gies of modes of transmission are well-known. Muhy al-D�n Yaªyå 
al-Nawaw� (d. 676/1278), the Sha� �� author, outlines eight modes of 
transmission which are formally linked to ªad�th transmission, but 
were clearly used to preserve the scholarly pedigree of other works.22 
In al-Nawaw�’s schema, as with most other earlier schema, ijåza was 
only third in the hierarchy of modes of transmission. Typologies of 
knowledge transmission, couched in terms of ªad�th, but clearly refer-
ring to religious knowledge more generally, are also to be found in 
Sh��� works of al-diråya (ªad�th study). A typical exposition, roughly 
contemporary with Astaråbåd�, is found in Muªammad Taq� al-Majlis�’s 
(Majlis� I) Persian commentary on Ibn Bab¨ya’s Man lå Yaª�uruhu 
al-Faq�h. In the introduction to this work, Majlis� I outlines seven 
modes of transmission. These are obligatory for all who wish to 
transmit ªad�th, and are all called Æijåza”. These are:

19 For example, Afand�, Riyå�, v. 5, p. 36.
20 For example, Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 119.
21 Makdisi, The Rise, pp. 140–152.
22 See Nawaw�, Taqr�b, pp. 102–121, where there are eight types of ªad�th trans-

mission, the third of which is ijåza and which is, in turn, divided into seven different 
sub-types. See also Ibn Salåª, Muqaddima, pp. 62–87, of which al-Nawaw�’s Taqr�b 
is a summary (also described brie� y by Robson in his article ÆThe Study and Trans-
mission of Óad�th”, p. 24).
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1. the teacher reads a work from beginning to end to his pupil.

2. the teacher reads part of a work to his pupil.

Both of these, Majlis� I claims, are termed Æqirå�at-e shaykh” (qirå�at 
al-shaykh—Æthe Shaykh’s reading”).

3. the pupil reads the work to the teacher (termed qirå�at bar shaykh/
qirå�a �alå al-shaykh—Æreading to the Shaykh”).

4. the pupil is present when another pupil reads the work to the 
teacher.

5. the teacher gives a copy of the work to the pupil, saying Ærelate 
this work from me” (termed munåwala—Ætaking possession”).

6. the teacher gives the pupil permission to relate a particular book 
from him, though (it seems) without the recitation of the work taking 
place (termed ijåzah bi-ma�nå-yi akha‚‚—the most speci� c meaning 
of the term ijåza).

7. an individual � nds a work in the hand of a particular teacher, and then 
relates the work with this quali� cation (wijådah—Æ� nding”).23

It is clear that Majlis� I’s order is one of preference, as he refers, for 
example, to 1. as the best (bihtar�n) and 4. as Ænot bad” (bad n�st) 
and Æclose to” (qar�b bih) 3. in value. There is, he mentions, some 
dispute concerning whether or not 3. should be ranked above 1. and 
2. Majlis� I himself considers it most prudent (aªwa†) to consider 1. 
and 2. as superior. He gives no reasons for his preference, though one 
can surmise what they might be. In these latter modes of transmission, 
the teacher himself speaks, whilst in 3. the pupil speaks (and hence 
there is a greater potential for erroneous transmission). The dogged 
primacy of oral transmission mentioned above is evident in Majlis� 
I’s typology. However, there is also potential for ambiguity in any 
simple application of this typology to the descriptions of knowledge 
transmission found in ijåza documents and †abaqåt works. All the 
above seven modes are referred to as types of ijåza, though 6. is the 
Æmost speci� c meaning” of ijåza. As has been observed by others, 
ijåza as a speci� c term for the third ranked mode of transmission (after 

23 The typology is described in Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, pp. 65–67, and is followed 
by Majlis� I’s own transmission lines back to the Imams, acquired through his own 
ijåza (though of what type is unclear) from al-Shaykh al-Bahå��, his father Óusayn b. 
�Abd al-Íamad al-�Åmil�, �Abd Allåh al-Tustar� and others. The ijåza is not merely 
for ªad�th, but also works of ��qh, rijål, tafs�r, qirå�åt and other.
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qirå�a and samå�a, equivalent to 3. and 4. above) has given way to 
ijåza being used as a general term for all modes of transmission. Its 
original meaning is now reserved for the sixth ranked mode, where 
recitation by either pupil or teacher is not a prerequisite.

In †abaqåt works, the relationship between scholars is most regu-
larly described in terms of a junior scholar Ærelating from” the senior. 
This appears to signify an ijåza in the general sense (and not type 
6. above) referred to by Majlis� I. Which of the above seven modes 
of transmission is designated by phrases such as yarw� �an is rarely 
explicitly signi� ed. For example, one of Astaråbåd�’s pupils, Zayn 
al-D�n b. Muªammad b. al-Óasan (whose father had previously given 
Astaråbåd� an ijåza), is recorded as Ærelating from” Astaråbåd� in 
al-Óurr al-�Åmil�’s important †abaqåt work, Amal al-Åmil.24 Else-
where, al-Óurr records the relationship as one of qara�a �alå (Æread-
ing to”)—that is, Majlis� I’s third type of knowledge transmission.25 
One might, then, suppose that the phrase Ærelating from” designates 
a Æreading” relationship, as many of the relationships recorded in 
al-Óurr’s �Åmil (and elsewhere) are referred to as Ærelated from” in 
one place, and Æread to” in another. However, there are exceptions. 
Al-Óurr’s paternal uncle Muªammad b. �Al� al-Jub�� is recorded as 
having Æread with” (qara�a �indahu) Zayn al-�Åbid�n b. Muªammad 
al-Nabå†�.26 Al-Óurr feels it necessary to add that Muªammad b. �Al� 
relates Æfrom him” as well as having Æread with” him. What such 
locutions might signify is rarely explicitly stated. It could mean that 
they studied together under another shaykh, as al-Nabå†� is recorded 
as having studied with Íåªib al-Ma�ålim (though not as relating from 
him). Alternatively, their relationship may have been of type 1 or 2 
above. Whichever is the case, the stock phrase yarw� �an can clearly 
indicate a relationship other than qara�a �alå (Æreading to”). Further 
examples could be elaborated to demonstrate that the phrase yarw� �an 
is general and indicates a scholarly relationship different in character 
from Æstudentship” (tilm�dh). Al-Nabå†�, for example, was a student 
of Íåªib al-Ma�ålim, but neither al-Óurr nor subsequent †abaqåt 

24 See Óurr, �Åmil, v. 2, p. 246. The linkage is recorded in an account of al-Óurr’s 
own linkage with Astaråbåd�: ÆWe relate from Zayn al-D�n b. Muªammad b. al-Óasan 
from him ˜i.e. Astaråbåd�·”.

25 Óurr, Amal, v. 1, pp. 92–93.
26 Óurr, Amal, v. 1, p. 99.
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writers designate this as a Ærelating from” relationship. Rather like 
the manner in which Majlis� I describes ijåza as having become a 
general term to describe any of the six modes of knowledge trans-
mission, yarw� �an (at least in al-Óurr’s Amal) designates a general 
scholarly connection. Though his relationship is more speci� c and is 
stronger than merely being a pupil, it could also be more precisely 
described (Æreading with”, Æreading to” etc.). For ease of reference I 
refer to ijåza recipients as Æpupils” even though this does not always 
describe a particular relationship between a mujåz and a muj�z. The 
typologies of knowledge transmission recorded by Majlis� I and his 
contemporaries appear rather rare� ed and theoretical, bearing a tan-
gential relationship to the multiplicity of scholarly relationships (and 
the terminology used to describe those relationships) found in other 
literature of the period. The dif� culty in assessing the relationship 
signi� ed by phrases such as yarw� �an, or indeed which type of ijåza 
was given (if any), should be borne in mind in the course of the 
following analysis.

Astaråbåd��s Scholarly Network

The variety of scholarly linkages exempli� ed by the description of 
Astaråbåd�’s connections with his teachers can also be seen in the 
depiction of Astaråbåd�’s relationships with his pupils. It is primarily 
through an analysis of these relationships, in which Astaråbåd� was 
the senior party, that the spread of his ideas concerning the illegiti-
macy of ijtihåd can be initially mapped. Ten scholars are recorded 
as Ærelating from” (or more explicitly, as receiving an ijåza) from 
Astaråbåd�. These ten scholars certainly do not exhaust Astaråbåd�’s 
pupils. They represent only those relationships which were deemed 
signi� cant for documentation, and for which documentation has 
survived. There were, surely, many other pupils who have not been 
documented. However, contained within the ten names below are 
scholars of some importance who themselves are recorded as hav-
ing carried out teaching activities. Notwithstanding the likelihood of 
unrecorded pupils, the list below probably exhausts the most important 
pupils of Astaråbåd�. Some of the listed scholars receive extensive 
coverage in the †abaqåt and ijåzåt literature in their own right. A 
possible network of routes through which Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism may 
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have been disseminated in the early period is thereby established.27 
In (approximate) chronological order of their period of study with 
Astaråbåd�, the ten scholars are:

1. Muªammad Ma�‚¨m b. Aªmad al-Dashtak� (d. 1015) is said to 
Ærelate from” (rawå �an) Astaråbåd�.28

2. Måjid al-Baªrån� (d. 1028) received an ijåza in 1020 from Astaråbåd�.29

3. �Abd al-Håd� al-Óusayn� al-Tustar� (d. not known) who received an 
ijåza from Astaråbåd� in 1029.30

4. Óusayn b. al-Óasan b. Y¨nis al-�ah�r� (alive in 1051) who is said 
to have Æread with” Astaråbåd� in Mecca.31

5. Zayn al-�Åbid�n b. N¨r al-D�n al-Kåshån� (d. after 1040), known 
as Mu�assis Bayt Allåh,32 whose own ijåza to �Abd al-Razzåq al-
Måzandarån� (d. not known) mentions being a pupil of Astaråbåd� 
and relating from him.33

6. Ibråh�m b. �Abd Allåh al-Astaråbåd� known as al-Kha†�b (d. after 
1081) who is said to Ærelate from” Astaråbåd� in various later ijåzas.34

27 A similar type of analysis has been carried out by Schmitdke (see her, ÆThe ijåza”).
28 The linkage is found in the ijåza of Aªmad b. Muªammad Ma�‚¨m al-Dashtak�

(d. 1085), father of al-Madan� (author of Sulåfat al-�A‚r) to Muªammad b. �Abd al-
Óusayn al-Dashtak� (d. not known). See Majlis� II, Biªår, v. 107, p. 30. Få�il�, in his 
list of Astaråbåd�’s pupils (Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, pp. 237–241, 
editor’s introduction), fails to mention this linkage, probably because the reference 
in the ijåza is to Muªammad Am�n al-Jurjån� (rather than al-Astaråbåd�). See below, 
pp. 150–151.

29 A copy of the ijåza is found in the Malik Library in Tehran: Malik Fihrist, v. 
5, p. 236, MS’1118/8.

30 Al-�ihrån� has seen a copy of the ijåza, written in Mecca and found on a manu-
script Æamongst the books of Sayyid Muªammad al-Yazd� in Najaf  ”. He refers to the 
relationship as qara�a �alå, with regard to the legal sections of al-Kåf� only. �ihrån�, 
�abaqåt, v. 5, p. 264.

31 Afand�, Riyå�, v. 2, p. 44. A note records that in the manuscript, al-�ah�r�’s 
name is deleted, and a fuller entry is given a few pages later. Óasan al-Íadr includes 
al-Afand�’s entry in his Takmila Amal al-Åmil (pp. 178–179). Al-�ah�r�’s questions to 
Astaråbåd� and Astaråbåd�’s answers are edited in Gleave, ÆQuestions and Answers” 
(and in different form in Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 547–567).

32 ÆThe restorer of God’s house”, a reference to him placing the Black Stone in 
place during the rebuilding of the Ka�ba following a � ood in 1039. See Afand�, Riyå�, 
v. 4, pp. 399–400. See also below, n. 59.

33 Majlis� II, Biªår, v. 10, p. 14; Kashm�r�, Nuj¨m al-Samå�, p. 97.
34 The link is well-established, for example, in the ijåzas of Muªammad Båqir al-

Majlis� to Aªmad al-Baªrån� (d. 1100 or 1102) and Muªammad Få�il al-Mashhad� 
(d. after 1092). Majlis� II, Ijåzåt al-Óad�th, p. 24 and p. 243 respectively.
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 7. Zayn al-D�n b. Muªammad b. al-Óasan al-�Åmil� (d. 1064) relates 
from Astaråbåd� according to al-Óurr.35

 8. Fakhr al-D�n Óaydar al-Lankar� (d. after 1031) who studied with 
Astaråbåd� in 1031.36

 9. �Ûså al-Duzmår� (or al-Dizamår�, d. not known) received an ijåza 
from Astaråbåd� in 1032.37

10. Íaf� al-D�n Muªammad al-Sh�råz� (d. after 1033) received an ijåza 
in 1033 from Astaråbåd�.38

Information on a number of these scholars is minimal. Óaydar al-
Lankar�, �Abd al-Håd� al-Tustar�, Íaf� al-D�n al-Sh�råz� and �Iså al-
Duzmår� were clearly minor scholars, whose names survive merely 
as ijåza recipients or students of Astaråbåd�. Little else is known of 
their scholarly careers. As more copies of manuscripts with which 
Astaråbåd� had a connection (usually through him having corrected a 
copy) are found, it seems likely that additional names will come to 
light. Furthermore, the reliability of some of the linkages might be 
questioned. For example, the � rst mentioned linkage above (Muªammad 
Ma�‚¨m) refers to the grandfather of the author of Sulåfat al-�A‚r, 
who is said to have died in 1015. He relates from one Muªammad 
Am�n al-Jurjån�, who relates from M�rza Muªammad al-Astaråbåd� 
(Íåªib al-Rijål). Muªammad Am�n al-Jurjån� is the name by which 
Astaråbåd� is known in the Sulåfat al-�A‚r, and there is no record of 
any other Muªammad Am�n studying with Íåªib al-Rijål. It seems 
highly likely, then, that the reference here is to Astaråbåd�. How-
ever, the chronology does not � t. Muªammad Ma�‚¨m’s death date 
(1015) forces one to the conclusion that he must have studied with 
Astaråbåd� early in the latter’s career when one would have expected 
Astaråbåd� to have been junior to Muªammad Ma�‚¨m. Furthermore, 
this al-Jurjån� is recorded in the ijåza as relating from Íåªib al-Rijål, 
whom we know he did not meet until relocating to Mecca in 1015, 
the year of Muªammad Ma�‚¨m’s death. These points might cast 

35 See n. 24 above.
36 Kashm�r�, Nuj¨m al-Samå�, p. 97.
37 The ijåza is found on a copy of al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�, corrected by Astaråbåd� 

himself, found in the Gowharshad Library in Mashhad (Gowharshad Fihrist, v. 1, 
p. 240, MS’282).

38 The ijåza is found on the cover of a copy of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya in the 
Mar�ash� Library in Qum, MS’423 (Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 2, p. 28). Få�il� transcribes 
the ijåza in his introduction to Astaråbåd�, al-Óåshiya �alå U‚¨l al-Kåf�, p. 240.
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doubt on the reliability of the identi� cation of Muªammad Am�n al-
Jurjån� with Astaråbåd�, though an explanation is available. Firstly, 
Muªammad Ma�‚¨m may have died young, and studied with Astaråbåd� 
during his time in the �Atabåt or in Shiraz before Astaråbåd�’s move 
to Mecca in 1015. Secondly, seniority in age does not necessarily 
preclude a scholar from being an ijåza recipient. Måjid al-Baªrån�, 
for example, received an ijåza from Astaråbåd� (of which we have 
a copy), though he was almost certainly older than Astaråbåd� at 
the time. Thirdly, the fact that Aªmad, Muªammad Ma�‚¨m’s son 
traces his isnåd through Jurjån�/Astaråbåd�, and then Íåªib al-Rijål, 
implies only that the � nal (that is, death bed) isnåd of a teacher can 
be used by the pupil, even if their period of study together predates 
the teacher’s later ijåza relationship.39 Astaråbåd� received his ijåza 
from Íåªib al-Rijål in 1017, two years after Muªammad Ma�‚¨m’s 
death. This, however, did not prevent Aªmad, Muªammad Ma�‚¨m’s 
son, using the Astaråbåd�-Íåªib al-Rijål linkage in his own ijåza to 
Muªammad b. �Abd al-Óusayn al-Dashtak�.40 If this is the case, then 
this demonstrates well that what is conferred in an ijåza is not a 
technical transmission of material, but a mark of approval in which 
the scholar is awarded a place in the scholarly hierarchy. Even if 
this link is established, it is not directly relevant to our study here, 
since Muªammad Ma�‚¨m would have studied with Astaråbåd� well 
before the latter’s conversion to Akhbarism, and therefore could not 
have been responsible for disseminating Akhbarism.41

It is, then, with the remaining six of Astaråbåd�’s pupils that his 
immediate in� uence can be traced. These pupils formed the principal 
conduits for the initial transmission of Astaråbåd�’s ideas to a major 

39 The link is further con� rmed by a reference in al-Madan�’s Riyå� al-Sålik�n: 
Æmy father Aªmad Ni�åm al-D�n, related to me from his father Muªammad Ma�s¨m, 
who related from his Shaykh Muªammad Amin al-Astaråbåd�, who related from 
his Shaykh M�rzå Muªammad al-Astaråbåd�” (Madan�, Riyå� al-Sålik�n, v. 1, p. 31, 
emphasis added).

40 See above, n. 28.
41 It is of passing interest, though, that Muªammad Ma�‚¨m was a descendent of 

Íadr al-D�n al-Dashtak�, whom Astaråbåd� heavily criticises in his theological works, 
see above, p. 39. The link may have been established during Astaråbåd�’s time in 
Shiraz. Furthermore, Aªmad b. Muªammad Ma�‚¨m is said to have relocated to 
Haydarabad whilst it was under Qu†bshåh� control and had close relations with the 
royal household there (see Madan�, Sulåfat, pp. 10–22 and Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 27). 
This linkage may have been the reason for Astaråbåd� dedicating the Dånishnåmah-yi 
Shåh� to Muªammad Qu†bshåh (see above, p. 36). Muªammad Ma�‚¨m himself had 
close relations with Shåh �Abbås II (r.1052/1642–1077/1666).
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part of the Sh��� world. It is reasonable to assume that the centres of 
Akhbår� thought which developed in the century following Astaråbåd�’s 
death were initiated by these scholars (or by the pupils of these schol-
ars). However, none of Astaråbåd�’s pupils are explicitly described 
as Akhbår�s in subsequent †abaqåt literature.42 Considering my ear-
lier comments concerning the general functions of †abaqåt literature 
this is not particularly surprising. Even the staunchest Akhbår�s are 
rarely designated as such in Safavid †abaqåt literature. The genre did 
not allow such explicit and controversial designation until the late 
Twelfth/Seventeenth Century.43 Astaråbåd�’s own pupils, then, are not 
remembered in †abaqåt works as Akhbår�s, and their works are not 
yet available in order that their school allegiance might be determined. 
However, many of their own pupils are known to have been famous 
Akhbår�s. Some identi� ed themselves as such; others were designated 
as Akhbår�s by others; and others still can be described as Akhbår�s 
through an examination of both their extant works and summaries of 
the contents of works which have not yet been discovered. My point 
here is that the initial spread of Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism was brought 
about by the work of these scholars. However, the major intellectual 
elaboration of Akhbarism was carried out by their pupils (and their 
pupils’ pupils) who did produce signi� cant literary material and whose 
Akhbår� allegiance can be securely veri� ed. These later scholars, two 
generations removed from Astaråbåd�, became the leading � gures of 
the Akhbår� school in Safavid Iran, the �Atabåt and elsewhere.

If Muªammad Ma�‚¨m al-Dashtak�’s studentship with Astaråbåd� is 
discounted as too early or of unreliable authenticity, the � rst pupil to 
receive an ijåza from Astaråbåd� (as an Akhbår�) was Sayyid Måjid 
al-Baªrån�. This ijåza is dated 1020, three years after Astaråbåd� 
himself received his � nal ijåza from Íåªib al-Rijål. It was therefore 
given either after Astaråbåd�’s conversion to Akhbarism or at least 
after Íåªib al-Rijål’s call to him to revive the Akhbår� path. The 
recipient, Måjid al-Baªrån�, was born in Bahrayn, where he held 
the position of judge (qå��) and prayer leader until he moved (at an 
unknown date) to Shiraz. From there, he made trips to the �Atabåt 
and the Hijaz (during one of which he received the ijåza from 

42 See above, p. 150.
43 See above, pp. 48–54.
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Astaråbåd�). He died in Shiraz in 1028.44 It was he, it appears, who 
founded an Akhbår� teaching establishment in Shiraz, training a number 
of noteworthy Akhbår� scholars. The earliest biographies record his 
excellence in poetry (shå�ir an ad�ban),45 though works on u‚¨l al-��qh, 
rijål and ªad�th are also attributed to him. He is said to have been 
the Æ� rst to disseminate ªad�th in Shiraz”, which al-�ihrån� takes to 
be a reference to his Akhbår� leanings.46 Whether or not he is best 
classi� ed as an Akhbår� must await the discovery and publication 
of his religious works. One of his students calling him Æthe seal of 
the mujtahids” might seem to mitigate such an identi� cation,47 as 
might his close relationship with the mujtahid al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� 
(d. 1031), from whom he also received an ijåza (though this was a 
linkage of a number of early Akhbår�s). He is perhaps best known 
as the � rst teacher of Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån� (d. 1091), a major 
Safavid religious thinker, who, for at least for part of his life, was a 
staunch Akhbår� (described as akhbåriyy an ‚alb an in later biographical 
compendia).48 Fay� studied with Måjid al-Baªrån�, receiving an ijåza 
from him.49 When Måjid al-Baªrån� died, Fay� moved to Isfahan, 
studying with al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� for a year, before making his way 
to Mecca where he met Astaråbåd�,50 though he does not seem to have 
studied with him or received an ijåza. It was also, probably, during 

44 Biographical references for Måjid (in chronological order of composition) include: 
Madan�, Sulåfat, pp. 500–504; Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 225 and p. 226; Afand�, Riyå�, v. 
5, pp. 5–6 (identical with al-Óurr’s entry); Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 137 (the reference to 
1022 as the date of death is a misprint); Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 6, pp. 67–72; Baªrån�, 
Anwår al-Badrayn, pp. 78–82; Tabr�z�, Rayªånat, v. 1, p. 232; �ihrån�, �abaqåt, 
v. 5, p. 482.

45 Madan�, Sulåfat, pp. 492–500; Óurr, Amal, v. 2, p. 225 and p. 226 (there are 
two entries, though al-Óurr reckons them to be the same person despite them having 
different names).

46 Fay� mentions him in this role in his introduction to his ªad�th collection/com-
mentary, al-Wåf� (v. 1, pp. 28–29); see also Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 137. Presumably the 
science of ªad�th was already present in Shiraz, and hence �ihrån� takes this to be a 
reference to Måjid al-Baªrån�’s Akhbår� proclivities. �ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 483.

47 The reference is quoted by �ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 483.
48 Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 121. An account of his Akhbår� ideas can be found in Kohl-

berg, ÆAkhbår�”, pp. 136–145. See also, Gleave, ÆTwo Classical Sh��ite Theories of 
qa�å� ”. 

49 The story of how Fay� came to study with Måjid al-Baªrån� is found in Jazå�ir�, 
Zahrå� al-Rab��, pp. 284–285.

50 Astaråbåd� is, presumably, who is referred to when Fay� says he was Æguided by 
one of our companions from the people of Astaråbåd, who lives in Mecca”, al-Óaqq 
al-Mub�n, p. 12.
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his period with Måjid al-Baªrån� that Fay� wrote his � rst work of 
u‚¨l al-��qh, entitled Naq� al-U‚¨l al-Fiqhiyya. This brief work is, 
as its title suggests, a denunciation of the science of u‚¨l, and whilst 
Fay� does not describe himself as an Akhbår� within it, his refutation 
of ijtihåd covers all the principal points of Astaråbåd�’s own critique 
in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya.51 Fay�’s al-U‚¨l al-A‚�la, written later 
in 1044, is also clearly a work of Akhbår� jurisprudence,52 as is his 
Saf�nat al-Najåt, analysed by Kohlberg.53 Finally, Fay�’s identi� ca-
tion of Måjid as his most important teacher in ªad�th, given at the 
beginning of his ªad�th collection/commentary al-Wåf� (in which he 
explicitly states his Akhbarism), is further evidence that he was ini-
tially introduced to Akhbår� ideas through his two years of study with 
Måjid al-Baªrån� in Shiraz.54 Fay� was surely not the only scholar in 
Shiraz to gain a grounding in Akhbarism under Måjid’s tutelage, and 
Shiraz produced a number of important later Akhbår� scholars who 
probably studied in the establishment founded by Måjid. Amongst 
Måjid’s other pupils was �Al� Naq� al-Sh�råz� (d. 1060) who Æread 
to” Måjid al-Baªrån�.55 �Al� Naq�’s allegiance to Akhbarism is not 
mentioned in the earliest biographical entries, though he did com-
pose a treatise criticising the practice of taql�d, and held (like many 
Akhbår�s) to the doctrine that smoking tobacco was prohibited.56 He 
was a judge in Shiraz, under Qul� Khån Håkim, and then Shaykh al-
Islåm in Isfahan under Shåh �Abbås II. One of his pupils pioneered the 
ÆAkhbår� method” of tafs�r referred to by Lawson, namely �Abd �Ål� 

51 See below, p. 297.
52 I refer to this work further below, p. 234.
53 Kohlberg, ÆAkhbår�”, p. 136. The earliest dated manuscript of this work was 

copied in 1069 (Melli Fihrist, v. 9, p. 394, MS’1386 (1)). This is the terminus ad 
quem for the composition, and indicates that Fay� was propounding Akhbår� ideas into 
his sixties. Abisaab erroneously attributes an Akhbår� work by this title to Astaråbåd� 
(Abisaab, Converting Persia, p. 106). 

54 Fay�, al-Wåf�, v. 1, pp. 28–29. Måjid al-Baªrån� is described by Fayd as Æmy 
teacher, and upon whom I rely and depend in matters of legal knowledge.”

55 See Afand�, Riyå�, v. 4, p. 271.
56 The reasons for Akhbår� preference for treating smoking tobacco as forbidden 

are discussed by Ja�fariyån in his introduction to Óurr, Ri‚åla f� bayån ªukm shurub 
al-Tutun, pp. 81–87. �Al� Naq�’s treatise on this topic is to be found cited at some 
length in Afand�, Riyå�, v. 4, pp. 273–276. One of his pupils refers to him as Khåtam 
al-mujtahid�n (Muªammad b. Maªm¨d al-Óabas�, Nadadh al-Ta�r�kh referred to in 
�ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 419), though once again this may be of formulaic rather 
than sectarian signi� cance. He is listed by Qumm� with the ÆAkhbår�s of the time” 
who prohibited smoking tobacco (Qumm�, Favåyid, p. 339).
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al-Huwayz� (alive 1073), the Sh�råz� muªaddith/Akhbår� and author 
of N¨r al-Thaqlayn.57

Whilst Akhbarism was taking root in Shiraz, other pupils of 
Astaråbåd� were establishing and maintaining Akhbarism elsewhere. 
An Akhbår� prescence in Mecca after Astaråbåd�’s death was clearly 
maintained. Zayn al-�Åbid�n al-Kåshån� (d. after 1040), known as 
Æthe restorer of the House of God”58 was an important � gure amongst 
the Sh��a of Mecca. His prestige was recognised in him being the 
one chosen to re-lay the Black Stone of the Ka�ba after the � ood 
in 1039.59 He was Æmartyred for his Sh��� belief” in Mecca, though 
the date is not recorded,60 and was buried in a plot he had reserved 
in the prestigious graveyard of �Abd al-Mu†allab and Ab¨ �ålib. 
His respect for Astaråbåd�, perhaps indicating his commitment to 
maintaining Astaråbåd�’s intellectual legacy, is indicated by his deci-
sion to be interred next to Íåªib al-Rijål and Astaråbåd�. His major 
work, however, did not concern theology or law, but instead was 
the result of his research into the construction (and reconstruction) 
of the Ka�ba, entitled Mufarraªat al-anåm f� ta�s�s bayt Allåh al-
Óaråm.61 His most famous pupil was Muªammad Mu�min Dawsat 
(or D¨st) al-Astaråbåd� (d. 1087) who was Astaråbåd�’s son-in-law 
and to whom Zayn al-�Åbidin gave an ijåza. Muªammad Mu�min 
is, in turn, best known as one of the teachers of Muªammad Båqir 
al-Majlis� (d. 1111) whose eminence is such that he is claimed by 
both Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s as one of their own.62 Muªammad Mu�min 
also gave an ijåza to Aªmad b. Muªammad b. Y¨suf al-Måqåb� al-

57 Lawson, ÆAkhbår� Tafs�r”, pp. 178–180. His biography can be found in Óurr, 
Amal, v. 2, p. 153; Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 4, p. 209. In the latter, al-Huwayz�’s Akh-
barism is discussed at length, citing al-Jazå�ir�’s al-Maqamåt, in which al-Huwayz� is 
identi� ed as a strict Akhbår� (p. 210).

58 See above, n. 32.
59 On this � ood, see Sibå��, Ta�r�kh Makka, v. 1, pp. 22–23. 
60 This may have been as late as the suppression of Sh���tes in Mecca in 1087 or 

1088. For a full discussion of his life and work, see Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 7, pp. 
168–169.

61 This work has been edited by Ras¨l Ja�fariyån (see Zayn al-�Åbid�n al-Kåshån�, 
Mufarrahat al-Anåm, pp. 368–393). These biographical details can be found in Afand�, 
Riyå�, v. 4, pp. 399–400. His admirer, Fatª Allåh, describes him as Æthe mujtahid of 
the age”, though, as already mentioned (n. 56), this need not indicate him being criti-
cal of Astaråbåd�’s position. See Fatª Allåh’s Abniyat al-Ka�ba, including an Arabic 
translation of this work (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 1, p. 73 ’360).

62 Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�’s position in the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute is discussed below, 
pp. 241–244 and pp. 264–266. On him as an anti-Akhbår�, see Na‚�r�, Æ �Allåmah-yi Majlis�”, 
p. 46 and Malik�, Æ �Allåma Majlis�”.
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Baªrån� (d. 1102) who held the distinctively Akhbår� doctrine that 
Friday prayer was individually obligatory.63 In his own scholarship, 
Muªammad Mu�min was clearly orientated to ªad�th collection. His 
Kitåb al-Raj�a—which has survived—is a selection of ªad�th relating 
to the return of the Mahd�, with minimal personal comment.64

The Akhbår� school took roots in Jabal �Åmil, initially through the 
scholarly activities of Astaråbåd�’s pupils, Zayn al-D�n b. Muªammad 
al-�Åmil� and Óusayn al-�ah�r�. Zayn al-D�n al-�Åmil� was the 
grandson of the great mujtahid scholar, Íåªib al-Ma�ålim, Óasan 
b. Shah�d II (d. 1011/1602) who, according to some reports, had 
given an ijåza to Astaråbåd�. His family, then, had a strong U‚¨l� 
tradition, though he does not seem to have have followed Usulism. 
Born in Jabal �Åmil in 1009, he studied � rst with the pupils of his 
father and grandfather. He then spent time in Iraq before travelling 
to Iran. In Iran, he studied with al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� for some time, 
Æreading” and Æhearing” the latter’s works65 and eventually travelling 
to Mecca with al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� in 1030. It was probably during 
this trip that he studied with Astaråbåd�, deciding to stay in Mecca 
for sometime after Astaråbåd�’s death, and dying there in 1064.66 
Despite his learning, he never wrote an organised work in any dis-
cipline. Al-Óurr al-�Åmil�, one of his pupils, attributes this to him 
Æbeing cautious and fearful of fame” (li-shidda iªtiyå†ihi wa-li-khawf 
al-shuhra). Whether this caution arose from piety or fear of Sunni 
opposition is unclear. However, al-Óurr does describe Zayn al-D�n’s 
intellectual approach in more detail:

He used to say, ÆThe modern scholars have written much, and in their 
works there are many errors—may God forgive them and us. This 
has even caused some of them to be killed.” He was amazed that his 
grandfather, Shah�d II, and Shah�d I and al-�Allåma used to read to 
Sunni scholars (qirå�atuhum �alå �ulamå� al-�åmma), following their 
˜that is, the Sunnis· works of ��qh, ªad�th, the two u‚¨ls ˜cf. u‚¨l al-��qh 
and u‚¨l al-d�n· and studying with them. He used to criticise them for 

63 See Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, pp. 36–39.
64 See Muªammad Mu�min, al-Raj�a, pp. 3–12 (introduction).
65 The terms are obviously technical in the sense that they refer to types of ijåza 

donation discussed above, pp. 145–166.
66 An account of Zayn al-D�n’s life is found in the famous work al-Durr al-Manth¨r 

(v. 2, pp. 222–238), with extensive citations from his poetry. This work, composed by 
Zayn al-D�n’s brother, �Al� b. Muªammad al-�Åmil� (d. 1103/1691), is probably the 
most reliable source for Zayn al-D�n’s life. Óihrån� notes he died in Mecca (�ihrån�, 
�abaqåt, v. 5, p. 236).
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this, saying, Œthe results of this are as they are’ ˜that is, the results of 
this are plain to see·. May God forgive them.”67

The rejection of Sunni in� uence in the religious sciences was, as we 
have already seen, a major element of Astaråbåd�’s Akhbår� method-
ology.68 This, of course, does not incontestably identify Zayn al-D�n 
al-�Åmil� as an Akhbår�. However, it does indicate that he adopted at 
least one of the major elements of the Akhbår� polemic—that is, the 
criticism of Sunni in� uence on Sh��� thought, and it is likely that he 
developed this approach during his time with Astaråbåd� in Mecca.69 
It was this approach which he introduced back to Jabal �Åmil either 
directly or through intermediaries, and which he communicated to 
his pupil, al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (discussed below).

Óusayn b. al-Óasan al-�ah�r� was, perhaps, more in� uential in 
establishing an Akhbår� school in Jabal �Åmil, though little is known 
of his scholarly career. He spent much of his life in his home vil-
lage of Jub�a. He travelled to Mecca and studied with Astaråbåd� 
sometime between 1031 and Astaråbåd�’s death in 1033 (or 1036), 
receiving an ijåza and studying al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. His per-
sonal copy of al-Fawå�id has survived.70 He returned to Jabal �Åmil, 
dying there at an unspeci� ed date (but certainly later than 1051). It 
seems likely that the questions he sent to Astaråbåd� (which have 
survived) were composed in Jabal �Åmil (that is, before 1036), on 
his return from Mecca. They may have been composed at the request 
of Æthe people” who were puzzled or eager to know more of this 
new doctrine of Akhbarism.71 In the text of the questions, he praises 
Astaråbåd� profusely, and clearly considers Astaråbåd�’s Akhbår� 

67 Óurr, Amal, v. 1, p. 93. Al-�ihrån� considers his criticism to be related to these 
scholars’ Ælack of taqiyya” (�ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 236). It seems clear, though, 
that here is a principled objection to the incorporation of Sunni ideas into Sh��� 
scholarship.

68 See above, p. 98. Stewart identi� es this as the major element of the Akhbår� 
message (see his Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 207–208).

69 In this, he seems to have differed from his brother, �Al� b. Muªammad al-�Åmil� 
(d. 1103), author of al-Durr al-Manth¨r and the anti-Su�  and anti-Akhbår� work al-
Sihåm al-Måriqa. See, Abisaab, Converting Persia, pp. 110–112.

70 Al-�ihrån� makes reference to it in �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 174. It is dated 1047.
71 Al-Afand� (Riyå�, v. 2, p. 49) refers to questions asked by the people (the Arabic 

in the printed edition is garbled—sa�alahå �an al-nås—and is corrected by �ihrån�, 
�abaqåt, v. 5, p. 174—sa�alahå �anhu al-nås—who works from the manuscript of 
the Riyå�). Al-Afand� also contains two entries on al-�ah�r� (v. 2, p. 44 and v. 2, pp. 
48–49), the latter being based on al-Óurr’s entry (Amal, v. 1, p. 70).
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approach to be the most appropriate methodology for the Sh��a. He 
did not, however, fully understand the radical nature of Astaråbåd�’s 
approach. For example, he asks Astaråbåd� to write a work of ��qh, 
whilst it would be immediately clear from a reading of al-Fawå�id 
al-Madaniyya that Astaråbåd� has little time for the genres of either 
��qh or u‚¨l al-��qh. Instead, Astaråbåd� answers that commentary on 
the ªad�th is the most appropriate discipline for a true scholar.72

The introduction of Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism to Jabal �Åmil, then, 
most likely began with Zayn al-D�n al-�Åmil� and Óusayn al-�ah�r�. 
Their importance to the history of Akhbarism lies primarily in their 
joint tutorship of Muªammad b. al-Óasan al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (d. 1104), 
one of the most proli� c Akhbår� authors of the Safavid period. Al-
Óurr was born in the village of Mashghar in Jabal �Åmil, studied � rst 
with family members, and then later with Zayn al-D�n al-�Åmil� and 
Óusayn al-�ah�r� amongst others. He gained ijåzas from them both.73 
He left Jabal �Åmil for Iraq in around 1072, and travelled on to Iran 
to complete his pilgrimage to the shrines of the Imams. He settled 
in Mashhad, founding an Akhbår� school there and dying in 1104.74 
His voluminous literary output and his distinctive brand of Akhbarism 
are analysed in later chapters.75 Here it is suf� cient to note that his 
Akhbarism dates from his time in Jabal �Åmil, before his relocation 
to Iran. This con� rms the presence of Akhbår� scholarship in Jabal 
�Åmil, probably initiated and developed by Astaråbåd�’s pupils, Zayn 
al-D�n al-�Åmil� and Óusayn al-�ah�r�.

Bahrayn also became (and remains to this day) a centre of Akh-
bår� scholarship, and here also one � nds scholarly links through 
which Astaråbåd�’s ideas may have been transmitted. In particular, 
Astaråbåd�’s pupil, Ibråh�m b. �Abd Allåh al-Astaråbåd�, known as 
al-Kha†�b, gave an ijåza to Aªmad b. Muªammad al-Maqåb� in 
1081.76 As has already been mentioned, this scholar held the view 
that Friday Prayer was individually obligatory. This position was 

72 See Gleave, ÆQuestion and Answers” and Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 545–575.
73 The ijåza from Zayn al-D�n al-�Åmil� was given in 1051. See Óurr, al-Waså�il, 

v. 3, p. 170.
74 His autobiography is included in his Amal, v. 1, pp. 141–154. His praise of and 

agreement with Astaråbåd� can be found at various points in his voluminous output 
(for a particular point of agreement, see Óurr, Ithbåt al-Hudå, v. 1, pp. 101–103).

75 See below, pp. 246–249.
76 Al-�ihrån� refers to the ijåza, and that the isnåd is traced through Astaråbåd� 

(�abaqåt, v. 5, p. 3).
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popular amongst Akhbår�s, though not exclusively so (it was, as has 
already been noted, Astaråbåd�’s own position).77 Al-Kha†�b also held 
an ijåza from Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�.78 These factors make it 
likely (though not certain) that he had Akhbår� leanings. Aªmad al-
Baªrån� travelled outside of Bahrayn, though he completed most of 
his initial studies in Maqåba. He travelled to Mecca, received an ijåza 
from Ibråh�m al-Kha†�b, and returned to Bahrayn. He later travelled 
to Isfahan (where he met Majlis� II) and then on to Iraq. He died in 
Baghdad during the plague of 1102 and was buried in the Kå�imayn 
shrine. Whilst teaching in Bahrayn before leaving for Isfahan and 
Iraq, he granted ijåzas to a number of Bahrayni scholars, thereby 
founding an Akhbår� teaching tradition there. Amongst his pupils was 
Sulaymån b. �Abd Allåh al-Baªrån� al-Måª¨z� (d. 1121), counted an 
U‚¨l� by some, and an Akhbår� by others.79 In turn, Sulaymån was 
the teacher of a famous later Akhbår�, �Abd Allåh b. Íåliª al-Samåh�j� 
whose Munyat al-Mumåris�n is considered an important expression of 
later Akhbår� ideas and part of which has been edited and analysed 
by Newman.80 Whilst geographical proximity, and the regularity of 
traf� c between the Bahrayn region and Mecca, may have enabled 
Astaråbåd�’s ideas to spread easily to this area, the earliest recorded 
scholarly link between Astaråbåd� and a Bahrayni scholar is through 
Aªmad al-Maqåb�.81 The Akhbår� school in eastern Arabia developed 
from these initial activities, to dominate the cultural life of the Sh��� 
community in the Gulf generally.

77 See above, pp. 91–92 for Astaråbåd�’s position.
78 Majlis� II, Ijåzåt al-ªad�th, pp. 19–25.
79 Y¨suf al-Baªrån� describes one of Sulaymån’s works thus: ÆHis work al-�Ashara 

al-Kåmila contains ten treatises on u‚¨l al-��qh, which indicate that he was a vehe-
ment supporter of ijtihåd. However, it can be understood from his later works that he 
returned to a position close to that of the Akhbår�s.”  (Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 10). The fact 
that he Æreturned” to something approaching Akhbarism, possibly indicates that this 
was his doctrine early in life (ie during his time studying with Aªmad al-Baªrån�), 
before becoming a supporter of ijtihåd, and then in later years returning to a modi-
� ed form of Akhbarism. Sulaymån’s pupil, al-Samåh�j�, remembers having to hide his 
Akhbarism from his master (see Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 37, n. 2). 

80 See Newman, ÆThe Akhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1” and ÆThe Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
Dispute, pt. 2”.

81 I am discounting here any in� uence of Måjid al-Baªrån� in the establishment of 
a Bahrayni school of Akhbarism. Whilst his family certainly hailed from Bahrayn, 
extant records place him in Shiraz from the time of his ijåza from Astaråbåd� to his 
death in 1028. See above, pp. 152–153.
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Of course, it is quite possible, indeed likely, that Astaråbåd�’s ideas 
were disseminated through pupils who were insuf� ciently distinguished 
either to deserve biographical notice, or for their ijåzas to be preserved 
in the later collections of ijåzåt. The above account merely presents a 
summary of the avenues of distribution known through the currently 
available literature. An important scholar, such as Zayn al-D�n al-
�Åmil�, returning to his home town or sending his pupils back from 
Mecca, is likely to have established a more signi� cant tradition than 
a minor scholar whose impact was inevitably less impressive. The 
prestige held by Astaråbåd�’s pupils in Mecca, Lebanon, Shiraz and 
Bahrayn probably led to the spread of his ideas in these places � rst 
(between Astaråbåd�’s death in 1036 and approximately 1050). After 
a short period of time, scholars trained in these nascent centres of 
Akhbarism travelled and spread Astaråbåd�’s in� uence further a � eld 
(al-Óurr al-�Åmil� and Aªmad al-Maqåb� are examples of this second 
phase). By 1080, it seems, Astaråbåd�’s ideas had been distributed 
further, giving rise to institutions of Akhbår� learning in Isfahan, 
the �Atabåt and ultimately in as distant a place as Haydarabad. This 
second phase of development comes about as a result of the efforts 
of the pupils of Astaråbåd�’s pupils. Scholars in these locations may 
well have had contact with Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism earlier than the 
travels of al-Óurr al-�Åmil�, Aªmad al-Baªrån� and other second gen-
eration Akhbår�s. The currently available sources indicate that it was 
through the activities of the pupils of Astaråbåd�’s pupils that Iraq 
and Isfahan gained a signi� cant Akhbår� presence. Furthermore, the 
emergence of Akhbår� teaching establishments in these locations does 
not necessarily indicate Akhbår� dominance. There was, of course, a 
variety of intellectual trends within the Sh��� intellectual elite of the 
period, and this variety would have been re� ected within the scholarly 
establishments within a particular place. 

By 1080, this secondary development of scholarly centres gave way 
to a more general acknowledgement of Astaråbåd�’s importance and a 
more general popularisation of Akhbarism across the Sh��� world. Many 
of the early copies of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya that currently exist 
were transcribed during the three decades after Astaråbåd�’s death,82 

82 See, for example, (and in order of composition): Mar�ash�, MS’3028 (Mar�ash� 
Fihrist, v. 8, p. 214, date deails are found on p. 217) dated 1042 AH; Sepåhsalår, 
MS’1053 (Sepåhsalår Fihrist, v. 7, p. 601) dated 1053 AH; Mar�ash� MS’8276 (Mar�ash� 
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and there was clearly a concerted effort to publicise his ideas both 
during his lifetime, and (perhaps with more vigour) after his death. 
Muªammad Taq� Majlis� (Majlis� I, d. 1070) writes that:

About 30 years ago, the great and learned Mawlånå Muªammad Am�n 
Astaråbåd� (may God have mercy on him) began to occupy himself 
with the examination and study of the akhbår of the Sinless Imams. 
He studied the censure of opinion and evaluation ˜found in the akhbår· 
and became acquainted with the method of the companions of the holy 
Sinless Imams. He wrote the Favå�id-i Madaniyyah and sent it to this 
country ˜that is, Iran·. Most of the people of Najaf and the Holy �Atabåt 
approved of his method and returned to the akhbår. The truth is that 
most of what Mawlånå Muªammad Am�n said, is true.83

The Lawåmi�, from where this passage is taken, was completed 
in 1066 (though this passage may have been written earlier) and 
hence Æabout thirty years previous” would have been during the last 
years of Astaråbåd�’s life. Two points can be made in the light of 
this citation. Firstly, it is perhaps signi� cant that Majlis� I refers to 
Astaråbåd� Æsending” al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya to Iran (rather than 
his pupils disseminating his ideas). This might be seen as evidence 
of the relatively early introduction of Astaråbåd�’s ideas to Isfahan 
where Majlis� I was based, and an alternative means whereby his 
ideas were spread.84 Secondly, Majlis� I refers to the people of Najaf 
and the �Atabåt as being predominantly followers of Astaråbåd�’s 
ideas. If this is an accurate portrayal, Majlis� I’s statement describes 
the spread of Akhbarism to the �Atabåt earlier than that mentioned 
by some commentators, who identify Y¨suf al-Baªrån� as the scholar 
who brought about the dominance of Akhbarism in the �Atabåt in 
the twelfth hijr� century.85 The earliest record of a scholar with 
links to Astaråbåd� visting the �Atabåt relates to Aªmad al-Maqåb� 
(a pupil of one of Astaråbåd�’s pupils), and his visit occurred much 
later (probably some 60 years after Astaråbåd�’s death). By 1066, 
however, Majlis� I was able to say that Akhbår� ideas dominated the 
�Atabåt, and hence it can be assumed that there were other means 

Fihrist, v. 21, p. 237), dated 1067 AH; Mell�, MS’1440 (Mell� Fihrist, v. 9, p. 471) 
dated 1067 AH; Mashhad, MS’13977 (Mashhad Fihrist, v. 16, p. 436) dated 1069 AH.

83 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 47. A full citation of Majlis� I’s writings on Akhbarism 
found in the Lawåmi� can be found Ja�fariyån, Íafaviyyah, v. 3, pp. 1057–161.

84 See the discussion of Akhbarism in Isfahan below, pp. 163–165.
85 See Cole, ÆAkhbari-Usuli Con� ict”, pp. 13–16.
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by which Akhbarism reached southern Iraq than those recorded in 
the †abaqåt works. 

Whilst I have found no other evidence that Astaråbåd� himself sent 
copies of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya to Iran or the �Atabåt, there is 
a signi� cant body of evidence, surveyed above, that his pupils, after 
studying with him in Mecca, returned to their own communities (many 
of which were in Iran) to establish modest Akhbår� teaching curricula 
in the madrasas there. These, in turn, trained cosmopolitan scholars 
who then publicised Astaråbåd�’s ideas, either directly through the 
distribution of copies of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, or indirectly through 
the composition and teaching of their own Akhbår� works. These, the 
evidence suggests, were the mechanisms whereby Astaråbåd�’s Akh-
barism became recognised, both by supporters and opponents, across 
the whole Sh��� community. By the death of Majlis� I, or perhaps a 
little earlier, al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya was well known throughout the 
Sh��� world, and there was no need for teachers to introduce his ideas. 
Rather, from this time on, there was (from an Akhbår� perspective), 
the need to argue for their validity, to compose Akhbår� works in 
a variety of genres and thereby bring greater coherence to Akhbår� 
methodology than that bequeathed by Astaråbåd� himself. The most 
sophisticated expressions of Akhbarism date from this later time, two 
generations after Astaråbåd�, when Akhbarism had established itself 
and was the subject of sustained U‚¨l� attack.86 In order to respond 
to such attacks, Akhbår� scholars required a more elaborate juristic 
doctrine than that put forward by Astaråbåd�. Hence, it was in this 
generation that a number of leading Sh��� scholars, both within Safavid 
Iran and outside of it, produced the bulk of the surviving treatises 
in which the doctrines of Akhbarism are elaborated and defended. 
It is at this point, in the later Eleventh Century, that the criteria for 
an Akhbår� Æschool” appear to have been met.

86 The earliest recorded refutation of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya is probably �Al� al-
�Åmil�’s al-Shawåhid al-Makkiyya, completed in 1055. This was printed on the margins 
of the original lithograph edition of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya. On �Al� al-�Åmil�, see 
Madan�, Sulåfat, pp. 302–304.
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The Development of Akhbår� Ideas Outside of Astaråbåd��s 
Scholarly Network

Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism � rst gained ground in Mecca, Shiraz, Leba-
non and Bahrayn from the time of his � rst ijåza to Måjid al-Baªrån� 
(1020), to around 1050. After this initial stage, the scholars trained 
in these � rst centres travelled, preaching Akhbarism in Isfahan, the 
shrine cities of Iraq and eventually India. However, there is also 
evidence that the reception of Akhbår� ideas in Isfahan was aided 
by the presence of what might be called a Æproto-Akhbår�” position 
advanced by the in� uential scholar Mullå �Abd Allåh al-T¨star� (or 
al-Sh¨shtar�, d. 1021).87 I am not referring here to the general study 
of ªad�th, which had never left the curriculum of Sh��� studies. Rather, 
al-Tustar�’s ideas, to the extent that they are available in the extant 
documentation, demonstrate marked similarities with Astaråbåd�’s 
critique. A comprehensive comparison of their methodologies must 
await the publication of al-Tustar�’s extant works.88 From the available 
evidence, al-Tustar� proposed a ªad�th-based jurisprudence, critical of 
those who gave extensive rein to rational exegetical procedures. His 
pupil, Majlis� I, terms this methodology al-��qh al-akhbår�,89 saying 
that al-Tustar� was the � rst to teach this methodology in Isfahan. This 
was presumably carried out in his own madrasa, established through 
an endowment from Shah �Abbås I after the Shah had persuaded al-
Tustar� to return from his seclusion in the shrine in Mashhad. Indeed, 
it is from this period (after his return from Mashhad in 1006) that 
most of al-Tustar�’s Æproto-Akhbår�” views can be traced.90 He held 

87 I am, here, discounting the signi� cance of the Akhbår� nisba, attributed to M�r 
Y¨suf �Al� al-Óusayn� Æal-Akhbår�” who died after 1019, and is said to have cor-
responded with N¨r Allåh al-Tustar� (d. 1019), author of Majålis al-Mu�min�n. His 
recorded views concerning the Prophet’s knowledge do not seem to have had any 
resonance with Astaråbåd�’s own programme. See �ihrån�, Dhar��a, v. 2, p. 93.

88 Such as his Jåmi� al-Fawå�id (a commentary on a commentary of al-�Allåma’s 
al-Qawå�id, Mashhad Fihrist, v. 16, p. 161, MS’13417 and MS’6736), and his risålas 
on prayer (Friday prayer, Mashhad Fihrist, v. 16, p. 599, MS’7055 and on prayer 
and purity, Mashhad Fihrist, v. 16, p. 397, MS’2436). The risåla on Friday Prayer is 
listed by Ja�fariyån, Íafaviyyah, v. 2, p. 309, and argues for the individual obligation 
to perform Friday Prayer.

89 See the reference in �ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 343.
90 Al-Tustar�’s Æproto-Akhbår�” ideas might be traced from his time as a pupil of 

Aªmad al-Ardåb�l� in Karbala (a period of 30 years according to Afand�, Riyå�, v. 3, 
p. 204), and therefore provide evidence of an early Akhbår� movement traced through 
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open and public debate with philosophers, particularly M�r Dåmåd. 
These debates concentrated on the use of reason as a source of 
religious knowledge.91 Whilst the debates were heated, they did not 
prevent the emergence of the usual mutual scholarly respect. The 
scholars were said to be close at the time of al-Tustar�’s death, with 
M�r Dåmåd saying the prayers at his funeral.92 Like later Akhbår�s, 
al-Tustar� held that Friday prayer was individually obligatory.93 He 
is said to have written no independent work in later life because he 
was concerned simply with disseminating ªad�th. His literary activ-
ity was restricted to commentaries and marginalia. Such an attitude 
reminds one of Astaråbåd�’s own view, expressed in his answers to 
Óusayn al-�ah�r�.94

Al-Tustar�, then, introduced to Isfahan ideas similar to those of 
Astaråbåd�, and therefore laid the groundwork there for the reception 
of Akhbarism. This is con� rmed by an analysis of al-Tustar�’s pupils, 
many of whom reacted to al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya positively and 
developed Akhbarism further in their own works. Later Akhbår�s, when 
describing the period of Akhbarism immediately following Astaråbåd�, 
considered many of these pupils as preservers of Astaråbåd�’s message. 
It may, however, be more accurate to consider al-Tustar�’s Æschool” 
as an independent tradition of thought which fell under Astaråbåd�’s 
in� uence. His pupils included Majlis� I, recognised as an Akhbår� by 
later scholars, and who himself made statements of quali� ed agree-
ment with Astaråbåd�, the most explicit being cited above.95 Also 

al-Qa†�f� to al-Ardåb�l� to al-Tustar� (on al-Qa†�f�’s supposed Akhbarism, see Newman, 
ÆDevelopment and Political Signi� cance”, pp. 776–886). However, the fact that al-
Tustar� only turned to this Akhbår� method after his return to Isfahan from Mashhad 
in 1006 would indicate that it was something he developed whilst away from Isfahan, 
living in the Shrine of al-Imåm al-Ri�å in Mashhad. It may well be that the teaching 
circle he founded there was revived later in the century with the arrival of al-Óurr 
al-�Åmil�. See above, p. 158.

91 For an account of the debates, see Iskandar-Bayg, Ta�r�kh-i �Ålam-Årå, v. 2, 
p. 1417: they discussed Æmubåªithåt-i �ilm� va-maså�il-i ijtihåd�”. Al-�ihrån� describes 
al-Tustar� as Ædefending the Akhbåriyya, and M�r Dåmåd defending the �Aqlåniyya.” 
(�ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 343).

92 Iskandar-Bayg, Ta�r�kh-i �Ålam-Årå, v. 2, pp. 1417–1418. A similar respect existed 
between the great Akhbår�-U‚¨l� adversaries, Y¨suf al-Baªrån� and Muªammad Båqir 
al-Bihbihån� (see Gleave, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute”, pp. 95–96).

93 See Afand�, Riyå�, v. 3, p. 196.
94 See above, pp. 157–158.
95 See also Majlis� I’s Kitåb al-Mas�¨låt when, in direct response to a question 

concerning his support for Astaråbåd�, he says, ÆThe method of this slave ˜i.e. Majlis� 
I· is to act on the basis of ªad�ths of which I have knowledge (�ilm) or �ann which 
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amongst his pupils were scholars later claimed to be Akhbår�s such 
as Muªammad Íåliª al-Måzandarån� (d. 1081 or 1086), a pupil (and 
son-in-law) of Majlis� I, whose commentary on al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf� 
was considered a signi� cant Akhbår� work, though his identity as 
an Akhbår� is disputed.96 Also amongst the pupils who trained in 
al-Tustar�’s madrasa, was �Abd Allåh al-T¨n� (d. 1071), claimed by 
Akhbår�s as one of their own.97 None of these scholars had direct 
links with Astaråbåd�, and yet they were all active during the period 
immediately following Astaråbåd�’s death. Some of their doctrines, 
explored in the following chapters, do bear striking resemblance to 
some of those found in al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, though they cite 
him rarely. Only Majlis� I of those mentioned here is known to have 
read Astaråbåd�’s work. Al-Tustar�’s madrasa is perhaps best seen as 
a concurrent proto-Akhbår� development, which enabled Astaråbåd�’s 
ideas to take secure root in Isfahan later in the Twelfth Century.

Concerning �Abd Allåh al-T¨n�, it is noteworthy that he was close 
to Khal�l al-Qazw�n� (d. 1089), a well-known exponent of Akhba-
rism, who also had no (recorded) scholarly linkage with Astaråbåd�. 
We do know, however, that al-Qazw�n� made his � rst pilgrimage to 
Mecca between 1031 and 1032, and it is possible he met or studied 
with Astaråbåd� at that time. Whilst the scholars he Ærelates from” 
were philosophers and mujtahids (in particular, he relates from M�r 
Dåmåd and al-Shaykh al-Bahå��), his own work is � rmly in the 
emergent Akhbår� tradition. He certainly held Astaråbåd� in great 
regard, collecting and editing his comments on the U‚¨l al-Kåf�, and 
composing his own commentaries in Persian and Arabic on ªad�th 
collections. There are numerous humorous stories of his encounters 
with famous Akhbår� scholars of the day recorded in the †abaqåt 
works, including his fractious relationship with Fay� and Majlis� I. 
For example, al-Qazw�n� prohibited the use of tobacco, and wrote a 
treatise to this effect, sending it to Majlis� I. Majlis� I, who smoked, 
used the treatise’s binding as a qaliyån cover and sent it back to 

comes close to knowledge. I do not act on the basis of ijmå� without ªad�ths.” Majlis� 
I, Kitåb al-Mas�¨låt, p. 692.

96 He is claimed as an Akhbår� by Fatª �Al� Zand (al-Fawå�id al-Shiråziyya, 
f.2A.4). For further discussion of his alleged Akhbarism, see below, pp. 239–241 
and pp. 263–264.

97 Al-T¨n�’s important work of u‚¨l al-��qh, al-Wå��ya, is analysed below, pp. 
238–239 and pp. 262–263. 
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al-Qazw�n� with an insulting note.98 Stories such as these, recorded 
by later U‚¨l� †abaqåt writers, may have been designed to highlight 
discord within the ranks of Akhbår� scholars. They certainly pro-
vide evidence of the existence of doctrinal and personal con� icts 
amongst the early Akhbår� scholars. Whilst they held some doctrinal 
and juristic views in common, there was not (yet) a shared school 
identity preventing such personal rivalries and disagreements from 
becoming publicly known. Al-Qazw�n�’s Akhbår� school in Qazwin 
was particularly active, producing famous Akhbår� scholars, includ-
ing �Al� A‚ghar al-Qazw�n� (alive 1092) and Ra�� al-D�n al-Qazw�n� 
(d. 1096). The school, however, seems to have developed without 
the direct input of Astaråbåd� or his pupils. It was probably through 
the greater distribution of copies of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya, rather 
than the proselytising efforts of Astaråbåd�’s pupils, that Akhbarism 
took hold in Qazwin. The Qazwin Akhbår� school � ourished during 
Akhbarism’s more developed (that is, post–1080).99

Two other (supposedly) Akhbår� scholars of the period between 
Astaråbåd�’s death and 1100 cannot be linked to Astaråbåd� through 
ijåzas, tutorship or the more general transmission lines (riwåya). The 
� rst is Óusayn b. Shihåb al-D�n al-Karak� (d. 1076), who is invariably 
identi� ed as an Akhbår�. He was known as a poet, amongst whose 
compositions were a number in praise of the Ahl al-Bayt.100 The work 
relevant to this study is his Hidåyat al-Abrår ilå �ar�q al-A�ima al-
A†hår, better organised than Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya 
but making many of the same points.101 He was born in 1012, though 
it is not known where. His nisba indicates �Åmil� heritage, though 
he may have been born to �Åmil� parents resident in Iran or else-
where.102 It is unlikely that he acquired his Akhbarism in the Jabal 
�Åmil school begun by al-Shaykh al-�ah�r�, and later strengthened by 
Zayn al-D�n al-�Åmil�. This is unlikely because there is a reference 
to an ijåza given him by al-Shaykh al-Bahå��, who died in Isfahan 
in 1030 (that is, when Óusayn al-Karak� was 18 years old).103 Like 

 98 Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 3, p. 259.
 99 See Momen, ÆU‚¨l�, Akhbår�, Shaykh�, Båb�”, Shah�d�, ÆMadrasah-yi Falsaf�-i 

Qazv�n dar �A‚r-i Íafav�”.
100 A number of his poems are cited in Madan�, Sulåfat, pp. 355–367.
101 See below, pp. 249–251.
102 Abisaab (Converting Persia, p. 95, p. 107) refers to him as one of the �Åmil� 

émigrés and an �Åmil� descendent.
103 The ijåza is quoted in the Shudh¨r al-�Aqliyån of I�jåz al-Kint¨r� (d. 1286/1869) 

and cited by Kashm�r� in his Nuj¨m al-Samå�, p. 94. 
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many early Akhbår�s, he studied with al-Shaykh al-Bahå��, though did 
not feel contrained by al-Shaykh al-Bahå��’s Usulism. On the other 
hand, there may be reason to doubt the authenticity of this report 
of an ijåza from al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� to Óusayn al-Karak�. Firstly, 
al-Karak� was still young (though not impossibly so) to receive an 
ijåza from such eminent a scholar as al-Shaykh al-Bahå��. Secondly, 
al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� is mentioned in Hidåyat al-Abrår without any 
explicit indication of Óusayn al-Karak� having studied with him.104 In 
the work, al-Shaykh al-Bahå�� is condemned for following the way of 
al-�Allåma al-Óill�.105 According to al-Óurr, Óusayn al-Karak� lived 
in Isfahan Æfor a time” (muddat an), and if the ijåza is genuine, this 
must have been for around 45 years. When he completed Hidåyat 
al-Abrår in 1073,106 he was still resident in Isfahan, but the work’s 
vehement condemnation of the mujtahids may have lead to criticism 
which in turn may have prompted his move to Haydarabad. He moved 
there two years before his death at the age of 64.107 As indicated 
previously, Astaråbåd�’s dedication of the Dånishnåmah-yi Shåh� to 
the Qu†bshåh� ruler in India may have led to the establishment of a 
group of Akhbår� followers there.108 If this is the case, then Óusayn 
al-Karak� may have found a sympathetic audience for his approach 
on his arrival in Haydarabad. According to M�rzå Muªammad al-
Akhbår�, Hidåyat al-Abrår was a popular work amongst the early 
Akhbår�s, and as is argued in subsequent chapters, it constitutes the 
� rst systematic attempt at codifying Akhbår� principles.109 What is 

104 He is referred to as Æour shaykh” (shaykhunå), though this may be purely hon-
ori� c. See, for example, Karaki, Hidåyat, p. 69.

105 Karak�, Hidåyat, pp. 10–11.
106 This dating is based on the colophon found on the manuscript of the work in 

the library of the Óusayniyya Shushtariyya in Najaf (MS’, 4–133) and cited in the 
printed edition: Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 312. Of course, he may have completed the work 
before then, and this merely refers to this copy of the work.

107 See Óurr, Amal, v. 1, p. 71. One manuscript records the age of death as 68, 
though this is an isolated reference, and subsequent biographical dictionaries record 
him as dying at the age of 64.

108 Both Astaråbåd� and his vehement critic, �Al� al-�Åmil�, dedicated works to the 
Qutbshahi kings. It seems highly likely that Akhbarism had some presence in India, 
which is probably what prompted �Al� al-�Åmil�’s dedication of his al-Shawåhid 
al-Makkiyya �� madåhid ªujuj al-khayålåt al-madaniyya to the Sul†ån �Abd Allåh 
Qu†bshåh. See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 14, pp. 244–245, ’2391.

109 The work cited is M�rzå Muªammad’s Munyat al-Murtåd, cited in Khwånsår�, 
Raw�åt, v. 7, p. 134. Whether this means the work was sent back or even part com-
posed in Jabal �Åmil is not clear. Speci� cally he refers to �Åmil� Akhbår�s, which 
could refer to Akhbår�s from Jabal �Åmil or simply �Åmil�s resident in Iran who 
study the akhbår.
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clear is that there is no evidence of Óusayn al-Karak� having stud-
ied with Astaråbåd� or even his pupils, though the similarity of the 
ideas presented in the two works makes it likely that al-Karak� was 
aware of Astaråbåd�’s achievements,110 particularly likely since Majlis� 
I, an Isfahani contemporary of Óusayn al-Karak�, explicitly states 
that he has read al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya in he wrote his Lawåmi� 
Íåªibqirån� in 1066.111

A second, though minor, Akhbår� scholar who cannot be linked 
with Astaråbåd� through ijåza or riwåya is one �Abd al-A��m b. 
�Abbås al-Astaråbåd�, a pupil of Shaykh al-Bahå��. He also was 
clearly not a follower of al-Bahå��’s U‚¨l� jurisprudence, neither did 
he follow his other U‚¨l� teacher, Fakhr al-D�n al-�ar�ª� (d. 1081), 
who wrote a refutation of Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd�.112 �Abd 
al-A��m al-Astaråbåd�’s death date is not recorded, but he must 
have been a younger contemporary of Astaråbåd�, and therefore 
active as an Akhbår� in the years following Astaråbåd�’s death. 
He is described as an Akhbår� (min al-�ulamå� al-akhbåriyy�n) by 
Y¨suf al-Baªrån�,113 though no literary work is attributed to him. 
If he was an Akhbår�, it is not clear whether he came into contact 
with Astaråbåd�’s ideas through regional connections (they share the 
nisba), or whether he was suf� ciently late to have bene� tted from the 
growing general recognition of Astaråbåd�’s importance (he probably 
died after his teacher, that is, after 1081). His signi� cance for the 
early development of Akhbarism lies in the fact that he gave an ijåza 
to the famous Qur�ån commentator, Håshim b. Sulaymån al-Baªrån� 
(d. 1107). Håshim al-Baªrån�, mentioned in later lists of Akhbår� 
scholars, authored al-Burhån f� tafs�r al-Qur�ån which is characterised 
as a work of Akhbår� tafs�r by Lawson.114 Håshim al-Baªrån�, in turn, 
taught Sulaymån b. �Abd Allåh al-Måª¨z� (mentioned above as one 
who wavered between the Akhbår� and U‚¨l� positions). Sulaymån, in 

110 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 172.
111 See above, n. 83.
112 See the citation from al-�ar�ª�’s ijåza to his son, quoted in Afand�, Riyå�, v. 4, 

p. 335. The work is entitled (and glossed) Jåmi� al-Fawå�id �� radd �alå al-Mawlå 
Muªammad Am�n al-qå�il bi-bu†lån al-ijtihåd wa’l-taql�d. See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, 
v. 5, pp. 73–74 (where copies of the work are mentioned attached to other works of 
al-�ar�ª�) and v. 10, p. 186 (where two of al-�ar�ª�’s works in refutation of Astaråbåd� 
are mentioned).

113 Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 66.
114 Lawson, ÆAkhbår� tafs�r”, pp. 187–195.
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turn, taught the famous Akhbår�, �Abd Allåh al-Samåh�j� (d. 1135), 
author of Munyat al-Mumåris�n.115 This constitutes yet another of 
the many Bahrayni Akhbår� networks which emerge in the century 
after Astaråbåd�’s death. Whilst �Abd al-A��m al-Astaråbåd� cannot 
be directly linked to Astaråbåd� through teaching relationships, his 
tutorship of the Akhbår� mufassir, Håshim al-Baªrån�, gives him a 
minor role in the early development of Akhbarism.

Mature Akhbarism

The early period of Akhbarism after Astaråbåd� can be traced initially 
through his pupils, who probably spread Akhbarism to the Hijaz, 
Shiraz and Jabal �Åmil. Later the pupils of these pupils travelled 
more widely through out the Sh��� world, disseminating Akhbarism 
until, sometime in the late Eleventh Century, Astaråbåd�’s ideas and 
Akhbarism in general became a commonplace element of Sh��� juristic 
debates. From the turn of the Twelfth Hijr� Century, teaching link-
ages with Astaråbåd� become less important since (it seems) there 
were suf� cient copies of al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya in circulation 
for scholars to become Akhbår�s through acquaintance with his text 
alone. Khal�l al-Qazw�n�, Hashim al-Baªrån� and perhaps even �Abd 
Allåh al-T¨n� represent this second phase of Akhbarism’s develop-
ment. From this period on, Akhbarism’s growth was determined, not 
only by eloquent proselytes, but also by the force of Astaråbåd�’s 
argument communicated through the written word.

In this period of what might be called Æmature Akhbarism”, the 
lines of thought within the Akhbår� school were de� ned. Amongst 
the authors of the important Akhbår� works of the period are:

1. Muªammad �åhir al-Qumm� (d. 1098), a pupil of Majlis� I, a viru-
lent anti-Su�  who is described as an Akhbår� both by U‚¨l�s and 
later Akhbår�s.116 His association with the Safavid Shahs is well-
known. 

2. Sayyid Ni�mat Allåh al-Jazå�ir� (d. 1112), a pupil of Majlis� II and 
author of a number of important Akhbår� works, not least his literary 

115 These linkages are laid out in al-Samåh�j�’s ijåza to Nåsir al-Jar¨d� al-Qa†�f� (see 
Schmitdke, ÆThe ijåza”, pp. 70–71).

116 See Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.1B.14 and Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 4, p. 140.
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pot-pourri, al-Anwår al-Nu�måniyya. His son, N¨r al-D�n al-Jazå�ir�, 
author of the famous linguistic work, Fur¨q al-Lughåt, may have 
also been an Akhbår�. His grandson, �Abd Allåh b. N¨r al-D�n al-
Jazå�ir� (alive in 1151), is described as an important Akhbår� during 
the period of Nådir Shåh. He wrote a commentary on Muªsin Fay�’s 
al-Nukhba.117

3. N¨r al-D�n Muªammad al-Kåshån� al-Akhbår� (d. 1115), a descen-
dent of Muªsin Fay�’s brother and pupil of Fay�. He is the author 
of, amongst many other works, an Akhbår� tafs�r entitled Kitåb 
al-Mu��n.

4. �Abd Allåh b. Sulaymån al-Samåh�j� (d. 1135) whose list of 40 
differences between Akhbår�s and Usulis (found in his Munyat al-
Mumåris�n) has already been mentioned.

5. Y¨suf al-Baªrån� (d. 1176), author of many works including the 
in� uential al-Óadå�iq al-Nå�ira, the most accomplished attempt to 
write an Akhbår� ��qh, not withstanding Astaråbåd�’s criticism of the 
genre (and, indeed, al-Baªrån�’s criticism of Astaråbåd�).

6. Muªammad al-Akhbår� (d. 1232), a proli� c author and colourful 
personality, who supposedly struck a (failed) bargain with Fatª �Al� 
Shåh Qåjår to make Akhbarism the state religion of Iran.

7. Fatª �Al� Zand al-Sh�råz� (d. after 1236), author of al-Fawå�id 
al-Sh�råziyya, a Persian language refutation of Usulism and the 
mujtahids.

Apart from these major Akhbår� � gures, the biographical and bib-
liographical works within the Sh��� tradition preserve the names of a 
large number of Akhbår� scholars from the Twelfth and Thirteenth 
Hijr� Centuries.118

Major mujtahid/U‚¨l� scholars are, however, also recorded from 
the period. Muªammad Båqir al-Sabzawår� (d. 1090) and Muªammad 
al-Khwånsår� (d. 1099) provide examples of the survival and contin-
ued in� uence of Usulism throughout the period. Akhbarism did not 
monopolise scholarly activity either in Iran or elsewhere. Al-Sabzawår� 
rose to high of� ce in the Safavid state and had cordial relations with 
Muªsin Fay�, even though he did not share Fay�’s Akhbår� approach. 
There was also a developing and in� uential philosophical/mystical 
school of Sh��� thought in which the ideas of Mullå Íadrå (d. 1050) 

117 �Abd Allåh al-Jazå�ir�, al-Tuªfat al-Såniya, analysed in Gleave, ÆScriptural 
Su� sm”.

118 A list of such references is found in the appendix, below, pp. 306–310. For the 
most part, their works have not survived or remain in manuscript form.
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were elaborated upon and developed. For some Akhbår�s (such as 
Fay�), this tradition could be married with Akhbarism.119 For others, 
philosophy was excluded along with ijtihåd in the religious sciences. 
Of course, scholars explicitly identi� ed as Akhbår�s, represent only 
a small proportion of the scholars of the period catalogued in a 
work such as al-�ihrån�’s �abaqåt al-A�låm. However, those who 
are identi� ed as U‚¨l�s or mujtahids are also not so numerous. The 
evidence concerning the majority of minor scholars of the period 
in question is insuf� cient to categorise them as either Akhbår�s or 
Usulis, and until the extensive extent manuscript sources from the 
period become available, it is on contemporary depictions of the intel-
lectual situation in the major Sh��� centres (such as that of Majlis� 
I referred to above) that research must rely. These sources describe 
Akhbår� ideas, stemming from the thought of Astaråbåd� and subse-
quently dominating the major centres of Sh��� academic activity for a 
century, dating from the mid to late Eleventh Century Hijr� Century. 
The biographical compendia, most of which admittedly date from 
the early Thirteenth Century, openly identify numerous scholars as 
Akhbår�s. The most important theological and juristic works of the 
period were composed by scholars claimed by later Akhbår�s as their 
own. Whilst there was undoubtedly a variety of intellectual currents 
in the madrasas of Isfahan, Shiraz, Qum and the �Atabåt, the avail-
able evidence indicates, not only that law dominated the seminary 
curriculum, but also that the legal methodology most utilised within 
that curriculum adhered to Akhbår� interpretive principles. It is to 
the analysis of the variety within this Æmature Akhbarism” that the 
following chapters are devoted.

Conclusions

The rise of Akhbarism from the period of Astaråbåd� to its dominance 
of the Iraqi shrine cities under Y¨suf al-Baªrån� has been traced 
here through the biographical references of scholars, teacher-pupil 
relationships, surviving works of theology and law and marital/fam-
ily relationships. The network of relationships (depicted in Figure 1) 
explains how Astaråbåd�’s Akhbarism spread across the Sh��� world. 

119 See the appendix to Rizvi’s Mulla Sadra Shirazi.
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The criteria of a madhhab used by Melchert, and expanded upon by 
Stewart, would seem best ful� lled by Akhbarism at around the time 
of al-Óurr al-�Åmil�.120 A founder had been established (in the form 
of Astaråbåd� himself ), standard school doctrines were formed,121 
commentaries on previous Akhbår� works (such as Muªsin Fay�’s al-
Nukhba) were being composed, the school had established an exclusive 
institutional basis (in Iran, but also in the �Atabåt and Jabal �Åmil) 
and a network of distinctive Akhbår� teacher-pupil relationships was 
in place. Of course, there is a certain arti� ciality in asserting that 
an Akhbår� madhhab came into existence at one point rather than 
another, since this ultimately depends on the criteria for a madhhab 
employed to make such an assessment. However, the criteria developed 
within the Western study of Islamic law were ful� lled by the time 
of al-Óurr al-�Åmil�, and not before. Needless to say, the criteria are 
not ful� lled for the period before Astaråbåd� himself.122 

There remains, however, the more dif� cult question of why Akh-
barism proved popular at this particular point in Imåm� Sh��� history. 
From an Akhbår� perspective, of course, the rise of Akhbarism was 
a return to the truth, ultimately brought about by God, inclining the 
hearts of the believers away from falsehood. U‚¨l� explanations, in 
which the pernicious Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� dupes the com-
munity by a simplistic appeal to tradition, are equally unsatisfying. 
More comprehensive explanations for Akhbarism’s popularity in the 
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, however, have been proposed by a 
number of commentators. Amongst them are attempts to link Akhba-
rism to the rise of particular social classes in society (Arjomand),123 
royal patronage designed to undermine clerical authority (Jawdat 

120 See above, p. 158.
121 See the analysis of difference lists, below, pp. 177–215.
122 By which I mean, that Akhbarism at this time had (1) a recognised founder in the 

person of Astaråbåd� (even if some Akhbår�s wished to simply claim that Akhbarism 
was the Shi�ism of the Imams), (2) a growing corpus of commentaries on standard 
works of law (in particular the various commentaries on Muªasin Fay�’s al-Nukhba), 
(3) the regular transmission of of legal knowledge through an ijåza system which was 
(relatively) exclusive to Akhbår� teachers and pupils, (4) a stable set of school doc-
trines in terms of u‚¨l al-��qh, even though one can detect some variation and dispute 
within Akhbarism and (5) a number of dedicated Akhbår� institutions, following an 
exclusively Akhbår� curriculum in Lebanon, Iraq and Iran. In sum, these criteria of a 
madhhab are ful� lled by the time of al-Óurr, but not before.

123 Arjomand, Shadow of God, pp. 146–155.
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and Babayan),124 Akhbarism’s supposed cooption of popular folk 
Shi�ism, metanoia brought on by societal changes in the Safavid state 
(Abisaab),125 a reaction to the rise of Su� sm (Jåbir� and al-Ward�),126 
an unholy alliance of Gnostic Su� s and Traditionists (Moussavi)127 
and a puritan reaction against the decadence and irreligiosity of the 
Safavid court. Such theories provide only partial explanations. Both 
Arabs and Persians can be found amongst Akhbarism’s leading expo-
nents, hence casting doubt on Arjomand’s theory that it represented 
the ÆPersian” clerical estate (or indeed the alternative theory, that it 
was primarily an ÆArab” movement). Furthermore, both Akhbår�s and 
U‚¨l�s enjoyed state patronage (and there were those in both schools 
who did not), making the simple explanation of royal patronage 
unconvincing.128 Similarly, Akhbarism generally does not seem to 
have held a doctrine akin to the supposedly Æfolk” Shi�ite notions of 
the Imams (often associated with the ghulåt),129 nor is there a single 
Akhbår� position on the role of philosophy and mystical experience in 
the discovery of religious knowledge.130 Some Akhbår�s lived ascetic 
lives (such as Khal�l al-Qazw�n�), and others enjoyed the pleasures 
brought by wealth (such as, by all accounts, the Majlis�s). Akhbarism 
could clearly be married with both puritan and pro� igate lifestyles. 
The most striking characteristic of the Akhbår� school—if it has suf-
� cient coherence to deserve the term—is the multifarious intellectual 
interests and diverse academic careers of its various adherents. Fur-
thermore, not enough is known of the level of its grassroot support 
within the Sh��� world to determine whether or not the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
con� ict was a dispute con� ned to the scholarly elite, and whether or 
not Sh��� society was seriously divided by it.131 A global explanation 
for the rise of Akhbarism, then, remains elusive.

124 Jawdat Æal-Óaraka al-Akhbåriyya”, pp. 2–4; Babayan, Mystics, Monarchs, and 
Messiahs, p. 412.

125 Abisaab, Converting Persia, pp. 105–106.
126 Jåbir�, al-Fikr al-Salaf�, p. 279 and Ward�, Lamaªåt, v. 1, pp. 57–61.
127 Moussavi, Religious Authority, p. 98.
128 See Gleave, ÆThe Qå�� and the Muft�”.
129 See above, p. 25.
130 See Gleave, ÆScripturalist Su� sm”.
131 Davån� argues that Bihbihan was divided between Akhbår� and U‚¨l� factions 

(Davån�, Vaª�d-e Bihbihån�, pp. 112–120). Qazwin was also, supposedly, divided 
into quarters, some dominated by Akhbår�s and some by Usulis (see, Óasan al-Am�n, 
Mustadrak A�yån, v. 2, pp. 303–304, Shah�d�, ÆMadrassah-yi Falsaf�-i Qazv�n dar 
�A‚r-i Íafav�”, Shah�d�, ÆSahm-i Óawzah-yi �Ilmiyyah-yi Qazv�n”, pp. 140–143 and 
Momen, ÆU‚¨l�, Akhbår�, Shaykh�, Båb�”).
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As is clear from the above analysis, identi� cation of an Akhbår� 
in Sh��� biographical and historical works is normally triggered by 
an adoption and espousal of certain key elements of Astaråbåd�’s 
programme. These include the rejection of ijtihåd and taql�d as 
legitimate mechanisms of legal operation and a relaxed attitude 
towards the processes necessary to validate the authenticity or pro-
bative force of ªad�ths. These, in turn, are based upon the adoption 
of a particular legal epistemology in which certain knowledge as 
to the duties God demands of his subjects is available through an 
examination of the revelatory sources. From these minimal doctrines, 
scholars had relative freedom to bolt on a variety of positions on 
other religious issues. High mysticism, Mu�tazil�-in� uenced theology, 
folk Su� sm and illuminationist philosophy could all be married with 
Akhbarism. At times, the marriage was supported by explicit appeal 
to Akhbår� hermeneutic principles; at others there is no explicit link 
made between a scholar’s legal Akhbarism and his other intellectual 
pursuits. Similarly, some Akhbår�s, in their condemnation of these 
non-legal religious disciplines, appealed to Akhbår� doctrines. Even 
within Akhbår� legal theory, there was variety and scholarly difference. 
In short, a jurist’s allegiance to Akhbår� legal doctrine did not neces-
sarily determine his attitude towards other areas of religious enquiry. 
Furthermore, as I have indicated elsewhere, Akhbår� allegiance in terms 
of u‚¨l al-��qh did not always dictate unanimity in terms of positive 
law (found in fur¨� works and collections of fatåwå).132 Akhbarism’s 
central doctrines are, then, restricted to issues of legal theory (u‚¨l 
al-��qh) and concern the effect of a particular epistemological stance 
on the questions of ijtihåd, taql�d and the ef� ciency of the akhbår 
as sources of legal knowledge. Akhbår� jurists managed to achieve 
a union between these central doctrines and a variety of legal posi-
tions concerning broad questions of state legitimacy and juridical 
authority, as well as legal minutiae such as the purity of wine and 
the legal requirements of a legitimate marriage.133 Con� icting legal 
views were held equally vehemently by different Akhbår�s, and each 
was justi� ed by an appeal to Akhbår� doctrine. It is a measure of 
the skill and sophistication of Akhbår� authors that they were able to 

132 See Gleave, ÆIntra-madhhab ikhtilåf  ”.
133 See Gleave, ÆThe Qå�� and the Muft�”.
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take Akhbarism in contrasting and con� icting directions, both within 
the law and outside of it.

Once this variety is understood, the desire for a global explana-
tion for Akhbarism’s emergence is concomitantly reduced. Ironically 
(given its portrayal as a strict, unbending and doctrinaire tradition 
in the secondary literature), Akhbarism’s � exibility, and its ability 
to weld itself onto a variety of legal, theological and philosophical 
views, brought it scholarly popularity in the Eleventh Century. That 
a scholar’s Akhbår� identity was acquired through his position on 
technical questions of legal theory—and not by anything else—gave 
Akhbår� scholars a freedom to link their Akhbarism with religious 
investigation outside of the legal sphere. Such freedom may not have 
been so readily available to supporters of the U‚¨l� position, for whom 
the demands of taql�d to a mujtahid, at least theoretically, dictated 
the level of a scholar’s involvement in other strictly non-legal reli-
gious activities. The search for global explanations of Akhbarism’s 
popularity referred to above are premised on Akhbår�s constituting 
a uni� ed, almost homogenous, body of scholars. As becomes clear 
in the following chapters, it is the vibrant intra-Akhbår� debate as 
well as the broader Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute (and possibly also the 
Sh���-Sunni polemic of the period) which best explain the prevalence 
of Akhbår� juristic scholarship amongst the Sh��� �ulamå� during the 
Eleventh and Twelfth Hijr� Centuries.
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DEFINING THE AKHBÅRÛ-UÍÁLÛ CONFLICT

Designating a particular scholar as an Akhbår� should ideally be 
based on an established, agreed set of criteria. As has already been 
explained,1 the competing conceptions of Akhbarism found in literature 
originating within the Sh��� tradition, has led to con�icting accounts 
of Akhbarism�s origins and development. This variety of dešnitions 
led also to con�icting roll calls of past Akhbår� scholars, making an 
assessment of the movement�s key phases and doctrines problematic. 
Producing an account of Akhbarism�s development is further com-
plicated by the fact that a writer�s conception of Akhbarism is often 
keyed to his personal evaluation of the contribution of the Akhbår� 
school. Those within the tradition critical of Akhbarism tend to see 
it as originating with Astaråbåd�. Those supportive of it tend to view 
it as having its origins in the dicta of the Imams themselves. This 
broad division, denuded of its polemical edge, is also replicated in 
the writings of modern commentators external to the Sh��� tradition. 
The debate over the appropriate dating for the emergence of Akh-
barism depends, then, upon the dešnition of Akhbarism adopted by 
an author. As I have argued, the terms akhbåriyya and akhbåriyy¨n 
(and akhbåriyån in Persian), whilst present in early Imåm� literature, 
lacked consistency of reference, and should not be considered proper 
names as such. The pre-Astaråbåd� usage of the term akhbåriyya, 
indicated neither a set of dešned doctrines, nor a common hermeneutic 
approach.2 Only after the work of Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� 
did terms such as akhbår�, akhbåriyya and akhbåriyy¨n acquire a 
consistent meaning. A coherent Akhbår� position, it is argued, was 
initiated by Astaråbåd�, developed by his pupils and emerged as an 
important feature of the intellectual landscape of Safavid and early 
Qajar Iran, and within the same time frame amongst Sh��� communities 
outside of Iran. This is not to say that this later Akhbarism had no 

1 See above, pp. 6–8.
2 See above, p. 25.
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connection with intellectual (or indeed, anti-intellectual) Imåm� Sh��� 
trends before Astaråbåd�. Rather, I argue that the Akhbår� approach 
to questions of legal hermeneutics only gained coherence after (and 
through) the work of Astaråbåd�; even then the movement does not 
fulšl even the most minimal criteria of a Æschool� (madhhab) until at 
least half a century later.3 To speak of Akhbarism before Astaråbåd�, 
and mean by this a madhhab, is simply an inappropriate use of the 
technical terminology emerging from within the Sh��� tradition.

Astaråbåd��s legal theory has already been described, its dešning 
feature being the rejection of the dominant legal epistemology (that 
is, the graded conception of knowledge, stretching from �ann to �ilm). 
This rejection led to a dismissal of the hermeneutic techniques which 
relied on this epistemology (included under the umbrella term ijtihåd). 
In its place, Astaråbåd� proposed a binary epistemology (between �ilm 
and �ann), and although he did propose a sketch of the reasoning 
process which should replace Usulism, it was far from comprehen-
sive.4 It was only later that Akhbår� scholars put forward sophisticated 
alternatives to the U‚¨l�/mujtahid legal methodology.5 However, even 
in its more mature stage, authors supporting alternative Akhbår� legal 
theories display a preoccupation with refuting Usulism, and Akhba-
rism continued to dešne itself through a rejection of U‚¨l� doctrine. 
Akhbår� scholars were unable, generally speaking, to relinquish this 
defensive mode of self-presentation. Given the reactionary nature 
of post-Astaråbåd� Akhbår� discourse, an account of the developing 
conceptions of the central points of difference between Akhbår�s and 
U‚¨l�s is, in effect, an account of Akhbår� re�exive thinking. Such 
an account can be constructed from the various lists of differences 
between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s, composed by Akhbår� scholars. This 
chapter is an analysis of these lists, from which Akhbarism�s percep-
tion and prioritising of its own doctrines can be deduced. My concern 
here is to trace the conceptions of Akhbarism proposed by Akhbår� 
scholars themselves; or to put it another way, I aim to analyse the 
development of post-Astaråbåd� Akhbår� self-dešnition.

3 The criteria of a madhhab/school are discussed above, p. 173.
4 See above, pp. 66–87 for a description of Astaråbåd��s alternative ÆAkhbår�� 

legal theory.
5 See below, pp. 268–296.
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Dešning the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� Con�ict

A considerable number of lists of differences between the akhbåriyy¨n 
and the u‚¨liyy¨n/mujtahid¨n have been composed. Indeed the con-
stant popularity of the format is not conšned to participants in the 
dispute or writers within the Sh��� tradition; external commentators 
have also chosen to present the dispute in the form of comparative 
lists.6 Works dedicated to examining the differences between the two 
schools became an established genre and invariably included such a 
list.7 Indeed the emergence of the numbered list genre is, perhaps, 
one of the most interesting literary consequences of the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
dispute, having little precedence in juristic literature. The lists exam-
ined in this chapter are generally presented as non-partisan expositions 
of the dispute, and are usually found in works of ajwibat al-maså�il 
(Æanswers to questions�). The positions of the two schools are dešned, 
but, whatever the allegiance of the author, explicit condemnations or 
afšrmations of either school opinion do not dominate. Furthermore, 
any variety of opinion within each camp receives rather limited, occa-
sional attention, particularly in the earlier lists. The authors prefer to 
present the two schools as holding unišed doctrinal positions which 
can be easily compared and contrasted. Having said this, the lists 
are not merely accounts of the con�ict between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. 
When authored by Akhbår�s, they are a record of the school�s self 
image. Development within these lists re�ects not only shifts in the 
focus of the dispute, but also modišcations in the self-dešnition of 
the Akhbår� school. As lists, these documents Æsharpen the outlines 
of the categories� forcing the list user (in this case, the reader) to 

6 See for example, Falaturi, Ædie zwolfer-Schia�, pp. 81–90; Momen, Sh��� Islam, 
pp. 223–225, Iskandarj¨��, Æal-Muqårana�, pp. 102–115.

7 A preliminary list of 25 works, specišcally dedicated to an exposition of the dif-
ferences between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s, is given in Appendix 2, below, pp. 311–314, 
with a numerical indication of the Ædifferences� where known. Of course, there may 
be many additional Ælists of differences� found in works not dedicated to delineat-
ing the areas of dispute. All the lists examined here are found in works dealing 
with general Akhbår� themes. That works dedicated to examining the differences 
between the two schools emerge quite late (the earliest reliably dated work was 
written sometime before 1203, though there are possible earlier candidates) could be 
signišcant. The emergence of independent difference lists between the two schools 
(as opposed to lists of differences presented in the course of more general works 
where the focus is not merely to catalogue the differences) is, perhaps, a feature of 
the more mature phase of Akhbarism�s development.
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make decisions.8 This, as Goody has argued, encourages hierarchical 
thinking in which some listed items are thought more important than 
others.9 The lists, then, both dešne and simplify the positions within 
the dispute; these two linked processes (dešnition and simplišcation) 
function as part of the author�s own argumentation for or against a 
particular position. Polemic and accompanying argumentation infects 
the listing process in the less obvious ways examined below. The 
encroachment of an author�s school perspective into what is presented 
as an Æobjective� list includes the selection of differences, ordering 
(even if there is no explicit hierarchical arrangement) and the man-
ner in which doctrinal differences are formulated and presented. In 
designing his list, an author has the opportunity to control the terms 
of the dispute and thereby push forward his own thesis. Indeed, 
the lists analysed below10 both re�ect and create Akhbår� and U‚¨l� 
Æschools�; the lists could be said to act like a creed (indeed, creeds 
are themselves a form of list) by dešning the central doctrines of 
one school in contradistinction to its principal opponents. In short, 
the lists display a characteristic common to most lists: they make a 
play for non-normative status by eschewing open assessments of the 
items described. However, the processes of selection and arrangement, 
together with the formulation of literary descriptions of the differ-
ences between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s, mean the composition of these 

 8 See Goody, Savage Mind, p. 102. Goody sees lists as a feature of literate 
societies, and therefore as a consequence of a writing culture.

 9 Goody, Savage Mind, pp. 103–108. In a longer list such as al-Samåh�j��s 
Munyat al-Mumåris�n (see below, pp. 205–211), this hierarchical thinking is clear: 
the statement of al-Samåh�j��s view of the principal difference (ijtihåd) is followed 
by detailed exposition of ijtihåd-related doctrines (the issue of ghayba vs. pre-ghayba 
legitimacy, the command to obey the �ann of the mujtahid and so on).

10 The lists used in the following analysis consist of (in chronological order): 
Óurr (d. 1104), al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, pp. 447–450 (listing 23 differences); Jazå�ir� 
(d. 1112), Manba�, pp. 40–66 (9 differences with commentary); Måª¨z� (d. 1121), 
Mas�ala: må al-Farq bayn al-Akhbår� wa�l-mujtahid (5 differences, recorded in 
al-Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.13a.1–13b.6/pp. 26 l.1–27 l.6); Samåh�j� (d. 1135), 
Munyat al-Mumåris�n (40 differences in Newman, ÆAkhbår�/U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, 
pp. 24–38). Reference is also made to the University of Tehran Manuscript of al-
Samåh�j��s Munyat al-Mumåris�n (not used by Newman; the list of differences is 
found on f.16a.l25–f.20b.l6.), and to citations of Samåh�j��s 40 differences found in 
Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.13b.6–16b.14/pp. 27 l.6–33 l.14 and Zand, al-Fawå�id 
al-Sh�råziyya, f.13b.4–33a.7; �Abd al-Nab� al-Sh�råz� (d. after 1175, presuming this 
citation is from the same �Abd al-Nab� al-Sh�råz� al-Baªrayn� described in �ihrån�, 
�abaqåt, v. 6, p. 476), Risålat (4 principal differences, cited in Akhbår�, Óirz al-
Hawåss, f.16b.14–22b.3/pp. 33 l.14–45 l.3); Baªrån� (d. 1175), al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, 
pp. 167–170 (3 differences).
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lists cannot be divorced from the desire, on the part of the authors, 
to present Akhbarism as the more appropriate and sensible juristic 
methodology.

The lists considered in this chapter vary considerably in length. The 
longest (written by �Abd Allåh al-Samåh�j�) consists of forty points of 
dispute, the shortest (by Y¨suf al-Baªrån�) comprises only three. Mere 
numerical calculation should not, in itself, be taken as a measure of 
a writer�s assessment of the dispute�s importance. In shorter lists, for 
example, there is a tendency to include a number of disputed issues 
under a single heading. In longer lists, each issue receives its own 
discrete point.11 Similarly al-Óurr�s relatively long list of twenty-three 
differences is specišcally designed to demonstrate that the differences 
between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s are substantive (ma�naw�), and not merely 
terminological (laf��). The following survey of the content of these 
lists reveals a reoccurring set of doctrines which dešne the Akhbår� 
position vis-à-vis that of the U‚¨l�s or mujtahids. In accordance with 
Astaråbåd��s own emphasis, the lists delineate the Akhbår� suspicion 
of those interpretive methods which produce uncertain results. Some 
lists devote individual points to these interpretive methods (making 
the list more expansive); other authors aim at concision, bracketing 
the methods under a single general heading (such as ijtihåd or dal�l 
al-�aql). Indeed, epistemological concerns underlie almost every dif-
ference outlined in these lists, with the U‚¨l�-mujtahids emphasising 
the legitimacy of �ann, and the Akhbår�s advocating a strict adher-
ence to �ilm.

Within these parameters, points of difference can be classišed into 
three broad categories, related to (1) hermeneutics, (2) the status 
of sources and (3) the role of the jurist.12 Under hermeneutics, the 
issue of ijtihåd predominates: the Akhbår�s reject its validity, whilst 
the U‚¨l�s-mujtahids13 advocate it. The U‚¨l�-mujtahid advocacy of 

11 This said, al-Baªrån��s desire to abbreviate the dispute to three (albeit sub-
stantial) points is probably linked to his general desire to reduce the bitterness and 
tension between Akhbår� and U‚¨l� scholars within the Sh��� scholarly community. 
See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 248–253.

12 This three-fold categorisation of principal Akhbår� doctrines is employed in my 
overview of Akhbår� juristic theory, discussed in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 below.

13 The signišcance of the use of the terms mujtahid and/or U‚¨l� as the opponents 
of Akhbarism is discussed below, p. 208. In the following, I use the composite U‚¨l�-
Mujtahid when talking in general terms. In discussing a specišc point in a specišc 
list, I replicate the particular author�s usage.
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ijtihåd is not always presented as having a uniform character. As al-
Samåh�j� states, some mujtahids say ijtihåd is obligatory individually 
(�ayn an), others say it is obligatory Æby choice� (takhy�r an, meaning an 
individual, once he has chosen to employ ijtihåd, cannot then decide 
to ignore its results).14 Similarly, some say ijtihåd is obligatory upon 
all Muslims (�ayn�), though only a few become quališed to practise it, 
whilst others argue that it is obligatory for the community as a whole 
(kifå��—meaning if part of the community study, become quališed, 
and then practise ijtihåd, the community as a whole has discharged 
its obligation). The majority of mujtahids, al-Samåh�j� states, argue 
for the latter (kifå��) position.15 

The treatment of ijtihåd itself (as opposed to linked hermeneutic 
issues) is stated brie�y and precisely in the earlier lists. The differ-
ence over the legitimacy of ijtihåd is presented as the šrst difference 
in the list of al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (d.1104/1693), and his presentation 
merely states that U‚¨l�s say ijtihåd is Æpermitted, nay obligatory�. 
The Akhbår�s argue that one can only act on the basis of a text.16 By 
locating this difference at the head of his list, al-Óurr indicates that 
this is the principal point of contrast between the two schools. By 
implication, then, the results of ijtihåd are not based on texts,17 but 
on some other foundation (namely fallible human reason). Al-Jazå�ir� 
(d. 1112/1700) expands this rather simplistic formulation. For him, 
the Akhbår�s argue that the early Sh��� scholars forbade ijtihåd, and 
this prohibition remains in force, whilst the mujtahids argue that the 
early scholars had no need of ijtihåd because of the wealth of legal 
sources available to them (including, for the earliest scholars, the Imams 
themselves). Later, according to the mujtahids, most of the textual 
sources were lost and ijtihåd then became a necessary interpretive 
tool. Al-Samåh�j� (d. 1135/1723) develops this point even further, and 
covers the issue of ijtihåd directly in four points. There is the bald 
statement of Akhbår� denial of ijtihåd (point 1, mentioned above), 
followed by a discrete point on the Akhbår� rejection of any distinction 
between the ghayba and post-ghayba periods with respect to ijtihåd�s 

14 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 24.
15 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 33.
16 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 447.
17 The term na‚‚, used by al-Óurr here, means more than simply Ætext�. Rather 

it implies a text which conveys its meaning to the hearer or reader in a clear and 
unambiguous manner.
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validity (point 7), followed by a denial of the mujtahid position that 
ijtihåd is obligatory when one cannot communicate with the Imam 
(point 17) and šnally a rejection of ijtihåd as either an individual or 
collective obligation (point 27). Similarly, �Abd al-Nab� al-Sh�råz��s 
(d. after 1175/ 1762) discussion of ijtihåd, though his presentation 
is not divided into separate points, delineates Akhbår� rejections, not 
just of ijtihåd, but also of the details of mujtahid doctrine. Ijtihåd, 
for Akhbår�s, is forbidden Æin the occultation and in the time of the 
Imam�s presence� (khwåh dar zamån-i ghaybat-i Imåm båshad yå 
dar zamån-i ªu�¨r).18 The simple statement of Akhbår� denial of 
ijtihåd in the early lists was elaborated by later list writers, and a 
more detailed comment on the various mujtahid doctrines related to 
ijtihåd (and the Akhbår� rejection of them) became necessary.

Other hermeneutic issues are also well-attested as points of dispute 
between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. All these could be said to relate to 
ijtihåd, since employing it implies validation of these interpretive 
devices. Beginning with the earliest list, al-Óurr delineates nine such 
devices, all condemned by the Akhbår�s. These include implications 
which can be drawn from texts (mafh¨måt),19 analogical reasoning 
(qiyås, even when the �illa is stated), a minori ad maius arguments 
(al-awlå), Æthe presumption of licitness� (al-barå�a al-a‚liyya) and 
Æthe presumption of continuance� (isti‚ªåb al-ªål). Each of these is 
presented as a distinct point of dispute. Al-Jazå�ir�, on the other hand, 
brackets most of these interpretive devices together (under al-istinbå†åt 
al-�anniyya—Æuncertain methods of interpretation�), though he gives 
separate points to analogical arguments, al-barå�a and isti‚ªåb al-ªål 
(the latter two being combined in a single point). Al-Måª¨z��s list 
opens with the dispute over al-barå�a al-a‚liyya, and a description of 
how it should be distinguished from the principles of ibåªat al-a‚l 
(that all things are permitted unless there is specišc textual evidence to 
the contrary) and isti‚ªåb.20 With respect to each device, the Akhbår�s 
refuse to accept its validity, since its employment leads to uncertain 
(�ann�) results. Al-Samåh�j� also mentions some of these interpretive 
devices, though interestingly, only towards the end of his forty points 
(al-barå�a, for example, is not mentioned until point 32; the various 

18 Quoted in Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.19b.7–9.
19 mafh¨m al-shar†, mafh¨m al-‚ifa, mafh¨m al-ghåya and Æthe rest of the 

mafh¨måt�—on which, see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 179–181.
20 Quoted in Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.13a.2–9.
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mafh¨måt are not mentioned at all). Al-Sh�råz� does not even refer to 
these devices as a point of dispute (they are presumably included in 
his catch-all phrase al-adilla al-�anniyya, but they deserve no separate 
points of their own). Finally, although al-Baªrån� (d. 1186) deals with 
al-barå�a al-a‚liyya, isti‚ªåb and the mafh¨måt extensively in his 
prologues, he does not see them as requiring separate enumeration 
as points of dispute between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s.21 There is, then, a 
shift in focus, from detailed delineation of disputes over interpretive 
devices to their inclusion under more general headings. This does 
not necessarily indicate that these issues were no longer disputed. 
Rather, there was a tendency to bracket these issues into one or two 
points, in order to make room for issues which had come to the fore 
in the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute—specišcally, the issue of the status of 
revelatory texts, and how different categories of text interact.

Astaråbåd��s perspective on the status of the revelatory corpus has 
already been outlined.22 His view was that the legal contents of the 
Qur�ån could not be understood without reference to the akhbår of the 
Imams, and that the akhbår found in the early collections (in particular 
the ÆFour Books�) were of certain authenticity (qa†�iyyat al-wur¨d). 
These positions gave rise to a number of areas of dispute between 
Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s, and they were inevitably translated into points 
within the lists analysed here. Al-Óurr gives relatively scant coverage 
to the issue of the status of revelatory texts. Instead he concentrates 
on hermeneutic matters. He does mention isolated traditions (khabar 
al-wåªid): U‚¨l�s argued that they were a basis for action, whilst 
Akhbår�s argued that they could only act in this way when there was 
external evidence (qarå�in) afšrming their authenticity (point 3). The 
passage is, however, rather poorly formed, as the Akhbår� position, even 
in al-Óurr�s own writings, is that the category of khabar al-wåªid is 
redundant.23 Similarly al-Óurr�s šfth point, concerning whether or not 
one can act on a report of uncertain provenance (�ann� al-sanad), is 
rather misleading. Whilst U‚¨l�s would, in contrast to Akhbår�s, act 
on a report which they have classišed as �ann� al-sanad, the central 
point of dispute was over the dešnition of such terms. The Akhbår�s 
had a more lax set of criteria whereby a report might be classišed as 

21 Al-barå�a al-a‚liyya and isti‚ªåb are listed as elements in dal�l al-�aql which 
forms part of al-Baªrån��s second difference (Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 168).

22 See above, pp. 74–79.
23 See below, pp. 246–248.
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authentic. The problem here is that al-Óurr is not yet able to express 
the Akhbår� position in independent terminology. He is forced to 
use the terms that he has inherited from dominant U‚¨l� discourse 
(khabar al-wåªid, �ann� al-sanad etc.), a feature which also re�ects 
his general tendency to present Akhbarism primarily as a reaction to 
Usulism. Al-Jazå�ir��s statement of the differences between Akhbår�s 
and mujtahids also fails to cover the issue of the status of revelatory-
legal sources adequately. He devotes one point to the issue, in which 
the mujtahids are said to support šve sources of law (kitåb, sunna, 
ijmå�, dal�l al-�aql and isti‚ªåb), whilst the Akhbår�s either reject the 
last three or have a different understanding of them.24 Astaråbåd��s 
doctrines concerning the authenticity of the akhbår, the role of the 
four hundred u‚¨l and the collection of the Four Books do not appear 
in either of these early lists—though they are known to be Akhbår� 
doctrines which challenged the U‚¨l� position. In al-Måª¨z��s list of 
differences, however, the issue of the status of revelation is given a 
distinct point, and receives more extensive coverage:

For the Akhbår�s, the Four Books are sound in their entirety . . . as more 
than one of them has explicitly stated. The categories ˜of ªad�th· are for 
them two: sound and weak. Every ªad�th which al-Shaykh ˜al-�¨s�· acts 
upon in his writings, and in al-Kåf� and al-Faq�h25 are likewise sound 
(saª�ª). Saª�ª for them means every ªad�th in which they can have 
conšdence, or which is attached to something which cannot be disbe-
lieved. Such ˜ªad�ths· are many ˜in the Four Books· . . .  The mujtahids 
divide the ªad�ths into four—saª�ª, �a��f, ªasan and muwaththaq. This 
is the position of al-�Allåma and those who follow him, and possibly 
was unknown before him.26

Al-Samåh�j�, a pupil of al-Måª¨z�, expands the coverage even further. 
He lists šve separate points relating to the status of revelatory texts: 
point 2 concerns the superiority of the sunna over other sources of 
law; point 4 concerns the illegitimacy of the four-fold categorisa-
tion of ªad�ths; point 5 concerns the dešnition of Æsound� (saª�ª) 
amongst the Akhbår�s; point 29 concerns the dešnition of Æreliable� 
(thiqa) in ªad�th classišcation; point 39 concerns the soundness of 

24 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, pp. 43–44. Any distinction between dal�l al-�aql and isti‚ªåb 
is rejected by later list authors as the latter is incorporated into the more general 
category of dal�l al-�aql. See below, p. 275.

25 A reference to al-Kulayn��s al-Kåf� and Ibn Båb¨ya�s Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-
Faq�h. Al-Måª¨z� is, then, referencing all the ÆFour Books� here.

26 Quoted in Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.13a.16–13b.4.
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all Four Books of ªad�th.27 Even in the pruned and concise lists of 
al-Sh�råz� and al-Baªrån�, these issues are given prominence, through 
the declaration that the sources of law, for Akhbår�s, are two, not 
four (supplemented by additional glosses).28

As the issue of the status of the revelatory sources eclipses purely 
hermeneutic concerns, so the interrelationship between sources emerges 
as a principal area of dispute. By the interrelationship between the 
revelatory sources I am referring to how one source might act as 
an interpreter of another (such as the akhbår acting as a tafs�r 
of the Qur�ån), and, furthermore, how contradictions between and 
within revelatory sources are solved. These are, of course, herme-
neutic issues, and perhaps should be considered alongside linguistic 
implications (mafh¨måt) and analogical reasoning. However, they 
are hermeneutic issues which only arise once a position regarding 
the status of revelatory sources has been taken. The Akhbår�s, from 
Astaråbåd� onwards, famously adopted the position that the Four 
Books are of certain authenticity. The issue of the interrelationship 
between revelatory sources becomes particularly important for them 
following the adoption of such a doctrine. The common mujtahid 
solution of demoting one of the two contradictory sources to a lower 
status of authenticity is not available to Akhbår�s (as all akhbår are 
considered Æsound�). Furthermore, the Akhbår�s also adopted a set 
of hermeneutic techniques which gave the akhbår a single dešnable 
meaning. Holding this restrictive interpretive position also prevents 
another solution to revelatory contradiction from being used, namely 
interpreting apparently contradictory reports in such a way that their 
meanings can be reconciled (the so-called al-ta�w�låt al-ba��da). Al-
Óurr�s list, however, gives the impression that the dispute between 
Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s primarily concerned hermeneutics, with minor 
issues concerning the status of sources and contradictions between 
them. The only point where the interrelationship between sources is 
tackled concerns the interpretation of the Qur�ån by the akhbår (point 
16). If the apparent meaning of a Qur�anic passage (�åhir al-qur�ån) 
is not conšrmed by a report, then the Qur�ån cannot act as a source. 
This is a rather indirect way of saying that the legal meaning of the 

27 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, pp. 25–26, p. 34.
28 al-Sh�råz�, quoted in Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.17b.17–18a.2 and f.20a.8–11; 

Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 167.
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Qur�ån is only understood after having read its interpretation by the 
Imams: the Qur�ån can only be understood through the akhbår. This 
is a standard Akhbår� position and it contradicts the U‚¨l�-mujtahid 
view that the Qur�ån can act as an independent source. It is mentioned 
in a number of the lists reviewed here, but it is the only point in al-
Óurr�s list which deals with the interrelationships between sources.29 
Similarly, al-Jazå�ir� and al-Måª¨z� do not view the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
dispute as concerning the interrelationship of sources, with no specišc 
points outlining the Akhbår� or U‚¨l� positions on this issue. This lack 
of emphasis is, however, remedied in al-Samåh�j��s list. He devotes 
much space to outlining the positions of the two schools on revelatory 
contradiction and inter-source relationships. Al-Samåh�j��s point 11 
describes how the mujtahids prefer their own opinions on occasions 
of inter-source con�ict, whilst Akhbår�s decide between contradictory 
reports on the basis of procedures revealed by the Imams themselves. 
Points 13 and 14 refer to interpreting reports in such a way that 
they no longer demand obligations or prohibitions, but only refer to 
recommendations or discouragement. The Æijtihåd� � doctrine allows 
contradictory reports to be reconciled, whilst the Akhbår� rejection 
of it means that the interpreter must choose between reports. Point 
16 concerns whether or not the Qur�ån can be interpreted without 
the aid of the akhbår. Point 33 concerns whether or not al-barå�a 
al-a‚liyya can be used to reconcile contradictory akhbår (unsurpris-
ingly, the Akhbår�s do not consider this permitted). 

Now, the issue of source interrelationship (rather than source inter-
pretation) within these lists naturally follows on from the foreground-
ing of the issues of source status, and hence one would expect it to 
emerge as a major disputed area subsequently. This is indeed the case, 
as the lists of al-Óurr, al-Jazå�ir� and al-Måª¨z� mention, but do not 
foreground, the Akhbår� position on the status of revelatory sources. 
Al-Samåh�j�, probably re�ecting a shift in focus within the Akhbår�-
U‚¨l� dispute in the decades prior to him writing his list, gives the 
issue of the interrelationship between sources prominence. It took 
time for the differences between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s on these issues 
to dominate discussions, and hence, unsurprisingly, later lists (such 

29 See Jazå�ir�, Manba�, pp. 52–58; Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, 
p. 31; Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 167 (constituting the second of al-Baªrån��s 
three differences).
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as those of al-Samåh�j� and al-Baªrån�) feature such issues much 
more prominently.

The šnal broad category of disputed points relates to the quališca-
tions, role and authority of the jurist. Once again, these issues are 
marginal in al-Óurr�s list. The principal point of relevance to these 
issues refers to whether a non-mujtahid should follow a report or the 
opinion of a mujtahid (al-Óurr�s point 18).30 Al-Jazå�ir� and al-Måª¨z� 
neglect these issues entirely. As with the issue of revelatory contra-
diction, al-Samåh�j� brings the Akhbår� position on these matters to 
the fore. The disputed division of the community into mujtahid and 
muqallid is outlined in point 6 (Akhbår�s deny this division, saying 
all community members are equal in following the Imam). Who is 
permitted to assume the role of judge and market inspector (muªtasib) 
is discussed in point 8 (the Akhbår�s argue that a transmitter of reports 
is the only individual quališed; the mujtahids argue it should be a 
mujtahid). The dešnition of a Æscholar� (�ålim) is discussed in point 9 
(Akhbår�s say it is a transmitter; mujtahids say it is a partial or absolute 
mujtahid). The educational quališcations of scholars are delineated in 
points 10 and 28 (the mujtahids demand prošciency in an extended 
list of disciplines; the Akhbår�s say only skills in the Arabic language 
are required for an �ålim). The requirement to follow a mujtahid is 
discussed in points 12 and 30. The legitimacy or otherwise of fol-
lowing the rulings of a dead scholar (taql�d al-mayyit) is discussed 
in point 15. As Newman rightly points out, al-Samåh�j��s list does 
indicate that the role of the jurist had emerged as a major point of 
contention between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s in the late Safavid period.31 
This does not, however, mean that the Akhbår�s had no scholar-lay-
person hierarchy. In fact, al-Samåh�j��s text indicates that the basis 
of a scholar�s authority was, for Akhbår�s, to be found in disciplines 
related to the ªad�th sciences, and not in knowledge accrued from a 
broader range of disciplines. It was the basis of scholarly authority 
which became central to the two parties� disagreement.

These general observations, gathered from a comparison of the 
various lists, reveal a shift in focus from the work of al-Óurr to 
that of al-Baªrån�. In the earlier texts, the authors concentrate on 

30 The point is amplišed into three points, but as is argued below, these are not sepa-
rate points, but merely reductio ad absurdum argumentation. See below, p. 193.

31 See Newman, ÆThe Akhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 2�.
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hermeneutic issues, primarily ijtihåd and the tools to be used by 
the scholar in the analysis of texts. In later lists, these concerns are 
marginalised. Though ijtihåd maintains its iconic status, the various 
hermeneutic devices (mafh¨måt, al-barå�a al-a‚liyya, isti‚ªåb) are 
bracketed under general terms and no longer deserve distinct points 
in the lists. The issues of the status and interrelationship of revelatory 
texts and the authority of the scholar within the community come to 
the fore. These points were not absent from early Akhbår� discourse 
(one šnds them well attested in Astaråbåd��s own writings). However, 
they did not feature to any great extent in early lists of differences 
between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. Al-Samåh�j��s list indicates a change 
in the dispute�s focus (and hence in the self-dešnition of Akhbår�s), 
as he dešnes the dispute as having a more extensive remit than in 
previous lists. This is not merely because his list is longer than those 
written previously, but also because he broadened the focus of the 
dispute from pure hermeneutic matters to more involved problems 
of juristic methodology (the status and relationship between texts) 
and matters of community importance (the quališcations and role of 
the jurist). List authors subsequent to him usually refer to their own 
lists as Æabbreviations����, or as drawing on, al-Samåh�j��s Munyat al-
Mumåris�n. The refocusing of the principal areas of Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
dispute, as laid out in later lists, re�ects the emergence and estab-
lishment of an Akhbår� school after the work of al-Óurr al-�Åmil�. 
In the previous chapter, this development was traced through an 
analysis of the ijåza linkages between Akhbår� scholars. Here we 
see a similar process occurring in the list genre, though with a 
delay of two decades. In the previous analysis, Akhbarism begins to 
fulšl the criteria of a Æschool� (madhhab) at the time of al-Óurr.32 
Here we see some madhhab concerns emerging two decades later, 
in al-Samåh�j��s list. The lag is perhaps not surprising. That al-Óurr 
represents the šrst accomplished list composition points towards the 
emergence of a dešned Akhbår� juristic position (one criterion of a 
madhhab). Al-Samåh�j��s list re�ects two decades of school dispute 
between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. The points of dispute have not only 
multiplied over this time, but their content has also developed. The 
experience of the Akhbår�s as a distinct school, in constant dispute 

32 For the criteria being used here, see above, p. 160. For the dating of an Akhbår� 
school to the time of al-Óurr, see above p. 173. 
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with their U‚¨l�-mujtahid opponents, has led to Æsecond tier� ques-
tions (such as the role of the jurist and the interrelationship between 
revelatory sources) dominating the discussion.

Presenting the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute

The earliest post-Astaråbåd� candidate for a Ælist of differences� is 
found in a chapter entitled Æf� bayån a‚l al-ikhtilåf  � (ÆOn explaining 
the root of the difference�) found in al-Karak��s Hidåyat al-Abrår, a 
work analysed in greater depth in the following chapters:33 

The reason (sabab) which caused the difference (ikhtilåf  ) is the clear 
opposition of modern scholars to the early scholars on three issues:

First, a group of early scholars . . . explicitly stated that it is not permit-
ted to prove legal rulings by �ann. The modern scholars permit this.

Second, the early scholars agreed . . . ̃ with al-�¨s��s statement· that 
Æonly one ˜scholar· has the truth, and for that there is an indicator. 
He who opposes this indicator is a miscreant in error.� The modern 
scholars say that the erroneous mujtahid has not sinned.

Third, a group of the early scholars explicitly state that the reports 
they transmit in their books, and upon which they base their action, 
are all sound . . . the modern scholars say that isolated reports on their 
own bring only �ann.34

For al-Karak�, then, the blame for the dispute is clearly attributed 
to the Æmodern scholars�: they have strayed from the methodology 
of the earlier scholars (which, by implication, has a greater claim to 
legitimacy). This is not, then, a list of differences between Akhbår�s 
and U‚¨l�s/mujtahids, but a polemical attempt to attribute blame for 
the deviation of the community from the true path and the resultant 
dispute and division. Whilst the passage outlines al-Karak��s primary 
mode of attack against the mujtahids/U‚¨l�s, it is not (and nor does 
it aim to be) a list of differences, despite its portrayal as such by 
later Akhbår� scholars.35 Where subsequent lists of differences can 
be distinguished from al-Karak��s three Æcauses of the dispute� is 
in their authors� attempts to catalogue differences and present them 
as purely descriptive. The above passage does, however, outline the 

33 See below, pp. 248–251 and pp. 276–278.
34 Karak�, Hidåyat, pp. 6–7.
35 Akhbår�, Óirz al-ªawåss, f.7a.11–7b.6/pp. 14 l.11–15 l.6.
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fundamental difference in epistemology (that is, between binary and 
graded approaches to knowledge, proposed by Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s 
respectively). All the other differences laid out by subsequent Akh-
bår� writers, and examined below, are based upon a rejection of the 
legitimacy of the U‚¨l� category of �ann.

Another early Ælist� is that found in al-Óurr al-�Åmil��s al-Fawå�id 
al-�¨siyya. The work generally is a rather inchoate collection of 102 
sections (titled as numbered få�idas).36 In each få�ida, al-Óurr presents 
his remarks on separate religious topics, and many of these relate 
to the author�s professed Akhbarism. Some få�idas are presented as 
responses to petitioners� questions, others as thoughts on particular 
ªad�ths or Qur�anic verses and yet others are explicit refutations of an 
opponent�s position. Works of this sort (which can be termed fawå�id 
works)37 emerged as a popular form of religious literature amongst 
the Safavid Sh��� scholars. They are, in effect, a variorum of short 
articles requiring less sustained effort than a work in an established 
genre, such as u‚¨l, šqh or Qur�ån/ªad�th commentary. In få�ida 92, 
al-Óurr lists the 23 differences between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s already 
mentioned, but he provides little explanatory comment on the validity 
of either school, despite his own Akhbår� allegiance. The list comes in 
the midst of a refutation of an unknown scholar�s al-Risåla f��l-ijtihåd 
to which al-Óurr is replying in the standard atomised point by point 
manner. The fact that the šrst true list of Akhbår�-U‚¨l� differences 
dates from the late Eleventh Century38 further conšrms the hypothesis, 
outlined in the last chapter, that Akhbarism only attained a Æschool� 
identity seventy years or so after Astaråbåd��s death (and even then 
in an ill-formed and ill-dešned manner). Before this date, Akhbår� 
scholars were yet to acquire a common heritage and a common set 
of doctrines; Astaråbåd��s legacy consisted of a general unease over 
the use of ijtihåd and related hermeneutic principles. Al-Óurr�s list 
is evidence of the construction of Akhbår� doctrinal coherence over 
time, and also a contributory factor in the creation of that coher-
ence. By cataloguing the differences, an author projects his view 

36 Al-�ihrån� mentions that the number of få�idas is Æ102 or 103�, though the 
printed edition is clearly numbered 102. �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 347, ’1616.

37 See above, p. 102.
38 The work itself is undated, though it was clearly written between al-Óurr�s arrival 

in Mashhad (in 1073) and 1090. The latter is the date of the earliest manuscript of 
the work known to al-�ihrån� (al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 347 ’1616).
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of the essential characteristics of Akhbarism. Over time, such lists 
contributed to Akhbarism�s increasingly strong school identity, and 
for this reason one can say that the lists both re�ected and created 
Akhbarism as a school.

Al-Óurr�s list of differences is presented as a response to the state-
ment (found in al-Risåla f��l-ijtihåd) that the difference between the 
Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s is merely Æterminological� (laf��). Al-Óurr, of 
course, considers the difference to be substantive (ma�naw�), and he 
demonstrates this by listing twenty-three doctrinal issues (numbered 
by abjad) on which Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s differ. He introduces them 
as Æall the substantive differences between the two groups�. In the 
main, each description of a difference follows a consistent model: 
the statement of U‚¨l� doctrine, and a statement of its denial by 
the Akhbår�s. An Akhbår� alternative to the U‚¨l� doctrine is rarely 
provided, and no reason for the denial is given. For example, the 
second difference reads:

Bå�: The U‚¨l�s say that it is permitted, or rather obligatory, to act in 
accordance with the opinion of the mujtahid and no one else. The Akhbår�s 
say this is not permitted.39

This rather uninformative declaration of the invalidity of an U‚¨l� 
doctrine hides the Akhbår� alternative to the mujtahid authority system 
which had emerged by al-Óurr�s time.40 The model of description 
becomes so repetitive (Æthe U‚¨l�s say such and such . . . the Akhbår�s 
deny it) that al-Óurr al-�Åmil� resorts to an abbreviation: Æin the same 
way (ka-dhålik), such and such . . .� meaning that the U‚¨l�s assert a 
doctrine and the Akhbår�s deny it:

Óå�: The U‚¨l�s say that it is permitted to perform an action on the basis 
of a report whose chain of transmission is merely of less than certain 
validity (�ann� al-sanad). The Akhbår�s say it is not permitted.
Wåw: A report which is of uncertain indications is the same.
Zå�: al-a‚l ˜i.e. al-barå�a al-a‚liyya· is the same.
Hå�: al-Isti‚ªåb is the same . . .

This abbreviated form of presentation continues from point 6 (wåw) to 
point 17 ( yå� zå�). Including these, 15 of the 23 points of difference 
are expressed as mere Akhbår� denials of U‚¨l� doctrines. Most of the 

39 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 447. 
40 See Gleave, ÆThe Qå�� and the Muft��.
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principal Akhbår� doctrines identišed by al-Óurr are, then, reactionary: 
they are not doctrines at all, but denials of U‚¨l� doctrines without 
an alternative Akhbår� hermeneutic being proposed, or an exploration 
of any variety within the Akhbår� school being given.

A few of al-Óurr�s remaining points of difference do describe an 
Akhbår� alternative to a given U‚¨l� doctrine. However, they have 
clearly been selected to ridicule the U‚¨l� position. Al-Óurr�s aim 
in formulating these points is not merely to describe the main dif-
ferences between the two positions. Rather, it is to highlight those 
U‚¨l� doctrines which can most easily be shown to be incoherent. 
Al-Óurr�s list, on these points at least, consists of covert reductio 
ad absurdum arguments. For example, in point 17, al-Óurr states 
that when a non-mujtahid comes to know a ruling through reading 
an authentic report, then (for Akhbår�s) he should follow the ruling 
contained in the report. The U‚¨l�s, however, argue that he should 
ignore this and follow a mujtahid�s opinion. This Æpoint of dispute� 
between the schools consists in al-Óurr taking the U‚¨l� position to 
its logical conclusion and thereby demonstrating it to be counter-intui-
tive. This is then contrasted with the Akhbår� position, which appears 
obviously reasonable by comparison. The point is pressed home in 
points 18 to 22. Point 18 states that if the non-mujtahid knows of 
1000 Æsound ªad�ths� which explicitly indicate a particular legal rul-
ing, but hears a mujtahid�s opinion which contradicts this ruling, then 
(according to the U‚¨l�s) he should follow the mujtahid. According 
to the Akhbår�s, of course, he follows the ªad�ths. In a subsequent 
point, al-Óurr states that for U‚¨l�s, if a member of the �ulamå� knows 
all ªad�ths, without exception, but his knowledge is dešcient in a 
single discipline or issue, then he cannot follow the ªad�ths he knows, 
but must follow the mujtahid. The Akhbår�s assert he is quališed 
to follow the ªad�ths he knows. With each point, al-Óurr increases 
the intensity of the hyperbole (a single ªad�th, a thousand ªad�ths, 
all ªad�ths that exist), demonstrating that the logical conclusion of 
the U‚¨l� position is the rejection of certain knowledge in favour of 
�ann. Whilst al-Óurr lists these as discrete points, they are all, in 
fact, a single point of dispute: for the U‚¨l�s the mujtahid�s opinion 
as to God�s law holds more authority than the ªad�th. The point is 
expressed repeatedly, but formulated with different conditions, making 
this a steady, creeping piece of argumentation, rather than a list of 
separate points of difference between the two parties.

On two other occasions (points 1 and 19), an alternative Akhbår� 
method is clearly presented. The šrst point reads:
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Alif: The U‚¨l�s say that ijtihåd is permitted, nay obligatory, in deriv-
ing rulings. The Akhbår�s say that it is not permitted to act on anything 
other than a text.41

Even here though, the Akhbår� method is presented in negative terms, 
demonstrating a reactionary, rather than constructive, character.

Point 19 is more clearly doctrinal (as opposed to reactionary). 
On the issue of the correct procedure on issues for which there is 
no text (Qur�anic or otherwise), the Akhbår�s argue that one should 
act with caution (iªtiyå†) whilst U‚¨l�s say one should follow the 
mujtahid�s ruling. Once again, al-Óurrr wishes to reduce the U‚¨l� 
position to ridicule:

For the U‚¨l�s, it is obligatory to act in accordance with ˜the mujtahid�s· 
�ann, even if it opposes caution. Those who argue for ijtihåd mostly 
rule on issues without reference to the text (al-na‚‚), and then give 
fatwås upon ˜those issues·. If one studies ˜the sources·, one šnds that 
at times ˜answers to· those issues are recorded in the ˜revelatory· texts. 
˜Sometimes· these differ from the fatwås ˜of the mujtahid·, and ˜at other 
times· they agree.42

The U‚¨l�s, then, do not simply stipulate obedience to the mujtahid�s 
opinion. They stipulate it even when this opinion directly contradicts 
the natural reading of a revelatory text.

Unlike al-Karak��s catalogue of reasons (and hence blame) for the 
con�ict, al-Óurr�s presentation can more accurately be described as a 
list of differences. However, Akhbarism is portrayed as a reactionary 
movement, revolving around a condemnation of U‚¨l� doctrines. Al-
Óurr rarely presents Akhbår� alternatives, and he structures his list, 
and describes the differences, in such a way as to advance his own 
anti-U‚¨l� stance. Hence a single point of dispute is expressed three 
times with more and more outlandish riders.

Al-Jazå�ir��s Manba� al-Óayåt, written around twenty years after 
al-Óurr�s al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, represents a development in pres-
entational technique, as well as re�ecting developments in Akhbår� 
doctrine more generally.43 The work as a whole is a defence of the 

41 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 447. The use of the term na‚‚ here is explained 
above, n. 17.

42 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 449.
43 A summary of al-Jazå�ir��s list of differences can be found in Sefatgol, Sakhtår-i 

Nahåd, p. 529. Sefatgol is using the Majlis Library manuscript, ’2761 (see Majlis 
Fihrist, v. 9, pt. 1, p. 152) rather than the printed text.
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doctrine that the opinions of a scholar continue to have probative force 
after that scholar�s death. This was a distinctive Akhbår� doctrine: 
previous to al-Jazå�ir�, Astaråbåd� had denounced it,44 al-Karak� had 
refuted it45 and al-Óurr had mentioned it in his list of differences 
at point 21.46 The U‚¨l�s argued that an ordinary believer�s taql�d 
must be to a living mujtahid. For them, when that mujtahid dies, 
his opinions no longer have probative force (summarised in the slo-
gan ªukm al-mayyit ka�l-mayyit—Æthe dead person�s ruling is like 
the dead person�). The believer must then choose a new mujtahid. 
Al-Jazå�ir� takes as his text the risåla of Shah�d II (d. 966) on fol-
lowing a living mujtahid.47 One element of Shah�d II�s argument is 
the claim that the believer who errs due to his ignorance of the law 
is not excused his error (he is not excused because he should have 
referred to a mujtahid). In reply to this, al-Jazå�ir� šrst outlines his 
own position—namely that the believer is charged with obedience to 
the Imams (through the akhbår), and not to a mujtahid. As part of 
his reply, he lists eleven differences between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s in 
order to demonstrate that legal knowledge is generally available and 
not restricted to the mujtahid. He describes each difference in turn, 
according to a regular model: 

˜1· he numbers and names the area of dispute; 
˜2· he outlines the mujtahid opinion;48 
˜3· he outlines the Akhbår� opinion (phrased as a rejection of the 
mujtahid opinion); 
˜4· he comments on (and argues for) his own position on the topic under 
discussion, introducing this last section with ÆI say . . .� (aq¨lu). 

44 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 299.
45 Karak�, Hidåyat, pp. 303–304.
46 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 449. Here the difference is part of al-Óurr�s 

polemic against the U‚¨l� position that the mujtahid�s opinion is always preferable to 
a non-mujtahid�s reading of ªad�th. The point refers to the supposedly illogical U‚¨l� 
doctrine that if a dead mujtahid�s opinion agrees with 1000 ªad�ths, and a living 
mujtahid�s opinion does not, then the living mujtahid�s opinion is preferable.

47 See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 4, p. 392, ’1736. See above p. 188.
48 In the description of the seventh area of dispute (concerning whether or not 

the early Sh��� scholars forbade or allowed ijtihåd), al-Jazå�ir� places the Akhbår� 
position before that of the mujtahids. In this point, al-Jazå�ir� also deviates from his 
usual pattern by dispensing with the general description of the disputed area at the 
outset. See Jazå�ir�, Manba�, pp. 54–57. In the eleventh area of dispute (concerning 
the meaning of a sound ªad�th), the mujtahid position is not introduced as such, 
but by reference to past scholars claimed as mujtahids (particularly Muªammad b. 
Idr�s al-Óill�). See Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 82.
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For example:

˜1.· The fourth issue concerns the probative force of qiyås al-awlawiyya 
and man‚¨‚ al-�illa.

˜2· The mujtahids—may God be pleased with them—say that both have 
probative force. They make them the reason (manå†) underlying many 
of the legal rulings (al-aªkåm) in such a way that, on some occasions, 
they give them priority over akhbår which have a sanad which is 
classišed as unsound under the new method of ˜ªad�th· classišcation.

˜3· As for the Akhbår�s—may God sanctify their spirits—they deny 
probative force to both of them. They say that deducing rulings from 
either ˜qiyås al-awlawiyya or man‚¨‚ al-�illa· came about because of 
˜the in�uence of· the Sunni method ˜of deriving rulings·, since ˜for the 
Sunnis·, at times, the texts are unable ˜to provide rulings·.

˜4· I say that the true position here is that of the Akhbår�s, for there 
are many akhbår which declare both ˜types of analogical reasoning· 
to be invalid in principle . . .49

The last part of each section, in which al-Jazå�ir� argues for his own 
position, is always extensive (in the above cited passage, it runs to 
three pages in the printed edition). The issue at stake in the point cited 
above is the validity of two hermeneutic mechanisms. The šrst, qiyås 
al-awlawiyya, refers to the e minori ad maius argument in which the 
prohibition of a minor case is taken to indicate a similar prohibition 
of a major case. Hence, the prohibition on addressing one�s parents 
with a rebuke (uff, Q17.23) is also a prohibition against hitting them. 
The dispute over this form of argumentation was not concerned with 
its validity (most Sunni jurists argued it had probative force, though 
the �åhir�s famously rejected it), but over its classišcation: is it best 
considered an analogy (that is, the transfer of the ruling from the 
minor case to the major case), or is it merely a linguistic implica-
tion (that is, prohibiting a minor offence implies that anything more 
serious than that minor offence is also prohibited)?50 The legitimacy 
of the procedure was also generally accepted by pre-Astaråbåd� Sh��� 
jurists, though it was classišed as a linguistic inference in order to 
avoid contravention of the uncompromising revelatory statements of 
the Imams condemning qiyås.51 Similarly, there was dispute over 

49 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 45. The mas�ala here ends at the foot of p. 47.
50 See Zysow, ÆEconomy of Certainty�, pp. 157–162.
51 See Gleave, ÆQiyås�.
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qiyås man‚¨‚ al-�illa—cases where the reason (�illa) for a ruling was 
explicitly stated (man‚¨‚a) in a text, thereby (supposedly) enabling 
a simple transfer of the ruling from recorded to novel cases. Once 
again, the dispute amongst Sunni jurists concerned classišcation 
of this reasoning process as analogy (qiyås) or linguistic inference 
(mafh¨m).52 As with qiyås al-awlawiyya, the Sh��� jurists preferred 
to consider this a linguistic inference, and thereby legitimise it as a 
valid element in Sh��� u‚¨l al-šqh.53

Al-Jazå�ir� supports the Akhbår� rejection of both procedures, 
considering them types of qiyås.54 He argues for this position by 
citing akhbår in which the Imams denounce qiyås (either directly or 
through their rejection of rulings resulting from qiyås). This is fol-
lowed by a list of invalid analogies attributed to Ab¨ Óan�fa. Then, 
in reference to qiyås al-awlawiyya, al-Jazå�ir� states that Æthe Qur�ån 
was only revealed in the language of the Arabs, that is, how they 
spoke in their everyday discourse.� They would not have understood 
hitting one�s parents to be prohibited from a text in which saying uff 
to them was prohibited. Similarly, with respect to man‚¨‚ al-�illa, 
Imam M¨så al-Kå�im is reported as having said Æone should not 
ask God why something is ªalål and why another thing is ªaråm.� 
Al-Jazå�ir� rationalises the prohibition on qiyås man‚¨‚ al-�illa thus: 
whilst it might appear as if the ratio (�illa) for a particular ruling is 
available in a particular case (that is, it is written within the text under 
consideration), it is not known whether or not this ratio is valid for 
all cases which appear to fall under the same category. One cannot 
deduce from the presence of words indicating causality in a report 
(li�ann, li etc.) that a similar causal process will occur in all instances 
similar to (or more accurately, presumed to be similar to) the case 
in question.55 

Now, two comments can be made here. Firstly, whilst it is clear that 
al-Jazå�ir� is arguing for the Akhbår� position from his exposition 
(in section ˜4· above, beginning with aq¨lu), his description of the 
difference of opinion (that is, parts ˜1·–˜3· above) is non-partisan. 

52 See Zysow, ÆEconomy of Certainty�, pp. 323–329.
53 See Gleave, ÆQiyås�.
54 That both procedures were not rejected by all Akhbår�s. Gleave, Inevitable 

Doubt, pp. 103–105 and pp. 151–152 in relation to Y¨suf al-Baªrån�.
55 The reasoning here is outlined in Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 47.
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From the description alone, the author�s school loyalty cannot be 
determined. This is true of all al-Jazå�ir��s Æpoints of dispute�: they 
are presented as neutral descriptions of the dispute, and by doing 
this, al-Jazå�ir� claims some sort of independent legitimacy for his 
list. Argumentation is not absent from the text as a whole; however, 
it is removed from the presentation of the dispute, and hived off into 
section ˜4·. In short, his brief portrayal of the mujtahid position in 
section ˜2· above (and in the equivalent section of all of his eleven 
points of dispute) does not appear obviously skewed by his personal 
school afšliation. Here we see a development in the presentation of 
the dispute from al-Óurr�s list. Al-Óurr composed a series of points 
(points 17 to 22) which formed a reductio ad absurdum argument 
of the mujtahid position, and thereby covertly introduced his own 
position into his description of the dispute. Al-Jazå�ir�, perhaps more 
conšdent of Akhbarism�s ability to withstand mujtahid criticism, felt 
able to describe the mujtahid position without explicit prejudice.

Secondly, whilst al-Óurr�s list is primarily a list of Akhbår� denials, 
in al-Jazå�ir��s text the Akhbår� alternative is described and, at times, 
justišed also. In the above cited passage, section ˜3·, the Akhbår�s are 
said to justify the rejection of these two types of analogical reasoning 
because they derive from Sunni juristic thinking. This was a com-
mon motif in Akhbår� literature and accords with the implicit (and 
sometimes explicit) assumption that any legal process originating in 
Sunni discourse has no place in Sh��� legal discussions. In section ˜4·, 
al-Jazå�ir� suggests an alternative interpretive procedure which demands 
that the language of the revelatory texts be understood according to 
the everyday discourse of the Arabs (bi-lisån al-�arab wa-bi-må kåna 
yajr� baynahum f� maªåwaråtihim). A further justišcation for the 
Akhbår� position is also supplied: namely, even when God gives a 
reason for a ruling, one cannot assume that the ruling is transferred 
to all similar cases. Only on those occasions when God explicitly 
says that a ruling can be transferred, or when he is announcing a 
general prohibition, can we assume that the ruling is transferred. On 
each occasion that al-Jazå�ir� describes a point of dispute (sections 
˜1·–˜3· in the above model), there is a clear attempt to prevent the 
description from being infected by polemic against one or other of 
the opinions expressed. Al-Jazå�ir� reserves his own opinion and 
argumentation for section ˜4·. 

Al-Jazå�ir��s provision of alternative Akhbår� doctrines (rather than 
simple Akhbår� denials) is perhaps the most signišcant development 
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from earlier lists. Admittedly, in ten of al-Jazå�ir��s eleven points, the 
mujtahid view is described before the Akhbår� opinion, and the por-
trayal of Akhbarism as a reactionary movement is thereby maintained. 
However, al-Jazå�ir� is keen to �esh out Akhbår� alternatives to the 
mujtahid position (as was seen in the citation from the fourth point of 
dispute mentioned above). The šfth point constitutes another example 
of this, and concerns Ætaking legal rulings from the Qur�ån� (akhdh 
al-aªkåm min al-Qur�ån). Al-Jazå�ir� describes the mujtahid posi-
tion as permitting rules to be taken directly from the Qur�ån, interpret-
ing the Qur�ån according to a set of hermeneutic procedures (amåråt 
al-istinbå†) and rejecting those reports which contradict the meaning 
of the Qur�anic text (as mediated through the employment of these 
hermeneutic procedures). The Akhbår� position is described thus:

As for the Akhbår�s—may God sanctify their tombs—they argue that, 
for us, all the Qur�ån is of unclear reference (mutashåbih). Hence it is 
only permitted for us to take rulings from it when there is an indication 
within the akhbår as to its meaning.56

The Akhbår�s are not only presented as rejecting the mujtahid posi-
tion. An alternative, Akhbår� hermeneutic is outlined: the Qur�ån can 
only be understood in the light of the rulings of the Imams. This is 
a consistent feature of al-Jazå�ir��s presentation. For al-Óurr, Akhbar-
ism�s most signišcant features lay in its denial of U‚¨l� methodology. 
For al-Jazå�ir�, it consists of an alternative hermeneutic. Whilst the 
alternative does indeed clash with Usulism, it is described in its own 
terms. One sees here the early development of a distinctive Akhbår� 
position with its own canon of independent and coherent principles 
which should replace dominant Usulism.

This development can also be seen in al-Jazå�ir��s tendency to 
discuss the interrelationship between points. The linking of qiyås al-
awlawiyya and man‚¨‚ al-�illa into one point, as described above, is 
an example of this. For al-Óurr, these two types of analogy consisted 
of separate areas of dispute between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s (namely, 
points 13 and 14 in his list).57 Another example is al-Jazå�ir��s eighth 
area of dispute, concerning al-barå�a al-a‚liyya (the presumption 
of licitness). The mujtahids argue that in the absence of an explicit 
prohibition in a revelatory text, the assessment on any occasion (be 

56 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 48.
57 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 448.
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it concerning a substance or an action) is of the permitted nature of 
the item under scrutiny. The Akhbår� position is described thus:

The Akhbår�s—may God have mercy on them—say that the meaning of 
the akhbår is that God has a specišc ruling for everything, even to the 
˜number of · lashings and the length of the whip ˜used in ªud¨d punish-
ment·. Every occasion, be it minor or major,58 has had a ruling placed 
upon it by the Imams. Some of them have reached us and the rest remain 
˜unknown·. So, whenever a text reaches us, saying that an action is obliga-
tory, forbidden, recommended, discouraged or licit, we know this from 
its contents. Whenever a text has not reached us, then we must suspend 
judgement (tawaqquf  ) concerning ˜the matter· until its ruling becomes 
clear, when we then act accordingly. If it remains hidden from us, then 
tawaqquf is obligatory for us. Hence the fundamental nature of a thing 
is not that it is forbidden ˜merely that its assessment is unknown·. We 
have heard that some modern Akhbår�s forbid the wearing of clothes 
other than those used at the time of the Imams, because there is no per-
mission from the Lawgiver to ˜wear them·. Similarly, ˜they forbid· the 
consumption of meals which were not eaten at that time, because there 
is no specišc text. They stipulate that there must be a specišc indicator 
˜in the revelatory texts· for every instance.59

Al-Jazå�ir��s willingness to present a coherent Akhbår� alternative to 
an U‚¨l� doctrine is, once again, in evidence here, but more than this: 
the Akhbår� position on al-barå�a al-a‚liyya is explicitly linked with 
general Akhbår� positions on knowledge of the law, the sufšciency of 
the akhbår to provide guidance and the need to suspend judgement 
in cases of revelatory silence. These points had also been made by 
al-Óurr, but in discrete differences. What is signišcant here is that 
through an exploration of the interdependence of Akhbår� doctrines, 
the coherence of the Akhbår� position is further strengthened in the 
reader�s mind. Another point of interest is al-Jazå�ir��s hint at different 
Akhbår� positions: some Æmodern� Akhbår�s hold a view on meals 
not prepared at the time of the Imams, and by implication, others 
do not.

Finally, it should be noted that al-Jazå�ir��s support for the Akhbår� 
opinion is not unequivocal, notwithstanding his personal renown as 
an Akhbår�. In his own assessment of the above dispute concerning 
al-barå�a al-a‚liyya, al-Jazå�ir� states that it is the mujtahid posi-
tion which is the stronger (al-�åhir anna al-aqwå hunå qawl al-

58 Reading �a�å�im for �a�å�im here: Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 58.
59 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 58.
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mujtahid�n), in that the akhbår do indeed indicate that the Imams 
ordered a presumption of licitness when the precise assessment of 
an action is unknown from the revelatory texts. This is probably a 
criticism of those Akhbår�s who only permit meals and clothes which 
were current at the time of the Imams. However, the mujtahids Ægo 
too far� (afra†¨) when they declare a thing to be licit when there is 
only a weak report in which it is prohibited. In such circumstances, 
al-Jazå�ir� argues, the so-called weak report is sufšcient evidence to 
establish a prohibition. Similarly, the Akhbår�s Ægo too far� (afra†¨) 
when they argue that any action which is not explicitly designated 
by a text is forbidden. Al-Jazå�ir� argues that only in cases of total 
revelatory silence can a presumption of licitness be made. He takes 
similarly Æmoderate� opinions on the questions of the probative force 
of khabar al-wåªid (the ninth area of dispute)60 and the obligatory 
nature of caution on occasions of revelatory contradiction (the tenth 
area of dispute).61 He can do this, and remain an Akhbår� (he sup-
ports the Akhbår� position more often in his commentary on points of 
dispute), by selecting for description the most extreme of the various 
Akhbår� and mujtahid views on a particular topic, and then present-
ing himself as a moderate. Not all Akhbår�s demanded an explicit 
textual indicator for every assessment, and not all mujtahids argued 
for licitness in the face of so-called weak ªad�ths,62 but it serves al-
Jazå�ir��s purpose to portray the positions in this way. 

Al-Jazå�ir��s desire to present himself as a Æmoderate� in the dispute 
could stem from his tutorship under Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�,63 
who famously stated that he pursued a Æmiddle way� (bayna ifrå† 
va tafr�†) between the two schools. Al-Jazå�ir� is concerned that the 
dispute might generate declarations of unbelief. On the dešnition of 
Æthe sound report� (al-ªad�th al-‚aª�ª), al-Jazå�ir� outlines the dif-
ferent opinions and concludes:

The truth is with the Akhbår�s ˜on this point·. In sum, it is clear to one 
who follows the opinions of the Akhbår�s and mujtahids that there is 
both excess and negligence (ifrå† an wa-tafr�† an) in them. The Akhbår�s 
have extended the tongue of insult to the mujtahids, and attributed error 

60 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 65.
61 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 76.
62 For further discussion on these issues, see below, p. 204.
63 Majlis� II, Ajwibah, p. 4. The most explicit statement by Muªammad Båqir 

al-Majlis� is found in these answers to questions set by Khal�l al-Qazw�n�.
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and misguidance to them. This is an insult which is inappropriately 
placed, because the mujtahids—may God sanctify their spirits—have 
always exerted effort in their search for legal rulings, and in bringing 
understanding to any obscurity. The truth lies in a middle way between 
the two opinions and a path between the two paths . . . This is the middle 
path which a group of our modern scholars have followed, and that is 
the way of caution which does not lead the follower astray.64

Al-Jazå�ir��s list, then, highlights his view of the main areas of dispute, 
and at times he exaggerates both Akhbår� and mujtahid opinions in 
order to present himself as taking a middle way. However, this cannot 
hide the fact that on most issues relating to the dispute, he adopts 
an Akhbår� position, and his mode of argumentation is decidedly 
Akhbår� (for example, the citation of ªad�ths and the preference for 
the opinions of pre-�Allåma scholars). 

Notwithstanding these general observations, al-Jazå�ir��s list develops 
al-Óurr�s presentation of the dispute in a number of important ways. 
Firstly, there is a formal distinction between describing the dispute 
and evaluating the views of the two schools, and this is achieved 
through the institution of a separate section in which the assessment 
is made. Al-Óurr blurs this distinction in order to expose the muj-
tahids to ridicule through rhetorical phrasing of certain differences. 
Secondly, al-Jazå�ir� describes the Akhbår� position as an alternative 
hermeneutic, and not simply as a rejection of Usulism. Thirdly, in 
the course of this more elaborate exposition of the Akhbår� position, 
al-Jazå�ir� also explores the coherence of the Akhbår� position by 
showing the interconnected nature of their doctrines. Fourthly, there 
are occasional references to different opinions within the Akhbår� 
school, in particular between what might be termed Æmoderate� and 
Æextreme� positions. Al-Jazå�ir� attempts to associate himself with 
the former in his commentary sections.

Al-Jazå�ir��s distinction between the description of the opinions of 
Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s, and the presentation of argumentation for one 
of these positions is developed in Sulaymån al-Måª¨z��s list of dif-
ferences, recorded in one of his ajwiba works (containing answers to 
questions set by a fellow scholar).65 As has already been mentioned, 

64 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 83.
65 The text is found cited by al-Akhbår� in his Óirz al-Óawåss (see above, n. 00). 

Al-Samåh�j�, one of al-Måª¨z��s pupils, also cites this work in his famous list of 
40 differences (see below). The wording cited there differs from al-Akhbår��s text 
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al-Måª¨z��s position within the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dispute is uncertain.66 
In his outline of the differences between the two schools (numbering 
six in all), he does occasionally express his opinion, though, unlike 
al-Jazå�ir�, he never enters into explicit argumentation. On each occa-
sion he expresses an opinion, it accords with that of the Akhbår�s, and 
hence this can be validly characterised as an ÆAkhbår�� presentation 
of the dispute. For example, on the question of isti‚ªåb al-ªål, he 
outlines the Akhbår� position (which is shared with some mujtahids), 
after which he says Æthis is the stronger position in my opinion� 
(huwa al-aqwå �ind�). He also mentions the question of contradictory 
akhbår, and the solution proffered by the two schools: the Akhbår�s 
argue for a set number of legitimate techniques, sanctioned by the 
Imams; the U‚¨l�s argue that the full weight of interpretation should 
be brought to bear on the contradictory ªad�ths in order to prevent a 
contradiction. Al-Måª¨z� states that Æfollowing the path of the Akhbår�s 
concerning preference ˜between ªad�ths· is probably stronger.�67 Apart 
from these asides, the dispute is described in non-partisan terms. 
The focus of the discussion is the dispute over al-barå�a al-a‚liyya 
(that is, the assumption that an action is licit when there is no clear 
indication in the revelatory texts that it is forbidden). The Akhbår� 
position is described in a nuanced manner. The Akhbår�s do not 
permit the believer to act on the basis of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya in the 
following circumstances:

1. al-barå�a cannot be used to pronounce an action licit when the 
action is only obliquely mentioned in revelation. The example given 
concerns the prohibition on touching the actual text of the Qur�ån 
(as opposed to its covers) whilst in a state of ritual impurity.68

slightly—as al-Akhbår� himself states, he has summarized al-Måª¨z��s answer. I 
have been unable to locate the original.

66 See above, p. 159 (see also Baªrån�, Lu�lu�a, p. 10, where it is stated that he 
was a supporter of ijtihåd, but Æreturned to something close to the Akhbår� posi-
tion� in later life).

67 Newman, ÆAkhbår�/U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 28 (translation, pp. 42–43). This 
passage is found in al-Samåh�j��s forty points, but is missing from al-Akhbår��s sum-
mary of al-Måª¨z��s answer. It is possible that there were two answers to the same 
(or similar) questions concerning the difference between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s. 

68 ªurma f��l-wuj¨d�: Akhbår�s argue that there is sufšcient revelatory indication 
that this action is possibly prohibited (since minor ritual impurity prohibits one from 
touching various other items), and therefore should be treated as prohibited on the 
basis of caution, and the presumption of licitness cannot apply here. Akhbår�, Óirz 
al-Óawåss, f.13a.3/p. 26 l.3. 
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2. al-barå�a cannot be used to pronounce a ruling of licitness when 
the ruling pertains to a situation obliquely mentioned in revelation. 
The example concerns whether or not a bodily discharge from an 
orišce other than the anus or the penis causes ritual impurity.69

3. al-barå�a cannot be used to express a preference for one or other 
of two (or more) contradictory reports.70

However, al-barå�a can be used legitimately, according to the 
Akhbår�s, to move an action which could be obligatory (due to its 
similarity with other actions) to a lesser category (namely, recom-
mended and permitted). The example given concerns the late evening 
prayer called ‚alåt al-witr: this is not obligatory, but recommended. 
This is not because of any underlying licit assessment of all actions 
(al-a‚l), but because there are many ªad�ths which indicate that, on 
certain matters, God has chosen to hide the ruling from his servants, 
or the people are unable to know the ruling for some other reason. 
In such circumstances, the ruling Æplaced� (maw�¨�) on the action 
cannot be obligation.

The Akhbår� position, then, is carefully described by al-Måª¨z� 
here. For Akhbår�s, al-barå�a al-a‚liyya can be used as an interpre-
tive principle to reduce a suspected obligation to a lesser assess-
ment; however it cannot be used to declare a suspected prohibition 
permitted. How such a principle works in the delineation of the law 
is explored in Chapter 9 below, but the signišcant point here is the 
care with which al-Måª¨z� describe the Akhbår� position on al-barå�a 
al-a‚liyya. Similarly, the Akhbår� position on declaring a preference 
between contradictory reports (tarj�ª ta�åru� al-akhbår) is given a 
detailed description, and related to the principles of interpretation laid 
out by al-Kulayn� in the introduction to his al-Kåf�.71 The same care 
is taken over the Akhbår� positions on other issues of u‚¨l al-šqh: 
ijmå� (including the problems of knowing the participants in any 

69 ªukm wa‚f�: Akhbår�s argue that there is sufšcient revelatory evidence to indicate 
that all bodily discharges (�atulence, urine, faeces, blood, lachrymal substance etc.) 
violate a state of purity, and the presumption of licitness for those unmentioned in 
the revelatory text is not valid.

70 Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, f.13a.6/p. 26 l.6. That is al-barå�a cannot be used as 
evidence that a report which indicates the licitness of an action predominates over a 
report which indicates another ruling. It should be noted that the exact wording of 
al-Måª¨z��s description here is replicated by his pupil, al-Samåh�j�, in his list (see 
Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, pp. 34–35).

71 On these principles, see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 119–121.
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consensus, and whether or not the Imam might be one of them), the 
division of all rulings into permitted, prohibited and uncertain, the issue 
of the validity of all the reports in the ÆFour Books� and isti‚ªåb 
al-ªål. There are indications in the list of differences of opinion 
amongst the Akhbår�s on certain points. For example, on the issue 
of ta�kh�r al-bayån (the delay of explanation, in which God reveals 
a command, but not the means of fulšlling that command), some 
Akhbår�s ( jamå�a minhum) say it is permitted (and by implication, 
others are noncommittal or opposed to it).72 There are also instances 
where some mujtahids agree with the Akhbår� position. ÆSome muj-
tahids� (ba�� al-mujtahid�n) are said to agree with the Akhbår� posi-
tion and disregard the ijmå� of the modern scholars (meaning those 
after al-�Allåma al-Óill�). Together they argue that it is not a valid 
proof because there is no way of knowing if the Imam�s opinion is 
included in the consensus, unless there is a report to that effect (and 
in such cases, the report is the proof rather than the simple fact of 
a consensus).

Al-Måª¨z��s list, then, develops further the depiction of the Akh-
bår�-U‚¨l� con�ict. The explanation of the Akhbår� position on each 
point is detailed and non-partisan. The expression of personal com-
ment and explicit argumentation for or against a particular position 
is minimal. Akhbår� positions are presented as alternative solutions 
to particular hermeneutic problems; in fact, the Akhbår� position is 
given prominence, and appears to control the general presentation. 
The mujtahid position is expressed, in the main, as a reaction to 
the Akhbår� stance (that is, a reversal of al-Óurr�s presentation 
technique). Al-Måª¨z��s pupil, �Abd Allåh al-Samåh�j�, continues to 
develop these characteristics. Al-Samåh�j� produced what was prob-
ably the best known of the lists of differences between Akhbår�s and 
U‚¨l�s. His list of forty differences has been edited by Newman,73 
and was cited by most later Sh��� commentators on the dispute.74 It 

72 See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 235–236.
73 See Newman�s articles, ÆThe Akhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1� and ÆThe Akhbår�-

U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 2�. The latter article is Newman�s own analysis of the list.
74 See, for example, Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 167; Akhbår�, Óirz al-Óawåss, 

f.13b.5–16b.14; Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, 13b.4–77b.9 (with extensive com-
mentary from Zand himself and citations of other lists of differences, with points 
numbered differently, and no point after point 34 being listed); Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, 
v. 1, pp. 136–140 (an abbreviated version which has been extensively analysed by 
Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 2�); Dizf¨l�, Får¨q al-Óaqq, f.240b.6.
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gained, then, a canonical status, and later lists were, on the whole, 
commentaries, abbreviations or developments of al-Samåh�j��s list. A 
few general comments can be made about al-Samåh�j��s presentation. 
The mujtahid position is invariably mentioned šrst, and the Akhbår� 
position preserves its reactionary character which had, to an extent, 
been marginalised in al-Måª¨z��s list. However, the Akhbår� position 
receives extensive explanatory comment from al-Samåh�j�, and the 
view of the Akhbår�s is outlined in great detail. The Akhbår� view is 
expressed šrst, before that of the mujtahids, in only six of the forty 
points, coalescing at the end of al-Samåh�j��s text.75 This deviation 
from the normal pattern follows an unusually formulated point (point 
33), discussed further below. There is a single instance of different 
opinions amongst the Akhbår�s (the only explicit reference being the 
implication that there were different opinions over ta�kh�r al-bayån, 
in line with al-Måª¨z��s reference above). There is a certain amount 
of expansion (or perhaps, mere padding) in the list, probably in an 
attempt to reach the memorable number of 40 points. For example, 
al-Óurr and al-Jazå�ir� restrict the Akhbår� denunciation of ijtihåd to 
a single statement. Al-Samåh�j� devotes 11 points in all to the dispute 
over ijtihåd 76 and does not seem embarrassed over any repetition. 
For example:

˜al-Óurr·: 
Alif: The U‚¨l�s say that ijtihåd is permitted, nay obligatory, in deriv-
ing rulings (al-iªkåm). The Akhbår�s say it is not permitted to act on 
anything other than a text.77

˜al-Jazå�ir�·: 
Issue 7: The Akhbår�s say that the early Sh��� Akhbår� scholars . . . forbade 
ijtihåd and taql�d . . . the mujtahids say that the early scholars had no need 
of ijtihåd . . . because the 400 u‚¨l were still extant at that time.78

75 Points 32, 33, 34, 35, 38 and 39. Point 34 is actually a reference to Æa group 
of Akhbår�s� and their opinion concerning ta�kh�r al-bayån. Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� 
Dispute, pt. 1�, pp. 34–36 (translated on pp. 50–51). 

76 Points 1, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 17, 18, 23, 26 and 28, though many other points 
are also directly related to the question of ijtihåd. See Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l�s 
Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 24, pp. 26–27, p. 28, p. 29 and pp. 31–32.

77 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 447.
78 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, pp. 54–55.
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˜al-Samåh�j�·:79

1. The mujtahids say that ijtihåd is obligatory, individually or option-
ally . . . the Akhbår�s say it is forbidden . . .80

7. The mujtahids say that seeking knowledge during the occultation is 
through ijtihåd, and during the time of the ˜Imam�s· presence, by taking 
˜knowledge· from the Sinless One . . . The Akhbår�s do not distinguish 
between the occultation and the time of presence . . .81

17. The mujtahids permit ijtihåd in legal rulings when one is not able 
to gain knowledge of the Sinless One�s opinion . . . The Akhbår�s do 
not distinguish in this matter ˜that is, between being able to, and not 
being able to, gain knowledge of the Imam�s opinion·82

That the rejection of ijtihåd formed the crux of the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dis-
pute is clear, and indeed many points mentioned by al-Óurr and al-
Jazå�ir� can be traced back to the Akhbår� rejection of ijtihåd. The 
rejections of various interpretive devices by Akhbår�s (isti‚ªåb, al-
barå�a al-a‚liyya, mafh¨m al-shar†, mafh¨m al-‚ifa) are given discrete 
points in al-Óurr�s list. They are all techniques used by the mujtahid 
in reaching his opinion of God�s law. The same could be said of qiyås 
al-awlawiyya and man‚¨‚ al-�illa, which are given a separate point 
in al-Jazå�ir��s list. A rejection of ijtihåd necessarily entails a rejec-
tion of these devices. What is signišcant, though, is that both these 
earlier lists restrict the explicit mention of ijtihåd to a single point, 
whilst al-Samåh�j� devotes a signišcant number of points, not only 
to the Akhbår�s� straightforward rejection of ijtihåd, but also to the 
consequences of this rejection (see for example, points 7 and 17 cited 
above). This is partly because al-Samåh�j� aims at comprehensive-
ness, whilst earlier lists aimed as concision. Furthermore, al-Samåh�j� 
wished to delineate a memorable number of 40 points of dispute, and 
expanding one point into three or more points was a convenient way 
of doing so (the above mentioned padding). On the specišc issue of 
ijtihåd, al-Samåh�j��s expansion of the number of points explicitly 
referencing this element of the dispute, is combined with making 
the general rejection of ijtihåd his šrst point. This enables him to 
portray the dispute as primarily about a single issue (ijtihåd), with all 

79 These three points are merely a sample of al-Samåh�j��s points which directly 
relate to the issue of ijtihåd�s permissibility. A full list is given above, n. 76.

80 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 24.
81 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 26.
82 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 29. 
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other points (that is, the subsequent thirty nine) being ramišcations 
of this rejection.

Al-Samåh�j��s use of the term mujtahid (as opposed to U‚¨l�) for 
the Akhbår�s� opponents could be said to intensify the centrality 
of ijtihåd to the dispute. The variation in usage has been noted by 
Newman who states that al-Samåh�j��s use of the term mujtahid Æsug-
gests that the term U‚¨l� may not have been uniformly used in the 
late Safawid period.�83 The inconsistent use of terms by Akhbår�s to 
describe their opponents inhibits any general conclusions concerning 
the use of the terms u‚¨liyy¨n and mujtahid¨n. For any unambiguous 
employment of either term, there are numerous exceptions. In general 
terms, however, u‚¨liyy¨n (or u‚¨liyya) is used to describe those who 
participate in the maintenance of the discipline of u‚¨l al-šqh in its 
established form, be they Sunni or Sh���. A commitment to this disci-
pline in its established form invariably leads to a validation of ijtihåd. 
The legitimacy of ijtihåd is an accepted element of u‚¨l discourse, 
and a chapter on ijtihåd (båb al-ijtihåd) is an established element of 
the u‚¨l genre. However, in so far as the Akhbår� polemic revolves 
around a rejection of the discipline of u‚¨l al-šqh, their opponents 
are u‚¨liyy¨n, and the use of this term indicates a rejection of u‚¨l 
al-šqh as a valid discipline within the academy, rather than a specišc 
complaint against the doctrine of ijtihåd. The term mujtahid, however, 
has two distinct uses in these Akhbår� texts: one who supports the 
doctrine of ijtihåd (usually expressed in the plural as mujtahid¨n) and 
one who has attained the necessary educational quališcations to give 
independent judgements. The former is an expression of a doctrinal 
position; the latter is a description of a scholar�s status and re�ects a 
particular conception of the learned hierarchy. It is the second usage 
that is employed by al-Samåh�j� in his thirty-šrst point:

˜32· The mujtahid and Akhbår� are combined in one way and differ, one 
from each other, in another. This demonstrates that between them is a 
general-particular distinction based on a quality (�um¨m an wa khu‚¨‚ an 
min wajh).84 

As already noted, this deviation from al-Samåh�j��s standard presen-
tation introduces the points in which the Akhbår� doctrine is men-
tioned šrst (in points prior to this, the mujtahid doctrine occupies 

83 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 38, n. 6.
84 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 34 (translation, p. 49).
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the introductory position). By point 31, al-Samåh�j� is struggling to 
maintain the mujtahid-Akhbår� model, and is forced to compromise 
the method of presentation, using a more discursive style. 

Whilst it would seem natural that one who has reached the rank of 
ijtihåd would also advocate its employment in the derivation of rul-
ings, al-Samåh�j� proposes a distinct category of scholars who qualify 
as mujtahids, but who do not support ijtihåd. He terms such scholars 
Æmujtahid-muªaddith�. Examples of mujtahid-muªaddiths are given, 
and include Astaråbåd�, Khal�l al-Qazw�n�, Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån�, 
Muªammad �åhir al-Qumm� and al-Óurr al-�Åmil�.85 ÆMujtahid� is a 
general category, of which a mujtahid-muªaddith is a subclass: the 
former is made up of scholars who are both quališed and support 
ijtihåd, and those who are quališed but choose to reject the valid-
ity of ijtihåd. Both are to be distinguished from a muªaddith, who 
may be learned in ªad�th, but does not have the quališcations of a 
mujtahid. Hence the Akhbår� scholars listed as Æmujtahid-muªaddith� 
are specišc types of mujtahids: mujtahids who deny the legitimacy of 
ijtihåd. This is what is meant by the phrase borrowed from Arabic 
logic analysis: �um¨m an wa khu‚¨‚ an min wajh.86 The word mujtahid 

85 The identify of Æ�Abd Allåh al-Yazd�� mentioned by al-Samåh�j� is unclear, as 
noted by Newman (ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 49, n. 35). Since all manu-
scripts of al-Samåhiji�s Munyat al-Mumåris�n seem to state Æal-Yazd�� (apart from 
those consulted by Newman, see also University of Tehran, ’1160, f.19b.11 and the 
citation in Fatª �Al� Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.30b.2), I am not convinced it 
could be a scribal error. It is more likely that this scholar is the eighteenth student 
of Muªammad Båqir al-Majils�, �Abd Allåh b. al-Óusayn al-Yazd�, mention in al-
Majlis��s Biªår (v. 102, p. 93; his ijåza from Majlis� I is cited in Biªår, v. 107, 
p. 150 and Majlis� II, Ijåzåt al-Óad�th, pp. 77–78). Al-Yazd� was alive in 1013, and 
the chronology would seem to št with the list given by al-Samåh�j�.

86 This type of general-specišc distinction is normally distinguished in Arabic logic 
from �um¨m wa khu‚¨‚ mu†laq (a general-specišc distinction based on species). For 
example, describing an animal (the general category) as a white animal (a specišc 
category) is based on a quality of the animal, and the relationship between the two 
categories is termed �um¨m wa khu‚¨‚ min wajh. Describing a human being (a 
specišc category) as an animal (a general category) is based on the former being a 
subclass of the latter, and the relationships between the two categories is described 
as �um¨m wa khu‚¨‚ mu†laq. The categories mujtahid and Akhbår�, according to al-
Samåh�j�, can have a relationship analogous to the animal-white animal relationship: 
mujtahid is a general category for those with specišc quališcations, and within that 
category of scholars, there are Akhbår�s who deny the legitimacy of ijtihåd (called 
mujtahid-muªaddith). Newman�s translation of �um¨m wa khu‚¨‚ min wajh (Ægen-
erality and particularity in one respect�, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1�, p. 49) does 
not do justice to the logical point al-Samåh�j� is making here, and leads him to, I 
believe, misunderstand al-Samåh�j��s point in his commentary (Newman, ÆAkhbår�-
U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 2�, p. 259). 
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used by al-Samåh�j� in the opening sentence of point 31 is, then, 
merely a measure of an individual�s quališcations, and not an indica-
tion of support for ijtihåd. This distinguishes it from its use in the 
plural elsewhere in the 40 points (mujtahid¨n). 

The difference between a mujtahid (be he a supporter or opponent 
of ijtihåd—that is, be he a mujtahid or a mujtahid-muªaddith) and the 
muªaddith is also mentioned, and relates to the acquisition of certain 
educational quališcations ( jåmi� al-sharå�i†) in the former and the 
absence of these (and their replacement with knowledge of the ªad�th 
alone) in the latter. The muªaddith may have greater knowledge of 
ªad�ths than the mujtahid, but since he has not studied all the relevant 
sciences, he is not classišed as a mujtahid. Indeed, he may not wish 
to be called so: it is not that a muªaddith is striving to be mujtahid, 
but has not yet completed his training—it is quite possible that he 
has not studied the requisite sciences because he does not consider 
them valuable. Al-Samåh�j� refers to Æpupils of al-Óurr al-�Åmil� in 
Mashhad whom we met, and others� as falling into this category. 
They are Akhbår�s, but unlike the scholars mentioned above, they are 
not quališed mujtahids. According to al-Samåh�j�, within the cadre of 
Akhbår� scholars there are those who are mujtahids, but reject ijtihåd, 
and those who are muªaddiths who lack the necessary quališcations 
to be considered a mujtahid. That al-Óurr is in the former category 
and al-Óurr�s pupils in the latter indicates that these two groups of 
Akhbår�s are not necessarily in con�ict or competition. Instead, al-
Samåh�j��s characterisation represents an embryonic hierarchy amongst 
the Akhbår�s between the mujtahid-muªaddiths and the muªaddiths.87 
For al-Samåh�j�, then, a mujtahid can refer to a supporter of ijtihåd 
(as it does when al-Samåh�j� states Æthe mujtahids believe x�), but it 
can also be used to describe a person sufšciently quališed to employ 
ijtihåd (and this latter description need not exclude the term�s appli-
cation to a learned Akhbår�).

87 This analysis, then, does not accord with Newman�s view that the muªaddith-
mujtahids and the muªaddiths are Æmoderate� and Æpure� Akhbår�s respectively 
(Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dipute, pt. 2�, p. 261). Al-Samåh�j��s point 34 does not 
indicate this. Instead it indicates that there were Akhbår� mujtahids (in the sense of 
being sufšciently learned) who rejected ijtihåd (a white animal is still an animal); 
and there were Akhbår� scholars who had not reached this level (and need not 
reach this level to be involved in the promulgation of the law). The absence of 
certain names from the list of muªaddith-mujtahids should not be given any great 
signišcance (ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 2�, p. 260).
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In sum, then, the early lists analysed here (al-Óurr�s list and early 
Akhbår� writings more broadly) show a terminological ambivalence 
between the use of the terms u‚¨liyy¨n or mujtahid¨n when describing 
the Akhbår�s� opponents. There is a general tendency to use the former 
when portraying Akhbarism�s rejection of u‚¨l al-šqh (both Sunni 
and Sh���) as a discipline worthy of a place in the Sh��� curriculum. 
The latter is used to portray Akhbarism�s specišc criticisms of the 
ijtihåd doctrine (supported by Sh��� mujtahids). However, sufšcient 
counter examples exist to prevent a hard and fast delineation of the 
distinction between these two uses. Later lists, however, do show a 
much greater consistency in their use of terminology. Opponents of 
Akhbår�s are invariably described as mujtahids, and the term U‚¨l� 
is less frequently employed. The receding use of the term U‚¨l� by 
Akhbår�s, as the following chapter demonstrates, shadows a develop-
ment in the Akhbår� position. Akhbår� writers shift from unreservedly 
condemning the discipline of u‚¨l al-šqh, to proposing an alternative 
version of u‚¨l al-šqh.88 For some Akhbår�s, an outline of this alter-
native can be presented in a form approximating to the established 
u‚¨l genre. An example of this is Y¨suf al-Baªrån��s introduction to 
his al-Óadå�iq al-Nå�ira,89 which follows the format of an u‚¨l text. 
In it, al-Baªrån� consistently refers to mujtahids as the opponents of 
the Akhbår�s,90 plays down the reactionary nature of Akhbarism and 
attempts to outline a coherent, alternative Akhbår� u‚¨l al-šqh. His list 
of three differences between Akhbår�s and mujtahids comes at the end 
of his prologues. The three differences are presented as a summary 

88 Stewart�s characterisation of Akhbarism as an anti-madhhab movement is based, 
in part, on its rejection of u‚¨l al-šqh as a worthy discipline. Stewart concentrates 
on the Akhbår� rejection of consensus (see Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 
175–208), and one could question whether the rejection of ijmå� was the dešning 
Akhbår� doctrine. I would argue that the rejection of ijtihåd holds a more central 
position in the Akhbår� polemic, and that the Akhbår�-U‚¨l�/mujtahid dispute on ijmå� 
was of secondary importance. Furthermore, whilst the characterisation of Akhbarism 
as Æanti-madhhab� might be considered accurate for the early stages of Akhbarism, 
the evidence from these lists, and from other Akhbår� works (analysed below, pp. 
235–237) indicates that Akhbarism can be characterised as a madhhab with greater 
accuracy after al-Óurr�s contribution to the debate.

89 I analyse al-Baªrån��s u‚¨l al-šqh in detail in Gleave, Inevitable Doubt.
90 See Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 15, p. 166, p. 167 and p. 168. Al-Baªrån� uses 

the term u‚¨liyy¨n (v. 1, p. 26, p. 27, p. 44, p. 52 and p. 56) but always contrasts 
it with muªaddith¨n. Here u‚¨liyy¨n appears to be used for writers of u‚¨l al-šqh 
rather than supporters of ijtihåd (though, obviously, there will be overlap between 
these two categories).
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of al-Samåh�j��s forty points of dispute and comprise: (1) the division 
of the sources into four or two, (2) the legitimacy or otherwise of the 
division of Æthings� into three categories (3) the legitimacy or other-
wise of interpreting the Qur�ån directly.91 For al-Baªrån�, the dispute 
is not insignišcant, but, then again, debate on these three issues need 
not lead to intra-community bitterness. 

There is a move from presenting the Akhbår�s as simply rejecting 
the mujtahid/U‚¨l� position (as in al-Óurr�s list), to a more compre-
hensive exploration of Akhbår� alternatives with justišcatory remarks 
(as in al-Samåh�j��s list and within the context of a full exposition 
of Akhbår� u‚¨l al-šqh in al-Baªrån��s prologues). This also re�ects 
the incorporation of the discipline of u‚¨l al-šqh into Akhbår� liter-
ature, as the Akhbår� writers use the lists as opportunities to present 
(and at times dešne) their position with increasing sophistication 
over time.

The potential confusion caused by the use of the disparate set of 
terms (muªaddith, Akhbår�, U‚¨l�, mujtahid) is further explored by 
Akhbår�s writing after al-Samåh�j�. Al-Baªrån�, for example, always 
speaks of muªaddith-U‚¨l� differences and mujtahid-Akhbår� differ-
ences. He does not, however, explain the relationships between, say, 
the muªaddith and the Akhbår�, or the mujtahid and the U‚¨l�. Later, 
the Akhbår� Fatª �Al� Zand devotes two sections of his al-Fawå�id 
al-Sh�råziyya to dešning these terms and his discussion results in a 
convoluted typology:

Between the Akhbår� and the muªaddith there is a general-particular 
distinction based on a quality. Between the U‚¨l� and the ijtihåd� there 
is a general-particular distinction based on one being a subspecies of the 
other. Some say that between a mujtahid and a muªaddith is total mutual 
exclusion (tabåyun-i kull�), but you should know that ˜the term· mujtahid 
in the technical usage of the ancient Imåm� scholars, the modern experts 
and the recent ˜scholars· is Æone who searches the clear book of God, and 
the sunna the šnal Prophet and the ªad�ths of the people of his house 
˜that is, the Imams·�. He derives rulings in accordance with the principles 

91 These are analysed in Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 249–250. There I say that 
the absence of ijtihåd in this list is an attempt to reduce tension between Akhbår�s 
and U‚¨l�s by omitting the most contentious doctrine. As a corrective, one could 
argue that al-Baªrån�, by omitting ijtihåd, is rather linked to the general margin-
alisation of pure hermeneutic issues, and the shift of focus to the interrelationship 
between sources.
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of u‚¨l which have been recorded in the Book and the Sunna . . . This is 
the position of the muªaddith-mujtahid jurists ( fuqahå-yi muªaddith�n-i 
mujtahid�n) of the madhhab of the ahl al-bayt.92

Firstly, then, a muªaddith may be described as an Akhbår�. However, 
describing a scholar as Æmuªaddith� does not necessarily mean that 
he is an Akhbår�. Secondly, the ijtihåd� (that is, a scholar who has 
reached the level of ijtihåd and supports its use in the derivation of 
legal rules) is a subspecies of the wider category of U‚¨l�s. U‚¨l�s 
generally support the use of ijtihåd, though not all are quališed to 
employ it.93 An ijtihåd� scholar is, by dešnition, an U‚¨l�, but not vice 
versa. Finally, there is nothing which excludes a muªaddith from also 
being a mujtahid. In this, Fatª �Al� Zand displays apparent agreement 
with al-Samåh�j�. However, there is a difference between these two 
Akhbår� scholars. For al-Samåh�j�, Æmujtahid� means one who has 
reached a certain educational level, and this was open to both those 
who supported and rejected ijtihåd. For Fatª �Al� Zand, the mujtahid 
is merely one who derives rules according to transmitted principles 
from the Qur�ån and the Sunna. Nonetheless, for both scholars there 
is no contradiction in being a muªaddith and a mujtahid, and further-
more, a muªaddith may also be an Akhbår�. The logical relationships 
between these categories, as envisaged by Fatª �Al� Zand, are outlined 
in šgure 2, and represent Fatª �Al� Zand�s rather superšcial categori-
sation scheme, supposedly devised to clarify the relationship between 
the term Akhbår�, U‚¨l�, mujtahid and muªaddith. The need to dešne 
these categories and describe where they overlap demonstrates a more 
nuanced position than that of Astaråbåd�, two centuries earlier. Mutu-
ally exclusive categories (such as Akhbår� and U‚¨l�) are subdivided 
and intersect with other categories (ijtihåd�, mujtahid, muªaddith) to 
produce an intricate map of the intellectual allegiances of the Sh��� 
jurists. Akhbår� writers, by the time of Fatª �Al� Zand, are describing 
the dispute in increasingly complex terms, re�ecting the increasing 
sophistication and variety within the Akhbår� school.

92 Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.8a.19–8b.9.
93 Æmiyån-i U‚¨l� va ijtihåd� �um¨m va khu‚¨‚-i mu†laq ast�, Zand, al-Fawå�id 

al-Sh�råziyya, f.8a.20. This is analogous to the animal-man relationship outlined in 
n. 86 above.
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(a) Relationship between Akhbår� and muªaddith

(b) Relationship between U‚¨l� and ijtihåd�

(c) Relationship between Muªaddith, Mujtahid and Muªaddith-Mujtahid

(d) Composite of Figs (a), (b) and (c).
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Figure 2. Relationships between Akhbår�, muªaddith, U‚¨l�, Mujtahid and 
ijtihåd� in Fatª �Al� Zand�s al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya
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Conclusions

The composition of a list of differences between one�s own school and 
its principal opponents is, then, an act of self-dešnition. The popular-
ity of the list genre amongst Akhbår�s is evidence that establishing a 
clear distinction between themselves and their opponents dominated 
their internal discussions. Early Akhbår� scholarship (between, say, 
Astaråbåd� and al-Óurr) was primarily reactionary—that is, the debate 
revolved around the faults of the U‚¨l� position, rather than the estab-
lishment of a coherent Akhbår� alternative. The early lists re�ect this 
preoccupation, and, accordingly, list the differences between the two 
schools as mere Akhbår� refutations of U‚¨l� doctrines. However, as 
Akhbarism began to take hold, attention turned to the construction of 
an Akhbår� position, and the later lists, in turn, re�ect this concern. 
Later authors do not simply list Akhbår� denials of U‚¨l� doctrines; 
they present, and occasionally argue for, alternative juristic mecha-
nisms to solve the same hermeneutic problems. In al-Samåh�j��s list, 
for example, the mujtahid position is regularly reduced to a single 
line. The Akhbår� position, on the other hand, receives expansive 
commentary, as not only the doctrine itself, but also the ramišcations 
of the doctrine are explored. Furthermore, from al-Samåh�j� onwards, 
there is an increased willingness to admit to variety within the Akh-
bår� school, re�ecting a certain conšdence acquired through more 
established school status, and (perhaps) a greater level of internal 
Akhbår� dispute and hierarchy. This latter point is also an indication 
of a šrmer Æschool� foundation, since Akhbår�s were able to dispute 
amongst themselves without it leading to sectarian šssures within the 
school. The lists, then, provide an account of Akhbår� school forma-
tion which keys with the evidence of ijåza linkages presented in the 
previous chapter, though with a two decade delay. By the time of 
al-Óurr, and to a large extent, as a result of his efforts, the Akhbår� 
tradition of scholarship had entered the Sh��� intellectual mainstream. 
It took, however, another two decades for Akhbår�s to delineate a 
set of doctrines, in list form, in which a coherent alternative to the 
position of their U‚¨l� opponents was presented. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN

AKHBÅRÛ QUR�ANIC INTERPRETATION

Biographical sources, ijåza documents and early Akhbår�-U‚¨l� differ-
ence lists tend to portray the akhbåriyya as a relatively united com-
munity of scholars. In biographical works (and occasionally in ijåzas 
also), the simple epithet Akhbår� was usually applied without 
quališcation, giving the impression that the Akhbår� identity of a 
scholar was an unproblematic description.1 In the difference lists, 
internal Akhbår� doctrinal variation emerges quite late. Not before 
al-Samåh�j�’s Munyat al-Mumåris�n is there a signišcant recognition 
of intra-Akhbår� disputes, and these are further developed in later 
lists.2 In the earlier difference lists, Akhbarism’s portrayal is rarely 
textured: disagreements, or more subtly, the variety of approaches to 
Astaråbåd�’s legacy are, on the whole, ignored. In later texts, variety 
within the Akhbår� school is admitted. This should not be taken as 
implying that internal disputes emerged late. It is clear that there was 
much Akhbår� doctrinal variety from the earliest post-Astaråbåd� period. 
This includes both the diversity in legal doctrine outlined in this and 
the next two chapters, but also diversity amongst Akhbår�s writing in 
other disciplines (in particular theology and falsafa).3 Akhbår�s not 
only modišed Astaråbåd�’s views, but also introduced novel opinions, 
which they considered more authentically Akhbår� than those of their 
opponents. These novel opinions were developed either in response to 
strong counter argumentation by U‚¨l�s and others, or as a result of 
perceived weaknesses within Astaråbåd�’s own jurisprudence. New 
Akhbår� views vied with older (Astaråbåd�-inspired) Akhbår� doc-
trines for dominance, creating lively debate within the nascent Akh-
bår� school. Furthermore, new arguments were devised to support 

1 See above, pp. 40–60.
2 See above, pp. 205–211.
3 On theological and philosophical diversity in post-Astaråbåd� Akhbarism, see 

Gleave ÆScripturalist Sušsm”. Indeed, the diversity of Akhbår� approaches to the-
ology and philosophy, as mentioned above, is such that specišc theological and 
philosophical doctrines cannot be considered central elements in determining the 
Akhbår� identity of particular scholars.
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established Akhbår� doctrine, and in many cases, these were also 
introduced in order to fend off U‚¨l� attacks. In the previous chapter, 
based on evidence from the difference lists, I argued that Akhbarism 
was considered (by both Akhbår�s and others) as holding distinctive 
doctrines in three areas of legal theory: the status of revelatory texts, 
the interpretation of these texts and scholarly authority. This chapter 
reviews the development and variety of Akhbår� doctrines in relation 
to the legal interpretation of the Qur�ån.4

The available sources of legal knowledge (or Æthe sources of legal 
indicators”—madårik, u‚¨l, adilla) were clearly a central Akhbår� 
concern in the post-Astaråbåd� period. The standard expression of 
Akhbår� doctrine indicates an acceptance of only two sources of law 
(kitåb and sunna), rather than the four sources of the U‚¨l�s (kitåb, 
sunna, ijmå� and dal�l al-�aql). Akhbår�s put forward a number of 
arguments against consensus (ijmå�) and reason (dal�l al-�aql—con-
ceived of as both pure reason and hermeneutic techniques derived 
from reason), focussing on the uncertainty (that is, �ann and the lack 
of �ilm) of rulings derived through these two so-called Æsources”. 
These objections are part of the Akhbår� exposition of a particular 
exegetical method, and are properly the concern of Akhbår� herme-
neutics.5 It should be noted, however, that Astaråbåd�’s own use of 
rational argumentation in his theological works indicates that the 
Akhbår� rejection of �aql is limited to legal matters—or put another 
way, whilst Akhbår�s agreed that �aql had extremely limited use as a 
source of law, they differed over whether it could be used as a 
source in other disciplines.6 Arguments for kitåb and sunna as the 
only reliable sources, of course, rely on the certainty of the rulings 
derived from these sources, and the examination of Akhbår� statements 
on the operation of these sources in this and the next two chapters 
reveals signišcant intra-Akhbår� debate. With regard to the Qur�ån, 
the debate concerned its interrelationship with the akhbår (that is, 
the relationship of kitåb and sunna). Some Akhbår�s rejected kitåb 
as an independent source of legal knowledge, others accepted it as 
a source, but only in a quališed manner.

4 Interpretation and scholarly authority are discussed in Chapter 9, and also in 
Gleave, ÆThe Qå�� and the Muft�”.

5 See below, pp. 205–211.
6 See above, p. 114 and Gleave ÆScripturalist Sušsm”.
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The Unavailability of Qur�anic Meaning

The Akhbår� views on the Qur�ån as a distinct source of law has led 
some commentators to view Akhbarism as a continuation of earlier 
Sh��� doctrines concerning the integrity of the �Uthmanic codex. It is 
argued that since Akhbår�s held an equivocal view on the probative 
force of the Qur�ån, they can be linked with early Sh��� Æextremists” 
(who considered the Qur�anic text defective). There is, however, 
little evidence that this Æextremist” doctrine was an element within 
Astaråbåd�’s own argumentation, and the hackneyed Sh��� debate 
about the integrity of the Qur�anic text is clearly peripheral to post-
Astaråbåd� Akhbår� discussions of the sources of law. Astaråbåd�’s 
arguments against employing the Qur�ån as a direct source revolved 
around the inaccessibility of its intended meaning (muråd ), not the 
integrity of the text itself. A particular verse may have an available 
meaning (that is, its �åhir may be obtainable), but this may not be 
God’s Æmuråd ”. Even when God’s intended meaning is discovered, 
the legal signišcance of the verse still remains undiscovered. In 
Muslim jurisprudence generally, the lack of št between intended 
meaning and legal signišcance is most radically demonstrated in the 
doctrine of abrogation (naskh), but it can also be seen in the inter-
play between general and specišc rulings (�åmm/khå‚‚) or restricted 
and unrestricted meaning (mu†laq/muqayyad ).7 Astaråbåd� uses these 
juristic categories to argue that the Qur�ån cannot be used as a legal 
source when factors such as these, which affect the legal relevance 
of a particular verse, are not known with any certainty. It would 
be foolhardy, Astaråbåd� argues, to delineate God’s law when there 
is uncertainty over the probative force (ªujjiyya) of many Qur�anic 
passages.8 For Astaråbåd�, then, the Qur�ån is not an independent 
source and it has no direct role to play in legal argumentation. It 
requires interpretation through a source which has indubitable proba-
tive force—namely the akhbår. This argument naturally trespasses on 
hermeneutic questions, demonstrating the interconnected nature of the 
revelatory sources and their interpretation for Akhbår� legal theory. 
The Qur�ån is excluded as an independent legal source, not because 
of any doubt as to its authenticity, but because of the inaccessibility 

7 See Weiss, God’s Law, pp. 389–396.
8 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, pp. 279–281 and pp. 336–338.
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of its meaning (or at least, much of its meaning). With this as the 
dominant Akhbår� view, Sh��� questions regarding the identity of the 
Qur�anic text with divine revelation recede, almost to the point of 
redundancy. The Akhbår� Muªsin Fay�, for example, discusses the 
dešciency of the available Qur�anic text in the introduction to his 
Qur�anic commentary, al-Íåf�. He cites well-known reports from the 
Imams concerning the dešciency of the Qur�anic text. However, he 
concludes, God left us both the Qur�ån and the family of the Prophet 
Muªammad as a guide, and the dešciency of the former is irrelevant 
because the latter (through the akhbår) provide sufšcient guidance.9 
It may well be true that some Akhbår�s, Muªsin Fay� included, held 
the view that the available Qur�anic text was dešcient, but this was 
not a distinctive Akhbår� doctrine. A number of Sh��� authors of the 
period appear to have held a similar position.10 Akhbår� doctrine is 
distinctive, however, concerning the manner in which the potentially 
debilitating effects of this dešciency are circumvented. The akhbår are 
the sole interpreters of the Qur�ån, and potential Qur�anic dešciency 
is side-stepped. These two discussions (Qur�anic integrity and the 
Qur�ån’s role as a source of law) were interrelated; the view that 
at least some passages of the Qur�ån are directly interpretable natu-
rally (though not inevitably) keys with the view that the available 
Qur�anic text is authentic. However, the theological dispute over the 
integrity of the text does not šgure in Akhbår� legal argumentation 
of the Qur�ån’s role. For most Akhbår�s, it does not matter whether 
the Qur�ån is corrupt or inviolate: it remains redundant (or at least 
restricted) as a legal source because its meaning and legal signišcance 
are not immediate.11

On the probative force of the Qur�ån more specišcally, a number of 
the later difference lists mention an internal Akhbår� dispute concerning 
the status of the Qur�ån as a source of legal knowledge. Al-Jazå�ir� 
mentions, as his third difference between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s, the 
U‚¨l� doctrine that there are šve (!) sources of the law (kitåb, sunna, 
ijmå�, dal�l al-�aql and al-isti‚ªåb). Akhbår�s, he argues, reject dal�l 
al-�aql and ijmå�, and only allow kitåb to be a source when its meaning 

 9 Fay�, Íåf�, v. 1, p. 55.
10 See Lawson, ÆNote”, pp. 5–10 and the scholars referenced there. For an alter-

native view, in which Sh��� attitudes to the Qur�ån were viewed as closer to Sunni 
Æorthodoxy” see, Modarressi, ÆEarly Debates”, pp. 28–35.

11 See below, pp. 238–239.
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is delineated in the akhbår Æbecause, ˜they argue, the Qur�ån· is 
ambiguous (li-kawnihi mutashåbih). God spoke it to the Prophet 
and the People of his House ˜that is, the Imams· . . . and no ruling 
can be known from ˜the Qur�ån· unless ˜it is known· through ˜the 
Imams’· words. In sum, ˜for Akhbår�s, legal· indications are restricted 
to the sunna and nothing else”.12 Al-Jazå�ir� makes no mention here 
of any internal Akhbår� dispute, preferring instead to distinguish his 
own position from the Akhbår�s.13 He argues that there are elements 
of the Qur�ån—the so-called muªkamåt—which can be interpreted 
directly. Al-Samåh�j�, writing twenty years later, refers to internal 
Akhbår� difference on this matter. He states that the mujtahids accept 
four sources of law, whilst the Akhbår�s accept only two: Ækitåb and 
sunna—however, some ˜Akhbår�s· restrict themselves to the sunna 
alone because kitåb is not known to us. ˜For them· it is not permitted 
to interpret ˜the Qur�ån· except through ˜the Imams·”.14 Al-Baªrån�, 
writing around 50 years later than al-Samåh�j�, is yet more specišc: 
there are two Akhbår� opinions:15 those who argue that the Qur�ån 
can never be used as a source (because it is mutashåbih) and those 
who argue that one can interpret the Qur�ån directly.16 Al-Baªrån� 
posits a third position, a compromise between the two extremes and 
which he personally advocates: some of the verses of the Qur�ån (be 
they Æmuªkamåt” or some other category) can be understood directly, 
though other elements cannot. The difference between al-Samåh�j�’s and 
al-Baªrån�’s accounts here concerns not only the number of different 
Akhbår� positions, but also the classišcation of the dispute: al-Baªrån� 
considers it a hermeneutic issue (that is, a question of istidlål) while 
al-Samåh�j� considers it a question of source validation. Al-Baªrån� 
does not name scholars who held the latter two positions, and only 

12 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 44.
13 He does distinguish between Akhbår� positions on the Qur�ån in his commentary 

on Ibn Båb¨ya’s al-Tawh�d (Jazå�ir�, N¨r al-Baråh�n, v. 1, pp. 189–190.
14 See Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1”, p. 25 (alternative translation, 

p. 39).
15 They are mentioned, not only in his list of Akhbår�-U‚¨l� differences, but also 

in his section on the Qur�ån as a source of law. See Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 26 
where he mentions two opinions (that the Qur�ån cannot be interpreted without the 
akhbår, and that it can be interpreted directly), and claims a third as his own.

16 Al-Baªrån�’s own position can be roughly equated with the second of these, 
though he terms the verses which can be understood directly as Ægeneral and 
unrestricted” (mujmal wa �åmm). See Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 29 and Gleave, 
Inevitable Doubt, p. 54.
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Astaråbåd� is named as holding the view that the Qur�ån can never 
act a source. Fatª �Al� Zand, writing two generations after al-Baªrån�, 
also mentions two opinions amongst the akhbåriyån:

They ˜the Akhbår�s· agree that for those verses of the Qur�ån which are 
known to be Æmuªkam”, neither an interpretation (tafs�r) nor an inter-
preter (mufassir) is needed. However, there is a need for a tafs�r for �åhir 
meaning. They differ over whether the �åhir ˜meanings· of the Qur�ån 
have probative force when there is no explanatory comment from the 
Imam (ªujjiyyat-i �awåhir bid¨na mubayyan-i ma�‚¨m).17

This is a yet more sophisticated depiction of the internal Akhbår� 
dispute and turns on the difference between the hermeneutic categories 
muªkam and �åhir (on which, see below). It should be noted at the 
outset, however, that, according to Fatª �Al� Zand, all Akhbår�s agree 
that the Æmuªkam” verses need no tafs�r. All Akhbår�s hold the view 
that at least some verses of the Qur�ån do not require the Imams’ 
tafs�r. Al-Jazå�ir�’s position (which also appears to be al-Baªrån�’s 
view, though without the use of the technical term muªkam) was 
depicted by these authors as a deviation from the dominant Akhbår� 
stance. By the time of Fatª �Al� Zand, the availability of at least a 
portion of Qur�anic meaning (the muªkamåt, or some other locution) 
had become Akhbår� orthodoxy. If the difference lists are taken as 
the only source, the doctrinal history might be constructed thus: šrst, 
Astaråbåd� and the Akhbår�s argue that no verse of the Qur�ån can be 
understood; later, al-Jazå�ir� dissents from this view, arguing that the 
muªkamåt can be understood, but this view is distinguished from that 
of the akhbåriyya; later still al-Samåh�j� records a division between 
Akhbår�s who accept both kitåb and sunna and those who accept 
the latter only; these are re-iterated by al-Baªrån� and a compro-
mise Akhbår� solution (similar to al-Jazå�ir�’s non-Akhbår� position) 
is suggested; al-Baªrån�’s compromise position (that the muªkamåt 
verses can be understood directly) becomes agreed Akhbår� doctrine 
by the time of Fatª �Al� Zand, and he then projects this back onto 
the earlier Akhbår� period, portraying the acceptance of muªkamåt 
interpretation as unanimous Akhbår� doctrine. By doing so, he reduces 
the difference between Akhbår�s to the technical question of whether 
or not the �åhir meaning of the Qur�ån has probative force on the 
occasions of the Imams’ silence. 

17 Fatª �Al� Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.23b.14–15.
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This possible version of the doctrine’s history, based on these differ-
ence lists, does not, however, stand up to a comparison with Akhbår� 
juristic works. The irreducibly personal nature of the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� 
dispute’s depiction in these difference lists has already been men-
tioned and is evident here also. Al-Jazå�ir� portrays his own position 
as novel and outside of Akhbarism, even though the doctrine of the 
interpretability of the muªkamåt was outlined much earlier. Muªsin 
Fay� (see below) heavily criticised Astaråbåd�’s absolute prohibition 
on Qur�anic interpretation from an early period, whilst simultaneously 
claiming Akhbår� allegiance. Al-Jazå�ir� argues, not only that there is 
a single Akhbår� position, but also that it is extreme:

As for ˜the Akhbår�s’· unreserved rejection of the Qur�ån as having 
probative force for legal rulings, it is unfounded because in the Qur�ån 
there are muªkam ˜verses· and verses whose indication is clear (�åhir 
al-dalåla). That it is permitted to take legal rulings from ˜the Qur�ån· 
is proven.18

Of course, this also is a rather disingenuous depiction. He wishes 
to be considered a moderate. In order to do this, he needs to avoid 
identifying himself with previous Akhbår�s. The most effective means 
of doing this is to present Akhbår�s as both unišed and extreme, and 
his own views as reasonable and moderate. In fact, al-Jazå�ir� merely 
selects one of (at least) two available Akhbår� opinions. Similarly, 
al-Baªrån� posits the existence of an Akhbår� opinion that the whole 
of the Qur�ån can be interpreted directly (and an exegete is Æequal” to 
the Imams in his interpretive endeavours). Such an Akhbår� opinion 
is not present in the works of Akhbår� legal theory from Astaråbåd� 
onwards.19 Al-Baªrån�’s categorisation of Akhbår� opinions is not 
descriptive but heuristic. This invented ÆAkhbår�” position resonates 
with that of the �åhiriyya, some of whom did argue for direct Qur�anic 
interpretation without the intervention of the sunna.20 The common, 
but inaccurate, bracketing of the Sh��� Akhbår�s with the Sunni �åhir�s 
perhaps makes the category more plausible to al-Baªrån�’s readers.21 

18 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 44.
19 This assessment may not hold true for all tafs�rs written by Akhbår�s, though 

the only possible exception I have found is the Tafs�r al-Mu��n of N¨r al-D�n al-
Akhbår�, the nephew of Muªsin Fay�, referred to below, pp. 223–224.

20 See Ab†aª�, ÆNaqsh-i sunnat” and As�ad�, ÆQur�ån-i ŒMub�n’”, p. 3.
21 This was a common term in anti-Akhbår� works—see Khwånsår�, Raw�åt, v. 3, 

p. 290 where �åhir� and Óashw� doctrine is Æidentical with the claims of the Akhbår�s” 
(�ayn maqålat al-Akhbåriyy�n).
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However, it is merely a literary device: in order to portray his own 
position as moderate (a common topos in juristic writings), al-Baªrån� 
presents two Æextreme” positions and locates himself between them.22 
Similarly, Fatª �Al� Zand names scholars who are supposedly members 
of the two trends within Akhbarism:

The opinion of ˜Muªammad· Am�n al-Astaråbåd�, Muªaddith-i ˜Óurr-i· 
�Åmil�, �Allåma Sayyid Håshim˜-i Baªrån�· and ˜Muªammad Taq�· Maj-
lis�-i Awwal ˜Majlis� I· is that ˜�awåhir al-Qur�ån· have no probative 
force. The position of Få�il-i ˜Fay�-i· Kåshån� and Muªaqqiq-i ˜Khal�l-i· 
Qazw�n� is the opposite.23

As mentioned above and elaborated below, Astaråbåd� argued neither 
that the muªkamåt, nor the �awåhir al-qur�ån had probative force (as 
Fatª �Al� Zand claims). Rather Astaråbåd� argued that the whole Qur�ån 
was unavailable for interpretation (that is, the doctrine of ta�miya or 
Æblindness”). This doctrine was the subject of intense criticism by 
Muªsin Fay� from within the Akhbår� school on the basis that the 
meanings of muªkam verses are readily available. In short, Fatª �Al� 
Zand is also presenting a description of the dispute which fails to 
accord with a reading of the available earlier sources. He describes 
it in this way to minimise the perception of intra-Akhbår� dispute, 
reducing the dispute to a technical matter of the preponderance or 
otherwise of the �awåhir al-qur�ån. What emerges from this is that 
difference lists cannot act as one’s sole source in any description of 
the development of Akhbår� doctrine.

Assessing Fatª �Al� Zand’s depiction of the different Akhbår� posi-
tions on the question of the Qur�ån as a source of legal knowledge 
does, however, enable us to understand Akhbarism’s end-point on this 
doctrine, even if it took nearly two centuries to reach it. The šnal 
Akhbår� doctrine, as described by Zand, relies upon a particular view 
of how utterance (laf�) and meaning (ma�nå) interrelate. Al-Karak� 
provides a succinct, technical dešnition of the relevant terms:

If an utterance cannot be interpreted in a manner other than that which is 
understood from it linguistically (lughat an), then it is Æna‚‚”. If this is not 
the case, then the more acceptable meaning (al-råjiª) is called Æ�åhir”, 

22 See above, pp. 201–202. Majlis� I portrays himself as a moderate, as does 
his son, Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�; Majlis� II’s pupil, al-Jazå�ir�, also portrays 
himself as a moderate.

23 Fatª �Al� Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.23b.15–17.
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and the less acceptable meaning (al-marj¨ª) is called Æmu�awwal”. If 
there is equality ˜between two or more possible meanings—that is, none 
can be said to be more acceptable than the others·, then ˜the utterance· 
is termed Æmujmal”.24 If ˜an utterance· combines the šrst two categories 
˜named �åhir and na‚‚· then it is Æmuªkam”. If it combines the latter 
two properties it is termed Æmutashåbih”.25

A na‚‚ utterance (in this case, a na‚‚ verse) is one which has a 
meaning of such clarity that no alternative interpretation is possible 
or permitted. Furthermore, this indisputable meaning must be its lin-
guistic (lughaw�) meaning. A muªkam utterance is not only na‚‚ (that 
is, it not only fulšls these two criteria), but also its single linguistic 
meaning is the meaning every reader would immediately recognise 
(that is, its Æobvious”, Æapparent” meaning, its �åhir). This, accord-
ing to most Muslim exegetical theory, is what God means when he 
says in Q3.7:

It is He ̃ Allah· who has sent down to you the Book. In it are muªkamåt verses, 
which are the mother of the Book, and others which are mutashåbihåt . . .

As is well-known, this verse provided Muslim hermeneutics with two 
basic categories: clear (muªkam) and ambiguous (mutashåbih), the 
dešnitions of which have inspired debate and discussion in subsequent 
legal theory. That the later, established technical meanings of muªkam 
and mutashåbih are projected onto the Qur�anic usage is obvious, and 
the verse has merely become a peg for these theories.

In later theory, the single obvious meaning of a muªkam verse is 
unaffected by the broader context of the utterance and unconnected 
with any implication the hearer might discern. Utterances are, how-
ever, rarely so unambiguous. They infrequently have single possible 
meanings: they can be interpreted in different ways depending on the 
context (the identity of the speaker, the audience, the occasion, the 
preceding and subsequent utterances etc). Such occasions (termed 
mutashåbihåt, and certainly more numerous than the muªkamåt) 
require a mechanism whereby one of the competing interpretations 
might be selected. Muslim legal theorists have often argued that in 
these circumstances the �åhir (apparent) meaning of an utterance takes 

24 Reading mujmal for jumal in the printed edition.
25 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 243. See also Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 155: muªkam Æis when 

na‚‚ is explicit in terms of its meaning, such that it ˜cannot be· interpreted in a 
way other than what is understood from it.”
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precedence, and is the interpreter’s default solution to the ambiguity. 
There must be sufšcient evidence (qarå�in) to dislodge it and move 
to an interpreted (Æmu�awwal”) meaning. In mujmal cases, then, the 
presumption is that the �åhir meaning is the intended meaning, and 
evidence must be rallied to demonstrate that the intended meaning 
is mu�awwal. Al-Karak�’s technical schema is not novel; it mirrors 
one of the various categorisation schemes established in the tradition 
of u‚¨l al-šqh.

The signišcance of the detail of this categorisation scheme developed 
by Fatª �Al� Zand for the intra-Akhbår� debate is clear. According 
to Fatª �Al� Zand, all Akhbår�s agree that when a Qur�anic verse is 
muªkam—that is, it has one possible meaning, and this is its linguistic 
meaning (that is, the verse is na‚‚), and it is apparent to the reader 
what this meaning is (that is, the meaning is the �åhir one)—then 
the Qur�ån can be understood directly and without the need for any 
tafs�r from the Imams. Whilst the number of verses which fulšl these 
criteria may be few in number, Akhbår�s (according to Fatª �Al� Zand) 
were never entirely opposed to believers gaining knowledge from the 
Qur�ån directly. They merely argued for a highly restrictive set of 
occasions when this can be performed legitimately. Debate between 
Akhbår�s, however, supposedly centres on whether the �åhir mean-
ings of Qur�anic verses can act as evidence for or against a proposed 
legal ruling (and have probative force—ªujjiyyat) on those occasions 
when the Imams have made no statement concerning the meaning 
of a supposedly relevant verse. To sum up, when an utterance (that 
is, a verse) could have a number of possible meanings, and there is 
no contextual indicator which might enable the interpreter to decide 
between these meanings, most writers of Sh��� u‚¨l al-šqh argue that 
the �åhir is assumed to be the intended meaning of the utterance. 
Contextual indicators could include statements of the Prophet or the 
Imams, in which one of the possible meanings of a verse is identišed 
as God’s intended meaning. The question over which Akhbår�s dif-
fered was the procedure for cases when there were no such contextual 
indicators (that is, the Imams are silent). Some Akhbår�s revert to the 
established principle of u‚¨l al-šqh, and argue that the �åhir becomes 
the presumed intended meaning. Others argue that the silence of 
the Imams on a verse leads to permanent ignorance (or suspension 
of judgement—tawaqquf  ) as to the verse’s intended meaning. Any 
attempt to force a meaning upon the verse (be it the �åhir or any 
other) is, this latter party argues, a violation of the text’s integrity. 
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Whilst Fatª �Al� Zand’s depiction of the intra-Akhbår� dispute is 
certainly more complex than those previous to him, it is merely the 
šnal formulation of the dispute, back-projected onto an earlier period 
of the school’s development. In fact, the development of Akhbår� 
doctrine on the probative force of the Qur�ån (or lack of it) followed 
a different trajectory.

Reviewing post-Astaråbåd� Akhbår� writings does indicate that there 
was doctrinal variety on the question of the probative force of the 
Qur�ån, and in this sense the later difference lists have identišed a 
contentious doctrine. There are at least two sets of Akhbår� opinions, 
and within each set there was some variation. On the one hand, there 
were Akhbår�s who considered the akhbår essential to understanding 
any Qur�anic passage. As explained above, Astaråbåd� certainly held 
this position, as did the so-called Akhbår� mufassir¨n (the Qur�anic 
commentators al-Huwayz� and Håshim al-Baªrån�). On the other hand, 
there were those who accepted that some Qur�anic verses could be 
understood directly. Whether these were termed muªkamåt or not does 
not prevent the adherents of these positions being bracketed together. 
Muªsin Fay�, al-Jazå�ir� and Y¨suf al-Baªrån� held this view and, for 
reasons outlined in previous chapters, should all be considered part of 
the Akhbår� school.26 As is argued below, the debate was not merely 
about the probative force of the Qur�ån. It concerned also the extent 
to which Akhbår� devotion to the akhbår could be maintained in the 
face of U‚¨l� counter-argumentation. More broadly, the issue lying 
behind this intra-Akhbår� dispute was the extent to which established 
u‚¨l categories (such as muªkam) should in�uence internal Akhbår� 
discourse. Some (Astaråbåd�, al-Huwayz�, Håshim al-Baªrån� and 
others) argued that these categories had no role in Akhbår� discourse. 
Others (Fay�, al-Jazå�ir� and al-Baªrån� amongst them) argued that 
acceptance of these categories was foundational to any sensible dis-
cussion about the legal reasoning process. One sees a similar division 
amongst Akhbår�s when they discuss the status of the akhbår as 
sources of legal knowledge, outlined in the next chapter.27

The arguments used by Astaråbåd� for the indispensable role of 
the akhbår in the interpretation of the Qur�ån have already been 

26 On al-Baªrån�, see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 47–55.
27 See below, pp. 245–267.
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described.28 This is sometimes termed the ta�miya position, since the 
meaning of the Qur�ån is Æenigmatic” (or Æhidden”) for the ordinary 
reader.29 Continuing this position is al-Karak�, who despite his suc-
cinct dešnition of muªkam quoted above, clearly believes that the 
akhbår are indispensible. Furthermore, he implies that there is no way 
of knowing whether a verse is muªkam or not without the tafs�r of 
the Imams. Hence, the akhbår are crucial not only for interpreting 
mutashåbih verses, but also for deciding which verses are mutashåbih 
or muªkam. For al-Karak�, we interpret the Qur�ån directly only when 
the Imams have given us permission to do so, and this permission 
is not only a general permission for all verses in a certain category 
(for example, muªkam). Rather, this permission is granted for specišc 
Qur�anic verses, which once specišed as open to direct interpretation 
become muªkam. It is, for al-Karak�, the Imams who categorise a 
verse, not our own (�awed) understanding of the range of possible 
meanings a verse might have. After citing many akhbår which, he 
claims, demonstrate this position, al-Karak� states:

It can be understood from the akhbår that the tafs�r of the Qur�ån is 
not permitted, as is the derivation of speculative rulings from its �åhir 
meanings. Unless they are referred to the words of the Imams to šnd 
out their status, ˜Qur�anic verses· are of only probable indicative value 
(zann� al-dalåla): whether they are abrogated or not, whether they are 
general or unrestricted or not, whether they are to be interpreted or not. 
One who does this has erred, for the Imams are explicit in saying that 
the Qur�ån is only understood by the one to whom it is addressed, and 
that the Qur�ån was revealed in a ta�miya manner in relation to the minds 
of common folk.30 The knowledge of what is an abrogator and what is 
abrogated, and what remains as having a �åhir meaning, and what does 
not, is particular to ˜the Imams·.31

This rather prolix statement, both in wording and content, owes its 
form to Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id. The current it re�ects is found 

28 See above, pp. 73–75 and p. 223. Though note his statement that Æmost” (or 
Æmostly”—f��l-akthar) of the Qur�ån is mysterious to the Æminds of the populus” 
(Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 179)

29 See Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 270; Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 162. 
30 Al-Karak� lifts the phrase Ærevealed in a ta�miya manner . . .” directly from 

Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id (pp. 104, 179, 270 and 483). However, al-Karak�’s formula-
tion removes the quališed Æmostly” or Æin the main” found in some of Astaråbåd�’s 
formulations (see above, n. 28) indicating that al-Karak�’s position re�ects a harden-
ing of Astaråbåd�’s own view.

31 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 162.
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within early Akhbarism, and also includes the authors of the so-called 
Akhbår� tafs�r works, al-Huwayz� and Håshim al-Baªrån�. There is no 
need to repeat in detail Lawson’s description of ÆAkhbår�” tafs�r.32 
In such works, Qur�anic verses are accompanied by lists of akhbår. 
Authorial comment is minimal. Of course, whilst the authors of these 
tafs�rs may present their work as free of any personal interpretive 
interference, preference is manifested through the selection, order-
ing and abbreviation of reports. Furthermore, whilst some selected 
reports refer directly to the verse under examination (through an 
explicit statement of the Imam), others were selected by the author 
because they spoke to the subject of the verse. This, as al-Baªrån� 
perceptively points out in relation to the practice of comparing reports 
with the Qur�ån, implies that verses cannot be totally incomprehen-
sible, otherwise there would be no basis for the selection of these 
reports and their comparison with the Qur�anic text.33 The technique 
of Akhbår� tafs�r has, as its raison d’être, the view that the Qur�ån 
cannot be understood without the akhbår of the Imams. Since the 
established u‚¨l and tafs�r disciplines consider Q3.7 (the muªkamåt 
and mutashåbihåt verse) to demonstrate the opposite, the interpreta-
tion of this verse by these Akhbår� writers is a convenient starting 
point for their thoughts on the meaning and relevance of the muªkam 
category. Both al-Huwayz� and Håshim al-Baªrån� clearly consider the 
established position as entailing a petitio principii: one cannot read 
Q3.7 as proving that one can understand the Qur�ån directly, unless 
one has already demonstrated that one can read the Qur�ån directly. 
In place of this logical fallacy, they each offer a selection of akhbår 
on the verse. Explicit authorial comment is absent in both commen-
taries. The whole verse reads:

˜Q3.7· It is He ˜Allåh· who has sent down to you the Book. In it are 
muªkamåt, which are the mother of the book, and others which are 

32 See Lawson, ÆAkhbår� Tafs�r”. See also his ÆNote”.
33 See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, p. 50. Al-Baªrån�’s solution to this logical prob-

lem is to indicate that the topic of the verse may be clear, but its legal relevance is 
unknown until one has consulted the akhbår of the Imams. Presumably, then, selec-
tion of the akhbår can be made, since the topic of a verse can be known directly, 
though the nature of the ruling concerning that topic is unavailable. This, I take it, 
is what is meant by his reference to the Imams’ tafs�r being an Æaccount of God’s 
intended meaning”. The topic of the verse is sufšciently discernable to form the 
basis of a comparison between the Qur�ån and the akhbår. Its legal meaning is not. 
See Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, p. 30.
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mutashåbihåt. As for those whose hearts have zaygh ˜perversity· in 
them, they follow that which is mutashåbih in ˜the Qur�ån·, seeking štna 
˜discord· and its ta�w�l ˜interpretation·. No one knows its meaning other 
than God and al-råsikh¨n f ��l-�ilm ˜those well grounded in knowledge· 
who say, Æwe believe in it. All of it is from God.”34 

The verse itself is grammatically ambiguous: the referent of Æit” in ÆNo 
one knows its meaning” (and also in Æwe believe in it”) could be 
Æthat which is mutashåbih in the Qur�ån” or the whole Qur�ån. The 
ambiguity is important since its clarišcation determines whether the 
verse supports or denies the availability of the meaning of at least 
some (muªkamåt) verses of the Qur�ån.

The akhbår, cited in response to this text, by Akhbår� mufassirs 
can be divided into two categories:

1. ÆExegetical” reports—that is, reports which cite the verse, or parts 
of the verse, and an interpretation of the meaning or reference of 
particular words or phrases is offered. For example, both authors cite 
the report in which the phrase al-råsikh¨n f ��l-�ilm is quoted, fol-
lowed by the statement of an Imam (either Imam al-Båqir or Imam 
al-Íådiq), ÆThe Prophet was the best of al-råsikh¨n f ��l-�ilm. God 
taught him all that he revealed and how to interpret it.”35

2. ÆClarišcatory” reports—in which the verse is not cited, but, almost en 
passant, a word or phrase from within the verse is used by the Imam 
in such a way that its meaning is clear. For example, Imam �Al� is 
reported to have said, Æthose, other than ourselves, who claim to be 
wellgrounded in knowledge (al-råsikh¨n f��l-�ilm) are liars, and rebels 
against us.”36 The presumption is that the Imam’s use of the phrase 
corresponds to, and is meant to be, a tafs�r of the Qur�anic verse.

The exegetical reports can be sub-divided into those of lexical 
clarišcation (Imam al-Íådiq said, Æthe meaning of štna here is unbelief 
(kufr)”37 and Æzaygh means doubt (shakk)”38), and those of referent 
identišcation (Imam al-Íådiq stated that Æthe åyåt muªkamåt” are Æthe 
Prince of Believers and the Imams”39). In Håshim al-Baªrån�’s selection, 

34 The terms in italics refer to words and phrases, the (supposedly) precise mean-
ing of which are identišed by the reports in both selections.

35 Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 316, ’35; Håshim al-Baªrån�, al-Burhån, 
v. 1, p. 597, ’4.1599.

36 Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 315, ’26.
37 Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 312, ’17.
38 Håshim al-Baªrån�, al-Burhån, v. 1, p. 599, ’16.1611.
39 Håshim al-Baªrån�, al-Burhån, v. 1, p. 597, ’2.1597. Hence, it is not verses 

which are meant by åyåt, but the Imams (who are, themselves, Æsigns”).
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exegetical reports predominate: the majority of his reports quote or 
explicitly refer to the verse. He also cites reports (usually comprising 
purely lexical comments) from a Sh��� scholarly authority, which are 
not attributed to an Imam.40 Al-Huwayz�’s approach is rather more 
lax. When an Imam uses a phrase or word found in the verse (for 
example, muªkam, al-råsikh¨n etc.), it is taken as a reference to this 
particular verse. With this less restrictive attitude, al-Huwayz� man-
ages to šnd thirty Ærelevant” reports, whilst Håshim al-Baªrån� cites 
only sixteen. Though the exegetical technique is the same for both 
authors, the emphasis is quite different. Håshim al-Baªrån� focuses on 
the verse itself, whilst al-Huwayz� attempts to explicate the meaning 
of the verse within the context of the akhbår corpus. Obviously the 
latter approach allows for greater individual creativity, as selecting 
which reports are relevant is, itself, a matter of authorial preference 
and this gains greater scope in al-Huwayz�’s approach. 

In terms of content, a number of points can be made concerning the 
akhbår cited by these authors. Firstly, the reports do not speak with 
unanimity concerning what (or who) is the referent of the phrase 
åyåt muªkamåt. In some ªad�ths, it is identišed as the Imams them-
selves—that is, they are the Ædecisive signs” which form the founda-
tion of the book (umm al-kitåb). The book itself, by implication, is 
mutashåbih (ambiguous) without their input. The mutashåbihåt are 
at times identišed as the enemies of the Imams. In some reports the 
muªkamåt are identišed as abrogating verses (and the mutashåbihåt 
are the abrogated). In other reports, the muªkam and the nåsikh are 
treated as separate categories.41 In yet other reports, the muªkamåt 
are a subcategory of the abrogating verses (al-nåsikhåt).42 The 
muªkamåt are often glossed as Æwhat we believe and act upon” and 
the mutashåbihåt as Æwhat we believe in but do not act upon”. In this 
association, the link between naskh al-ªukm d¨na al-tilåwa (verses 
abrogated but still recited) and mutashåbih is obvious.43 There are, 

40 See, for example, Håshim al-Baªrån�, al-Burhån, v. 1, p. 599, ’16.1611.
41 See Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, p. 318, ’45.
42 Håshim al-Baªrån�, al-Burhån, v. 1, p. 597, ’1.1597 and Huwayz�, N¨r al-

Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 312, ’19. It is interesting here that in this report the abrogated 
verses consititute a section of the mutashåbihåt (i.e. a verse can be mutashåbih for 
reasons other than abrogation), and the muªkamåt are amongst the abrogating verses 
(ie there are abrogating verses which are not muªkam, but there are not muªkam 
verses which are not abrogating).

43 See Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, p. 318, ’44.
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then, contradictory identišcations of the muªkamåt and mutashåbihåt 
in the akhbår. This equivocality is replicated with other Qur�anic 
phrases, notably al-råsikh¨n f��l-�ilm (identišed as the Prophet and 
the Imams, or solely the latter). In short, whilst the technique of 
citing only akhbår and entering no authorial comment is clearly an 
attempt to prevent arbitrary personal opinion playing a role in the 
exegetical process, no certainty as to textual meaning is necessarily 
thereby achieved: the reports cited may be contradictory. What is 
achieved, though, is an acceptable range of interpretations, each ele-
ment of which is sanctioned by one of the Imams. On this particular 
occasion, this is less true for Håshim al-Baªrån�’s account than for 
that of al-Huwayz�, but neither account leaves the reader with an 
unambiguous idea of the verse’s reference. Despite this, the emphasis 
throughout is on the uninterpretability of the Qur�ån without the tafs�r 
of the Imams. This is re�ected not only in the form Æverse+akhbår”, 
but also in the content. 

The above-mentioned uncertainty over the referent of Æits” in the 
phrase ÆNo one knows its meaning . . .” receives decisive treatment 
in these Akhbår� tafs�rs. It is clearly understood to be the Qur�ån as 
a whole, and not Æthat which is mutashåbih within the Qur�ån”. It 
is the entire Qur�ån which requires interpretation through the Imams’ 
words, and not merely its mutashåbih parts:

The Qur�ån has both the particular and the general, the muªkam and 
the mutashåbih, the abrogator and the abrogated—those well-founded in 
knowledge know it all.44

There is an indication that some elements of the Qur�ån are not 
meaningless without the akhbår (or rather, they have meaning in 
themselves and this happens to coincide with the intended meaning). 
Imam �Al�, for example, designates parts of ÆGod’s speech” which 
Æeither an ignoramus or a learned man can know”,45 but their ta�w�l 
is understood by the Prophet and Imams alone (ÆGod only revealed 
to ˜the Prophet· that which has a ta�w�l which is known in its com-
pleteness to his aw‚iyå� ˜the Imams·”46). It is clear throughout that 

44 Håshim al-Baªrån�, al-Burhån, v. 1, p. 597, ’4.1599.
45 Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 312, ’18, though it is not clear whether 

ÆGod’s speech” is a reference to the Qur�ån or a more general category.
46 Huwayz�, N¨r al-thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 317, ’35. There is a distinction here between 

verses having meanings which are available, but the referent of which is unknown 
(or the intended meaning is unknown), and those verses which have no meaning at 
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the technical meanings of muªkam and mutashåbih, specišc to the 
disciplines of u‚¨l al-šqh and tafs�r, are not included within the range 
of possibilities here. There may be a range of possible referents for 
these terms, but none of them št the disciplinary meaning.

The Limited Availability of Qur�anic Meaning

The tafs�rs of al-Huwayz� and Håshim al-Baªrån� can be usefully 
compared with Lawson’s other example of Akhbår� exegesis, Muªsin 
Fay� al-Kåshån�’s al-Íåf�. Here, there is a greater willingness to enter 
into authorial comment on the meaning of the verse, rather than the 
simple citation of the akhbår. The åyåt muªkamåt are glossed through 
the common technique of interpolation within the Qur�anic text:

Åyåt muªkamåt: ˜verses· whose expressions ˜are such that they· dictate 
that they are free of ambiguity.47

Similarly, mutashåbihåt are dešned as Æsubject to different interpreta-
tions, and the intended meaning ˜of the verse· cannot be made clear 
except with investigation”. The signišcant point here is that the glosses 
accord with the usual disciplinary (that is, technical) dešnitions of 
muªkam and mutashåbih. Muªsin Fay�, then, is clearly willing to allow 
his interpretation of the Qur�anic verse to be explicitly in�uenced by 
established traditions of learning, in particular, u‚¨l al-šqh. Further-
more, whilst a possible referent of Æit” in the verse (in ÆNo one knows 
its meaning . . .” etc.) is acknowledged as the Qur�ån as a whole, this 
is followed by reports which infer that the referent is Æthat which is 
mutashåbih from the Qur�ån”. Whilst Fay� does not explicitly state his 
preferred interpretation, he does at least acknowledge the possibility 
that the Æit” in ÆNo one knows its meaning” is not the Qur�ån as a 
whole, but only its mutashåbih elements. We have here a hint of an 

all (i.e. utterances with no references according to the rules of grammar and the place-
ment of meanings on a particular arrangement of sounds). However, the distinction 
is not precisely drawn by al-Huwayz� or by the other Akhbår�s here. The position 
appears to be that a meaning of the Qur�anic text is normally available, but it is not 
known whether this is the intended meaning without the akhbår. The Qur�anic text 
contains words, phrases and sentences which have meaning in themselves, but for 
Astaråbåd� and his followers, this has no relationship at all to the meaning intended 
by the author (namely, God). I discuss this further below, pp. 235–237.

47 Fay�, Íåf�, v. 1, p. 318.
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alternative Akhbår� position—namely that there are some verses of 
the Qur�ån which can be understood directly, without the tafs�r of 
the Imams, and these are termed the muªkamåt.

A similar hint can be found in the Tafs�r al-Mu��n of N¨r al-D�n 
Muªammad al-Kåshån� al-Akhbår�, nephew and pupil of Muªsin Fay�. 
He is recognised as an Akhbår�, following his uncle, and was also a 
pupil of Majlis� II and the Akhbår� Muªammad �åhir al-Qumm�. N¨r 
al-D�n’s unusual exegetical technique is laid out in his introduction, 
and comprises a division of four different types of interpretation, each 
designated by different letters in the rest of the work:

m�m: an interpretation using the actual words of the Imams.

�ayn: an interpretation using the meaning of the Imams’ words, but 
not the precise wording.

yå�: an interpretation taken from �Al� b. Ibråh�m al-Qumm�’s tafs�r, 
the meaning of which is attributed to the Imam, though not using the 
Imams’ words.

n¨n: interpretations of the mufassir¨n (principally, his uncle’s al-
Íåf�).48

The admittance of different interpretations is itself a concession to 
more conventional tafs�r styles, in which polyvalency is accepted as an 
inevitable (perhaps intended) consequence of Qur�anic interpretation. 
Furthermore, the inclusion of the last of these types (n¨n above) is a 
further acceptance that there are valid understandings of the Qur�anic 
text which are not explicitly delineated by the akhbår. N¨r al-D�n’s 
own understanding of the terms muªkamåt and mutashåbihåt (in 
Q3.7) is thoroughly disciplinary: muªkam means Æpermitting a single 
interpretation alone” and mutashåbih Æpermitting different interpreta-
tions”.49 Similarly, the identity of Æit” in the phrase Æwe believe in 
it . . .” is explicitly identišed as the mutashåbih elements of the Qur�ån, 
not the book as a whole.50 There are, for N¨r al-D�n, elements of 
the Qur�ån which can be understood directly; the mufassir¨n have 
performed this service, and Q3.7, properly understood, supports such 
a category, labelling them muªkamåt. We have, then, two types of 
Akhbår� tafs�r—one which permits no interpretation other than provid-

48 N¨r al-D�n, al-Mu��n, v. 1, p. 9.
49 N¨r al-D�n, al-Mu��n, v. 1, p. 135.
50 N¨r al-D�n, al-Mu��n, v. 1, p. 146.
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ing akhbår as exegesis (al-Huwayz� and Håshim al-Baªrån�), and the 
other which permits direct interpretation of the so-called muªkamåt 
(Muªsin Fay� and his nephew N¨r al-D�n). The two styles equate to 
the two broad currents within Akhbår� jurisprudence.

Fay� delivers a much more explicit elaboration of this alternative 
Akhbår� position in his al-U‚¨l al-A‚�la. Here there is a chapter dedi-
cated to the question of the availability of the muªkamåt’s meaning.51 
He cites Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya and sets about refuting 
it. If the Qur�ån’s meaning was totally inaccessible, then the famous 
thaqalayn ªad�th would be inaccurate, he argues. The Prophet would 
have left us a single Æweight” (thaqal), namely his family, and the 
Qur�ån would become irrelevant to religious knowledge.52 Furthermore, 
if we are not permitted to interpret the Qur�ån because we may not 
be able to discern its meaning, then surely the same can be said of 
the Imams’ words. Astaråbåd� contradicts himself (Fay� argues): he 
presents verses which deny the validity of �ann, but how can the mean-
ing of these verses be understood without the akhbår? Astaråbåd�’s 
position is invalid, he argues, and requires modišcation: 

The akhbår which prohibit interpreting the Qur�ån without texts and 
reports ˜from the Imams· must be interpreted as referring to the mutashå-
bihåt of ˜the Qur�ån·, not its muªkamåt.53 

However, even the interpretation of these muªkamåt is not unrestricted. 
Only those with particular status can interpret them: namely, Æthose 
from the Sh��a who are blessed in their obedience to ˜the Imams·, who 
follow their way . . .”54 The identity of these cognoscenti (al-�årif¨n) is, 
of course, related to Akhbår� debates concerning scholarly authority, 
discussed below. However, it is sufšcient to note here that Muªsin 
Fay�’s use of �årif¨n is clearly a nod to his mystical system, and 
although he may allow direct interpretation of the Qur�ån, it is 
restricted, not only by subject but also by agent. Only the muªkamåt 
can be interpreted, though the procedure for determining inclusion in 
this category seems remarkably pliable. Furthermore, the interpretive 
agent here is part of an exclusive category, the boundaries of which 
also remain vague. It is quite possible that this position, developed by 

51 Fay�, al-U‚¨l, pp. 32–40.
52 Fay�, al-U‚¨l, p. 36.
53 Fay�, al-U‚¨l, p. 37.
54 Fay�, al-U‚¨l, p. 38. 
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Muªsin Fay� in opposition to Astaråbåd�, emerged due to the force 
of U‚¨l� argumentation. U‚¨l�s, of course, argued that the Qur�ån can 
be interpreted, though only by a suitably quališed mujtahid. As has 
already been mentioned, subsequent Akhbår�s, beginning with Fay�’s 
own nephew N¨r al-D�n, and followed by al-Jazå�ir�, Yusuf al-Baªrån� 
and later by Muªammad al-Akhbår�55 developed this position within 
Akhbarism, making it a substantial challenge to the original position 
outlined by Astaråbåd�.

The effectiveness of Fay�’s challenge to Astaråbåd� can be seen 
in the rather confused position of al-Óurr al-�Åmil�. Fatª �Al� Zand, 
writing much later, identišes al-Óurr as one who followed Astaråbåd�’s 
position, though as we have already seen, Zand’s depiction should not 
necessarily be taken as authoritative. In a section of his al-Fawå�id 
al-�¨siyya, al-Óurr replicates Astaråbåd�’s arguments.56 His piece is 
presented as a rebuttal of a Æmodern” opponent, who argues that one 
can act on the Æapparent meaning of the Qur�ån” (�awåhir al-Qur�ån). 
Al-Óurr reviews the evidence from the akhbår of the Imams, and 
points šrst towards the ambiguity in the meaning of the term muªkam 
in Q3.7 (that is, the debate over the referent of Æits”). He continues: 
the Imams, abrogating verses and other candidates for the referent of 
muªkamåt are to be found in the akhbår, but none of these equate 
to the technical dešnition of muªkam developed by later writers of 
u‚¨l al-šqh. The disciplinary dešnition, he concludes, has nothing 
to do with the meaning of the term in Q3.7. Even if one accepts it 
as a technical tool:

The texts from them ˜the Imams· concerning this are both well-attested 
and explicit in demonstrating that no one knows ˜what is· muªkam or 
mutashåbih, abrogator or abrogated, the interpreted meaning ˜ta�w�l, of 
a verse· and the like except the Imams themselves. One does not need a 
text to see that the �ulamå� have had doubt (shakk) over whether a verse 
is muªkam or mutashåbih.57

55 Muªammad al-Akhbår� ignores the internal Akhbår� differences in his Fatª al-Båb, 
saying that the Akhbår�s are simply one of the two groups of Shi’a who Æconsider 
the muªkamåt of kitåb and sunna, and the texts of the akhbår of the pure Imams 
sufšcient for action and for giving fatwås. They only use methods of preference 
which have been recorded, and when there is no text they do tawaqquf.” Akhbår�, 
Fatª al-Båb, f.154.12–14 (p. 107, l.12–14). See also, his Ma�åwil, f.24a.

56 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, pp. 163–195.
57 Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, p. 171.
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Though muªkam may be a legitimate category when describing utter-
ances in general, this does not mean that one can then recognise muªkam 
verses easily. Indeed, the fact that there is dispute over whether or 
not a particular verse is muªkam is evidence of the redundancy of the 
category when applied to Qur�anic verses. The view is developed 
through the citation of all the relevant akhbår in al-Óurr’s Waså�il 
al-Sh��a.58 However, in his Waså�il, one also sees a more developed 
(perhaps modišed) version of the position found in al-Fawå�id al-
�¨siyya. Al-Óurr muses on the following challenge to his position: 
in the akhbår, the Imams do, occasionally, say, ÆHave you not heard 
such and such a verse?” In such circumstances, the Imam is asking 
the audience why they have not understood a verse of the Qur�ån. 
Of course, the Imam would be behaving unreasonably if he was to 
criticise the audience for not understanding a verse when it is actually 
impossible for them to understand any verse due to the dependency 
of Qur�anic meaning upon the akhbår. It would be a case of Æask-
ing the impossible” (takl�f må lå yu†åq). Al-Óurr’s answer to this 
challenge is a carefully worded statement concerning the exegetical 
procedure alluded to by the Imams’ in such reports:

As for what is related from the Imams in some akhbår, ÆHave you 
not heard the statement of the Most High One?”, and the like, then its 
meaning is this:

The one who hears a verse, in which the �åhir meaning indicates a 
particular speculative ruling is not permitted to opt for ˜a ruling· which 
contradicts this ˜speculative ruling·. This is because it is possible that 
the verse’s intended meaning is the �åhir (iªtimål iråda �åhirihå). For 
this reason, ˜contradicting the �åhir· is forbidden. However, he is also 
forbidden from declaring that the �åhir is intended here, because there 
is a possibility that it is abrogated (naskh) or particularised (takh‚�‚) or 
subject to some other interpretation (ta�w�l) . . .59 

Al-Óurr’s position in his Waså�il is, therefore, more complex than a 
simple assertion on the basis of akhbår, that the meaning of the Qur�ån 
is unknowable. He argues that whilst this is the case, the Imams, at 
times, expected their audience to understand the Qur�ån in advance of 
the Imams’ own tafs�r. What is meant by this, al-Óurr argues, is that 
it is permitted to assume that the �åhir is the intended meaning of a 

58 Óurr, Waså�il, v. 18, pp. 129–152.
59 Óurr, Waså�il, v. 18, p. 151.
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verse if there is no available tafs�r of the Imams. At the same time, 
however, it is not permitted to declare that the �åhir is the meaning of 
the verse in such circumstances (and by implication, to refute those who 
argue differently). Rather, in such circumstances, the rule is to sus-
pend judgement and act with caution. Caution dictates that the indi-
vidual behave as if the �åhir meaning is the meaning of the verse 
until there is evidence from the akhbår that this is not the case. The 
line between this developed position of al-Óurr (who is described 
by Fatª �Al� Zand as denying the probative force of the �awåhir 
al-qur�ån) and his supposed opponents (such as Muªsin Fay�, who 
deny it) is a šne one indeed. The fact that al-Óurr was forced to 
adopt this modišcation of Astaråbåd�’s views, having defended them 
in al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, is, no doubt, evidence of the success of 
Muªsin Fay�’s attack. Astaråbåd�’s formulation of the relationships 
between the Qur�ån and the akhbår was, by al-Óurr’s time, already 
considered rather simplistic.

Marginal Akhbår�s

In sum, the debate between these two intra-Akhbår� currents concerns 
the extent to which the linguistic categories found in works of u‚¨l 
al-šqh should in�uence Akhbår� discourse. If one accepts the category 
of muªkam (and surrenders to the in�uence of established u‚¨l cat-
egories), then a commitment to the direct availability of the Qur�anic 
meaning naturally follows. By dešnition, muªkam verses require no 
extra-textual aid, and the speaker’s intention is entirely clear. On 
the other hand, if one rejects the muªkam category, along with the 
general interpretive paradigm of the established u‚¨l genre, then it 
is easier to maintain Astaråbåd�’s position that the Qur�ån remains 
incomprehensible without the akhbår. In general, one sees Astaråbåd�’s 
position dominate the early decades of Akhbarism, though the success 
of Muªsin Fay�’s challenge is evident šrst in al-Óurr’s rather delicate 
modišcation of Astaråbåd�’s views. From al-Jazå�ir� onwards, Akhbår�s 
do seem to have accepted that the muªkamåt of the Qur�ån can be 
understood directly, and that the Imams’ tafs�r was only necessary for 
the mutashåbihåt. In al-Samåh�j�’s list of Akhbår�-U‚¨l� differences, 
Akhbår�s who accept only the sunna (that is, Astaråbåd� and those 
who followed his position) are portrayed as a deviation from the 
majority Akhbår� opinion. The presentation of the relative size of the 
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two groups was, of course, �exible depending on the exegetical aims 
of an individual Akhbår� author. Fatª �Al� Zand’s formulation of the 
intra-Akhbår� dispute re�ects the victory of Muªsin Fay�’s position 
regarding the muªkamåt amongst the Akhbår�s. This was then back-
projected by Zand onto the earlier period of Akhbarism, and the real 
lines of debate between Astaråbåd� and Fay� are blurred by Zand, as 
he refers to the acceptance or non-acceptance of the �åhir on issues 
where the Imams are silent. The range of Akhbår� views on the role 
of the Qur�ån as a source of law, and the interplay between them, 
was more complex than the portrayal in Akhbår� difference lists. 

The range of possible Akhbår� opinions just outlined can now be used 
to position scholars contemporaneous with the rise and establishment 
of Akhbarism, but whose inclusion within the school was debateable 
(namely, �Abd Allåh al-T¨n�, Muªammad Íålih al-Måzandarån� and 
Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�).60

Al-T¨n�’s major contribution to Sh��� scholarship is his al-Wåšya, 
a work which, in terms of its structure, conforms to the established 
characteristics of the u‚¨l genre. It has, however, been claimed by 
both Akhbår� and U‚¨l� writers as a work within their respective 
school traditions. Al-T¨n� himself was a product of al-Tustar�’s 
Æproto-Akhbår�” madrasa in Isfahan, and though he makes no direct 
reference to Astaråbåd�, it seems likely he was aware of Astaråbåd�’s 
ideas.61 On the specišc issues of the Qur�ån as an independent source 
of law and the authenticity of the akhbår, his views are closer to the 
Akhbår� mainstream than they are to standard Usulism. His originality 
lies in the arguments he devises for these positions. On the issue of 
the Qur�ån as a source of law, he tackles the issue of taªr�f (and the 
qira�åt).62 The Sh��a, he says, are divided on whether the Qur�ån is 
corrupted or not. ÆThe difference of opinion, however, makes no differ-
ence” (lå athr li-hådhå al-ikhtilåf  ). The Sh��a have agreed (taªaqquq 
al-ijmå�), and some akhbår demonstrate clearly (  f� ba�� al-akhbår 

60 See above, p. 165, p. 167 and p. 169. Unfortunately, al-Måª¨z�’s writings 
are not yet available in sufšcient quantity to make a clear statement on his school 
allegiance. The same can be said of �Abd Allåh al-Yazd�. However, al-Måª¨z�’s 
general approach can be deduced from his own adoption of Akhbår� positions in 
his difference list (analysed above, pp. 202–204).

61 The editor of the introduction to the modern edition of al-Wåšya considers al-
T¨n� to be refuting Astaråbåd� (or his followers) in the work, though little evidence 
is given for this conclusion (T¨n�, al-Wåšya, p. 32 (editors introduction)).

62 T¨n�, al-Wåšya, pp. 147–149.
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ta‚r�ªun), that we must base our action on the Qur�ån we have (må 
f� aydaynå) until the return of the Mahd�. He also accepts that there 
are various readings (numbered at seven or ten) of the Qur�ån (that 
is, the qirå�åt). However, these are attributable to reciters (min qibl 
al-ruwåt), not any plurality in God’s revelation. Whilst al-�Allåma 
may have expressed a preference for the recitations of �Åsim and 
Óamza, al-T¨n� has his own view:

The preferred view is to refer in ˜this matter· to the tafs�r of the holders 
of the dhikr, the preservers of the Qur�ån ˜that is, the Imams· whenever 
possible. And if it is not possible, then one should suspend judgement 
(tawaqquf  ).63

The use of the Imams as the decisive elements in a choice between 
qirå�åt, and the implicit criticism of al-�Allåma al-Óill�’s position, 
hints at Akhbår� sympathies. This is made more explicit in a sec-
tion on �awåhir al-Qur�ån.64 The Qur�ån was revealed in a specišc 
time and place, and the contextual evidence (qarå�in) would have 
made the intended meaning of the speaker (al-maq‚¨d) clear to the 
addressees. If we still have access to these qarå�in, then it is permit-
ted to interpret the Qur�ån. ÆWe, however, do not have knowledge 
of whether the �awåhir have probative force ˜or not·” because we 
have lost access to most qarå�in. Furthermore, most akhbår (al-T¨n� 
estimates between two thirds and four šfths) record interpretations 
which Æcontradict the apparent meaning ˜of the Qur�ån· which one 
would understand grammatically”.65 This alone indicates that the �åhir 
does not have a convincing claim to pre-eminence over other possible 
meanings of a Qur�anic verse. Finally, al-T¨n� lists the reports which 
indicate that knowledge of the Qur�ån (�ilm al-Qur�ån) is the preserve 
of the Prophet and the Imams, and therefore only they can interpret 
it for us. Once again, although the presentation may be within the 
established structure of a work of u‚¨l al-šqh, al-T¨n�’s view has 
clear Akhbår� resonances.

Muªammad Íåliª al-Måzandarån�, like al-T¨n�, was a product 
of al-Tustar�’s Isfahan madrasa, and like al-T¨n�, is claimed by 

63 T¨n�, al-Wåšya, p. 149.
64 T¨n�, al-Wåšya, pp. 136–140.
65 The phase yukhålif al-�åhir al-ladh� yufham bi-hi‚b al-wa�� al-lughaw� (T¨n�, 

al-Wåšya, p. 136) uses, of course, the notion of language (both grammar and the 
meaning of words) being designed by an individual (and therefore šxed), on which, 
see below, p. 209.
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Akhbår�s as one of their own.66 His major work, a commentary on 
part of al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�, indicates an interest in ªad�th gener-
ally, though not necessarily Akhbår� sympathies. His other major 
composition, a commentary on Shaykh Óasan b. Shah�d II’s classic 
work of Sh��� legal theory Ma�ålim al-d�n indicates a respect for 
the discipline of u‚¨l al-šqh. His presentation in both works is, of 
course, constrained by the subject text (in these cases, the works of 
al-Kulayn� and Shaykh Óasan), though not to the extent that his own 
opinion is undiscernable.67 On the issue of Qur�anic interpretation, it 
is clear that the muªkamåt are interpretable by the ordinary, educated 
reader. The Qur�ån, he explains, has two sorts of verses, muªkamåt 
and mutashåbihåt. The former Æallow one interpretation only.” The 
mutashåbihåt can also be understood with interpretive effort, though 
at šrst encounter, they allow Æmany interpretations and it is not clear 
what the ˜speaker’s· intention might be” (wuj¨ªan muta�addada lå 
yatta�iª al-maq‚¨d minhå).68 Interpretive effort requires one to 
compare the mutashåbih verse with the tafs�r of the Imams. This, 
al-Måzandarån� claims, is based on a reading (or rather, the only pos-
sible reading) of the Imams’ report on Q3.7. The report of the Imams 
ÆNo one understands the Qur�ån other than the one˜s· to whom it was 
uttered” is cited by some Akhbår�s to prove that the meaning of the 
Qur�ån is unavailable without the Imams’ tafs�r. Al-Måzandarån�, in 
his commentary on this report, argues that the report does not refer to 
the whole Qur�ån, but to the mutashåbihåt alone, and that the latter 
must be compared with the opinion of the Imams.69 The general tenor 
of these scattered discussions accords with the Akhbår� opinion of 
Muªsin Fay�, which (as we have seen) became the dominant opinion 

66 See above, p. 165.
67 Commentaries are not always an ideal source for determining a scholars’ own 

views, since the commentator is, to an extent, preoccupied with explaining the mean-
ing of the subject text. Having said that, commentaries do give the commentator 
the opportunity to re-interpret a text, and thereby control how the text’s author is 
portrayed. The subject text’s author may have views which chime with the com-
mentator’s, or the commentator may wish to openly disassociate himself from the 
subject text’s author. In either case, one’s own understanding of the subject text may 
be irrelevant. In al-Måzandarån�’s case, one šnds scattered comments throughout the 
two works where the boundary between explicating the subject text’s (and hence the 
subject author’s) meaning and al-Måzandarån�’s own opinions are blurred.

68 Måzandarån�, Sharª, v. 1, p. 137. See also Måzandarån�, Sharª, v. 2, p. 133; 
Al-Måzandarån� explores the different meaning of muªkam in Måzandarån�, Sharª, 
v. 2, pp. 310–311, though he does not offer a dešnitive preference.

69 Måzandarån�, Sharª, v. 12, p. 438.
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of the Akhbår� school after al-Jazå�ir�. It is, then, not so surprising 
that later authors (such as Fatª �Al� Zand) are willing to incorporate 
al-Måzandarån� into the cadre of Akhbår�s.

Al-T¨n� and al-Måzandarån� held different positions on the question 
of the Qur�ån as a source of law and legal knowledge. Their views, how-
ever, št into the range of Akhbår� opinion on this particular issue. 
Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�’s views on juristic matters are more 
difšcult to ascertain. He did not write a work of u‚¨l al-šqh, but was 
instead renowned as a ªad�th collector who popularised Twelver Shi�ism 
and played a signišcant role in the consolidation of the authority of 
the �ulamå� in the late Safavid period.70 There is no convenient tafs�r 
through which his hermeneutic method might be known. His position 
on the muªkamåt verses, however, can be deduced from his com-
mentaries on relevant ªad�ths. Majlis� II cites a ªad�th in which the 
fourth Imam glosses the various phrases within Q3.7 (the muªkamåt 
verse).71 Majlis� II’s commentary on this ªad�th is expansive and in 
it he describes his general approach to the interpretation of texts.72 
The approach is, he claims, based on the akhbår themselves, with this 
particular ªad�th from Imam al-Båqir providing a key reference text. 
On the interpretation of the Qur�ån, he divides muªkam verses into 
two types: muªkam in terms of an utterance’s words (min jihat al-laf�) 
and muªkam in terms of meaning (min jihat al-ma�nå). These two 
categories can be glossed as referring to linguistic ambiguity (arising 
from homonymy or ellipsis) and indicatory ambiguity (arising from 
a lack of knowledge about what is referred to by a specišc word).73 
When an utterance (laf�) is unambiguous on both these accounts, then 
it is Æunconditionally unambiguous” (muªkam �alå al-i†låq). When 
it is ambiguous on both accounts it is Æunconditionally ambiguous” 
(mutashåbih �alå al-i†låq). At other times, it may be ambiguous 
in one of these two (linguistic or indicatory) and unambiguous in 

70 See, for example, Momen, Sh��� Islam, pp. 114–117.
71 The full ªad�th can be found in Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, v. 2, pp. 28–33 (’1), where 

there is an extensive commentary on the whole verse. Majlis� II’s commentary on 
this ªad�th is, then, a commentary on a ªad�th which is itself a commentary on a 
Qur�anic verse.

72 Majlis� II, Biªår, v. 66, pp. 85–149.
73 The example given is the attributes of God, which are mutashåbih because we 

have not experienced power or knowledge in such a way that we can comprehend 
how God’s possession of these qualities might operate (ÆThe qualities are not com-
prehensible to us, for a form of something one has not felt cannot be obtained in 
one’s self  ”, Majlis� II, Biªår, v. 66, p. 91).
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the other (muªkam min wajhin mutashåbih min wajhin). The last 
category refers to verses which may be unambiguous in their own 
terms (muªkam min al-laf�), but uncertain with respect to indication 
(dalåla), or vice versa. This division is not particularly original (it 
being a common element in previous studies of both this verse and 
Arabic rhetoric generally), but the fact that Majlis� II borrows it is 
the šrst hint of his overall position. Majlis� II’s interesting herme-
neutic approach involves various combinations of these categories. 
It is sufšcient here to point out that, although he gives no examples 
of verses which are Æmuªkam �alå al-i†låq”, he clearly considers it a 
category into which at least some Quranic verses can be placed, and 
therefore the Qur�ån can be understood directly.74

For Majlis� II, parts of the Qur�ån are unambiguous both in terms 
of what is said and in terms of what is meant. These verses can be 
understood directly by any competent language speaker. In this 
sense Majlis� II’s position is not dissimilar to that of Muªsin Fay�. 
However, he differs from Muªsin Fay� in two signišcant respects. 
Firstly, the mechanisms he recommends for retrieving the meaning 
of the mutashåbih verses do not consist of citation of akhbår alone, 
as was the case for Muªsin Fay�. Instead, Majlis� II recommends a 
rhetorical analysis as a means of clarifying mutashåbih verses. For 
Majlis� II, a range of mechanisms are available to the interpreter when 
faced with a mutashåbih verse. A verse may be mutashåbih because 
God is speaking with brevity (ikhti‚år al-kalåm), or expansively 
(bas† al-kalåm) or he may be utilising word order (na�m al-kalåm) 
to affect (aesthetically or otherwise) his listeners. These categories of 
ambiguity emerge from the ways in which words combine (al-kalåm 
al-murakkab). There are other types of ambiguity brought about from 
the words themselves (al-alfå� al-mufrada, such as homonymy or 
uncommon derivations). The exact categorisation scheme need not 
concern us here. Instead, it should be noted that the means whereby 

74 This is further conšrmed by his dešnition of muªkam, given in his commentary 
on al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�: ÆMuªkam is certain (muttaqin) linguistic meaning. In techni-
cal terms it is used in an unrestricted manner to apply to anything which has a clear 
meaning (ma�nå), and for anything which is preserved from being either abrogated or 
particularised (takh‚�‚), or both, and for something which has a straightforward word 
order (na�m), free of deviation. It is something which can only be interpreted in one 
way. Anything which does not conform to these categories is termed mutashåbih”. 
(Majlis� II, Mir�åt al-�uq¨l, v. 1, p. 210). See also, Majlis� II, Biªår, v. 2, p. 185 
where muªkam is glossed as Æpermitting only one interpretation”.
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uncertainty over the meaning of a verse is resolved is through ref-
erence to the standard rules of rhetoric, developed within both the 
profane and Ætransmitted” Islamic sciences. His proposed hermeneutic 
technique here is, then, entirely dependent upon established disciplines, 
and these sciences can be employed to solve the ambiguities within 
the Qur�anic text. This sets him apart from at least some Akhbår�s.

The second manner in which Majlis� II’s position differs from that 
of Muªsin Fay� and his Akhbår� followers is in its distinction between 
tafs�r/ta�w�l (interpretation) and ma�nå (meaning). In the account 
described above, even the more nuanced positions of Muªsin Fay� 
and his follows do not distinguish between the meaning of what is 
said in the Qur�ån and its signišcance for religious knowledge. The 
Akhbår�s disagreed over how the meaning of a verse could be obtained: 
for Astaråbåd� et al, a verse’s meaning is entirely understood from 
the akhbår; for Muªsin Fay� et al., some verses could be directly 
understood (muªkamåt) and the rest understood through the akhbår. 
Majlis� II, however, presents his view that the Qur�ån has meaning, 
and can be read and understood perfectly well without the akhbår. 
This meaning is discovered through the usual techniques employed by 
the mufassir¨n. Such an analysis will lead to comprehension of mean-
ing, but not an understanding of the signišcance of a Qur�anic verse 
within the context of the true Imåm� faith. To gain the signišcance 
of the verses, the reader needs the akhbår of the Imams. Hence 
Majlis� II says that the �ulamå� do not Æstand alone in ˜their search 
for· Qur�anic knowledge. They need the Imam, designated by God, 
in order to interpret (tafs�r) it.”75 Through the rules of rhetoric and 
language, one gains access to a Qur�anic passage’s meaning, and this 
may be understood at both the level of a meaning inherent in the 
words used or the grammatical constructions employed. This process 
will not, however, enable the reader to understand that phrases such 
as ahl al-dhikr and al-råsikh¨n f��l-�ilm refer to the Prophet and the 
Imams. This position, in which the Qur�ån has meaning (but no correct 
interpretation) without the akhbår, represents a more nuanced under-
standing of the problematic nature of meaning and its interpretation in 
the Qur�ån than that found within the Akhbår� tradition. For Majlis� 
II, the akhbår are still essential for understanding the signišcance of 
the Qur�ån. They are not, however, essential for understanding its 

75 Majlis� II, Bihår, v. 66, p. 93.
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meaning. On the evidence currently available concerning the range of 
Akhbår� opinions on this issue, such a view was not found amongst 
Majlis� II’s Akhbår� contemporaries.

Conclusions

The range of Akhbår� approaches to the interpretation of the Qur�anic 
text was settled quite early on in the dispute. Two alternative Akh-
bår� positions (headed by Astaråbåd� and Muªsin Fay� respectively) 
became established. The range of opinions found within Akhbår� 
works of tafs�r and u‚¨l al-šqh are not, however, a perfect št with the 
dispute’s depiction in difference lists. In the difference lists—those by 
al-Samåh�j�, al-Baªrån� and Fatª �Al� Zand—the intra-Akhbår� dispute 
over the interpretation of the Qur�ån is described, but each presentation 
is slightly skewed in order to serve each writer’s aims. The difference 
lists indicate that there was a dispute, but are less concerned with 
delineating either the precise nature of that dispute or its signišcance 
for the general Akhbår� juristic system. By examining the positions 
of renowned Akhbår� scholars in detail, a range of internal Akhbår� 
opinion emerges, and with this range one is able to position scholars 
of disputed Akhbår� identity. At times, these Æmarginal” Akhbår�s 
were forced to develop more sophisticated doctrinal formulations. 
They expressed themselves more carefully than those working within 
the well-established boundaries of the Akhbår� school. Perhaps they 
were also attempting to bring some intellectual respectability to the 
school, or were convinced by the Akhbår�s’ more stinging criticisms 
of Usulism. In their responses to the question of Qur�anic interpreta-
tion, the Æmarginal” Akhbår�s demonstrate their indebtedness to the 
Akhbår� approach, even when, when, as is the case with Majlis� II, 
their positions cannot be categorised as within the internal Akhbår� 
ikhtilåf.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SUNNA AND THE AKHBÅR IN 
AKHBÅRÛ JURISPRUDENCE

Whilst the Akhbår�s debated the probative force of the Qur�ån, they 
displayed almost total unanimity concerning the authenticity and hence 
probative force of the akhbår. Most Akhbår�s accorded the status of 
a legal source to the Qur�ån. However, practically speaking, most 
Akhbår�s also asserted that it was near useless as a legal source. A 
more important question for Akhbår�s, however, was the authentic-
ity of the sunna—by which they meant reports (akhbår) attributed to 
the Prophet and the Imams.1 Astaråbåd�’s position, as outlined in an 
earlier chapter, aimed to maximise the number of akhbår assessed 
as authentic (or Æsound”, ‚aª�ª),2 and this became the established 
(indeed, it could be argued, dešning) doctrine of subsequent Akhba-
rism. The Akhbår� position regarding the authenticity of the akhbår 
was also given prominence in subsequent lists of Akhbår�-U‚¨l� dif-
ferences, and was clearly an important area of dispute between the 
two Æschools”.

Akhbår� writers subsequent to Astaråbåd� discussed at length the 
manner in which the akhbår might be proven to be authentic. Through 
reducing the jurist’s epistemological requirements (from unquališed 
�ilm to al-�ilm al-�åd�), Astaråbåd� was able to accept that the authen-
ticity of some akhbår could be doubted by a hardened sceptic. He 
simultaneously argued, however, that the akhbår were the only legiti-
mate legal source as the believer could gain Æcustomary certainty” 
(al-�ilm al-�åd�) that they were saª�ª. In developing the arguments 
for the reliability of the akhbår, later Akhbår�s pursued two principal 

1 Astaråbåd� does appear to have distinguished between Prophetic reports and the 
akhbår of the Imams (Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 281). The former, he states, are 
like the Qur�ån in the sense that their meaning is unavailable without the Imams’ 
tafs�r. Al-Óurr argues similarly in his Waså�il (Óurr, Waså�il, v. 18, pp. 152–154), 
though as with the Qur�ån, he moderates his position to the �awåhir of the sunna 
only. The distinction does not seem to have played a major role in later Akhbår� 
discussions.

2 See above, pp. 70–72.
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approaches: one historical and the other isnåd-critical. For the šrst, 
there was a development of the historical account of how the 400 u‚¨l 
formed the primary source for the ÆFour Books”. Astaråbåd� had 
already developed this argument, and subsequent Akhbår�s aimed to 
establish this account as the dominant narrative. By forcing U‚¨l�s to 
object to this version of the collation of ªad�ths, these authors pre-
sented the U‚¨l� position as, not only a threat to Sh��� orthodoxy, but 
also as being counter-intuitive and contrary to the available evidence. 
It was argued that the collectors of the ÆFour Books” had screened the 
akhbår before inclusion. For the second defence, there was an eager-
ness to outline methods of ªad�th authentišcation which challenged the 
dominant methodology of the U‚¨l�s. By devising alternative methods 
of ªad�th classišcation, Akhbår� writers tried to demonstrate, not only 
that the Four Books were authentic in toto, but also that individual 
ªad�ths, maligned by the U‚¨l�s, could be reclassišed and form a sure 
foundation for legal judgement. The two arguments were not mutually 
exclusive, and both can be found in a single author’s oeuvre. They 
do, however, represent two different Akhbår� tactics in the anti-U‚¨l� 
polemic. The former is an attempt to demonstrate that the science of 
ªad�th classišcation is super�uous since a particular historical account 
of ªad�th collation guarantees authenticity. The latter is a proposed 
reform of the science, enabling more akhbår to be considered sound, 
and therefore widening the material available for deducing legal rulings. 
As has already been noted, this ambivalent Akhbår� attitude to the 
established legal sciences was the underlying cause of intra-Akhbår� 
debate concerning the Qur�ån’s probative force.

Arguments for the Authenticity of the Akhbår

Al-Óurr al-�Åmil� is, perhaps, the Akhbår� most faithful to Astaråbåd�’s 
approach. In the conclusion to his ªad�th collection, Waså�il al-Sh��a, 
al-Óurr presents the reader with twelve sections (each named a få�ida) 
relating to the sources he has used in collating the Waså�il. He argues 
that the sources he has used—which extend well beyond the famous 
Four Books3—are authentic (saª�ª) and therefore form reliable bases for 

3 In Få�ida 4, al-Óurr lists the works which he consulted directly. The šrst four 
are the famous Four Books of al-Kulayn�, Ibn Båb¨ya and al-Shaykh al-�¨s� (Óurr, 
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legal judgement. It is noteworthy that it is the books themselves which 
he considers sound. Individual ªad�ths are reliable because they are 
found within sound books, not through any independent investigation. 
The books are sound because their authors record that they collected 
ªad�ths from reliable sources (al-u‚¨l wa�l-kutub al-mu�tamida), and 
they say as much in the introductions to their ªad�th collections.4 In 
the ninth få�ida, al-Óurr embarks upon a detailed (taf‚�lan) exposition 
of the evidence which demonstrates that the ªad�th books he used to 
compile the Waså�il are all entirely sound. The få�ida is divided into 
twenty-two pieces of evidence (qarå�in), and though the general pres-
entation is rather repetitive, al-Óurr’s intention is clearly to establish 
his version of the history of Sh��� ªad�th collection. The argument 
can be summarised as follows: we know that the companions of the 
Imams used to record the sayings of the Imams during specially 
arranged sessions (tadw�n f� majålis al-a�imma). This was the practice 
for nearly 300 years during the Imams’ presence, and was carried out 
on the orders of the Imams themselves. The aim was to record those 
sayings which might act as a guide for the Sh��a in the future.5 These 
collections were reviewed by the Imams themselves after they had 
been written down. They survived and were used by the authors of 
the Four Books (Æeven the U‚¨liyy¨n admit this much”).6 We know 
that these authors, and the others from whom al-Óurr cites, were 
diligent in their task and did not record material they thought dubi-
ous.7 There is, then, little point in scrutinising the isnåds found within 

Waså�il, v. 30, p. 153), but these are followed by a list totalling 82 books (and he 
says there are more unmentioned ones) which al-Óurr has consulted and for which 
he is claiming ‚iªªa. This is followed by a list of 96 known sources from which 
the authors of the aforementioned 82 works made their collections (Óurr, Waså�il, 
v. 30, pp. 161–165, and once again, al-Óurr says this list is not exhaustive). Finally, 
al-Óurr mentions that there are many other sources which are not mentioned by name 
in the 82, and these number 6600 in total (Óurr, Waså�il, v. 30, p. 165).

4 In the sixth få�ida (Óurr, Waså�il, v. 30, pp. 191–218) various authors, including 
the authors of the Four Books, are quoted to this effect.

5 ta�l�f kull må yaªtåj ilayhi min aªkåm al-d�n li-ta�mala bihå al-Sh��a (Óurr, 
Waså�il, v. 30, p. 252).

6 Óurr, Waså�il, v. 30, p. 252.
7 Al-Óurr asks, rhetorically: ÆIf it is known that biographers and historians do 

not relate from books they consider unreliable when they are able to relate from 
books they consider reliable, then what should one think of the chief transmitter 
˜Ibn Båb¨ya·, the truthful one of Islam ˜al-Kulayn�· and the leader of the saved sect 
˜al-Shaykh al-�¨s�·?” (Óurr, Waså�il, v. 30, p. 253). He expresses his amazement 
that anyone would slander these authors by implying that they had not completed 
their task effectively.
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the Four Books, and testing the isnåds against the criteria of later 
ªad�th critics. We know, for example, that al-Shaykh al-�¨s� used to 
cite a weak isnåd with a report, when he knew of a sound isnåd for 
the same report. He did this because the isnåd we perceive as weak 
leads to a source book which he knew to be sound. The point is that 
al-Shaykh al-�¨s� did not record isnåds in order that they might be 
scrutinised by subsequent ªad�th critics. Al-�¨s� cited them Æsimply 
to gain a blessing by completing the chains of verbal transmission 
and to defend the Sh��a from the accusation of the Sunnis that their 
ªad�th are without chains of transmission (ghayr mu�an�ana).”8 The 
isnåds are, then, included within the early collections of the ªad�ths 
for decoration or for completeness. They are not supposed to demon-
strate the authenticity of the accompanying report, and they are not 
supposed, therefore, to be scrutinised according to the usual tools of 
isnåd criticism. Al-Óurr also produces some related consequentialist 
arguments against scrutinising the isnåds and declaring some reports 
unsound. If some of the akhbår were of dubious authenticity, then it 
would be prohibited to record them, since one would be recording 
an inaccurate (and religiously destructive) report.9 If the akhbår are 
of dubious authenticity, then the Sh��a have been in error for many 
centuries, even during the time of the Imams, since they have based 
their action upon some of these Æinauthentic” ªad�ths. Consequentialist 
arguments such as these aim to persuade the reader by revealing the 
unpalatable (and possibly heretical) consequences of accepting the 
opponents’ position. One šnds them in Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id, and 
they are repeated by al-Óurr, with little new information. The argu-
ments are also found in the work of later Akhbår�s, such as Y¨suf 
al-Baªrån� who emphasises the authenticity of the Four Books of 
akhbår, and bases this claim on the history of their compilation (that 
is, that the authors collected their ªad�ths from the 400 u‚¨l).10

In contrast to al-Óurr’s replication of Astaråbåd�’s argumentation is 
al-Karak�’s presentation in his Hidåyat al-abrår. Al-Karak�’s position 
is not at variance with that of Astaråbåd� and al-Óurr. The contrast 
lies in al-Karak�’s argumentation for this position. For him, as for 

 8 Óurr, Waså�il, v. 30, p. 258. This passage follows closely the wording of 
Astaråbåd�’s al-Fawå�id al-Madaniyya (see Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 377).

 9 Óurr, Waså�il, v. 30, pp. 259–260.
10 See Baªrån�, al-Óadå�iq, v. 1, pp. 14–25. This is analysed in Gleave, Inevitable 

Doubt, pp. 31–46.
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Astaråbåd� and al-Óurr, the ªad�ths in the Four Books are authentic 
The bulk of al-Karak�’s arguments are found in a section entitled 
ÆThe evidence which demonstrates the truth of what the three leaders 
˜namely, al-Kulayn�, Ibn Båb¨ya and al-Shaykh al-�¨s�· transmitted 
and what they decreed to be sound”.11 He enumerates evidence (in 
the form of references to previous works) which establishes that the 
extant material (in the Four Books) was, in turn, selected from books 
written by the companions of the Imams. He demonstrates, then, not 
only that such books existed, but more importantly, that these books 
were used as sources for both belief and action by the companions 
( ya�mal¨n bihå f� �aqå�idihim wa-a�målihim).12 Indeed the Imams 
themselves encouraged their companions to commit their sayings 
and actions to writing.13 The books were presented to the Imams 
and approved, and had thenceforth acted as sources of religious and 
practical guidance:

It is known ˜from the references in extant books· that the companions 
of the Imams acted on the basis of these books even though it was 
possible for them to refer to ˜the Imams· directly, and gain informa-
tion from ˜the Imams· directly concerning these ˜books·. This was only 
due to the certainty of ˜the companions· that what was in the books 
was sound.14

The assembled evidence also demonstrates that there were books in 
existence which were not relied upon because they contained untruths 
written by liars and deceivers (al-kadhdhåb¨n wa’l-wa��å�¨n). Such 
fabricated books existed, and were rejected: they did not form part 
of the material used by the three akhbår collectors. Admitting the 
existence of forgeries is undoubtedly a concession, yielded by al-
Karak�, to U‚¨l� arguments. Astaråbåd� makes no reference to these 
Æbooks of liars” (kutub al-kadhdhåb�n), probably fearing that such 
an admission would endanger the persuasiveness of his argument. 
Al-Karak�, however, permits them a mention, but turns their presence 
into a strength: the akhbår collectors (namely, al-Kulayn�, Ibn Båb¨ya 

11 al-qarå�in al-dålla �alå ‚idq må naqalahu al-a�imma al-thalåtha wa-ªakam¨ 
bi-‚iªªatihi (Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 82).

12 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 83.
13 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 85. Amongst the akhbår cited at this point is Imam al-

Sadiq’s words, ÆRecord in your books! Because you will need it.” (Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, 
v. 1, p. 52, ’10).

14 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 83.
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and al-Shaykh al-�¨s�) knew of such works, but did not use them 
in their collections. We know this because they state that they only 
used u‚¨l which had received community approval and had formed 
the basis of community action. The liars’ books did not fall into this 
category. Furthermore, according to al-Karak�, the three collectors did 
not collect ªad�ths as such. Rather they collected books of ªad�ths, 
extracted the ªad�ths from these books and reordered them accord-
ing to their own schema. When an isnåd is cited in one of the Four 
Books, it is (most often) not an isnåd of the oral transmission of a 
particular report:

When an individual name is mentioned in a sanad, then the ˜author’s· 
chain of transmission is merely his chain of transmission to ˜that per-
son’s· source (a‚l), from which he ˜cf the author· took the ªad�th.15

The mistake made by U‚¨l�s is to treat the isnåds in the four collections 
as recording the oral transmission of individual reports. Inevitably this 
makes reports such as these khabar al-wåªid. However, in most cases, 
the isnåd actually records ijåza and transmission linkages pertaining 
to an individual work. Establishing an individual’s ijåza-isnåd to be 
reliable may formally require the fulšlment of the same criteria (such 
as the links being contemporary, collocated and reliable). However, 
it is not subject to the same need for multiple chains (that is, the 
tawåtur test) in order to establish the right of the ijåza recipient to 
cite and employ the ªad�th in question. Furthermore, the purpose 
of an ijåza is not entirely to prove the authenticity of the ªad�th 
within a book, but to demonstrate the right of the individual author 
(through his religious training) to transmit these ªad�th. In short, the 
isnåds in the Four Books represent ijåza-isnåds and not ªad�th-isnåds, 
strengthening the claim for the authenticity of the quoted reports. A 
comparison of Astaråbåd�’s argument with al-Karak�’s here shows 
a developing sophistication. Al-Karak�’s admission that there were 
unreliable collections of reports is an indulgence to the U‚¨l� posi-
tion, but the community’s ability to weed out rogue collections (either 
through testing them with the Imam or by their failure to gain com-
munal recognition as a basis for law) is asserted subsequently. If an 
U‚¨l� were to criticise this view, he would, in effect, be undermining 
a fundamental pillar of Sh��� salvation history. Turning an admission 

15 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 88.
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into a strength, as al-Karak� does here, most probably emerged in the 
cut and thrust of real Akhbår�-U‚¨l� debate after Astaråbåd�’s death. 
Al-Karak�’s arguments are also strengthened by the shift in the focus 
of the argument from the collection of the akhbår, back in time to 
their commitment to writing. Astaråbåd�’s emphasis on the expert 
collection of the akhbår themselves left opponents a potential line of 
criticism: they could raise doubts, not about the probity of the col-
lectors, but their method of presentation. There was a common U‚¨l� 
counter-argument that the three collectors merely presented all the 
akhbår they heard, and did not consider it their task to distinguish 
between the Æreliable and unreliable”. Al-Karak�, however, intro-
duces the notion that the isnåds within the Four Books are records 
of the transmission of books, not reports. Since one does not require 
multiple sound isnåds in order to establish a pupil’s right to recite 
a work (one isnåd is normally sufšcient), the critic is now forced to 
question not the methodology of the collectors, but the accuracy of 
the original authors of the u‚¨l. This is considerably more difšcult 
to do, since they were the nonesuches of early Shi�ism, and most 
often the Imams’ favoured conšdents. In short, al-Karak�’s argument 
is that the collectors selected books of ªad�th, not individual ªad�th, 
and these books had either been approved by the Imam himself or 
tested for reliability by the community itself.

Once these arguments had reached their šnal form, they dominated 
subsequent Akhbår� discussions. Little is added by later Akhbår�s to 
the presentations of Astarabåd�, al-Óurr and al-Karak� concerning 
this version of the history of the collection of Imåm� akhbår. Al-
Baªran�’s version draws on the above accounts, and does not deviate 
from the established Akhbår� narrative.16 Muªammad al-Akhbår� also 
draws on this account, repeating the call to act on the contents of 
the Æindubitable u‚¨l of the companions” (u‚¨l al-a‚ªåb al-maq†¨�a) 
which are preserved in the early works of akhbår.17 This element of 
Akhbår� polemic remained remarkably stable, from the beginnings of 
the school through to the early Qajar period.

16 For a summary of al-Baªrån�’s argumentation see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, 
pp. 40–46.

17 Akhbår�, Ma�åwil, f.195 (p. 390).
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Akhbår� isnåd Criticism

The above arguments, whilst differing in detail and perhaps style, share 
an assertion that the akhbår in the Four Books, and (under certain 
conditions) those outside of the Four Books, are of assured authen-
ticity. This was based on a general historical account of how the 
akhbår were committed to writing, and later collected. The histori-
cal account, it was argued, obviated the need for scrutiny and criti-
cism of isnåds.18 However, an alternative Akhbår� approach, which 
could be termed isnåd-critical, is also evident in the literature. This 
approach attempts to delineate an alternative to (or modišed form 
of ) the established discipline of isnåd criticism, and was outlined 
šrst by Muªammad Taq� al-Majlis� (Majlis� I) in his introduction to 
his Lawåmi� ‚åªibqirån�. This introduction comprises twelve få�idas 
on various aspects of u‚¨l al-šqh, including hermeneutic issues (such 
as the reconciliation of contradictory akhbår), the transmission of 
knowledge (the characteristics of the �ulamå� and the ijåza system)19 
and the legitimacy (or rather, illegitimacy) of ijtihåd. The eleventh 
få�ida is a critical review of the technical terms (i‚†ilåªåt) used for 
the classišcation of ªad�th. Other Akhbår� authors merely rejected 
the utility of terms such as mutawåtir and khabar al-wåªid in any 
assessment of the reliability of reports. Majlis� I, however, seeks 
to redešne them and put them to use in the analysis of individual 
reports. His re-employment of the established technical terminology 
under new dešnitions can be found in the rest of his Lawåmi�, a 
commentary on the akhbår collection Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h 
of Ibn Båb¨ya.20 The aim is to demonstrate that when the correct 
method of isnåd criticism is employed, all the akhbår of the Four 

18 Al-Karak�, for example, goes into great detail concerning the meaning of the 
various terms used in the science of ªad�th criticism (i.e. tawåtur/khabar al-wåªid, 
the four categories, sub-categories of sound and weak ªad�ths etc.). However, he 
ends his discussion with the statement, ÆAll this is useless for us today because 
the ancient scholars (al-qudamå�) have provided sufšcient information for us on this 
matter and have sorted through the ªad�ths” (Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 130).

19 This section has already been analysed above, pp. 145–148.
20 See, for example, Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 2, p. 214 (where ªad�ths are describes 

as Æsimilar to ‚aª�ª” under the established terminology). One can also šnd this 
redešnition in his Arabic ªad�th commentary on the same akhbår collection. See 
Majlis� I, Raw�at, v. 1, p. 371 (where a ªad�th in Ibn Båb¨ya’s work is without an 
isnåd, but is classišed ‚aª�ª because of its additional appearances in the collections 
of al-Kulayn� and al-�¨s�).
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Books can be tested individually and found to be authentic. Hence 
in the introduction to his commentary, an exposition of this Æcorrect” 
method is necessary.

It is signišcant that Majlis� I is quite willing to employ at least 
some of the established U‚¨l� terminology in his scheme. He begins 
with the terms mutawåtir and khabar al-wåªid, providing his own 
dešnitions. As is well-known, mutawåtir is used to describe a report 
which has been transmitted through a number of reliable chains such 
that the hearer cannot doubt that the information contained within the 
report is true. Majlis� I, however, reverses this dešnition:

A mutawåtir report is one which at least three persons have transmitted, 
and these reports give us knowledge (az akhbår-i �shån �ilm biham 
m�rasad). Sometimes �ilm is not obtained from 1000 individuals—such 
as the testimony of peasants concerning the ownership of land or water. 
Sometimes it is the case that the word of a single, pious man, who 
reports that he saw so-and-so, gives knowledge. The central point here 
is knowledge, not number.21

Majlis� I is, then, arguing that the term mutawåtir describes a report 
which has three or more transmitters and the contents of which are 
true.22 However, certain knowledge can be gained from the report of 
a single individual, and can be unobtainable from a report with 1000 
transmitters. Describing a report as mutawåtir does not, for Majlis� I, 
mean that the information contained within it necessarily holds a 
higher epistemological status than a non-mutawåtir report. Mutawåtir 
merely indicates that the report has two independent and unrelated 
qualities—(1) it is transmitted by three or more and (2) knowledge 
is obtained from it.23 The second category is Æa report which is sur-
rounded by external evidence” (khabar-i maªf¨f bi-qar�nah).24 This 

21 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 99. A full description of Majlis� I’s attributes towards 
the verišcation of ªad�th can be found in Jad�d�nizhåd, ÆNigåh�”.

22 Three is, of course, an unusually low number of transmitters for a report to be 
classišed as mutawåtir (see Weiss, ÆKnowledge of the Past”, pp. 94–95, where the 
standard numbers mentioned by al-Ghazål� are 40 and 70, though greater numbers 
are required; Hallaq, ÆThe authenticity of Prophetic ªad�th”, p. 79 mentions 12, 20, 
40, 70 and 313). The reason for the Akhbår�s’ choice of three as the minimum is 
clear—a report found in different places within the Four Books (of which there are 
only three authors), can now be considered mutawåtir.

23 It is quite possible, then, for a report to have three or more transmitters and 
not provide us with �ilm. These are termed khabar-i mustaf�d by Majlis� I, which 
is a type of khabar-i våªid. See Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 100.

24 Majlis�’s idea is, of course, not new to Sh��� šqh. However, it is usually associated 
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category of report is accompanied by evidence which gives the hearer 
knowledge concerning the information within the report. Majlis� I gives 
examples of such Æexternal evidence” (qaråyin az khårij-i khabar). 
A tells B a secret which no one else knows or could have known. B 
writes it down and A seals the scroll. C comes and opens the scroll, 
knowing the handwriting of B and seal of A. C now has knowledge 
(�ilm) of the conversation between A and B. The external evidence 
(the handwriting, the seal etc.) conšrm the high epistemological status 
of the information. The same can be said of the attribution of books 
to scholars of the past—the ijåza-isnåds bring information Æthat no 
one could doubt” (hich kas shakk nim�-kunad).25 Finally, there is the 
category of Æisolated reports” (khabar-i våªid), Æa report from which 
knowledge is not obtained, whether the report is transmitted by a 
single individual or 1000 individuals.” The number of transmitters 
is unimportant for a report to be classišed as khabar-i våªid. The 
classišcation comes from the emergence (or in this case, the non-
emergence) of �ilm concerning the contents of the report.

These dešnitions differ from the established (U‚¨l�) dešnitions of 
these terms. In the established dešnitions, a mutawåtir report gives 
�ilm because of the number of its transmitters (that is, there is a causal 
connection between the number and the availability of �ilm). Similarly, 
a khabar al-wåªid does not bring �ilm because of its low number 
of transmitters. Admittedly, the latter can bring �ilm through external 
indicators (qarå�in), and they then become a special sub-category of 
khabar al-wåªid: Æa khabar which can provide knowledge by its 
connection with external pieces of evidence” (khabar qad yuf�du al-
�ilm bi-in�imåm al-qarå�in ilayhi).26 However, Majlis� I’s dešnitions 
depart from the usual U‚¨l� usage in that they make �ilm the reason 
for classišcation, not the number of transmitters. His reformulation of 
these dešnitions centres around a clean break of the causal connection 
between the extent of a report’s dissemination and its epistemological 
status. Instead all reports are to be tested by external pieces of evi-

with raising the status of Æisolated reports” (khabar al-wåªid) only. Isolated reports 
can bring �ilm if they are Æconnected” (in�imåm) with external evidence (Óasan b. 
Shah�d II, Ma�ålim, p. 261) or they are Æencompassed” (iªtaffa) by external reports 
(T¨n�, Al-Wåšya, p. 81).

25 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 100.
26 The classical expression of this categorisation scheme can be found in Óasan 

b. Shah�d II, Ma�ålim, p. 261.
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dence (qarå�in) which may (or may not) provide the report’s recipient 
with �ilm. If these qarå�in provide �ilm, then the report is maªf¨f bi-
qar�nah. If they do not, the report is khabar-i våªid. A report may be 
classišed as mutawåtir if it is both maªf¨f and transmitted by more 
than three transmitters. Mutawåtir status does not, however, give a 
report any particular epistemological advantage over maªf¨f reports. 
This reformulation enables Majlis� I to maintain a connection with 
Sh��� ªad�th scholarship, by retaining the terminology of the estab-
lished classišcation system. However, he is also able to pervert the 
purpose of that discipline through adjustment to the dešnitions of these 
categories. By allowing Æexternal evidence” such a signišcant role, 
Majlis� I lowers the epistemological bar for the attainment of �ilm. 
We have already seen how important the relaxation of the criteria 
for �ilm was for the coherence of Astaråbåd�’s theory.27 Here Majlis� 
I applies this central Akhbår� doctrine to the classišcation of reports. 
By employing Æexternal evidence”, Majlis� I is able to present the 
akhbår from the Four Books, and from other sources, as providing 
unshakable bases for right action. For example:

If each of the three ˜authors of the Four Books· transmit a report from 
Óusayn b. Sa��d, and each of them agree in the transmission, then we 
have obtained knowledge (�ilm) that they do not attribute lies to Óusayn 
b. Sa��d. Following on from this, it is now possible that the presence of 
mutawåtir reports in these Four Books will, praise be to God, enable 
other reports in other books to be conšrmed (mu�ayyad), such as the 
Maªåsin of Barq�, the Qurb al-isnåd of Óimyar�, the Baså�ir al-Darajåt 
of Íaffår and other books.28

It is, then, through the Four Books that other early ªad�th collections 
can be conšrmed as reliable and form the basis for action. A report is 
transmitted by the three authors of the Four Books, and this combines 
with other pieces of evidence (qarå�in—that is, the authors’ own 
statements that they Ædo not relate anything upon which they do not 
rely”) to make the report mutawåtir. The original work from which 
this report was taken is now considered reliable, and this reliability 
can then be used to authenticate other reports, found in works out-
side of the Four Books, but transmitted from the same original work. 
Majlis� I’s position appears to be, then, that reports outside of the 

27 See above, pp. 70–73.
28 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 103.
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Four Books can be sound providing there is evidence from within 
the Four Books which establishes their reliability.29

The effects of this reformulation of the mutawåtir/khabar al-
wåªid classišcation system are mirrored by Majlis� I’s version of the 
classišcation system based on isnåd. The classišcation system (‚aª�ª, 
ªasan, muwaththaq, �a��f  ) favoured by the U‚¨l�s is not rejected, 
but a šfth category is added: Æa report which contains one or more 
praised transmitters, but also one or more deviants (bad madhhab 
dåshtah).” The category has no name, but is known as muwaththaq 
by some U‚¨l�s and ªasan by others.30 Majlis� I considers it deserv-
ing of its own category, and including this additional category serves 
to undermine the neatness of the established scheme, and exposes 
its arbitrary nature. The category of Æweak” (�a��f  ) is restricted by 
Majlis� I. U‚¨l�s considered reports with isnåds with an Æunknown” 
link (normally termed mursal) as equivalent to �a��f in terms of 
reliability. For them, this was signalled in the isnåd by locutions 
such as Æfrom someone” (�an rajul), Æfrom one of our companions” 
(�an rajul min a‚ªåbinå) or Æfrom a group of our companions” (�an 
jamå�a min a‚ªåbinå). For Majlis� I, however, there is a possibil-
ity that an unknown transmitter is reliable (mumkin-ast kih majh¨l 
al-ªål thiqa båshad), and this possibility raises the report above the 
Æweak” category. ¤a��f, as a category, is reserved for those reports 
which have a Æknown miscreant within their isnåds”.31 Once again, 
the categories are retained, but the means of categorising a report 
are adjusted to ensure that a minimal number of reports are rejected 
in the interpretive process.

Majlis� I makes the general point that the external evidence which 
demonstrates reports to be sound can be found in the testimony of the 
authors of the akhbår collections (that is, that they themselves claim to 
have only included reliable reports in their collections). This means that 
if a report is included in their collections, it has (by dešnition) a sound 
isnåd. The U‚¨l�s may use works of rijål (in which transmitters 

29 His position is, then, similar to that propounded by the later Akhbår�, Y¨suf 
al-Baªrån�, who appears to argue that reports in the Four Books are immediately 
considered sound, but reports in other works are tested on a report by report basis. 
See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, p. 46.

30 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 104.
31 ÆHur chih dar ån fåsiq� båshad, �a��f m�-shumuram” (Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, 

p. 104).
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are assessed as to their reliability) in order to šnd weaknesses within 
isnåds. They do this primarily through condemning certain transmitters 
as unreliable on the basis of heresy. However, the testimony of the 
authors of the akhbår collections is more reliable (bihtar yaq�nan) 
than that of the rijål authors. If a report is included in their collec-
tions, and is declared to be sound, then, mutatis mutandis, the isnåd 
accompanying it must be sound. If such isnåds are sound, then the 
same isnåds found outside of the Four Books, but attached to other 
reports, are also sound. Once again, the volume of reliable reports is 
increased through establishing that the Four Books contain unchal-
lengeable reports.

Majlis� I’s technique of employing the terminology of established 
ªad�th criticism in the defense of Akhbarism is also found in later 
Akhbår� works. Al-Jazå�ir�, the pupil of Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis�, 
portrayed himself in his difference list as a scholar who had adopted a 
Æmiddle path”.32 As already noted, this self-dešnition should be treated 
with suspicion. Not only does he take the Akhbår� position in most 
areas of dispute between the two schools, but he is also portrayed 
as an Akhbår� in nearly all subsequent biographical literature. Most 
subsequent Akhbår�s claim him as a member of their own school, 
and no U‚¨l� (to my knowledge) defends him as an U‚¨l�. In his 
Kashf al-asrår, a commentary on al-Shaykh al-�¨s�’s al-Istib‚år, he 
argues for an unusual Akhbår� position, which might be considered 
Æmoderate” in comparison with other Akhbår�s. What is particularly 
interesting here is the mode of argumentation which borrows from 
both established Akhbår� and U‚¨l� presentations. Al-Jazå�ir� begins 
in Akhbår� style, arguing that the U‚¨l� four-fold categorisation of 
reports is a modern convention (i‚†ilåª tår in) which was initiated by 
al-�Allåma or perhaps his teacher Ibn �åw¨s.33 Íaª�ª had a quite 
different meaning for the earliest Sh��� scholars: it did not mean 
that a report had an isnåd which led back to the Imam, with Æjust” 
(�adl) transmitters at every stage. Rather, saª�ª described a report 
which should act as the basis for action. This sound basis could be 
established for a number of reasons:

(1) the report is known to come from a reliable source (such as the 
400 u‚¨l)

32 See above, p. 201.
33 Jazå�ir�, Kashf, v. 2, p. 39.
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(2) it is repeated in one or more sources with different transmission 
chains

(3) it is found in a source, written by a person who, it is generally 
agreed, was reliable and trustworthy

(4) it is found in a work which was known to have been shown to 
one of the Imams and approved by him.34

Now, al-Jazå�ir� argues, Ibn Båb¨ya uses ‚aª�ª in this way when he 
says that the reports in his Man lå Yaª�uruhu al-Faq�h are Æsound”. 
However, a careful scholar cannot merely deduce from statements 
such as this that all the reports in Ibn Båb¨ya’s works are sound—
one must examine whether the reports in the early collections fulšl 
criteria such as those listed above, and only then can they act as 
secure bases for religious action. By allowing this line of argument, 
al-Jazå�ir� is departing from the view of his Akhbår� colleagues, who 
accepted the word of the early collectors of akhbår without ques-
tion, and consequently declared all the akhbår to be sound. In order 
to carry out such an exercise, al-Jazå�ir� embarks on a study of the 
presentation techniques of the akhbår collectors, and their method 
of presenting isnåds.

The mistake of some modern scholars (by which he means his fellow 
Akhbår�s) is to presume that because the original sources have been 
lost (indirås al-u‚¨l), we must simply rely on the word of the akhbår 
collectors that what they collected was sound. However, al-Jazå�ir� 
claims, the original sources (al-u‚¨l wa�l-kutub) are not entirely lost. 
Al-Jazå�ir� has access to a number of them, and by comparing their 
content with that found in the Four Books of akhbår, some interest-
ing conclusions can be made concerning the reports found in the 
Four Books. Firstly, one regularly šnds that a number of isnåds are 
attached to the same report in the u‚¨l, and the authors of the Four 
Books have simply cited one of these isnåds. Secondly, the isnåds 
in the u‚¨l are of diverse quality: some are ‚aª�ª, but others are 
ªasan or muwaththaq. Thirdly, when an author such as al-Kulayn� 
had access to these various isnåd chains, he did not always choose 
the strongest isnåd. ÆThings like this enable us to increase our faith 
in the content of the four sources ˜of akhbår·, even when their isnåd 
is not immaculate,”35 says al-Jazå�ir�: even though some isnåds in the 

34 Jazå�ir�, Kashf, v. 2, p. 41.
35 Jazå�ir�, Kashf, v. 2, p. 44.
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Four Books are weak, there are known to have been other (uncited) 
isnåds which are sound. Why, then, did the authors of the Four Books 
cite weak isnåds? Al-Jazå�ir� says that the weak isnåd differs from 
the others in that it is Æhigher” than the rest—that is, it goes back 
to the earliest Imam or is transmitted by the earliest companion to 
the Imam. The akhbår collector in choosing to cite this higher isnåd 
is concerned with choosing, not the soundest isnåd, but the oldest. 
For this reason, the weakness of the isnåds in the akhbår collections 
does not damage the authenticity of the akhbår there, because the 
authors’ practice was to cite the highest isnåd, and not mention the 
others. For every isnåd+khabar in the Four Books, there are many 
others, un-cited by the collectors but nonetheless extant at the time. 
There are not only many more (Æsounder”) isnåds, but other versions 
of each report. They may appear �a��f and khabar al-wåªid, but they 
are, in fact, ‚aª�ª and mutawåtir

Furthermore, al-Jazå�ir� claims that the akhbår collectors present 
two sorts of isnåd in their works, one leading back to a source, and 
the other leading back to the Imam himself. The former are the trans-
mission chain from the akhbår collector to the author of the book 
(that is, the ijåza-isnåd). The latter are augmented by the transmission 
chain from the a‚l author to the Imam. These extended isnåds are, 
he argues, each merely one amongst many possible isnåds which the 
akhbår collectors could have cited. The authors of the Four Books, 
when they cite a full isnåd (that is, an isnåd which goes back to the 
Imam and not merely to the a‚l author), are citing from the a‚l, but 
they are including in their citation only one of the many isnåds from 
the a‚l author to the Imam. The result is that al-Kulayn�, for example, 
cites the isnåds in al-Kåf� which are, in fact, a combination of two 
isnåds: one from the collector to the book’s author, and the other 
from the author to the Imam himself. Al-Jazå�ir� agrees with many 
of the Æmodern muªaddith¨n” who claim that although all the reports 
in the Four Books are ‚aª�ª, only those that go back to the Imams 
themselves (and not merely the a‚l authors) are mutawåtir.36

36 The distinction between a report which is mutawåtir and one which is merely 
‚aª�ª is important for al-Jazå�ir�’s method of deciding between contradictory reports. 
See below, p. 293. According to al-Jazå�ir�, this is why al-Sayyid al-Murta�å says all 
Æour ªad�ths” are mutawåtir. He does not mean that all the akhbår are mutawåtir—he 
means by Æour akhbår” the akhbår leading back to the Imams, since he himself was 
a descendent of Imam M¨så al-Kå�im. Jazå�ir�, Kashf, v. 2, p. 45.
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Muªammad al-Akhbår�, writing a century after al-Jazå�ir�, pinpoints 
another element of the U‚¨l� method of ªad�th criticism which could 
be exploited for Akhbår� ends. Muªammad al-Akhbår� draws on the 
notion presented by Majlis� I that certainty regarding the probative 
force of a report is not dependent upon the number of transmitters 
(namely the tawåtur criterion). In his defence of Astarabåd�, entitled 
Ma�åwil al-�Uq¨l, Muªammad al-Akhbår� explores the epistemological 
problems of relying on the number of transmissions as the basis for 
classifying a ªad�th as having probative force. His argument is that 
since all the Sh��a admit the possibility of taqiyya, a large number of 
transmitters (both synchronically and diachronically) is not sufšcient 
to guarantee probative force (ªujjiyya). It may guarantee historical 
accuracy, but this is of little use in discerning God’s law, if the report 
is irrelevant due to dissimulation. Hence, another technique is needed 
in order to ensure that a report is, not only historically accurate, but 
legally relevant. Whilst Akhbår�s had used this distinction before 
Muªammad al-Akhbår�, it had been a hermeneutic issue.37 Muªammad 
al-Akhbår� uses it to destroy the basis of the U‚¨l� tawåtur/khabar 
al-waªid distinction, and instead erects a method which can measure 
both historical accuracy and legal relevance. If the šrst transmitter—
that is, the person who heard the report from the Imam—is a Sunni, 
then there is a possibility that the report was issued under taqiyya 
since the Imam was aware of the Sunni’s presence and may have 
been dissimulating. However, the U‚¨l�s use the presence of a Sunni 
later in the isnåd as evidence of possible fabrication, and therefore 
unreliability, of a report. Muªammad al-Akhbår�, true to his Akhbår� 
principles, does not view the presence of a Sunni in the isnåd as 
evidence of possible fabrication. The report is certain in terms of its 
origin (qa†�� al-wur¨d, qa†�� al-‚u�¨r) whether the isnåd contains 
Sunnis or not.38 However, whilst an isnåd with a Sunni transmitter 
does not invalidate a report’s claim to historical accuracy, it could 
indicate that the report was issued under taqiyya. It could do this 
because the Imam was aware of the fact that whilst there may have 
been no Sunnis present at the time of him speaking, the report might 
be transmitted by a Sunni at some later time before being recorded 
in a collection of akhbår. If the Imam was aware of this at the time 

37 See below, p. 84.
38 Akhbår�, Ma�åwil, f.54a.15 (p. 107.15).
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of speaking, then he would need to guard against his true message 
(which may endanger the community at some future time) being 
known to the Sunnis through this non-Imåm� transmitter. The result is 
a method whereby a report might be considered taqiyya even though 
there was no Sunni present at the time of speaking. Muªammad 
al-Akhbår� here is using isnåd criticism to drive a wedge between 
historical accuracy and legal relevance, providing us with another 
example of how an Akhbår� writer was able to employ the techniques 
of established disciplines (such as ªad�th criticism) in order to sup-
port his Akhbår� perspective.39

One can see from the argumentation of both al-Jazå�ir� and al-Akhbår� 
here that they draw extensively on the existing discipline of ªad�th 
criticism. Like Majlis� I, al-Jazå�ir� employs existing terminology and 
intellectual structures whilst developing his argument concerning the 
authenticity of the akhbår. It is, clearly, a less radical approach than 
that of Astaråbåd�, al-Karak� and al-Óurr (for whom, the discipline 
of isnåd criticism was rendered redundant due to the statements of 
the akhbår collectors). We have, then, (at least) two broad trends 
within Akhbår� argumentation concerning the authenticity (and hence 
probative force) of the akhbår within ªad�th collections, particularly 
the Four Books. In the šrst (more radical) approach, isnåds were 
considered merely decorative, included for the sake of completeness 
and played no role in the assessment of the probative force of the 
akhbår. In the second (more conciliatory) approach, the techniques 
and terminology of isnåd criticism were employed. It was hoped that 
the discipline, as it was conceived by the U‚¨l�s themselves, would 
support the Akhbår� conclusion that the akhbår were authentic and 
had insurmountable probative force in legal argumentation. Proponents 
of both approaches were contemporaneous and found within the ranks 
of the Akhbår� school. There does not appear to have been a time 
when one or other of the approaches dominated. Indeed individual 
Akhbår�s were, at times, willing to employ both approaches, as they 
cast around for arguments which established the authenticity and 
probative force of the akhbår collections. Furthermore, the conclu-
sions of scholars using these two approaches are not radically differ-
ent. On this doctrine there is near unanimity amongst the Akhbår�s, 

39 Akhbår�, Ma�åwil, f.53b–54b (pp. 106–108). He cites, with approval, Majlis� 
I’s approach to the validation of akhbår in Ma�åwil, f.52b.
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indicating that it is a central quality of admittance into the ranks 
of the Akhbåriyya. On this issue, variety within the Akhbår� school 
is expressed not in opinion, but in novel argumentation devised to 
defend almost unanimous doctrine.

Marginal Akhbår�s

As with the interpretation of the Qur�ån, distinctive Akhbår� views 
on the akhbår’s authenticity and probative force can be used to 
position scholars normally considered on the margins of the Akhbår� 
school. On the interpretation of legal material in the Qur�ån, al-T¨n�, 
al-Måzandarån� and Majlis� II held positions remarkably similar to 
those within the Akhbår� school, even though their Akhbår� identity 
is debated in later scholarship. Similar conclusions can be drawn 
from their positions on the akhbår as a legal source, perhaps in an 
exclusive manner.

Unlike Majlis� I, al-T¨n� accepts the established dešnitions of 
mutawåtir and khabar al-wåªid, and, in particular, the causal link 
between the categorisation of a report and the number of its transmis-
sions. Mutawåtir reports bring knowledge ( yuf�du al-�ilm) because the 
number of their transmissions is such that collusion is unthinkable. 
Khabar al-wåªid reports are simply those that do not have a sufšcient 
number of transmissions to produce �ilm. Al-T¨n� also accepts that 
there are reports which are classišed as khabar al-wåªid, but can 
produce knowledge due to external evidence (qarå�in). The debate, 
then, is the standard debate within U‚¨l� discourse concerning the 
probative force of khabar al-wåªid which are not accompanied by 
evidence (khabar al-wåªid al-�år� �an qarå�in al-qa†�). According to 
al-T¨n�, most jurists (al-akthar min �ulamå�inå al-båªith�n f��l-u‚¨l) 
have said that such reports have no probative force because they are 
�ann�. Al-T¨n�, however, considers khabar al-wåªid to have proba-
tive force even though they are �ann�. This is not because he accepts 
�ann� evidence (as the U‚¨l�s do). Rather, he surveys the evidence 
and concludes that it is certain that the Imams have given us per-
mission to act on khabar al-wåªid. So, even though the report itself 
may be �ann�, using it as a basis for action is not �ann�, since we 
have certainty (al-qa†�) that it is allowed:
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Following �ann ˜occurs· when the evidence for an action is �ann� . . .  
but this case ˜that is, the case of following khabar al-wåªid· is not 
like that. The basis of the action here is the words of the Sinless Ones, 
the reports of the cradles of revelation itself . . . acting on the basis of 
khabar al-wåªid is merely following a certain indicator (al-dal�l al-
qa†��) which indicates that khabar al-wåªid has probative force. Hence 
it is following yaq�n ˜not �ann·.40

Al-T¨n� is arguing here that reports classišed as khabar al-wåªid have 
probative force. In this he concurs with the U‚¨l�s. However, he holds 
this opinion not because �ann� evidence is acceptable. Rather, for 
al-T¨n�, khabar al-wåªid have the same, certain probative force of 
mutawåtir reports because there are mutawåtir reports which permit 
the use of khabar al-wåªid reports. In short, U‚¨l� epistemology has 
been used to support an Akhbår� conclusion.41

On the issue of the authenticity and probative force of ªad�th, al-
Måzandarån�’s commentary on Shaykh Óasan’s Ma�ålim al-D�n also 
has echoes of Akhbår�sm. He comments on Shaykh Óasan’s statement 
that the Ægate to certain knowledge” (båb al-�ilm al-qa†��) is closed, 
because Æthe indicators found in the extant books of ªad�th give noth-
ing but �ann, and mutawåtir sunna has been lost.”42 Al-Måzandarån� 
takes Shaykh Óasan to mean that the existence of a report in the 
four canonical collections is insufšcient to guarantee mutawåtir sta-
tus because three transmitters is too small a number. Therefore, the 
akhbår are �ann�. Al-Måzandarån� takes exception to this:

The opinion that the Four Books are based on three ˜authors·, and 
therefore tawåtur obtained for them, cannot be refuted. Number alone 
does not indicate tawåtur. Rather the thing that indicates tawåtur is 
knowledge that sound transmission (�ilm bi-‚iªªat al-naql) has taken 
place. It is clear to any just person that there may be difference in 
one of their reports, though there is agreement over the transmitters. 
There may also be disagreements over the sanad, whilst there is an 

40 T¨n�, al-Wåšya, p. 165.
41 It is important to note that not all khabar al-wåªid reports acquire probative 

force for al-T¨n�. Only those which are to be found in Æreliable books” (al-kutub 
al-mu�tamida) which the Sh��a have agreed can act as the basis of action Æsuch as 
al-Kåf�, al-Faq�h, al-Tahdh�b and the like.” It does not matter whether the indi-
vidual transmitters of these reports have moral probity or not, or what the state of 
the isnåd might be. The Akhbår� tone of al-T¨n�’s remarks here is clear (see T¨n�, 
al-Wåšya, p. 166).

42 Óasan, Ma�ålim, p. 268.
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agreement over the text. ˜But in either case· there is knowledge that 
tawåtur—either with respect to the words or with respect to the mean-
ing of a report—has been achieved. This is especially the case when 
the three ˜authors of the Four Books· state explicitly that what they 
record is taken from some of the recorded ˜400· U‚¨l.43

Al-Måzandarån� goes on to say that the three collectors were pious, 
and therefore would not have recorded lies concerning God. Reports 
of the four canonical collections are, for al-Måzandarån�, all authen-
tic, and this authenticity is secured by reference to the diligence and 
probity of the collectors.44 The argument, then, replicates the points 
made by Astaråbåd� and al-Óurr, though for them, the argument’s 
remit can be expanded to cover early ªad�th collections beyond the 
Four Books. On this juristic issue, as with the issue of the probative 
force of the Qur�ån, al-Måzandarån�’s position is not a mere replica-
tion of Astaråbåd�’s views. He has his own personal take in restricting 
authenticity to the Four Books. However, both his argumentation and 
his eventual position št within the range of Akhbår� opinion current 
at the time.

Majlis� II appears undiscriminating in his attitude towards the 
authenticity of the akhbår. His Biªår al-anwår is the most extensive 
collection of Sh��� ªad�th from the pre-modern period. It is divided 
into topic-based chapters, each containing ªad�th relating to a par-
ticular subject. There are chapters (and hence categorised ªad�th) on 
an enormous range of topics. The isnåds of the ªad�ths are usually 
included, particularly when they have been lifted from previous ªad�th 
collections. Comment from Majlis� II himself is kept to a minimum, 
and there is very little assessment of the authenticity or probative 
force of the ªad�th in question. For much of the collection, Majlis� II 
sees it as his task to merely collect the akhbår, not judge them. Such 
an attitude might spring from a less stringent application of isnåd 
criticism which, as indicated above, was a popular approach of some 
Akhbår� jurists in their attempt to maximise the available revelatory 
material. Furthermore, there is little argumentation as such. Rather 
Majlis� II prefers simply to present the revelatory material to his 
reader with minimal exegetical comment. The doctrinal conclusions 

43 Måzandarån�, Sharª al-Ma�ålim, p. 230.
44 Al-Måzandarån� also admits that though the reports are authentic, the legal 

ruling they indicate may be uncertain (i.e. they may be �ann� al-dalåla).
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drawn by the reader appear to be based on his or her reception of 
the material, and not on any engagement with the issues raised by it. 
In short, it mimics the akhbår-based commentary of al-Huwayz� and 
Håshim al-Baªrån� examined in the previous chapter. On the other 
hand, Majlis� II’s Mir�åt al-�uq¨l, an extensive commentary on al-
Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�, includes detailed discussions of the reliability or 
otherwise of the isnåds attached to matns. The categorisation of the 
isnåds does not prevent Majlis� II commenting at great length on 
the doctrinal signišcance of ªad�ths which he clearly considers very 
weak, and in most cases, simply inauthentic. On the rare occasions 
when he does enter into theoretical discussion over the implications of 
classifying a report according to the usual categorisation schema, he 
appears to fully accept the established dešnitions of mutawåtir and 
khabar al-wåªid.45 However, what effect describing a report as khabar 
al-wåªid has on the evaluation of its probative force is unclear. His view 
on the probative force of the various isnåd-based categories of ªad�th 
appears to include at least the categories of ªasan and muwaththaq. 
For example, in a commentary on the famous ÆMaqb¨la” ªad�th of 
�Umar b. Han�ala,46 Majlis� II states that the acceptance by the Imam 
of probative force of well-known (mashh¨r) reports related by Æthiqa” 
transmitters is evidence that the Imam is permitting his community to 
rely on muwaththaq reports.47 Majlis� II is clearly attempting to marry 
the pre-technical language of the report with the technical dešnition 
of muwaththaq in later Imåm� ªad�th criticism. In this he is not only 
accepting the established dešnitions, but also defending them as rooted 
in the akhbår. However, as Majlis� notes, the Maqb¨la text appears to 
accept muwaththaq ªad�ths but with one reservation. The stipulation 
(qayd) attached to them relates to the inclusion of the word Æwell-
known” (mashh¨r) when describing the thiqa related ªad�th. For Majlis� 
II muwaththaq report can act as the basis for action, but it must also 
be Æwell-known” amongst the Muslims. The stipulation is included 

45 See, for example, the constant gloss of any mention of Æal-sunna” in a ªad�th as 
referring to Æal-sunna al-mutawåtira” (e.g. Majlis� II, Mir�åt al-�uq¨l, v. 1, p. 227).

46 A translation of this report can be found in Gleave, ÆTwo Classical Shii theo-
ries of qadå� ”, pp. 119–120. Discussions of the report and its interpretation in Sh��� 
jurisprudence can be found in Calder, ÆJudicial Authority”. For a quite different 
interpretation, see Elias, ÆMisconceptions”, pp. 13–25.

47 Majlis� II, Mir�åt al-�uq¨l, v. 1, p. 226.
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in the report, and afšrmed by the Imam, in order that reports from 
unbelievers, which may fulšl all the criteria of muwaththaq, are not 
accepted. An unbeliever may well be Æjust” (�ådil) says Majlis� II, and 
in objective terms, therefore, act as a reliable transmitter. The added 
stipulation that a report be well-known amongst the Muslims means 
that muwaththaq reports must be disseminated by Muslims before 
they can be the basis for action. The signišcance of the discussion 
here for the Akhbår�-U‚¨l� debate is Majlis� II’s implicit acceptance 
of central Akhbår� doctrine. Whilst the U‚¨l�s only accepted reports 
which were transmitted by just, reliable Imåm�s, Akhbår�s placed no 
such restriction on the transmitters. As al-Samåh�j� puts it:

The mujtahids dešne ‚aª�ª as meaning ˜a report· transmitted by just, 
reliable Imåm�s all the way back to the Imam . . . The Akhbår�s dešne 
‚aª�ª to mean anything which can be truly attributed to the Imam, be 
it . . . khabar al-wåªid . . . ̃ or any other category·, or is found in one 
of the sound u‚¨l.48

Now Majlis� II’s view is that even an unbeliever can be Æjust”, and that 
a report need only be muwaththaq and Æwell-known” before it can 
act as a basis for (religiously) valid action. In short, he accepts the 
established categories of isnåd classišcation, but is willing to loosen 
the U‚¨l� restrictions on what can and what cannot act as a basis for 
action, or have probative force in deriving legal rules. His position 
on the authenticity and religious signišcance of the akhbår, then, 
appears Akhbår� in motivation, though U‚¨l� in expression, and this 
makes him a particularly important, Æmarginal” Akhbår�.

Conclusions

The plethora of Akhbår� arguments presented in this chapter demon-
strate the ingenuity of the Akhbår� writers. They collated and inter-
preted historical evidence concerning the collection of the akhbår in 
early Shi�ism. In doing so, they were attempting to demonstrate that 
the Four Books of akhbår which were later considered the primary 
material for religious (particularly legal) argumentation were sound 
and indubitable sources of knowledge. These arguments went through 
a number of versions before reaching a stable expression within the 

48 Newman, ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� Dispute, pt. 1”, pp. 25–26.
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school. Once stability in the argument had been achieved, the his-
tory of transmission was reiterated by Akhbår�s in the hope that it 
might become the dominant narrative against which the U‚¨l� school 
would be forced to kick. Their version of how reports were trans-
mitted, from the Imams’ words to the 400 u‚¨l to the extant early 
collections of akhbår, was, for Akhbår�s, so obvious that to deny it 
prompted ridicule. Whilst this narrative was being established, some 
Akhbår� scholars (perhaps with greater classical training) also devised 
a series of arguments which aimed not simply to reject the U‚ul� 
sciences, but to subvert them. By scrutinising the premises upon 
which isnåd criticism was based, Majlis� I, al-Jazå�ir� and Muªammad 
al-Akhbår� devised intricate and detailed arguments with which to 
defeat the U‚¨liyy¨n. Their arguments show an attention to detail 
which rivals that of the isnåd critics amongst the U‚¨l�s. As with the 
internal debates over the legal interpretation of the Qur�ån, Akhbår�s 
vacillated between rejecting and accepting the intellectual sciences 
which had dominated Sh��� learning for many centuries. When they 
did incorporate the terminology (and even the conclusions) of these 
disciplines, they did so in order to win converts from within the 
Sh��� scholarly elite.
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AKHBÅRÛ HERMENEUTICS

Whatever their assessment of the potential of the Qur�ån to act as 
an independent legal source, all Akhbår�s considered the sayings and 
actions of the Prophet and Imams (akhbår) to be more plentiful sources 
of legal indicators (al-adilla al-shar�iyya). Indeed, the school owes its 
name to the doctrine that the akhbår, as scripture, provide sufšcient 
legal guidance for the Sh��� community. The need for additional legal 
indicators, from the Qur�ån or elsewhere, was championed by the 
U‚¨l�s, but considered obsolete by the Akhbår�s. Reason (al-�aql) was 
rejected as a source, along with consensus (ijmå�). Furthermore, for 
most Akhbår�s, the Qur�ån’s meaning is only available through the 
akhbår. This rule applied to individual verses (exemplišed by the 
Akhbår� method of tafs�r), and more generally—that is, the signišcance 
of God’s revelation in the Qur�ån could only be understood through 
reference to the akhbår of the Imams. As we have seen, this method 
did not always produce an unequivocal reading of a Qur�anic verse, 
though it did produce a range of possible meanings, each sanctioned 
by the Imams themselves.1 No other possible source of knowledge 
could aid the exegetical process. Some Akhbår�s allowed direct inter-
pretation of the Qur�ån, but the restrictions on the occasions when 
direct interpretation was possible were such as to minimise its utility 
as a source of law.

Underlying these doctrines was a presupposition that the meaning of 
akhbår is readily available, whilst the meaning of the Qur�ån (either 
in part or whole) is not. In other words, the coherence of the Akh-
bår� doctrine concerning the dependency of Qur�anic meaning upon 
the exposition found in the akhbår itself required a theory (however 
rudimentary) of how the language of the akhbår conveys meaning 
in a simple and uncomplicated manner to the reader/listener. U‚¨l� 
writers were well aware of the general need for a theory of language 
in a text-based jurisprudence such as u‚¨l al-šqh. Invariably works of 

1 See above, pp. 242–243.
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u‚¨l al-šqh in both the Sh��� and other Muslim traditions begin with 
an examination of the history and operation of language. It is, then, a 
little surprising that discussions of linguistic issues are not better repre-
sented in Akhbår� works of legal theory. It is possible that most 
Akhbår�s considered language to be a simple and transparent vehi-
cle through which meaning is conveyed to the reader/listener, and 
therefore no explanation of the workings of language was required. 
However, even if the akhbår, the main sources of knowledge of God’s 
law, are easily understood, other hermeneutic problems emerge. The 
akhbår may appear to contradict each other, and so consequently 
a procedure must be devised to solve such apparent contradictions, 
resulting in a clear ruling which the community can obey. The akh-
bår may appear to be silent on a particular issue, and there is also a 
need for an appropriate procedure on these occasions. These second 
level problems—that is, issues which emerge once a framework for 
language’s operation has been established—are extensively explored 
in Akhbår� hermeneutic discussions. The U‚¨l�s, of course, had laid 
out procedures for such eventualities, subsumed under the general 
rubric of ijtihåd. The Akhbår�s considered ijtihåd illegitimate, not only 
because ijtihåd�s questioned the authenticity of the akhbår (through 
isnåd criticism and the reduction of khabar al-wåªid to �ann� status), 
but also because they made inappropriate leaps from the texts to the 
putative rulings they derived from the texts. This chapter examines 
the Akhbår� replacement hermeneutic for ijtihåd by examining these 
three issues—the operation of language, the correct procedure when the 
texts are silent and the proper means of reconciling contradictory akh-
bår. Since the authority of the scholarly class (�ulamå�) �owed, in part, 
from the U‚¨l� theory of ijtihåd, Akhbår� views on the authority of the 
interpreter of the law are summarised in the conclusions. Astaråbåd�’s 
position on these matters has already been outlined,2 and subsequent 
Akhbår� thought is both a development and modišcation of his views.

Hermeneutic Theory and Exegetic Practice

The process of discerning the intended meaning of utterances (recorded 
in texts) set out in works of u‚¨l al-šqh was described through a series 

2 See above, pp. 98–99.
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of binary classišcations. An utterance was either univocal (na‚‚) or 
ambiguous (mujmal). It might be a general statement (�åmm), which 
other texts might particularise (takh‚�‚). It may appear unconditional (or 
unrestricted, mu†laq), but be subject to a restriction (taqy�d ) by other 
texts. In works of u‚¨l al-šqh, these binary categories are explored 
(supplemented by others including �åhir/bå†in, ªaq�qa/majåz, muªkam/
mutashåbih), and through the classišcation of a verse in relation to 
these binary categories, the intended meaning of a statement suppos-
edly emerges. In relation to the interpretation of the Qur�ån, the partial 
Akhbår� acceptance of the terminology of the u‚¨l al-šqh discipline 
has already been demonstrated.3 The variety of Akhbår� positions on 
the question of the independent availability of Qur�anic meaning was 
expressed through this established terminology, and terms were often 
used in a manner consonant with their meanings in the mainstream 
of u‚¨l al-šqh. In short, though Akhbår� views were distinctive, the 
manner in which they were usually expressed was within established 
disciplinary parameters. Whilst many Akhbår�s may have regarded 
u‚¨l al-šqh as a futile discipline, they were, nonetheless, forced to 
adopt some of its descriptive tools. To Akhbår�s, these tools were a 
natural part of any juristic discussions which hoped for intellectual 
respectability.

This feature of Akhbår� exegesis can be further exemplišed through 
an example of exegetical practice, randomly selected. In Muslim purity 
law, certain substances impurify any water with which they have 
contact, making the water unuseable for ritual ablutions. Amongst 
these impurifying substances is (it was thought) the animal cadaver. 
When asked whether standing water in which lies an animal cadaver 
could be used for ritual purišcation purposes, the Imam answered:

Do your ritual ablution on the other side, and do not do your ritual 
ablutions by the side of the cadaver.4

Majlis� I, in his Lawåmi� ‚åªibqirån�, quotes this report and adds his 
commentary, consisting of a translation of the verse into Persian and 
a comparison with a similar report in al-Kulayn�’s al-Kåf�. In this 
other report, a more specišc question is asked: is the cleansing of 
genitalia (istinjå�) with water which has come into contact with an 

3 See above, p. 244 and pp. 261–262.
4 Ibn Båb¨ya, Man Lå, v. 1, p. 16; �¨s�, al-Istib‚år, v. 1, p. 21.
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animal cadaver permitted? The Imam’s answer is the same. From 
this, Majlis� I deduces that in the šrst report, the Imam’s phrase 
ÆDo your ritual ablution . . .” (tawa��a�) refers to ablution generally, 
not the specišc ritual for the elimination of a minor purity infraction 
(namely, the wu�¨�). Istinjå� is not included in wu�¨�, but is part of 
the more extensive ritual washing called ghusl. Hence, despite the 
etymological relationship between wu�¨� and tawa��a�, the latter 
should be taken as having a linguistic, unrestricted meaning, rather 
than a (legally) technical and specišc one (wu�¨-rå bi-ma�nå-yi 
lughaw� i†låq nim¨dah-and ).5 In another commentary on this report, 
found in his Arabic Raw�at al-Muttaq�n, Majlis� I quotes yet another 
report, this time taken from al-Shaykh al-�¨s�’s al-Tahdh�b. Here a 
similar question is asked of the Imam, but instead of referring to 
Æstanding water” (al-må� al-såkin), the word for Æwater” (al-må�) is 
left unquališed. The Imam’s answer is, once again, the same. Since 
the word Æwater” is of general reference (�um¨m), the rule outlined 
in the šrst report applies to both running and standing water. 

Now that Æwater” is discovered to be of general reference, the 
obvious meaning of the report (�åhir al-khabar) is that any amount 
of water (even a small amount) which comes into contact with 
a cadaver is not rendered impure (and hence unusable for ritual 
purišcation purposes). The Imam’s answer allows ritual washing to 
take place, whether the water is standing or running, whether it is a 
small amount or a large amount (though he does add the caveat that 
one should not wash in the water right next to the cadaver). This, 
Majlis� I argues, is in accordance with the views of the Akhbår�s 
who say that unequivocal texts (such as this one) must form the 
basis of a believer’s correct action.6 Citing yet more reports with the 
same apparent meaning, Majlis� I states that the apparent meaning 
of the texts (�åhir) is that the impurifying effects of a cadaver do 
not apply to water, be it in small or large amounts, be it standing 
or running. To argue otherwise is to propose that the akhbår which 
indicate that a small amount of water can be impurišed by contact 
with other impure substances (blood, urine etc.) should be conjoined 
( jam� ) with those that indicate that the phrase Æstanding water” (al-må� 

5 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 248.
6 ˜�åhir· al-akhbåriyy�n f��l-�amal bi�l-na‚‚. See Majlis� I, Raw�at, v. 1, p. 77. 

See also, the editor’s gloss (n. 3 on the same page).
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al-såkin) refers to a volume of water sufšcient to dilute the presence 
of an impurifying substance (kurr). Majlis� I’s position appears to 
be that the reports unambiguously indicate that the mere presence of 
a cadaver in a body of water is not, in itself, sufšcient to cause the 
water becoming impure because water can only be impurišed by 
substances which mix with it, either because they are themselves liquid 
(blood or urine, for example) or because they break up and mix with 
it on contact (faeces, or a rotting or punctured cadaver). An intact 
cadaver falls into neither category, and therefore, the water remains 
pure. However, ablution (be it istinjå� or wu�¨�) should (that is, it 
is recommended that it) take place on the other side of the water 
from the cadaver. Exactly why one should use water distant from the 
cadaver is not clear (to me, at least). If the purity status of the water 
is unaffected by contact with the cadaver, then why does the Imam 
stipulate that one should wash on the other side of the body of water 
(or in some reports, on the other side of the stream)? Is this a case 
of an inscrutable ruling from the Imam, the reason for which cannot 
be discerned, and the believer’s task is simply to obey it?

Al-Jazå�ir�’s discussion of this report takes up this problem, through 
a discussion of whether the order (amr) to wash on the other side 
of the water from the cadaver indicates an obligation (wuj¨b) or a 
mere recommendation (istiªbåb).7 He does not indicate which he 
considers to be correct, but his brief discussion does outline argu-
ments for both positions. If washing on the other side of the river/
pond is recommended, it is because of a general rule that the water 
for wu�¨� should be free of repugnant substances (khåli‚ an min al-
akhbatha), even if those repugnant substances do not have a ritually 
impurifying effect. If washing on the other side of the river/pond is 
obligatory, then it must be because only the water with which the 
cadaver actually comes into contact (that is, the area around it) has 
changed.8 Now the imperative form (amr) to wash on the other side 

7 Jazå�ir�, Kashf, v. 2, pp. 194–195.
8 It is of interest here that isnåd criticism plays no part in the discussion. Whilst 

al-Jazå�ir� introduces his commentary with a discussion of the isnåd (pronouncing 
it Æweak”, �a��f  ), this has no effect on which of the two possible interpretations 
(istiªbåb or wuj¨b) is taken as authoritative. U‚¨l�s would, of course, be tempted to 
reduce the assessment of such an order (to recommendation only) on the basis of 
their doubts concerning the authenticity of the report. Unsurprisingly, this U‚¨l� line 
of reasoning does not appear in al-Jazå�ir�’s Akhbår�-style discussion (see Gleave, 
Inevitable Doubt, pp. 40–41). 
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of the river/pond from the cadaver is a grammatical form which was 
the subject of much debate within works of u‚¨l al-šqh. Most legal 
theorists agreed that an imperative, when used by God (or the Prophet, 
or for Sh���s, the Imams), could mean that the action ordered fell 
into one of three categories of legal assessment. These were obliga-
tory (that is, unavoidable if one wished to fulšl the requirements of 
the law), recommended (that is, an optional action which could be 
performed out of piety) or permitted (an action which had no legal 
effect). Which of these was the intended meaning of the speaker 
when a particular imperative was uttered could only be discovered 
after a consideration of the contextual evidence (qarå�in) external 
to the imperative utterance itself. The question which was debated 
most vigorously was the meaning of an imperative in the absence of 
contextual information (or rather, in the absence of external evidence 
sufšciently convincing to place the ordered action in one of the three 
categories). Al-Jazå�ir� lays out the potential external evidence in this 
case. The imperative could, depending on one’s perspective, estab-
lish an obligation or a recommendation, though al-Jazå�ir� does not 
indicate which evidence is, in his opinion, the stronger. Al-Baªrån�, 
in his al-Óådå�iq al-Nå�ira, mentions this ªad�th in the course of 
an extended argument about the manner in which water changes 
when it comes into contact with an impure substance.9 The debate 
concerns contradictory reports, some of which indicate that water 
becomes immediately impure and others which indicate it does not. 
The details need not concern us here, but, al-Baªrån� argues, šrstly 
at least one set of contradictory akhbår must be interpreted as issued 
under taqiyya: that is, the reports may be historically accurate but 
they are not legally effective. Secondly, he argues that the require-
ment to wash on the other side comes out of caution. This, building 
on al-Baªrån�’s legal theory, is the view that when one is not certain 
of a ruling in a particular situation, then one should act cautiously. 
Hence, the argument would presumably progress as follows: one is 
not certain whether the cadaver is entirely intact. Consequently, one 
is not certain whether or not blood or some other substance has dis-
sipated into the water from the cadaver. Hence the Imams’ ruling 
to wash on the other side of the pond/stream is an act of caution in 
which contact with impure water is minimised by distancing oneself 

9 Baªrån�, al-Óådå�iq, v. 1, pp. 476–477.
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from the cadaver. The water around the cadaver is, on this reasoning, 
most likely to have been impurišed.10 The arguments of Majlis� I, 
al-Jazå�ir� and al-Baªrån� all display Akhbår� hermeneutic concerns. 
For example, these Akhbår�s argue that a word of general reference 
in one ªad�th (Æwater”) can modify a ruling in another ªad�th where 
the same word is used, but is quališed by an adjective (Æstanding 
water”). The use of Æstanding” in the question in the šrst of the 
above ªad�ths, for example, does not restrict the implications of the 
Imams’ answer only to standing water. One cannot, the Akhbår�s 
argue, deduce anything about running water from the fact that the 
water described in the question is quališed with the adjective Æstand-
ing”. To do so, would be to employ the exegetical device known in 
the works of u‚¨l al-šqh as mafh¨m al-‚ifa (an implication drawn 
from a quality).11 Majlis� I, al-Jazå�ir� and al-Baªrån� are all resist-
ant to the idea that the adjective Æstanding” places a restriction on 
the applicability of the ruling concerning the purity of running water 
which has come into contact with an animal cadaver. This resistance 
is an indication of their opposition (as Akhbår�s) to the uncontrolled 
use of the hermeneutic device known as mafh¨m al-‚ifa. Other akhbår 
indicate that the rule concerning the animal cadaver applies equally 
to running water, immediately demonstrating that nothing about run-
ning water can be deduced from this report. In short, when the Imam 
gives a report, it is not permitted for the exegete to use presumptive 
hermeneutic devices and, thereby, extend the relevance of the report 
to unmentioned areas of the law. This indicates a careful application 
of Akhbår� hermeneutics to exegetical practice. 

Another example of the encroachment of Akhbår� hermeneutic views 
on the interpretation of this particular report concerns whether washing 
on the other side of the pond/stream is obligatory or recommended. 
The debate displays a concern for the Ægiven” meaning of linguistic 

10 Al-Baªrån� does not spell out his reasoning here, but this would appear to be 
implied in his analysis of the contradictory akhbår, combined with his legal theory 
generally. See Baªrån�, al-Óådå�iq, v. 1, pp. 476–479. The reasoning here is similar 
to that of the famous case of the mouse which falls in a vat of fat and dies. The 
fat around the mouse is removed, but the rest is useable. See Baªrån�, al-Óådå�iq, 
v. 1, p. 293.

11 For example, the inclusion of the word Ægrazing” in the Prophetic order ÆPay 
zakåt on grazing goats” is taken to mean that one should not pay zakåt on non-
grazing goats. See Zysow, ÆEconomy of Certainty”, pp. 164–174 and Weiss, God’s 
Law, pp. 490–501. On other mafh¨måt in Akhbår� thought, see Akhbår�, Ma�åwil, 
f.163a (in particular his analysis of mafh¨m al-shar†).
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forms (in technical language, ªaq�qa ‚�ghat al-amr). Furthermore, 
the assumption that the cadaver is neither punctured nor rotting (and 
therefore not impurifying the water) is justišed solely by the Imams’ 
words, and not through any process of legal reasoning (the debate 
relates to the technical u‚¨l concepts of isti‚ªåb al-ªål and al-barå�a 
al-a‚liyya). The command to wash on the other side of the water is 
interpreted as cautionary (iªtiyå†)—not because one does not know 
the law, but because one is uncertain of the facts (has the cadaver 
been punctured or decayed in such a way that the water around it 
has been impurišed?). Finally, the argument that some contradictory 
reports are taqiyya (that is, historically accurate but legally irrelevant) 
presented by al-Baªrån� concerns the method whereby contradictory 
opinions are to be reconciled.

The opinions reached through Akhbår� legal reasoning may not be 
different from those reached by their U‚¨l� opponents: that is, the same 
legal ruling may be reached by following either Akhbår� hermeneutic 
principles or U‚¨l� reasoning. However, what is distinctive here is the 
manner in which the conclusions are demonstrated, and the manner 
in which a distinctive Akhbår� legal methodology is employed. These 
include the authenticity of the akhbår, the disavowal of speculatively 
combining reports, the suspicion with which linguistic implications 
(mafåh�m) are treated and the underlying conviction that the modes of 
expression found within the akhbår cannot be considered ambiguous. 
There is, then, a close link between hermeneutic theory and exegeti-
cal practice within Akhbår� texts, and exegetic practice can, at times, 
illuminate Akhbår� legal theory in areas not covered by the usual 
source of a scholar’s jurisprudence (namely, works of u‚¨l al-šqh, 
or at least discussions of u‚¨l-related issues). Whilst the terminology 
and general presentation of the legal problems in Akhbår� texts owes 
much to the established U‚¨l� tradition of scholarship, the methodol-
ogy, and (at times) the legal conclusions are distinctively Akhbår�.

Akhbår� Conceptions of Language

The Akhbår�s, it seems, worked under similar linguistic presumptions 
to those employed by their U‚¨l� opponents. They did not present 
(or invent) a novel theory of how language conveys meaning. It is 
perhaps for this reason, that there are few Akhbår� discussions of 
how language works (that is, how it conveys the speaker’s meaning 
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to the listener in an effective manner).12 Most Akhbår�s had little to 
add to existing paradigms of language’s operation.

One exception to this is al-Karak�’s Hidåyat al-abrår, conšrming 
my earlier comment that this work represents the most thorough expli-
cation of Astaråbåd�’s Akhbår� views to all areas of u‚¨l al-šqh.13 In 
the seventh chapter (båb) of the Hidåyat (entitled Æspeech according 
to the science of jurisprudence”), al-Karak� outlines his view of how 
language operates.14 The discussion is wide-ranging and technical, 
covering the relationship between utterance (laf�) and meaning (ma�nå), 
homonymy, synonymy, etymology and implication. On the question of 
language’s origins, al-Karak� explores a number of possible Æinvent-
ers” of language (God, human practice, a mixture of God and human 
practice etcetera). His own view is that language, as it exists today, 
came about through a mixture of God associating meanings to sounds, 
and human beings supplementing this basic structure with additional 
associations of meaning with words. He describes this position as 
madhhab al-tawz�gh (Æallotment”—that is, God and humanity are 
Æallotted” certain roles in the development of language). He claims 
it to be the chosen opinion of most scholars (akhtarahu al-akthar). 

12 One exception to this is, possibly, al-Jazå�ir�’s son, N¨r al-D�n al-Jazå�ir�, who 
though not renowned as an Akhbår�, may well have been one. Both his father and 
son were Akhbår�s. He composed a work against al-Shaykh al-Bahå��’s al-Q¨swiyya, 
a work on riddles (entitled al-Sayšyya f��l-Laghz), a commentary on Fay�’s work of 
fur¨� al-šqh, al-Nukhba and an interesting linguistic work, Fur¨q al-lughåt f� tamy�z 
bayn mufåd al-kalimåt. This latter has survived and been published. The work is 
designed as a handbook to distinguish between Æalmost” synonyms, and has some 
specišcally Sh���, though not necessarily Akhbår�, features. So, for example, the dif-
ference between Islåm and Ûmån is the difference between the general (all Muslims, 
Islåm) and the Sh��a (al-mu�min�n) (N¨r al-D�n al-Jazå�ir�, Fur¨q al-Lughåt, p. 30). 
There is little evidence of any Akhbår� leaning in the work, though there is an 
emphasis on shawåhid from the akhbår of the Imams. The difference between �ann, 
shakk and wahm is not used as an opportunity to vilify �ann, for example (p. 152). 
There is a perhaps unusual concentration on the differences between �ilm, yaq�n and 
fahm (p. 172, p. 175 and p. 176), but there is no mention of the standard Akhbår� 
category of al-�ilm al-�åd�. There is, however, a link with the question of food and 
clothing not used at the time of the Prophet or Imams, and whether it is permitted 
to wear them (see below, p. 200). They are, he claims, mubåª since mubåª means 
Æthat which has no na‚‚ indicating it to be forbidden, either in terms of a general 
or specišc ruling” (pp. 111–112). This distinguishes mubåª from ªalål, which is 
described as Æthat which has a na‚‚ from the Lawgiver indicating it is permitted.” 
Such a distinction might indicate an acceptance of ibåªåt al-a‚l (though perhaps not 
al-barå�a al-a‚liyya), which would run counter to general Akhbår� doctrine.

13 See above, pp. 166–167.
14 Karak�, Hidåyat, pp. 232–306.
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However, the question of language’s origins does not seem to affect 
al-Karak�’s general theory of language. He accepts that words have 
meanings Æplaced” (wu�i�a) upon them, though the precise process 
of Æplacing” (was it by God or human beings?) is not a matter of 
great concern. Utterances (that is, sounds, and when written, words 
on a page) Æindicate” (dålla) or point to meanings. The utterance can 
indicate a single meaning even though it may be used to describe a 
number of items. For example, the word Æwhite” is used to describe 
a number of things with the general quality of whiteness. This is the 
case even though the Æwhite” items may differ in terms of intensity 
(snow is whiter than ivory, but both are called white). The same qual-
ity is being ascribed to the various items through the same process 
of indication. It is not that the whiteness of snow is true whiteness, 
and that of ivory some sort of metaphorical or diverted use of the 
word (majåz). Rather, al-Karak� argues, when one describes both 
snow and ivory as white one is using an utterance which covers a 
range of non-identical but similar qualities.15 This distinguishes these 
uses of Æwhite” from the purely metaphorical (such as the use of 
white to indicate moral purity or virginity). On the other hand, the 
use of the term white is not without limits. A thing which can be 
truthfully described as white, whatever the intensity of its whiteness, 
cannot simultaneously be truthfully described as black. The use of 
the word white distinguishes (tabåyun) the described item from items 
which can be described as black. The point here is that sounds (that 
is, the sounds of words) have been assigned a relation to particular 
phenomena, and this assignment excludes a sound’s use to describe 
other phenomena. For this reason the utterance (that is, the sound) 
and meaning are Æunišed” (ittiªåd). This is not to say that words 
cannot be employed in ways which deviate from this Æunišed” man-
ner. However, when this happens, the word is not being used in its 
designated manner. The speaker is borrowing (isti�åra) the word, and 
making it indicate something other than its meaning. 

Al-Karak�’s theory is complicated by the fact that certain meanings 
have two words attached to them. Layth and asad both mean lion, and 
al-Karak� treats this as a case of synonymy (mutarådif  ). Similarly, a 
single word may have more than one designated meaning, and there 

15 The items Æcome together in the quality” (tawåfuq al-afråd f�hi). Karak�, 
Hidåyat, p. 242.
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is homonymy (ishtiråk). The existence of such elements in language 
means that in most cases a single utterance can be understood in a 
large number of ways. When the word Æwhite” is used, it may mean 
the white of ivory or the white of snow. It may be that the word 
Æwhite” is a homonym and some quality other than a colour is meant. 
Since this is not a borrowed or metaphorical meaning, it may be that 
no additional indication is deemed necessary by the speaker. Further-
more, it may be that white is meant in some borrowed manner. In 
short, the possibilities for alternative interpretations of an utterance 
are considerable, and this, al-Karak� states, is why there are very few 
occasions when a Qur�anic verse can be considered muªkam—that is, 
allowing one and only one interpretation. All other occasions are 
mutashåbih, and in need of explication (bayån), Æand one refers to 
the guiding Imams for their explication.”

The implication in all this is that the Imams’ words do not require 
explication. They are never ambiguous, and this was certainly the 
position of some Akhbår�s.16 However, this position is complicated 
by the Imams’ own admittance that there are mutashåbih phrases in 
the akhbår:

In our akhbår there is mutashåbih, like the mutashåbih of the Qur�ån. 
So refer the ˜akhbår’s· mutashåbih to the ˜akhbår’s· muªkam. Do not 
follow the mutashåbih without the muªkam, lest you might err.17

The report itself is found only in Ibn Båb¨ya’s �Uy¨n akhbår al-Ri�å 
(that is, not a canonical collection of ªad�th), and receives little atten-
tion from Akhbår�s, presumably because it is considered awkward for 
the general thrust of Akhbår� theory.18 The only explicit comment 
on the ªad�th by an Akhbår� that I have found is by al-Óurr.19 For 

16 See Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 179; al-Baªrån�, al-Óådå�iq, v. 1, p. 157 (see 
also, Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 157–158).

17 Ibn Båb¨ya, �Uy¨n akhbår al-Ri�å, v. 2, p. 271. Furthermore, Akhbår�s writ-
ing commentaries on the akhbår collections, clearly felt the need to explicate the 
meaning of reports for their readers. The report is also found in �abars�, al-Iªtijåj, 
v. 2, p. 192 where it is presented as referring to the ‚ifåt Allåh (God’s attributes), 
and defectively in Majlis� II, Biªår, v. 2, p. 185, ’8 (’9 on the same page is an 
accurate quotation from the �Uy¨n akhbår al-Ri�å).

18 It is cited by al-Óurr (Waså�il, v. 27, p. 115, ’33355), Muªsin Fay� (al-Íåf�, 
v. 1, p. 321) and by al-Huwayzi (N¨r al-Thaqalayn, v. 1, p. 219), but with no 
comment.

19 Óurr, al-Fu‚¨l al-Muhimma, v. 1, p. 573. Al-Óurr’s understanding of the report 
is indicated not by a direct statement, but by the chapter heading under which the 
report is listed: wuj¨b radd al-mutashåbih min al-aªåd�th ilå al-ªukm ˜probably 
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him, the report refers to the particularisation (takh‚�‚) or restriction 
(taqy�d) of a ruling in one report by another when they appear to 
contradict. It is not that the Imams’ words are in themselves ambigu-
ous, merely that the inter-relationship between akhbår can bring about 
a modišcation of a report’s unambiguous meaning. For example, 
the general ruling that blood, semen or a rotting cadaver impurify 
water is subject to an exception (khå‚‚). When the volume of water 
reaches a particular amount (termed kurr), the impurifying effects of 
the najis substance are nullišed. Furthermore, the Imam does not 
recommend referring the Qur�ån’s mutashåbihåt to the Qur�ån’s own 
muªkamåt in order to reach a direct understanding of the Qur�anic 
meaning. Only the Imams (makh‚¨‚ bi�l-a�imma) could perform such 
a process and only because the Imams truly understand the Qur�ån. 
The Sh��a are merely advised to refer the mutashåbihåt of the akhbår 
to the akhbår’s own muªkamåt, and this process is understood, not 
as the clarišcation of ambiguity, but rather the particularisation and 
restriction of one report by another. The rather inconvenient report 
which implies that on occasions the Imams’ intentionally spoke in 
an ambiguous manner is thereby reinterpreted to refer not to ambi-
guity within the akhbår (as it is when the term mutashåbih is used 
to describe Qur�anic verses). Instead, it refers to general (�um¨m) 
and unrestricted (mu†laq) statements in the akhbår being particular-
ised (takh‚�‚) and restricted (taqy�d) by other statements within the 
akhbår. In the case described above, the general application of the 
ruling in one report (which appeared restricted to standing water by 
the questioner’s use of the phrase Æstanding water”) was deduced 
through a comparison with other similar reports where the word is 
unquališed. Such a hermeneutic process exemplišed how, for Akhbår�s, 
the akhbår corpus must be taken as a whole body of evidence, and 
individual reports cannot be isolated from the general law as it was 
revealed by the Imams. 

For Akhbår�s then, it is quite possible for language to be used in 
such a way that ambiguity is avoided. This, it would seem, is what 
the Imams themselves did, and their Æclear speech” is recorded in 
the akhbår themselves. The Qur�ån, though, remains irretrievably 
ambiguous (either in part or in toto) and its ambiguity is only to be 

should be read as al-muªkam· bi-an yuªmala al-�åmm �alå al-khå‚‚ wa�l-mu†laq 
�alå al-muqayyad ma�a al-ta�årud wa�l-tanåf� khå‚‚at an.
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dispelled, and its meaning fully understood, through reading the akhbår. 
This dogmatic attachment to the straightforward use of language as 
a vehicle for conveying meaning may explain why so few Akhbår�s 
were interested in matters of linguistic and stylistic expression. The 
doctrine, however, seems not to št with the plethora of Akhbår� 
commentaries on the early ªad�th collections. Astaråbåd� himself 
authored commentaries (many of them consisting of slight asides or 
hawåsh�) on the Four Books. Similarly Majlis� I, Khal�l al-Qazw�n� 
and al-Jazå�ir� all wrote commentaries on the akhbår collections. The 
method of exegesis employed in these commentaries has already been 
analysed,20 and it is clear that, ironically, the Æunambiguous” expres-
sion of the Imams required extensive explication. Whilst theoretically 
the akhbår were clear to any who read them, in practice Akhbår�s 
recognised a need to retrieve and present the Imams’ intended mean-
ing to their readership.

Evidence for Diverted Meaning

As argued above, Akhbår�s appear committed to a similar theory of 
language’s operation to that of their opponents. Utterances (be they 
individual words or grammatical constructions) have meanings which 
somehow inhere in them, such that when they are used by a speaker, 
the presumed intended meaning is this inherent meaning. The intended 
meaning may not accord exactly with the inherent meaning of a report, 
but when the former deviates from the latter, evidence (qarå�in) is 
required for the listener to make the shift. This understanding of 
language dominated medieval Muslim legal and literary theory, and 
there were few, if any, challenges to its basic assumptions. Scholars 
did, however, disagree over what counts as evidence of diversion 
(majåz). What was needed in order for the listener (or exegete) to 
believe that the Æintended” meaning was other than the given mean-
ing? It was not the paradigm of language use, but its application 
which was debated.

Al-Karak� examines the various opinions of past legal theorists con-
cerning linguistic issues such as the given meaning of the imperative 
(‚�ghat al-amr or the negative imperative, al-nahy), and concludes 

20 See above, pp. 37–38, p. 145 and p. 165.
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that their various arguments are pointless. He asks rhetorically, ÆIn 
matters relating to the derivation of rulings, how can the reliance on 
someone other than the Imams be sound?”21 The Imams have indi-
cated that anyone with a natural, untainted understanding of language 
(dh¨ al-tab� al-sålim) should refer to his own instinct. He will šnd 
that the imperative form, when it is used without any evidence for a 
diversion, can only mean one thing: the thing ordered by the impera-
tive is being demanded by the speaker such that non-performance 
is condemned, and in law this means that non-performance entails 
punishment (istiªqåq al-�iqåb). These, al-Karak� states, are all signs 
of the obligatory nature of the commanded action. Any downgrade to 
recommendation (or indeed permission) requires evidence. Of interest 
here is al-Karak�’s reliance on a natural understanding of language—or 
rather, his view that the Imams demand that the believer rely on his 
natural understanding of language. This, he argues, is sufšcient to 
prove the point. ÆWhoever wishes to prove this point by debating 
and arguing (bi�l-jadal wa�l-baªth) may do so” if he wishes, though 
al-Karak� does not feel the need to involve himself in such discus-
sions. The impression given is that a substantial amount of evidence 
is required to shift al-Karak� from a presumption that an imperative 
indicates an obligation.

Al-Karak�’s position here is much less circumspect than that 
expressed by Astaråbåd� in his al-Fawå�id. Astaråbåd� had argued that 
it is possible for the imperative to mean either obligation or recom-
mendation: that is, the evidence for one does not overrule the other. 
In such circumstances, he states, the believer acts as if the ordered 
action is obligatory out of caution. The believer is uncertain of the 
actual status of the assessment, and so he acts cautiously. Caution 
dictates that the believer do everything within his power to ensure 
fulšlment of the law of God. This means treating the ordered action 
as obligatory.22 The difference between Astaråbåd� and al-Karak� 
here is subtle, but important. For Astaråbåd�, when an ordered action 
could be recommended or obligatory, caution dictates that we take it 
as the latter. For al-Karak�, when an ordered action could be recom-
mended or obligatory, the action is taken to be obligatory because the 
grammatical form of an order has the given meaning of obligation. 

21 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 275.
22 See above, pp. 80–82.
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ÆGiven” meanings do not require evidence to be taken as the intended 
meaning of an utterance; diverted meanings do. When the evidence is 
less than conclusive, the given meaning always predominates. This, 
al-Karak� claims, is a hermeneutic principle sanction by the Imams 
and is not based on caution.

Two different Akhbår� positions emerge here. On the one hand, 
Astaråbåd� seems to think that the given meaning of words can be 
easily made redundant, and replaced with a diverted meaning. The 
qarå�in necessary to effect a diversion (or, more accurately, to cause 
suspicion of a diversion) need not be particularly strong. On the 
other hand, al-Karak� seems to approach potential ambiguity with the 
assumption that the given meaning will always be preferred in cases 
of ambiguity. For Astaråbåd� it is caution which dictates the preference 
for obligation. For al-Karak�, it is the primacy of the given meaning 
which demands it take preference over any other possible meaning, 
and in this case the given meaning of the imperative form is obliga-
tion. The difference between the two thinkers rests on different views 
as to the ease with which given meanings can be dislodged, which 
in turn rests on different conceptions of the šxity of language. The 
shortage of theoretical discussions of language within the Akhbår� 
corpus makes tracing the history of these alternative views of language 
through the school’s history difšcult. However, the clearest exposi-
tion of later Akhbår� jurisprudence (namely al-Baªrån�’s introduction 
to his al-Óådå�iq al-Nå�ira) indicates that al-Karak�’s position was 
more in�uential. For al-Baªrån�, as for al-Karak�, words and gram-
matical constructions have clear given meanings. These can only be 
dislodged by strong evidence (qarå�in) that diversion has occurred. 
For later Akhbår�s, it would seem, it is not through caution that the 
imperative form (‚�ghat al-amr) is taken to mean obligation. Rather, 
it is because obligation was its given meaning and any evidence to 
dislodge it needs to jump a high bar before casting doubt on its pre-
sumed intended meaning. Of course, the demand for a high bar of 
evidence is, itself, a re�ection of a cautionary approach, but that is 
caution operating on quite a different level, and constitutes a higher 
order of legal enquiry.

Akhbår� Hermeneutic Maxims

Akhbår�s could not write legal theory without re�ecting upon the nature 
of the Imåm� revelatory corpus. They had given the akhbår a central 
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role in the exegesis of the law, and argued vehemently for their reli-
ability, both as historical records and as indicators of legal injunctions. 
However, the akhbår do not provide specišc rulings on all issues 
and the rulings that they do provide are at times contradictory and 
(apparently) irreconcilable. The U‚¨l�s were also cognisant of these 
problems, and presented solutions which involved: šrstly, downgrad-
ing the authenticity (and hence probative force) of the akhbår (in 
order to facilitate preference between con�icting reports); secondly, 
having a more relaxed attitude towards the meaning of the Imams’ 
words and grammatical constructions (such as reading the imperative 
form as meaning recommendation, permission or merely Æa request 
for action”); thirdly, producing a set of maxims (normally derived 
from reason or rational re�ection on the nature of the juristic effort) 
whereby a ruling might be deduced in cases where revelation is 
(allegedly) silent, or a procedure whereby one possible ruling or 
indicator can be Æpreferred” over another (tarj�ª). The Akhbår�s, of 
course, rejected the šrst proposition, as they considered the history 
of the collection of reports to be a clear indication of the akhbår’s 
accuracy as a historical record of the Imams’ words. The sketchy 
Akhbår� theories of language’s operation constitute their response 
to the second proposition. With regard to the third U‚¨l� position, 
the Akhbår�s presented their own alternative set of maxims, derived, 
not from reason, but from revelation. Hermeneutic maxims, termed 
qawå�id or u‚¨l, formed a part of u‚¨l literature well before the 
emergence of the Akhbåriyya. Sunni writers had collated maxims 
which served two purposes. Firstly, they aimed to explain why the 
indicators (from the Qur�ån and the Sunna) took the form they did 
by an appeal to underlying principles upon which the Shar��a was 
supposed to be based. Secondly, they provided principles whereby 
the jurist provides putative rulings in areas of the law not covered 
by the texts.23 Within the Sh��� u‚¨l tradition, works cataloguing these 
principles began to appear in the Eighth Hijr� Century with Óasan 
al-Óill�’s (d. ca. 740/1340) �Iqd al-jawåhir.24 Akhbår� scholars drew 
on this scholarship, but objected to the rational manner in which some 
principles were justišed. For Akhbår�s, principles must be justišed 
by reference to the Imams. The Imams sanctioned the use of certain 
interpretive principles which the scholar can use when encountering 

23 Heinrichs, ÆQawå�id as a Genre”.
24 See Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 16–17.
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a hermeneutic problem (revelatory silence, obscurity or contradic-
tion). The Imams, then, not only provided legal rulings. They also 
provided a jurisprudence whereby legal rulings might be determined 
in problematic cases, and made the use of these principles obligatory 
for the Sh��a in cases of legal uncertainty. The scholar, when applying 
these principles to the novel case, is certain that he is obeying the 
Imams’ command. This is not because he is certain that the ruling 
at which he arrives is identical with the Imams’ opinion, but rather 
because he has followed the procedures laid down by the Imam. ÆGod 
has a ruling for every situation” was a common Akhbår� slogan, and 
by this the Akhbår�s meant not only that there is a ruling in reality 
(  f��l-wåqi�) for every situation (that is, the Imam had total knowledge 
of the law, and hence knew God’s opinion on every possible human 
circumstance). They meant also that God had a ruling for those occa-
sions when the community (excluding the Imams) is uncertain as to 
what God’s ruling might be. His ruling in these cases is to follow the 
hermeneutic maxims revealed by the Imams. In a number of reports, 
the Imams state that they have supplied the u‚¨l (Æroots”) and it is 
the Sh��a’s task to work out the fur¨� (Æbranches”).25 U‚¨l�s interpreted 
these as a general invitation to carry out ijtihåd in their explication 
of the law, seeing the disjunction of u‚¨l/fur¨� as referring to legal 
rules (u‚¨l) and their application to specišc circumstances (  fur¨�). 
Akhbår�s, however, generally interpreted the term u‚¨l in the reports 
as referring to these hermeneutic maxims, and the maxims form part 
of the Akhbår� replacement for ijtihåd. A late Akhbår� attempt to 
delineate these hermeneutic principles (qawå�id) can be found in al-
Baªrån�’s al-Óadå�iq al-Nå�ira, and as I have indicated elsewhere, 
they constitute a rather disjointed collection.26

One principle which the Imams appeared to recommend to the Sh��a 
concerned the assumption that things which are not known to be 
prohibited can be considered permitted. How this principle was 
to be understood was a matter of some debate amongst Akhbår�s. 
A similar principle was widely used by U‚¨l� jurists in cases of 
revelatory silence, and was termed al-barå�a al-a‚liyya (or a‚ålat 

25 See, for example, Óurr, Waså�il, v. 27, p. 61, ’51 and 52. Both reports are to 
be found, not in the Four Book, but in Ibn Idr�s’s al-Sarå�ir, cited from the a‚ls of 
Hishåm b. Sålim and Aªmad b. Muªammad b. Ab� Na‚r respectively. Neither a‚l 
is extant to my knowledge.

26 See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 227–237.
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al-barå�a—Æfundamental freedom”). This principle, found also in 
Sunni jurisprudence, decreed an assumption that cases which were 
unmentioned in revelation were assumed to have no assessment. Of 
course, determining whether an action is unassessed is not, in itself, a 
simple matter. The Sunni jurists, who had in their exegetical armoury 
devices such as qiyås and istiªsån, could systematically reduce the 
number of areas which fell into the unassessed category. Sh��� jurists, 
at least at the level of polemic, rejected qiyås and istiªsån. Hence 
there was a greater potential for areas of the law being free of an 
explicit assessment in the sources.27 This risk of legal lacunae was 
overcome by activating alternative exegetical devices, but the limited 
nature of the texts could not simply be discarded by these mecha-
nisms. The principle of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya, however it might have 
been formulated, became particularly important for Sh��� jurists. The 
lack of an assessment means, according to this principle, the lack 
of an obligation. Hence, U‚¨l� jurists had argued that in such cases, 
mujtahids are justišed in declaring (be it in a fatwå or in a judge’s 
ruling) that the action in question is without legal consequences 
(mubåª) or at least not falling into the prohibited (ªaråm) or obliga-
tory (wåjib) categories. This was extended to purity law, where the 
presumption was that any substance not subject to an assessment in 
the sources of the law was to be declared pure (a principle termed 
a‚l al-†ahåra). The U‚¨l�s generally accepted that such rulings were 
presumptuous (�ann�). However, since they permitted fatwås on the 
basis of �ann, the principle could operate in all areas of the law. 
Some U‚¨l� jurists extended the application of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya 
further. They also used it in cases where the texts were unclear or 
ambiguous. In such circumstances, they argued, the jurists could 
presume the action described in the source text (but with an unclear 
assessment) to be permitted. Furthermore, when two sources indicate 
con�icting rulings (one indicating obligation and the other permission), 
al-barå�a decrees a ruling of permission be given. This reasoning, 
unsurprisingly, troubled Akhbår� jurists. On this latter extension of 
al-barå�a al-a‚liyya to cases of revelatory ambiguity, Akhbår� scholars 
were united in their rejection. For them, as has just been outlined, the 
language found in the akhbår operates in such a way that the Imams’ 
meanings are conveyed, smoothly and without misunderstanding, 

27 See Gleave, ÆQiyås”.
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to the reader. This was based on a rather simplistic view of the com-
municative role of language, which though uncomplicated must have 
had extensive popular appeal.

Concerning the employment of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya in areas of 
revelatory silence, Astaråbåd� had declared that al-barå�a al-a‚liyya 
was an illegitimate exegetical principle, precisely because it was 
based on �ann: 

The noble ªad�ths declare that for every situation which the community 
might encounter until the day of resurrection, there is a certain state-
ment by God. Nothing remains in an Æoriginal” state of permission. 
So, adhering to al-barå�a al-a‚liyya does not allow ˜one· to deny that 
there is an assessment.28

This was generally the position taken up by subsequent Akhbår� writers, 
though with some modišcations.29 Al-Karak�, for example, repeats the 
slogan, lillåh f� kull wåqi�a ªukman mu�ayyanan (God has a specišc 
assessment for every situation).30 He argues, therefore, that to assume 
permission (ibåªa) is an unacceptable presumption (�ann). The scholar 
cannot give a fatwå on the basis of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya. Instead, 
he must suspend judgement in such matters (tawaqquf  ) and only 
recommend what he considers to be the Æcautious” course of action 
(iªtiyå†). The replacement of the assumption that an unassessed act was 
permitted with the principles of tawaqquf and iªtiyå† was considered 
a hermeneutic principle revealed by the Imams themselves. Al-Karak� 
does not explore in detail how this cautious course of action might 
be known, though the principle of iªtiyå† was well-known in Sh��� 
jurisprudence. The believer should act in such a way as to maximise 
the potential fulšlment of the law (ishtighål al-dhimma). In some 
cases, this might involve avoiding the performance of an action which 
has no explicit assessment. In other cases it might involve performing 
the action. Meals and clothing not known at the time of the Imams 
are one such case. Unfortunately, al-Karak� does not lay down a 
means whereby a scholar might decide in a particular case what the 
most cautious course of action might be.31

28 Astaråbåd�, al-Fawå�id, p. 216.
29 In addition to the discussions outlined below, see Óurr, al-Fawå�id al-�¨siyya, 

pp. 196–215 (written as an atomised response to a passage from Æa modern scholar”—
al-�ihrån� speculates that the title of the response was al-Shihåb al-Thåqib, though 
he names no author).

30 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 266.
31 Al-Karak� does give 12 examples of how iªtiyå† functions with respect to 
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Akhbår� jurists were, however, faced with a more fundamental pro-
blem. Whilst al-barå�a al-a‚liyya had been justišed on purely rational 
grounds by the U‚¨l�s, they had also put into service some reports 
from the Imams which seemed to justify using the principle of al-
barå�a al-a‚liyya and a‚ålat al-†ahåra. These included:

All things are unrestricted (mu†laq) until a prohibition is referred to 
them.32

All things are permitted (ªalål) until you know them to be forbidden 
specišcally (ªaråm bi-�aynihi).33

All things are clean until you know them to be dirty.34

These reports undermined Akhbår� rejections of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya, 
and were clearly an element in the counter-arguments proposed by the 
U‚¨l�s. These reports allowed the U‚¨l�s to argue that if the Akhbår�s 
truly followed the akhbår, then they should accept al-barå�a al-a‚liyya 
since it was permitted by the Imams. That most Akhbår�s deal with 
these reports in their rejection of the U‚¨l� version of this principle 
is a further indication of the perceived threat posed to the Akhbår� 
jurisprudence found in these inconvenient reports. Al-Karak�’s coun-
ter-argument consists of an assertion that these reports do not mean 
that actions or substances should be treated as unrestricted, permitted 
or pure in the absence of a revelatory indicator. Rather, he argues, 
they exonerate an ignorant believer from unwittingly acting in a man-
ner which transgresses the law. The reports, then, refer to the moral 
assessment of those ignorant of the law, not to the manner in which 
scholars of the law should proceed in their search for rulings. Such 
reports are outnumbered by the many others in which tawaqquf and 
iªtiyå† are declared to be obligatory in cases of revelatory silence, and 
which recommend that the individual believer, in cases of personal 
ignorance, ask the scholars (su�ål min al-�ulamå�).

particular legal rulings (Karak�, Hidåyat, pp. 223–231), with a brief introduction 
outlining the various Imåm� views on iªtiyå†, but this does not constitute a guide for 
those puzzled over the correct course of action in cases of revelatory silence.

32 Ibn Båb¨ya, Man Lå, v. 1, p. 317, ’937.
33 Kulayn�, al-Kåf�, v. 5, p. 313, ’40; �¨s�, al-Tahdh�b, v. 7, p. 226, ’989/9.
34 Ækull shay� na��f hattå ta�lima annahu qadhr” (�¨s�, al-Tahdh�b, v. 1, pp. 

284–285, ’832/199—the phrase is found at the end of the ªad�th). Al-Baªrån� cites 
it incorrectly in his al-Óådå�iq (v. 1, p. 42 and elsewhere) as Ækull shay� †åhir . . .” 
which has a greater connection with the legal categories of ritual purity. His incorrect 
citation is a combination of this and another report (namely, ÆAll water is pure—
†åhir—until you know it to have been made dirty”, Óurr, Waså�il, v. 1, p. 142, 
’351/2).
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Al-Karak�’s interpretation of these reports was not, however, the 
only Akhbår� defence. His contemporary, Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån�, 
argues that Astaråbåd� was wrong to reject al-barå�a al-a‚liyya com-
pletely. In al-U‚¨l al-A‚�la, he quotes Astaråbåd�’s blanket rejection 
(cited above) and argues instead that these akhbår establish a principle 
upon which the believer can act. Al-barå�a al-a‚liyya is forbidden for 
anyone who either knows the law in its entirety or has access to a 
source of knowledge of the law. The former category is populated by 
the Imams alone, but the second category includes those who were 
present with the Imams and could ask them questions as members 
of their coterie. God has a ruling for every occasion, and one who 
knows the law, or has access to one who has perfect knowledge of 
the law, has no need of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya and is, therefore, for-
bidden from using it:

What is related from al-Íådiq, Æall things are unrestricted until a prohibi-
tion is referred to them” means: they are unrestricted to you, and made 
available to you until such time as a prohibition reaches you. It does not 
mean that God has said that, in reality, ˜all things· are unrestricted.35

After the occultation, we no longer have access to God’s law through 
the Imams, but the Imams knew this would be the case, and hence 
revealed this principle. However, this does not permit us to give fatwås 
on the basis of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya. The Imams revealed the principle 
of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya as a principle of action, not knowledge:

The truth is that adhering to al-barå�a al-a‚liyya is only permitted in 
action (  f��l-�amaliyyåt) alone—not in matters relating to knowledge. That 
is, it is not permitted for us to give fatwås and rulings on the basis 
of al-barå�a, though it is permitted to say: Æit is permitted for one 
not to adopt ˜a particular ruling· because it is not proven for us”, or 
to say, Æwe are searching for ˜the answer to a question· such that it 
might become clear ˜to us·”.36 

Fay� here is picking up on Astaråbåd�’s theme of there being two levels 
of the law: one for action and one for giving fatwås. The former, at 
times, operates according to different principles to the latter, and in 
this way he accommodates al-barå�a al-a‚liyya in a modišed form 
into Akhbår� jurisprudence. In this, he is followed by al-Jazå�ir�, 
who concludes that Æal-barå�a al-a‚liyya is an indicator in certain 

35 Fay�, al-U‚¨l, p. 20.
36 Fay�, al-U‚¨l, pp. 19–20.
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circumstances, but not the way the mujtahids present it.”37 Until one 
knows a thing to be forbidden, it remains permitted (mustamarr �alå 
al-ªalliyya).

Al-Baªrån� combines the approaches of al-Karak� and Muªsin 
Fay� in what is probably the most comprehensive Akhbår� account 
of al-barå�a al-a‚liyya. Like al-Karak�, he displays an emphasis 
on tawaqquf and iªtiyå†. Like Muªsin Fay�, however, he views al-
barå�a as a legitimate course of action in cases of revelatory silence 
(but not ambiguity, for which he recommends tawaqquf and iªtiyå†). 
However, his theory represents a development on both approaches. 
For al-Baªrån�, al-barå�a al-a‚liyya is one of the hermeneutic max-
ims revealed by the Imams themselves, and should therefore form 
the basis of a scholar’s explication of the law for the community. 
The muft� should, therefore, give fatwås on the basis of al-barå�a 
al-a‚liyya because the Imams’ have explicitly permitted him to do 
so. However, he can only declare a fatwå when he is certain (that 
is, has al-�ilm al-qa†��) that there is no revelatory indicator which 
might be relevant to the particular case in question. Al-Baªrån� adopts 
the Akhbår� doctrine that God has a ruling for every situation, and 
hence if there is any indication that the texts contain such a ruling 
(even if the scholar cannot discern the ruling itself with certainty), 
then al-barå�a al-a‚liyya becomes redundant. Once the scholar has 
an inkling that there is a relevant assessment in the sources, he may 
be unable to discern it, but he certainly can no longer assume that 
the assessment is permission. In such circumstances, the Imams have 
revealed an alternative set of hermeneutic principles which revolve 
around tawaqquf and iªtiyå†. Unlike his predecessor Akhbår�s, al-
Baªrån� outlines a series of mechanisms whereby the most cautious 
(al-aªwa†) course of action can be determined, all of which are sup-
ported by reports from the Imams.38

Revelatory Contradiction

The debate over whether (and on what occasions) tawaqquf and iªtiyå† 
should operate in the delineation of the law can also be seen in the 
resolution of con�icting legal indicators. The U‚¨l�s had a number of 

37 Jazå�ir�, Manba�, p. 64.
38 I outline al-Baªrån�’s procedures in my Inevitable Doubt, pp. 105–112.
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procedures whereby contradiction between legal indicators might be 
resolved. Of course, for Akhbår�s, some of these contradictions were 
unimportant. The various potential con�icts between legal sources 
are outlined by the late Akhbår� writer, Muªammad al-Akhbår�, in 
his Ma�åwil.39 The con�ict between a rational indicator (dal�l �aql�) 
and a transmitted (or revelatory) indicator (dal�l naql�), extensively 
discussed by the U‚¨l� jurists, was irrelevant for Akhbår�s. The trans-
mitted indicator always defeats the rational, since the rational has no 
basis in the revelatory texts. The con�ict between the application of 
one of the hermeneutic maxims and an isolated report (khabar al-
wåªid) was also unimportant since the maxims were established for 
cases which had no revelatory evidence, and the category of khabar 
al-wåªid is descriptive, not evaluative, for Akhbår�s.40 The maxims 
are not underlying bases on which the law was promulgated by 
the Imams (they have no explanatory function); rather they are the 
exegetic ground rules for occasions when the sources are silent. Any 
clash involving a revelatory source and consensus (ijmå�) is ignored 
by Akhbår�s, since the latter does not constitute a source of law. 
Finally, any con�ict between Qur�anic verses, or between Qur�anic 
verses and the akhbår is, for most Akhbår�s, unimportant since the 
Qur�ån cannot be understood independently from the akhbår. For the 
Akhbår�s, the only type of contradiction in the sources that requires 
resolution is a con�ict between two reports from the Imams.

U‚¨l� solutions to akhbår contradictions primarily involved the 
scrutiny of the transmission chains (isnåds) of the reports in order to 
undermine the historical reliability of one of the reports relative to the 
other. The rejection (or extensive modišcation) of isnåd criticism by 
Akhbår�s made such a solution impossible. Another U‚¨l� solution was 
to reduce the number of contradictions by combining apparently 
con�icting reports through viewing one report as a particularisation 
(takh‚�‚) of another (more general) ruling, or seeing one report 
as having restricted legal implications (taqy�d) whilst the other 
was unrestricted (mu†laq). Some Akhbår�s were receptive to the 
idea that although the grammatical form of one report implied general 
or unrestricted application, this did not necessarily mean that there 

39 Akhbår�, Ma�åwil, f.158a.
40 That an isolated report has the same probative force as a well-attested report 

�ows from the Akhbår� assertion that all the akhbår are historically reliable reports 
of the Imams’ words. See above, pp. 252–257.
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were not exceptions to such general rules. The linguistic form in one 
report did not necessarily represent the šnal formulation of a particular 
ruling, since the akhbår had to be taken as a revelatory corpus, with 
individual elements having equal probative force. Therefore the legal 
implications (though not the grammatical meaning) of some reports 
can be modišed in the light of others.41 As for all Sh��� jurists, abro-
gation (naskh) of one report from the Imams by another was ruled 
out by Akhbår�s, since the Imams’ task was to elucidate the law, not 
to change or introduce new laws.42 In cases where takh‚�‚ and taqy�d 
were not possible (that is, when there was a real and irreconcilable 
contradiction between reports), the other resource offered by Sh��� 
legal thought was to identify one of the reports as taqiyya—that is, 
issued under dissimulation by one of the Imams, for fear that reveal-
ing the true ruling would undermine the security and welfare of the 
oppressed Sh��� community. It was this that was embraced by Akhbår�s 
as an explanation for contradictions between the akhbår, and not any 
questioning of the historical accuracy of the reports. As Majlis� I, 
states, Ædue to fear from the unjust sultans, there are taqiyya akhbår 
which have emerged from the Imams.”43 The issue for an exegete 
was, then, how to discern a taqiyya-generated report.

Within the akhbår corpus, the Imams had described procedures 
whereby a ruling might be arrived at, even though the relevant reports 
were contradictory. This was, in effect, a means whereby one report 
could be identišed as taqiyya and the other as a re�ection of the 
true law. The most widely used of these was the Maqb¨la of Ibn 
Óan�ala.44 In this report, the Imam recommends a series of tests, 
through which one report can be preferred over another. Omitting the 
šrst test (in which the Imam is simply asked which report to follow, 
since the occultation has rendered this impossible), the tests begin 

41 Al-Óurr’s exposition of the legitimacy of this process was mentioned above, 
pp. 278–279, and the operations of takh‚�‚ and taqy�d are explained by al-Karak� 
in his Hidåyat, pp. 280–292.

42 As we have seen, however, Akhbår�s did permit the akhbår to act as indicators 
that Qur�anic abrogation had occurred. A report could act as an indication that a 
Qur�anic verse, cited elsewhere in the akhbår as not abrogated, was in fact abrogated. 
In a sense, then, one report from the Imams could cancel out another report by act-
ing as an indicator that the latter was issued under taqiyya. It is not clear whether 
such strictures applied to the Sunna also. See above, p. 84.

43 Majlis� I, Lawåmi�, v. 1, p. 57.
44 I translate the report in Gleave, ÆTwo classical Shi�ite theories of Qadå�”, pp. 

119–120.
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with the order to adopt the report of the most just, most learned, 
most truthful and most pious transmitter. If the transmitters are equal 
in these regards, the report upon which the community has agreed 
(and acted) should be adopted. If the community cannot agree (or 
have not yet done so), then the report which agrees with the Qur�ån 
(and if not that, then the sunna of the Prophet) is adopted. If these 
procedures do not produce a clear preference, then the ruling which 
disagrees with Sunni šqh is preferred. If Sunni opinion is not united 
on an issue, then the Imam recommends suspension of judgement 
(irjå�). Akhbår� authors generally considered only the last two tests 
available—namely comparison with Sunni opinion and suspension of 
judgement. The reasons for the unavailability of the earlier tests are 
obvious: the early ªad�th collectors had already approved the trans-
mission of these reports, the community had not agreed on which 
reports to adopt (otherwise the dispute would not have emerged in 
the šrst place) and the Qur�ån (and possibly the Prophetic sunna also) 
were uninterpretable without the akhbår. One can see Astaråbåd� 
employing the test of comparison with Sunni doctrine in his fatwå 
(and the subsequent risåla) concerning the purity of wine, and this 
was a test of whether a report was taqiyya generated or not.45 What 
is discounted by this and other similar reports are the various U‚¨l� 
tests, including determining which of the two rulings contained within 
the reports is in accordance with al-barå�a al-a‚liyya (that is, which 
report indicates that an action is permitted), and declaring that to be 
preferred (råjiª).

There is an almost unanimous Akhbår� position, from Astaråbåd� 
onwards, that the scholar should suspend judgement when the above 
enumerated tests fail to produce a clear preference. This position 
highlights the two-tiered nature of the law in Akhbår� jurisprudence 
generally. At times, the law can be known with certainty since the 
akhbår clearly indicate a particular ruling. At other times, the law 
itself may be unknown, but the legitimacy of a particular course of 
action can be assured by following revealed procedures encapsulated 
in hermeneutic maxims. In such cases, the important question is not 
whether the believer has acted in full compliance with God’s particular 
ruling, but rather whether he has acted in a manner which can be 
justišed by the legal sources. It is this distinction which Fay� was 

45 See Appendix 3 below, and Gleave, ÆThe Purity of Wine”.
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exploiting when he argued that al-barå�a al-a‚liyya can be used as 
a principle of action (�amaliyyåt), but not as a means of elucidating 
the law (that is, giving a fatwå).46

In contrast to the intra-Akhbår� agreement over suspending judge-
ment in cases of revelatory contradiction, there is divergence on the 
procedure to be followed thereafter. Astaråbåd�, as we have seen, 
argued that in matters of personal devotion (�ibådåt), the believer 
could follow either of the con�icting reports. His actions would be 
legally valid, since both reports form acceptable bases for action (min 
båb al-tasl�m).47 In cases of public law (or more accurately, matters 
concerning human interrelationships—mu�åmalåt), one should act 
cautiously and in such a way that the duty to fulšl the law is most 
likely to be Ædischarged” (ishtighål al-dhimma).48 In this distinction 
between choice (takhy�r or takhayyur) and caution (iªtiyå†) and its 
application to different areas of the law, Astaråbåd� was followed 
within the Akhbår� school by al-Jazå�ir�.49

Al-Karak� cites the Maqb¨la of Ibn Óan�ala in full, and interprets 
it to mean that one must do iªtiyå† Æif possible” (in amkana), and 
if this is not possible, one can choose (takhy�r), as following either 
of the reports is acceptable.50 This is a rare recognition in Akhbår� 
works that discerning the most cautious course of action (al-ahwå†) 
may not always be so simple, and if it is impossible to do so, then 
choice becomes the operating principle. For Muªsin Fay�, the scholar 
should perform iªtiyå† in terms of issuing a fatwå (that is, he should 
not issue a fatwå), but may exercise choice between the con�icting 
reports Æbecause the Imams have permitted it”.51 For Fay�, then, iªtiyå† 
does not mean choosing the most cautious course of action; it means 

46 See above, pp. 288–289.
47 See Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, p. 113 and the useful corrective by Clarke (in 

ÆReview of R. Gleave, Inevitable Doubt”).
48 See above, p. 286.
49 Jazå�ir�, Kashf, v. 2, p. 45. Al-Jazå�ir� is said to transmit Majlis� II’s opinion 

that suspension is only recommended, and that choice is permitted (Baªrån�, al-
Óådå�iq, v. 1, p. 102). This would mean that Majlis� II adopts the position that the 
scholar may suspend judgement if he wishes, and this is recommended, but that he 
is not obligated to do so (as the Akhbår�s would argue). Al-Baªrån�, however, states 
that such a position is not evidenced in Majlis� II’s Biªår, and al-Jazå�ir� can only 
be relating what he heard Majlis� II say, not what the latter wrote (see Baªrån�, 
al-Óådå�iq, v. 1, p. 102, n. 1).

50 Karak�, Hidåyat, p. 171.
51 Fay�, Saf�nat al-Najåt, f.4a.l6.
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avoiding giving a fatwå, since this would give the impression that 
the akhbår are unambiguous on the legal point under examination. 
This would also appear to be Muªammad al-Akhbår�’s position.52 
Al-Baªrån� argues that one does tawaqquf with regard to fatwås, but 
one does iªtiyå† with respect to action, and he implies that one can 
give fatwås stating exactly what the most cautious course of action 
might be. One is not, of course, permitted to give the impression in 
one’s fatwå that the akhbår are clear on this matter. Instead, one’s 
fatwå must be clear concerning the cautionary nature of one’s rul-
ing.53 Whilst the Akhbår�s reached almost total agreement on the 
need to suspend judgement in cases of contradictions between the 
akhbår,54 they show a remarkable variation in how to proceed after 
this has been established. On tawaqquf, the Imams had laid out clear 
hermeneutic procedures; intra-Akhbår� dispute emerges over how to 
proceed once the necessity of tawaqquf has been established. The 
Imams seem, unfortunately, not to have provided clear guidance 
or revealed any procedural maxims for such cases. Ironically, the 
reports describing how to proceed when the akhbår contradict are, 
themselves, contradictory. Consequently, a single Akhbår� opinion 
was unachievable.

Conclusions

Akhbår� hermeneutic procedures exemplify both the unity and the 
diversity of the school as a whole. The unity of the school can be 
seen in a commitment to the doctrine that the Imams used language 
in an unambiguous manner. Though the Qur�ån may only be prop-
erly understood through the akhbår, the akhbår themselves pose no 
substantial linguistic or interpretive problems. This, at least, was the 
theory. In their exegetical practice, such as their commentaries on 
the ªad�th collections, the Akhbår�s faced ambiguities in interpreting the 
Imams’ words. The fact that they wrote commentaries indicates that 

52 Akhbår�, Ma�åwil, f.194b.
53 For a full analysis of al-Baªrån�’s position, see Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 

112–121.
54 The only dissenter is Majlis� I (Lawåmi�, v. 1, pp. 57–65), who seems, most 

unusually, to allow isnåd evaluation to be employed (namely for determining whether 
the person who transmits from the Imam might have been the cause of the judgement 
being taqiyya) in order that the preferred report might be identišed.
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they considered the akhbår to be in need of some sort of explica-
tion, even if at times this consisted of a simple restatement of the 
perceived content of individual reports. In Persian ªad�th commentar-
ies, such as those by Majlis� I and Khal�l al-Qazw�n�, the translation 
of individual reports makes up a substantial part of the commentary, 
enabling the reader to both translate and interpret a report’s meaning 
simultaneously. Akhbår� scholars also agreed that the maxims whereby 
the law might be extended to novel and unmentioned cases must 
be rooted in the akhbår themselves. Though they differed over the 
precise formulation of these maxims, Akhbår�s agreed on their neces-
sity. The maxims were valid bases on which to carry out exegesis 
because the Imams had sanctioned them as such (they were activated 
Æbi-idhn al-a�imma”—with the Imams’ permission). Hence the akhbår 
were seen as a source not only of substantive rulings on this or that 
aspect of the law. They also provided theoretical justišcation for 
interpretive practices. As we have seen, however, when the akhbår 
could not be mined for hermeneutic principles (such as the correct 
course of action after tawaqquf  ), Akhbår� scholars devised a range 
of different solutions.

The above analysis also demonstrates the centrality of scholarly 
authority in the Akhbår� juristic system. As I have said elsewhere 
in relation to al-Baªrån�’s legal system, scholarly authority is not 
diminished by the Akhbår� rejection of ijtihåd.55 The scholarly elite 
may be conceived of as less hierarchical (internally) than the elaborate 
system of later U‚¨l� jurists. For them, there were grades of ijtihåd, 
and institutional levels of scholarly accomplishment became formalised 
in the Nineteenth Century CE, resulting in the establishment of the 
marja� system. This hierarchy was in its infancy when the Akhbår� 
school lost its position of dominance in Iran and southern Iraq in 
the early Qajar period. Akhbår� scholarly authority was justišed (and 
rationalised) on different foundations to that found in U‚¨l� theory. 
The Akhbår� distinction between those issues on which a scholar 
can give a fatwå and those on which he must suspend judgement 
implies a distinction between the elite and the general populous. The 
people must still Æask the �ulamå�” for knowledge, as al-Karak� puts 

55 Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 220–222. In particular, see Fay�, Wa‚f al-�Ulamå�, 
a risåla devoted to praising the �ulamå�, which is blended with his own system of 
mystical authority.
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it. In a society where most did not have access to the texts, and few 
of those who did had the inclination to study them in the casuistic 
detail of the seminary, the Akhbår�s did not see their jurisprudence as 
a threat to the status of scholars within Sh��� society. If there was a 
perceived threat, then this potential was nullišed by the elaboration 
of a complex hermeneutic which could only be mastered by a scholar. 
For example, al-Baªrån� argues that a scholar may give a fatwå based 
on his assessment of the most cautious course of action; though the 
scholar must avoid giving the impression that this is the law Æin 
reality” (  f��l-wåqi�). Hermeneutic issues not covered here, such as the 
Akhbår� doctrine that the fatwås of a dead scholar are still authorita-
tive, extend the scholar’s authority rather than diminish it. The U‚¨l� 
doctrine that the fatwås of a dead mujtahid were also dead was 
employed by them to maintain the current authority of the scholarly 
elite. The Akhbår� rejection of this doctrine was used to present the 
unchanging and unalterable nature of scholarly authority. The dispute 
between the two schools, then, revolved around technical aspects of 
the epistemology of scholarly opinion, not around the level of author-
ity accorded to the scholarly elite. For Akhbår�s, the elaboration of 
hermeneutic maxims enabled them to argue that even though the law 
could not be known in its entirety, legitimate and legal action could 
be guaranteed. The �ulamå� were indispensable both to the process 
of interpreting the law according to these maxims, and to its prom-
ulgation in the Sh��� community. Akhbår� self-conceptions concerning 
the scholars’ role were also re�ected in history, as Akhbår� scholars 
involved themselves in positions of community authority in a manner 
indistinguishable from their U‚¨l� counterparts. In sum, the Akhbår�-
U‚¨l� dispute focussed on juristic methodology and the means whereby 
the sources should be exploited to construct a publicly known legal 
code. In this respect, it was a dispute restricted to the �ulamå�, and 
was primarily of scholarly interest. It only rarely intruded on either 
the operations of state or the organisation of Sh��� society.56

56 On this particular point, see Gleave, ÆThe Qå�� and the Muft�”.
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The analysis of Akhbår� writings carried out in the previous chapters 
demonstrates the variety of juristic opinion within the Akhbår� school. 
This variety did not, though, coalesce into well-dešned, internal Akhbår� 
factions. A particular constellation of Akhbår� views on one juristic 
issue (such as the possibility of interpreting the Qur�ån directly) can 
be identišed, but the various groups of opinions are not consistently 
transferred to other issues. A different constellation of views appears 
when examining another issue (such as the legitimacy of al-barå�a 
al-a‚liyya). It is possible, however, to talk of general trends within 
post-Astaråbåd� Akhbarism: they emerge when considering the more 
general question of how (and whether) Akhbår�s should use the intel-
lectual resources of established Sh��� u‚¨l al-šqh to describe their 
Akhbår� jurisprudence. Some Akhbår�s were more receptive to that 
tradition, incorporating key ideas which formed part of the u‚¨l canon. 
Muªsin Fay�, Majlis� I and al-Jazå�ir� can be characterised in this 
manner. As we have seen, Muªsin Fay� was willing to use established 
dešnitions of muªkam and mutashåbih, and Majlis� I and al-Jazå�ir� 
attempted to reform isnåd criticism to support Akhbår� doctrine. Other 
Akhbår�s were hostile to the study of u‚¨l al-šqh, considering it an 
importation from Sunni Islam, and hence a heretical and redundant 
science. The approaches of Astaråbåd�, al-Óurr and M�rzå Muªammad 
al-Akhbår� can be described in this way. Then there were those who 
composed works which were undoubtedly in�uenced by the standard 
format of works of u‚¨l al-šqh, but who, within that model, proposed 
radical solutions which, in effect, negated the science of u‚¨l al-šqh. 
This tactic—of using the structure of an established genre of writing 
to undermine its legitimacy, can be seen most clearly in the writings 
of al-Karak� and Y¨suf al-Baªrån�. Even this rough and ready catego-
risation of Akhbår� opinion does not produce a perfect št. Amongst 
the early writings of Muªsin Fay�, for example, is his Naq� al-u‚¨l 
al-šqhiyya, an attack on the legitimacy of the u‚¨l discipline; in his 
latter al-U‚¨l al-A‚�la and Saf�nat al-Najåt, he appears more will-
ing to cherry pick the šndings of past u‚¨l writers in an exposition 
of Akhbår� jurisprudence. Similarly, all the Akhbår�s surveyed in 
this book work within the theory of language found within the u‚¨l 
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tradition. They offered unoriginal opinions on questions such as lan-
guage�s origin, the manner in which words signify meaning and the 
occasions on which given meaning might be diverted. Even Akhbår� 
scholars who rejected the šndings of u‚¨l al-šqh, then, felt forced, 
on occasions, to act within its terms of reference. 

Within the Akhbår� school, there were also those who saw themselves 
as part of the Sh��� legal ikhtilåf (that is, the acceptable difference of 
opinion on matters of law). Majlis� I, for example, was asked about 
whether or not he agreed with Astaråbåd��s rejection of ijtihåd and 
taql�d. The questioner states:

Mawlånå Muªammad Båqir ˜Majlis� II· has been heard to say, ÆThe 
great Åkhund, my father does not believe in ijtihåd and taql�d, and 
can be considered a muªaddith�1

Majlis� I�s reply:

Those muªaddiths who say, with certainty ( yaq�nan), that the opinions of 
the mujtahids are invalid (madhåhib-i mujtahid�n bå†il-ast) are totally 
ignorant—and vice versa as well. This question is, itself, a matter of 
ijtihåd (a‚l-i �n mas�ala ijtihåd�-ast), and no scholar can say; ÆI am 
certain ( yaq�n) that my opinion is correct.� If he says such a thing, he 
does not understand what certainty means.2

This leads Majlis� I to the paradoxical (perhaps contradictory) conclu-
sion that choice between being an Akhbår� or a mujtahid (that is, 
choice as to whether or not ijtihåd is a legitimate hermeneutic tool) 
is, itself, a matter of ijtihåd. Hence, it is a matter on which the 
individual scholar makes his own personal investigation and reaches 
an opinion (�ann) as to which madhhab to follow. In order to legiti-
mise the Akhbår� school, Majlis� I has accepted the epistemological 
structures of established u‚¨l al-šqh, and made the choice between 
the Akhbåriyya and the U‚¨liyya a matter of legal preference (that 
is, one of the branches of the faith—fur¨� al-d�n). On these fur¨�, 
he says, there can be ikhtilåf. Such an approach can be well-con-
trasted with Majlis� I�s contemporary al-Karak�, who argues that the 
choice between the Akhbår� and U‚¨l� methods, is a choice between 
following the Imams or ignoring them. Hence, at issue in the Akh-
bår�-U‚¨l� dispute is a fundamental issue of religion (min �ur¨riyyåt 

1 Majlis� I, Kitåb al-Mas�¨låt, p. 691.
2 Majlis� I, Kitåb al-Mas�¨låt, p. 692.
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al-d�n), not a matter of individual juristic preference. The task of the 
Akhbår�s is to lead the U‚¨l�s back to the right path, since scholars 
have a responsibility to lead the community, and currently the Æmod-
ern scholars� (muta�akhkhir�n, that is, the U‚¨liyya) are leading the 
community astray.3 These contrasting Akhbår� approaches towards 
U‚¨l�s were expressed both in varying degrees of enthusiasm for the 
structure and terminology of works of u‚¨l al-šqh, and the elastic 
extent to which the paradigms of the u‚¨l genre were accommodated 
within Akhbår� jurisprudence.

The difference between these two approaches is partly tactical, and 
they represent two different methods whereby U‚¨l�s might be per-
suaded to adopt Akhbår� (or Akhbår�-style) argumentation. However, 
there is also a principled, internal Akhbår� dispute here, over whether 
the school constitutes one amongst many, or Akhbår� rectitude eclipses 
the ideas of any and all opponents. Goldziher asks, in his classic study 
of the �åhiriyya, whether the �åhir�s can be considered a madhhab 
kalam� or madhhab šqh�.4 The internal debates within the Akhbåriyya 
have a similar �avour. Stewart, in his careful and informed analysis, 
described the Akhbår�s as an Æanti-madhhab� movement. By this, he 
means that the Akhbår�s, by refusing to accept the probative force 
of both consensus and plurality of legal opinions, were rejecting the 
whole madhhab system.5 Now, my analysis in the preceding chapters, 
and my identišcation of broad trends within Akhbarism, indicate that 
there was a debate within Akhbarism between, in Stewart�s terms, 
pro- and anti-madhhab groups. That is, there was a debate around 
whether Akhbarism was Twelver Shi�sm or merely part of Twelver 
Shi�ism. This debate was not resolved within Akhbarism. Until Akh-
barism�s demise, one sees important Akhbår�s of both opinions rising 
to prominence. Y¨suf al-Baªrån� and M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår�, 
though teacher and pupil, had distinct approaches to this question. 
The former, at least in the form and tenor of his writings, attempted 
a conciliation with the U‚¨l�s, and hence could be termed Æpro-madh-
hab�. The latter was more clearly Æanti-madhhab�. It is interesting to 
note that the U‚¨l�s did not have a similar internal debate about whether 
to accept or reject Akhbarism. U‚¨l� polemic against Akhbarism was 

3 Karak�, Hidåyat, pp. 307–311.
4 Goldziher, �åhir�s, pp. 123–124.
5 Stewart, Islamic Legal Orthodoxy, pp. 175–179.
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consistently strident, with little or no evidence of any intellectual 
compromise (though there is much evidence of personal friendships 
between U‚¨l�s and Akhbår�s).6

In the early Nineteenth Century CE (the mid Thirteenth Century AH), 
Akhbår� approaches to juristic questions suffered a collapse in 
popularity amongst the Sh��� �ulamå�. After M�rzå Muªammad al-
Akhbår�, who was killed in Kazimayn in 1232/1818, Akhbarism did 
not produce any scholars of note. His pupil Fatª �Al� Zand was the 
major Iranian proponent of Akhbarism after al-Akhbår��s death, but 
his surviving oeuvre is restricted to a single (though impressive) 
work, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya. He appears to have received some 
sponsorship from the Qajar elite, as the work is dedicated to Æ�Abd 
al-Raª�m Khån, the Khån of Yazd� who had specišcally asked for 
a Persian language treatise on the difference between Akhbår�s and 
U‚¨l�s.7 However, in the battle for royal patronage in early Qajar Iran, 
Akhbarism was generally unsuccessful. M�rzå Muªammad�s pupils, 
children and grandchildren continued to promulgate Akhbarism, but 
no in�uential Akhbår� scholar subsequently emerged in either Iraq or 
Iran.8 The Akhbår� school did not die with M�rzå Muªammad, but it 
certainly became a minority interest in the seminaries. M�rzå 
Muªammad�s connections with India, and the export of his writings 
to Lucknaw and other Indian Sh��� centres, enabled Akhbarism to 
survive in the subcontinent for a longer period of time, though the 
Indian Akhbår� school is outside of the scope of this book. There 
remains to this day a vibrant Akhbår� community in Haydarabad.9 
Whether these modern Indian Akhbår�s should be seen as a continu-
ation of the school of the early Akhbår� Óusayn b. Shihåb al-D�n 
al-Karak�, or connected with M�rzå Muªammad�s in�uence or as an 
entirely different branch of the school, requires further research. Their 
belief in the altered nature of the Qur�anic text, and their vehement 
polemic against U‚¨l�s, indicate (respectively) both a deviation from, 
and a debt to, the older Akhbår� school. Akhbår� scholars also con-
tinued to be in�uential amongst the Sh��a of the Gulf, where today 

6 See Gleave, ÆTwo Classical Theories�, pp. 107–108.
7 Zand, al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.3a.10–12.
8 See Appendix 1. At least 13 pupils or descendents of M�rzå Muªammad, all 

referred to as Akhbår�s, are mentioned in the biographical literature.
9 Led by one Syed Waheed Uddin Hyder Jaffery Akhbår�, see www.akhbari.org 

(accessed 30.6.06).
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the Akhbår�s of Bahrain continue to teach and promulgate Akhbår� 
fatwås. Once again, the exact relationship between these modern Sh��� 
movements which claim the Akhbår� name and the Safavid and Qajar 
Akhbåriyya analysed in this book is yet to be researched. That the 
Akhbår�s, still today, serve as the object of U‚¨l� polemic is clear 
from the continued reference to (and refutation of) Akhbår� doctrine 
in Sh��� u‚¨l al-šqh. Such refutations aim at promoting a history of 
Sh��� jurisprudence in which the U‚¨l� victory lead by Muªammad 
Båqir al-Bihbihån� (d. 1206/1791–92) is portrayed as total.10 They may 
also be directed towards the small surviving Akhbår� communities 
in India and the Gulf, though the ferocity of the polemic does not 
seem commensurate with the level of threat.

In terms of Akhbarism�s legacy, the Shaykhiyya have been sug-
gested as an in�uential Sh��� movement which emerged out of the 
Akhbår� school.11 To delineate any possible Shaykh� debt to Akhbarism 
would require a more thorough analysis of Shaykh� u‚¨l al-šqh (both 
by Shaykh Aªmad al-Aªså�� himself and other Shaykh� intellectu-
als). There were family connections between Iranian Akhbår�s and 
Shaykh�s,12 and Cole has suggested that Shaykh Ahmad is best seen 
as plotting a middle course between Usulism and Akhbarism, with a 
preference for the former.13 On the other hand, there is certainly some 
evidence that distinctive Akhbår� legal doctrines (such as the prohibition 
on being simultaneously married to two descendents of Fatima) were 
rejected by the Kermån� Shaykh�s,14 and Sayyid Kå�im Rasht� does 
not appear to express any sympathy for the Akhbår� approach.15 

Akhbår� in�uence is also claimed in the emergence and popularity of 
the Maktab-i Tafk�k in Iran in the early Twentieth Century CE. This 
intellectual movement was promoted by Najaf-trained scholars such 
as Sayyid M¨så Zaråbåd� (d. 1353/1934–35) who taught the separation 

10 I argue that this is, in part at least, a construction, in my ÆAkhbår�-U‚¨l� 
Dispute�.

11 Amanat, Resurrection and Renewal, p. 48.
12 See Momen, ÆUsuli, Akhbari, Shaykhi, Babi�.
13 Cole, ÆSources of Religious Authority�, pp. 84–85. His refusal to give ground 

to Akhbår� ideas in his answers to the Akhbår�s Shaykh Óusayn al-�A‚f¨r (analysed 
by Cole) and to Fatª �Al� Zand (Aªså��, al-Risåla f� Jawåb Maså�il Fatª �Al� Khån 
Zand ) is clear.

14 For the Akhbår� position, see Gleave, ÆMarrying Få†imid Women�. The fatwå 
of Karim Khan Kermani permitting this on the basis of past �ulamå� approval of it 
can be found in Kirmån�, Majma� al-raså�il, v. 2, pp. 103–105.

15 Rasht�, ÆBayån-i ªaqqiyyat-i akhbåriyy�n�, pp. 76–100.
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of philosophy and religion, and rejected the intrusion of modern sci-
ence in religious questions. The Tafk�k� separation of �aql (associated 
with falsafa and �irfån) and naql (revealed and transmitted truths) has 
led them to be considered a continuation of the Akhbåriyya.16 They 
differ from the Akhbår�s in certain important doctrines, however. For 
example, the Tafk�k� valorising of Qur�anic knowledge, and their 
assertion that all useful knowledge can be found in the Qur�ån is, 
as we have seen, at variance with majority Akhbår� doctrine.17 Their 
analysis of the inšltration of foreign (Greek) philosophy into Islam 
has as much in common with modern Salaf� analyses as it does with 
the doctrines of the historical Akhbåriyya.18

It is, perhaps, worth speculating as to why the Akhbår�s declined in 
the early Qajar period, and here the plausibility of possible explanations 
depends, to an extent, on the conception of Akhbarism one wishes 
to adopt. If one considers Akhbarism to be anti-hierarchical (and 
possibly anti-clerical also), then the growth of independent �ulamå� 
power in the early Qajar period, coupled with the need for a theory 
to rationalise their authority, could be a possible explanation for 
Akhbarism�s decline. The �ulamå�, it has been argued, were gaining 
an independent power base, both in terms of šnances and in terms 
of popular support.19 U‚¨l� legal theory, with its emphasis on the 
exclusive nature of scholarly authority through the practice of ijtihåd, 
inevitably held a number of advantages over Akhbarism�s populist 
understanding of how the community can gain religious knowledge. 
However, as I have tried to show in the preceding chapters, Akhbår� 
writers were no less committed to the maintenance of scholarly author-
ity than their U‚¨l� opponents—they merely justišed that authority 
through different intellectual mechanisms. None of the Safavid and 
Qajar Akhbår�s, to my knowledge, considered the �ulamå� redundant 
because the texts were available to the whole community. Scholars 
were needed, not only to pass on the knowledge found in the texts, 
but also to perform complex hermeneutic procedures when the texts 

16 That some Akhbår�s considered �aql, properly understood, as a valid (even, 
divinely supplied) source of knowledge is clear. See above, p. 114 (with respect 
to Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd�), Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, pp. 188–204 (with 
respect to Y¨suf al-Baªrån�) and Gleave, ÆScripturalist Sušsm�.

17 See Håshim�, ÆNaq� va barras��.
18 See Mu��n�, ÆTafk�k�.
19 ��oor, ÆEconomic role of the Ulama in Qajar Persia�.
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were silent, contradictory or ambiguous. These procedures differed 
from U‚¨l� hermeneutic procedures only in their provenance (that is, 
the Akhbår�s only permitted procedures which had been explicitly 
sanctioned by the Imams themselves). Speaking generally, both juristic 
systems required scholarly experts to act as muft�s and qå��s. The 
principal difference between the schools was not whether scholars 
had authority, but the means whereby that authority might be justišed 
internally within the intellectual elite.

Another possible explanation for Akhbarism�s demise could be 
traced to the rise of the Shaykh� school. Shaykh Ahmad�s successful 
efforts in spreading this new challenge to Usulism, and his public 
condemnation by the U‚¨l� �ulamå�, made the Shaykhiyya the natural 
alternative to the U‚¨liyya. This was continued later in the Qajar 
period by the Båbiyya and Bahå�iyya. Shaykhism, therefore, robbed 
Akhbarism of its pre-eminence by presenting the Shaykhiyya as a 
more radical challenge to Usulism. The popularity of subsequent 
heterodox movements prevented Akhbarism from re-establishing itself 
in Iraq and Iran. Perhaps, Akhbarism became too institutionalised 
through the efforts of so-called Æmoderate� Akhbår�s such as Y¨suf 
al-Baªrån�.20 Usulism�s rise (under al-Bihbihån� and his pupils), how-
ever, predates both the emergence of Shaykh Aªmad�s arrival in Iran 
and the ascendancy of his method amongst both the scholarly elite 
and the nobility. The question remains as to why Akhbarism was 
waning before the arrival of Shaykhism.

The demise of Akhbarism appears, rather, to have resulted from a 
con�uence of historical accidents. Firstly, the plague which hit Iraq 
and the Akhbår�-dominated shrine cities of Najaf and Karbala in 
1134–1135/1772–1773 claimed the lives of many learned scholars, 
and one can presume that a generation of promising Akhbår� scholars, 
who would have continued al-Baªrån��s legacy, were lost.21 With this 
setback, and whilst Akhbarism was attempting a recovery, al-Bihbihån� 
and his pupils were able to establish themselves in the shrine cities. 
Al-Bihbihån� had been teaching Usulism in secret for some time, and 
al-Baªrån��s death enabled him to assume the position of scholarly 
pre-eminence in Najaf and Karbala. Secondly, the assumption of 

20 That al-Baªrån��s self-portrayal as a moderate is more rhetorical than real is 
argued in Gleave, Inevitable Doubt, p. 250.

21 �Umar�, Ghåyat al-Maråm, p. 321; Suwayd�, Ta�r�kh, pp. 41–43.
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power of Fatª �Al� Shåh Qåjår in 1212/1797 brought to the throne a 
monarch who was intensely interested in religious movements. This 
meant that the Shah�s personal religious preference for U‚¨l� clerics (if 
not for Usulism itself ), Sušsm and even his �irtation with Shaykhism 
encouraged the growth of Akhbarism�s competitors. This prevented 
scholars of undoubted intellectual weight (such as M�rzå Muªammad) 
from re-establishing Akhbarism within Iran following the onset of the 
plague and al-Baªrån��s death. M�rzå Muªammad did, it seems, attempt 
to gain the Shah�s favour through the famous Tsitsianov episode (in 
which he Æmagically� brought about the death of a Russian general), 
though the Shah seems to have reneged on their agreement.22 Whilst 
Akhbarism did not die out, its in�uence was restricted to marginal 
areas (southern Iran and the southern Gulf littoral). The patronage 
of court nobles, to be found in the major towns and cities, was no 
longer available. Thirdly, as mentioned above, Akhbarism never 
managed to achieve internal coherence over its identity. By this, I 
am referring to the intra-Akhbår� debates about how to view their 
opponents (be they U‚¨l�s or other Sh��� groupings). Whether to count 
U‚¨l�s as merely misguided fellow Sh��a or heretical deviants from 
the true faith was never resolved, giving Akhbarism less coherence 
than Usulism. Because it had failed to resolve certain basic ques-
tions concerning its role within the Sh��� scholarly elite, a disruption 
of Akhbarism�s institutional structure (such as a reduction in the 
supply of high grade scholars following the 1772–1773 CE plague) 
would therefore dent the prospects of the school more severely than 
their more intellectually coherent opponents. Finally, whilst Akhbår� 
legal theory was not devoid of an emphasis on scholarly authority, 
U‚¨l�-mujtahid theory was, perhaps, a more attractive theory for the 
�ulamå�. It left little room for doubt as to the identity of the keepers 
of religious knowledge. With its explicit division of the population 
into mujtahid and muqallid, and its pronouncement that the community 
need only follow the commands of a mujtahid without knowing the 
reasoning behind the command, Usulism was probably more appeal-
ing. This, combined with the already established position in Sh��� šqh 
concerning the distribution of community taxes and the leadership 
of public prayers, made Usulism a clear favourite. For the �ulamå�, 
jockeying for community loyalty (and the power that it might bring) 

22 See Busse, History of Persia, pp. 111–114.
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at the beginning of a new dynastic reign, Akhbår� legal theory may 
have seemed too much of a risk, too easily abused by those who 
wished to undermine their position as inheritors of the Imams� posi-
tion within Sh��� society.
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APPENDIX ONE

AKHBÅRÛ SCHOLARS FROM ASTARÅBÅDÛ 
TO THE END OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY AH

The list below is by no means comprehensive, and contains only the most 
prominent Akhbår� scholars found in the bio-bibliographical litera-
ture. The nature of biographical compendia was such that in the šrst 
150 years of the Akhbår� school, little reference was made to the 
Akhbår� (or any other) allegiance of the scholars.1 I have restricted 
the list below to scholars who composed Akhbår� works and who 
were referenced as such in the Sh��� biographical tradition. The list 
takes us to the end of the Thirteenth Century AH. The large number 
of Thirteenth Century Akhbår� scholars, many of whom had personal 
connections with M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� and/or were based in 
India is an indication of the possibilities for future research on the 
post-M�rzå Muªammad and modern Akhbår� school. The increase in 
the number of Akhbår�s in this list after M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� 
does not necessarily reflect increased Akhbår� activity. Rather, it prob-
ably reflects other factors: proximity of time (and hence greater records 
available to the principally modern biographical works cited here), a 
greater willingness of biographical writers to identify their fellow schol-
ars as Akhbår�s in the Thirteenth Century (as compared to the Eleventh), 
and šnally a minority loyal to M�rzå Muªammad himself. 

Scholars not mentioned elsewhere in this book are provided with 
single reference (many more could be given). The scholars are ordered 
by death date when known. When death dates are not known I have 
inserted scholars in what I judge to be an appropriate position in the 
list. Scholars whose Akhbår� allegiance is doubtful or disputed are 
marked with an asterisk*.

1 See above, pp. 40–60.
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Eleventh Century AH

M�r Y¨suf �Al� al-Óusayn� (d. early Eleventh Century). Described as 
an Akhbår� in �ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 5, p. 645, though this is a late 
source.

�Abd Allåh al-Tustar� (d. 1021)
Måjid al-Baªrån� (d. 1028)
Muªammad Am�n al-Astaråbåd� (d. 1036)
Fakhr al-D�n Óaydar al-Lankar� (d. after 1031)
�Ûså al-Duzmår� (d. not known)
Íaf� al-D�n Muªammad (d. after 1033)
�Abd al-Håd� al-Óusayn� al-Tustar� (d. not known)
Óusayn b. al-Óasan b. Y¨nis al-�ah�r� (alive in 1051)
Zayn al-�Åbid�n b. N¨r al-D�n al-Kåshån� (d. after 1040)
�Al� Naq� al-Sh�råz� (d. 1060)
Zayn al-D�n b. Muªammad b. al-Óasan al-�Åmil� (d. 1064) 
Muªammad Taq� al-Majlis� (Majlis� I, d. 1070)
�Abd al-�A��m b. �Abbås al-Astaråbåd� (d. late Eleventh Century). 

Described as an Akhbår� by al-Baªrån� (Lu�lu�a, p. 66).
*�Abd Allåh al-T¨n� (d. 1071)
Óusayn b. Shihåb al-D�n al-Karak� (d. 1076)
�Abd �Al� b. Jum�a al-�Ar¨s� al-Huwayz� (alive 1079)
Ibråh�m b. �Abd Allåh al-Astaråbåd� known as al-Kha†�b (d. after 

1081)
*Muªammad Íåliª al-Måzandarån� (d. 1081 or 1086)
Muªammad Mu�min b. Dawsat (or D¨st) al-Astaråbåd� (d. 1087)
Khal�l al-Qazw�n� (d.1089)
Muªsin Fay� al-Kåshån� (d. 1091) 
�Al� A‚ghar al-Qazw�n� (alive 1092)
Ra�� al-D�n al-Qazw�n� (d. 1096)
Muªammad �åhir al-Qumm� (d. 1098)

Twelfth Century

Aªmad b. Muªammad b. Y¨suf al-Måqåb� al-Baªrån� (d. 1102)
Muªammad b. al-Óasan al-Óurr al-�Åmil� (d. 1104)
Håshim b. Sulaymån al-Baªrån� (d. 1107)
*Muªammad Båqir al-Majlis� (d. 1111)
Sayyid Ni�mat Allåh al-Jazå�ir� (d. 1112)
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*�Abd Allåh b. al-Óusayn al-Yazd� (alive 1113), Al-�ihrån� sug-
gests (�abaqåt, v. 6, p. 447) that this is the same person as �Abd 
Allåh b. al-Óusayn al-Ujr�.

N¨r al-D�n Muªammad al-Kåshån� al-Akhbår� (d. 1115)
Muªammad Íåliª al-Haraw�/al-Haråt� (alive in 1119). Pupil of 

al-Óurr, author of the Akhbår� work Was�lat al-ma�åd f� dhamm 
al-ijtihåd: see (Mashhad Fihrist, v. 16, p. 603, MS’3030, where an 
ijåza to one Na‚r Allåh al-Mudarris is recorded, another possible other 
Akhbår� in Khorasan, see �ihrån�, �abaqåt, v. 6, p. 376).

Muªammad Raª�m b. Muªammad al-Haraw�/al-Haråt� (no death 
date known). Another pupil of al-Óurr with the same nisba, and 
author of the Akhbår� work of šqh, An�s al-Mustawahish�n, see 
Mashhad Fihrist, v. 16, pp. 74–75 MS’1600 and �ihrån�, �abaqåt, 
v. 6, p. 261.

Sulaymån b. �Abd Allåh al-Baªrån� (d. 1121)
�Abd Allåh b. Íåliª al-Samåh�j� (d. 1135). He gave an ijåza to 

one Nåsir b. al-Jår¨d� al-Qa†�f�, another possible, Baªrayn� Akhbår� 
(see Schmidtke, ÆThe ijåza”).

�Abd Allåh b. N¨r al-D�n al-Jazå�ir� (alive in 1151)
Íadr al-D�n b. Nå‚ir al-D�n b. M�rza Íåliª al-�aba†abå�� al-Yazd� 

(d.1153). Akhbår� teacher in Yazd, his son Muªammad b. Íadr al-D�n 
al-Akhbår�, no death date known, was also an Akhbår� (see �ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 6, p. 42 and p. 198). The son was forced to defend 
his father’s Akhbarism and �irfån� tendencies (see �ihrån�, �abaqåt, 
v. 6, p. 377).

N¨r al-D�n b. Ni�mat Allåh al-Jazå�ir� (d. 1158)
Unknown 12th Century Akhbår�, who wrote an important com-

mentary on al-Óurr’s Hidåyat al-Umma, see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 
14, p. 172.

Muªammad Ja�far b. Muªammad �åhir (born 1080, no death date 
known, though the recent editor of his work argues for 1175, mak-
ing him 95 at the time of his death). An Akhbår� pupil of Majlis� II 
and al-Óurr, who wrote an appendix to Såªib al-Rijål’s biographical 
compendium entitled Ikl�l al-Manhaj;2 see Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 
9, p. 204 and described as an Akhbår� at al-Óusayn�, Tilåmidhat 
al-Majlis�, p. 88.

2 This has been published in 1425 AH. One would not be able to detect his 
Akhbår� allegiance from the work itself.
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Y¨suf b. Aªmad al-Baªrån� (d. 1176) 
Shaykh Óasan Akhbår� (d. 1181)—a poet and Akhbår�, with an 

ijåza for ijtihåd from Karbala, but based in Bushehr and then Bahrayn 
(Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 5, pp. 260–261).

Thirteenth Century

Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår� (d. 1232)
Fath �Al� Zand al-Sh�råz� (d. after 1236)
Shaykh al-Óusayn b. Muªammad b. �Al� b. �Aythån (or Ghayshån) 

al-Baªrån� (d. before 1240). Referred to as an Akhbår� by both 
M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� and Fatª �Al� Zand al-Sh�råz� (see 
his al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya, f.107b.11). Probably the Akhbår� who 
posed questioned to Shaykh Aªmad al-Aªså�� (see Aªså��, al-Risåla 
f� Jawåb Maså�il Óusayn al-�U‚f¨r, pp. 42–46).

Óasan �Al� Khån al-Akhbår� (d.1240). Composed al-Waz�riyya on the 
difference between Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s (Kint¨r�, Kashf al-Hajab, 
p. 600 ’3372) for one Waz�r al-D�n al-Akhbår�.

Muªammad al-Kirmån� (d. 1240?). An Akhbår� pupil of Fatª �Al� 
Zand (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 2, p. 67).

Muªammad Båqir al-Tabr�z� (died after 1242). Author of an Akhbår� 
work of �irfån (!) Masålik al-A†wår (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 20, 
p. 377).

Óab�b al-D�n Muªammad b. �Al� A‚ghar al-Jurfådaqån� (d. after 
1244). Author of al-Malhama bi�l-‚awåb, supposedly a work of 
�irfån� akhbår� kalåm (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 22, p. 223).

Jawåd Siyåhp¨sh b. Muªammad al-Zayn� b. Aªmad b. Zayn al-
Óasan� al-Óusayn� (d.1248). A pupil and ijåza recipient of M�rza 
Muªammad al-Akhbår� (Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 4, p. 280).

Muªammad Sa��d b. Mahd� al-Qumm� (death date not known). A 
pupil of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 22, 
p. 169).

Muªammad Ibråh�m b. Muªammad �Al� al-�abas� (death date not 
known). Another pupil of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� (�ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 21, p. 161 and �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 24, p. 71).

Muªammad Mahd� al-Astaråbåd� (d. 1259). An Iranian who moved 
to Lucknow.

Óasan b. Óusayn b. Muªammad b. Aªmad al-Daråz� al-Baªrån� Al-
�Usf¨r� (d.1261) a pupil of Fatª �Al� Zand, who died in Bushehr, 
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and is mentioned in al-Fawå�id al-Sh�råziyya (f.123a.5). Composed 
various works refuting ijtihåd and defending the Akhbåriyya.

�Al� b. M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� (d. 1275). Youngest son of M�rzå 
Muªammad al-Akhbår�, wrote a refutation of ijtihåd (�ihrån�, al-
Dhar��a, v. 24, p. 267).

�Abd al-Íåªib b. Muªammad Ja�far al-Dawwån� al-Khasht� al-Fåris� 
(d. circa 1274). A pupil of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� and author 
of the Akhbår� defence Tuªfat al-ªab�b (Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 
8, p. 16).

Muªammad Båqir b. Muªammad �Al� al-Dast� al-Lår� (date of death 
unknown). An Akhbår� pupil of M�rzå Muªammad who wrote a 
refutation of the Båb (Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 8, p. 308).

Mu‚†afå b. Ismå��l al-M¨saw� (date of death unknown). A pupil of 
M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� who wrote an Akhbår� work entitled 
al-Lawåmi� al-Muªammadiyya for Muªammad Shåh Qajar, a copy 
of which is to be found in the University of Tehran Central Library 
(University Fihrist, Elåhiyåt section MS’463D)

Óasan b. �Al� b Muªammad al-Akhbår� (date of death unknown). 
Grandson of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår�: see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, 
v. 16, p. 286. Brother of Muªammad b. �Al� b. Muªammad al-
Akhbår� (about whom nothing else is known).

Muªammad Najaf al-Kirmån� al-Mashhad� al-Akhbår� (d. 1292). An 
�årif Akhbår�, who composed a number of works of an Akhbår� 
character (I�timåd al-Sal†anah, Ma�athir wa�l-Åthår, p. 173).

�Al� b. Ismå��l al-Akhbår� (d. after 1295). Wrote Óamalåt al-Layth, 
an attack on the U‚¨l�s (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 9.3, p. 740).

Yad �Al� b. Mumtåz (date of death unknown). A pupil of M�rzå 
Muªammad al-Akhbår� (Mustadrak A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 2, p. 286).

Inåyat Allåh b. Óasan �Al� b. M�rzå Muªammad (date of death 
unknown). Grandson of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår�, who wrote 
a work on tawª�d (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 4, p. 481).

Muªammad b. �Al� b. Muªammad al-Akhbår� (date of death unknown). 
Grandson of M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� who appears to have 
taken a moderate Akhbår� path, writing a work of inductive law 
( šqh istidlål�, normally a hallmark of an U‚¨l�) (see Tihrån�, �abaqåt 
al-A�låm, v. 6, p. 745).

Muªammad b. �Al� Óusayn or al-Óusayn� (d. Thirteenth Century). 
Described as an Akhbår� (Mustadarkat A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 2, p. 26).
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APPENDIX TWO

ÆDIFFERENCE LISTS” DETAILING THE DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN AKHBÅRÛS AND UÍÁLÛS

This is a preliminary list of works in which the differences between 
Akhbår�s and U‚¨l�s are listed and enumerated (in numerical or abjad 
forms). Such dedicated lists of differences appeared quite some time 
after Astaråbåd�. The šrst was produced at least a century after his 
death. As I have argued in Chapter 6 above,1 the appearance of such 
works, written both by U‚¨l�s and Akhbår�s indicates the emergence 
of a stronger line of dešnition between the schools. Lists of differ-
ences help šx this line, but, more importantly, reflect the state of 
school self-depiction at the time of writing. School lines are relatively 
šxed some time before the composition of the šrst list, and the 
difference lists reflect this šxity. Hence the earliest dedicated work 
appears a few decades after the point at which I date the emergence 
of a dešnable Akhbår� madhhab (namely around the time of al-
Óurr al-�Åmil�’s death in 1104). School allegiances, when they can 
be ascertained from the available sources, are given in parenthesis. 
Excluded from this list are works which specišcally refute the doc-
trines of either school (of which there are many more). The works 
included here have the principal aim of delineating the dispute, and 
only a secondary aim of proving one or other (or indeed neither) of 
the schools to be correct.

Undated (but probably 12th Century, Akhbår�) Sayyid Muªammad 
Faraj Allåh al-Dizf¨l� (or Muªammad b. Faraj Allåh—see Am�n, A�yån 
al-Sh��a, v. 10, p. 36), Får¨q al-Óaqq f��l-Farq bayn al-Akhbår� 
wa�l-U‚¨l�, detailing 83 differences (Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 8, p. 216, 
MS’3028/6)

1 See above, pp. 179–180.
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Undated (but probably 12th Century; manuscript dated 1195, said to 
be by a student of al-Samåh�j�, Akhbår�—see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 
16, p. 177, ’548)—al-Farq bayn al-U‚¨l� wa�l-Akhbår� (Mar�ash� 
Fihrist, v. 24, pp. 236–237, MS’9474/2)

Before 1206, Muªammad Båqir al-Bihbihån� (d.1206, U‚¨l�), Al-Farq 
bayn al-Akhbår� wa�l-U‚¨l� located in the library of �Al� A‚ghar Fuª¨l 
al-Qazw�n� (d. 1277, on whom see Óusayn�, Taråjim, v. 1, p. 216) 
in Qazwin, the descendent of the famous Akhbår� Ra�� al-D�n al-
Qazw�n� (d. 1092) (see al-Óusayn�, ÆDal�l al-Makh†¨†åt”, p. 87)

Before 1212, M�rzå Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår� (d. 1232, 
Akhbår�), Óirz al-Óawåss �an wasawa al-khannås (University of 
Tehran, MS’922 and Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 17, p. 193 MS’6623/4) 
detailing 39 differences, but this is a composite number, since the Óirz 
is actually a collection of different lists of Akhbår�-U‚¨l� differences 
(see also �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 6, p. 393, ’2441)

Before 1232, M�rzå Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår� (d.1232, 
Akhbår�), Al-�uhr al-Få‚il, detailing 59 differences (see �aba†abå��, 
Riyå� al-Maså�il, v. 1, p. 105, editor’s introduction; see also �ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 15, p. 194, ’1295)

1232 M�rzå Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår� (Akhbår�), Al-
M�zån li-ma�rifat al-Furqån, written in answer to questions by one 
�Abd Allåh al-Mubårak, listing 40 differences between Akhbår�s and 
U‚¨l�s (see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 23, p. 317, ’9138)

1232 M�rzå Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår� (Akhbår�), Al-
Mu†amar al-Få‚il bayn al-Óaqq wa�l-Bå†il detailing 59 particular 
characteristics of the Akhbåriyya which distinguish them from the 
U‚¨liyya (see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 21, p. 160, ’4221)

1255 �Al� b. Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår� (Akhbår�), 
Shab�kat al-Lajayn f��l-farq bayn al-far�qayn (see Kint¨r�, Kashf 
al-Óajab, p. 307 and Zirikl�, al-A�låm, v. 5, p. 18)

1256 Ri�å b. Muªammad �Al� al-Qazw�n� (school allegiance not 
known), Al-Farq bayn al-Akhbåriyy�n wa�l-U‚¨liyy�n, completed in 
1256 (Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 10, pp. 119–120, MS’3720)

Before 1259, Sayyid Kå�im Rasht� (Shaykh�), Bayån-i ªaqqiyat-i 
Akhbåriyy�n va-Mujtahid�n (Majma� al-Raså�il, 16, pp. 76–100)
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Undated (mid-12th Century) Óåjj Zayn al-�Åbid�n Khån b. Kar�m 
Khån al-Kirmån� (Shaykh�), Sharª-i ikhtilåf-i U‚¨liyy�n va-Akhbåriyy�n 
(Majma� al-Raså�il, 44, pp. 362–393)

1267 Muªammad b. �Al� b. Muªammad al-Akhbår� (Akhbår�), Risåla 
i‚låª dhåt al-bayyin li-raf � nizå� al-khasamayn (see �ihrån�, al-
Dhar��a, v. 11, p. 83, ’519)

circa 1268 Muªammad b. �Al� b. Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-
Akhbår� (Akhbår�), al-Akhbåriyy¨n wa�l-U‚¨liyy¨n, unmentioned 
number of differences, and written as a reply to �Al� b. �Abbås al-
Baªrån� al-Karazakån�, pupil of �Al� b. Muªammad Båqir al-Bihbihån� 
(See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 26, p. 33, ’142)

1275 M�rzå Muªammad al-Akhbår� al-Hind� (Akhbår�, but not the 
above mentioned M�rzå Muªammad b. �Abd al-Nab� al-Akhbår�), a 
pupil of the famous Indian U‚¨l� Sayyid Dildår �Al�, Muhyat al-Fuª¨l 
f� naq� al-u‚¨l (see �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 22, p. 206, ’8649)

1275 Íåliª al-Awål� and �Abbås al-Awål� (U‚¨l�?), Al-A‚�la al-
Awåliyya, answers sent to one �Abd �Al� b. Khalaf b. �Abd �Al� al-
Baªrån� (d. 1303), the imåm al-jum�a of Bushehr. Eight differences 
are mentioned, including the claim that the Akhbåriyya appeared in 
the 5th Century (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 2, p. 76, ’303 and �ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 5, p. 214, ’1006)

circa 1277 Maªm¨d al-Óasan� al-Khafr� (Shaykh�, a pupil of Kar�mkhån 
al-Kirmån�), Maqåla f��l-Farq bayn al-U‚¨l� wa�l-Akhbår� (�ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 21, p. 403, ’5691)

1285 Muªammad Íåªib al-Hind� (Akhbår�, possibly identical to M�rzå 
Muªammad al-Akhbår� al-Hind�), Risåla f��l-fur¨q al-khamsa bayn 
al-Akhbår� wa�l-U‚¨l�, mentioned as a pupil of Óasan b. Dildår �Al� 
(�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 186, ’611)

1295 �Al� b. Ismå��l b. Zayn al-D�n al-Óusayn� (U‚¨l�, known as 
Ab¨ al-Fa�å�il), Óamalåt al-Layth, detailing 22 differences (�ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 26, p. 281, ’1405) 

Before 1298 Muªammad Båqir b. Murta�å al-�aba†abå�� al-Yazd� 
(d.1298, U‚¨l�), Risåla f��l-farq bayn al-Akhbåriyy�n wa�l-U‚¨liyy�n 
(Mar�ash� Fihrist, v. 11, p. 95 MS’4082/2)
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Before 1311 Lu†f Allåh al-Ask� al-Arijån� al-Najaf� (d. 1311, school 
allegiance not known), Al-Fawå�id al-�Ilmiyya f� ªall ba�� al-maså�il 
al-u‚¨liyya wa�l-kalåmiyya (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 349, 
’1623)

Before 1343 Mahd� b. �Al� al-Ghar�f� al-Baªrån� al-Najaf� (d. 1343, 
school allegiance not known), Jumanat al-Baªrayn in verse (�ihrån�, 
al-Dhar��a, v. 5, p. 131, ’541)

Before 1352 Muªammad Båqir b. Muªammad Óasan b. Asad Allåh 
al-Qå�in� al-Shar�f al-B�rjand� (d. 1352, U‚¨l�?), Ûdåª al-�ar�q 
(�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 2, p. 496, ’1947; Am�n, A�yån al-Sh��a, v. 9, 
p. 181)

Before 1352 Muªammad Båqir b. Muªammad Óasan al-Qå�in� al-
Shar�f al-B�rjand� (U‚¨l�?), Al-Muªåkama bayn al-U‚¨liyy�n wa�l-
Akhbåriyy�n (this work is perhaps identical with his Ûdåª al-�ar�q 
mentioned above) (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 20, p. 135, ’2271)

Before 1359 Óasan b. Aªmad al-Ashkazår� (d.1359, U‚¨l�), Hadiyat 
al-numla ilå marja� al-milla (See �ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 25, p. 216, 
’348)

Undated Risåla f��l-fur¨q bayn al-U‚¨l� wa�l-Akhbår� (allegedly 
Akhbår�)—found amongst the writings of Muhammad Ja�far al-
Astaråbåd� in Fayzåbåd (�ihrån�, al-Dhar��a, v. 16, p. 186, ’610)
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APPENDIX THREE

MUÓAMMAD AMÛN AL-ASTARÅBÅDÛ’S FATWÅ FOR SHÅH 
�ABBÅS AL-ÍAFAWÛ ON THE PURITY OF WINE

This fatwå, preserved in a majm¨� in the Kitåbkhånah-yi Malik in 
Tehran,1 is titled as a fatwå from Astaråbåd� to the Safavid Shåh 
�Abbås. Astaråbåd�’s own Risåla on the same topic, entitled al-Risåla 
f� †ahårat al-khamr wa-najåsatihi,2 mentions that he provided a 
fatwå concerning wine to a Shah who had been drinking from an 
early age.

 ���� �� �	
��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����� �������� !"�� #$%� &'�� �( �)�*+��
���,� - ���� .��/0 1� 2�3�

 ��� �( 45��6 #$6�� 75��� 489��� �:;�6 ��� <=>� �( #���� 4� ?�� ���@ �� 4$+#A 4��� �B
 CA�� .�D+�EF G"� !"8$�� H/;5I ��J�� �5K� .��5L !"��E8� �$M� ���N9 ��� ��� OP�� Q��6 �$R
 ��:� �B �ST� <��U ��� ����R �$R 4VW� �( ��:� �B �X �( �#Y Z ��� Q��6 �$R �( �#�
 �$R ���� [�\ �� ��� ]+�L !"��E8� �$M� ^+��Y� �_(` !�a ��� Q��6 �ST� OW� ����R Q�80
 QJVb� H/;5I !"��E8� �$M� ^+��6� 1� 4*8�� #�� �	W+� �� �� �$R �( ���$�U �� ��c ���F 4� 1�$�
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 ���L �� 1� f5	W� ���N9 �( �5l
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 #��d��� �#A��� �5K� ��� 4��0 u;
� 1� #8� �ST� 48$�� ��� �$R ���,� �X #k:� u;
� ��� ��R !�;b�
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1 MS’1563 (Malik Fihrist, v. 9, p. 203).
2 University of Tehran Library, MS’1257 (see University Fihrist, v. 7, p. 2668 

for a description and Gleave, ÆPurity of Wine” for an edition).
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3 The manuscript is damaged here and #���k� is my own suggestion.
4  "��  '" nL'�  z9
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Translation

A petition which Mawlånå Muªammad Am�n Astaråbåd� wrote to Shah 
�Abbås in reply to a question concerning whether wine was pure or 
impure. That venerable scholar presented to the Pinnacle ˜that is, 
the Shah· that:

The opinion of Ab¨ Óan�fa and Shå��� and Målik and Aªmad-i 
Óanbal� is that drinking wine was forbidden and ˜wine was· impure. 
In the fatwås of the Sinless Imams—may the blessings and peace of 
God be upon them all—there are also explicit statements that wine 
is forbidden to such an extent that when someone is drinking wine 
on a ground rug, it is forbidden for another to eat food on a rug 
next to him. However, the ªad�ths of the Sinless Imams are ˜also· 
explicit concerning the purity of wine in that one can pray wearing 
a piece of clothing upon which wine has been spilled. Some of the 
ªad�th of the Sinless Imams, upon them be peace, ˜then· agree with 
the aforementioned opinion of the four mujtahids ˜and others do not·. 
The Sinless Imams have revealed a noble principle. This principle is 
one of those revealed during the time of the Lesser Occultation, and 
was recorded in the hand of the Imam of the age, the lawgiver of 
the age and all times—may the blessings and peace of God be upon 
him and his progeny. The principle is this: 

When contradictory fatwås come from us, those fatwås which agree 
with the fatwås of the Sunnis should be understood as ˜issued under· 
dissimulation, and hence not interpreted at all. Interpret ˜only· those 
fatwås which contradict the fatwås of the Sunnis. 

So, in accordance with this noble principle of the Sinless Imams—upon 
them be peace—wine is pure, and prayer in clothing such as that 
which we have mentioned ˜is permitted·. The opinion of the early 
Imåm� scholars was that wine is pure. However, the opinion of Shaykh 
Muf�d was that wine is impure.10 Another group ˜of scholars· fol-
lowed Shaykh �¨s�—may God illuminate his tomb. The great scholar 
Shah�d II—may God have mercy on him—in his commentary on the 
Diråya—recorded that the moderns, in most of the issues where there 
is a difference of opinion, followed Shaykh �¨s�, and Shaykh �¨s� 
followed Shaykh Muf�d—may God the Most High have mercy on 
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10 See Muf�d, al-Muqni�a, p. 73.
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them. One of the most remarkable things is that Shaykh Muf�d—may 
God have mercy on him—interprets the ªad�th which indicates wine 
to be pure as being taqiyya. However, the truth is that the ªad�ths 
which indicate that wine is impure are in agreement with the Sunnis. 
So in order to calm the most noble minds, both some of the views 
of the Sunnis and some of the views of the pure Imams—may the 
peace of God be upon them all—will be recorded ˜here·.

In the book Minhåj,11 which is one of the books of the Sunnis, 
the following passage is recorded:

The four Imams agree that wine is impure12

However, since at the time of the request ˜from the Shah· ˜my copy 
of· the books �Ilal ˜al-Sharå�i� of Ibn Båb¨ya·, al-Kåf� ˜ f� �ilm al-D�n 
of al-Kulayn�·, al-Maªåsin ˜of al-Barq�·, Ba‚å�ir al-Darajåt ˜of al-
Íaffår al-Qumm�·, Qurb al-Isnåd ˜of al-Óimyar�·, Man lå Yaª�uruhu 
al-Faq�h ˜of Ibn Båb¨ya· are all in �å�if, recording the ªad�ths from 
those books is not easy. So it must sufšce to record ªad�ths from the 
Kitåb ˜Tahdh�b· al-Ahkam by the leader of the sect ˜that is, Shaykh 
�¨s�·.13 In the Kitåb al-�Udda, which was written after the Four Books 
of ªad�th, the leader of the sect states explicitly that there is a ruling 
from the Sinless One that ˜the ªad�ths found in Tahdh�b al-Aªkåm· 
are reliable. By which he means that they have ˜assuredly· come from 
the Possessors of Sinlessness. The early scholars of the saved sect 
all agreed this. So, in the book al-Tahdh�b it is recorded:

I said to al-Íådiq—upon him be peace—if some wine comes into contact 
with my clothing, do I pray in it before I wash it? He—peace be upon 
him—said, ÆThere is no problem, for clothing cannot intoxicate.14

It is also mentioned that:

A man asked Ab¨ �Abd Allåh ˜al-Íådiq·, and I was there at the time, con-
cerning intoxicating substances or date-wine which comes into contact 
with clothing. He said, ÆThere is no problem.”15
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11 Probably a reference to the Minhåj al-�alib�n of Muhy al-D�n al-Nawaw�.
12 This phrase is not found in al-Nawaw�’s Minhaj, though the view expressed 

here can be found at Nawaw�, al-Majm¨�, v. 2, p. 563.
13 The manuscript here is unreadable, so I read here båshad or m�-båshad for 

shudd.
14 �¨s�, Tahdh�b, v. 1, p. 280, ’822/109.
15 �¨s�, Tahdh�b, v. 1, p. 280, ’823/110.
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It is also mentioned that:

A man asked Ab¨ Abd Allåh ̃ al-Íådiq· about a man who drunk wine, and 
then he spat some of it out and some dropped on my clothing. He—peace 
be upon him—said, ÆIt is not important.”16

It is also recorded, from �Al� b. Mahrziyår, who is one of the great 
scholars of the early Imåm�s, that:

I saw in the letter of �Abd Allåh b. Muªammad, to Ab¨ al-
Óusayn17—upon him be peace—˜the following·:

Make me your sacrišce! Zuråra relates from Ab¨ Ja�far ˜al-Båqir· and 
Ab¨ �Abd Allåh ˜al-Íådiq·—upon them both be peace—concerning 
wine which comes into contact with a man’s clothing that they both 
said there was no problem with it, such that one could pray in it, ˜and 
that· it is only forbidden to drink ˜wine·. It is related from Zuråra, from 
Ab¨ �Abd Allåh ˜al-Íådiq·—upon him be peace—that he said, ÆWhen 
your clothing comes into contact with wine—then wash it if you know 
where ˜it came into contact·. If you do not know the place, then wash 
all of it. If you have prayed in it, then repeat your prayer.
So tell me, which ˜rule· should I adopt?”
Then it is written in his own hand—upon him be peace: ÆAdopt the 
opinion of Ab¨ �Abd Allåh.” 18

Also in the ªad�th of the Imams of guidance—upon them be peace—it 
is related that when there are two contradictory ªad�ths from us on an 
issue, you should act on the more recent ªad�th. It is possible that Ætake 
the opinion of Ab¨ �Abd Allåh—upon him be peace” is an indication 
of this ˜rule·. It is possible also that this was ˜issued· out of taqiyya. 
God knows best.

˜To record· the truth of the matter, this was written by Muªammad 
Båqir Gulpaygån�.
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16 �¨s�, Tahdh�b, v. 1, p. 280, ’825/112.
17 Abu al-Óasan in the original text. See above, n. 5.
18 �¨s�, Tahdh�b, v. 1, p. 281, ’826/113.
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